
Abstract

SACHET, EDWARD. Transition Metal Oxides for Infrared Optoelectronics. (Under the
direction of Jon-Paul Maria.)

Plasmonics, a field of study in optoelectronics, describes the interaction of free charge
carriers in conductors with electromagnetic radiation. Under certain illumination condi-
tions, free charge carriers can become resonant with the electric field component of the
light used. This resonance results in a bound electromagnetic wave with unique optical
properties that can be utilized for a variety of sensing, spectroscopy and optoelectronic
applications.

Historically, plasmonic phenomena were restricted to metallic material systems such
as gold and silver, and the light used to excite plasmonic phenomena was part of the
UV-VIS energy range of the electromagnetic spectrum. In recent years however, a growing
interest in lower energy plasmonics, particularly at infrared energies, emerged from
the plasmonics community. Migrating plasmonic phenomena to the infrared regime
will enable new technologies such as novel infrared emitters and detectors, advanced
IR-spectroscopy techniques, heat assisted data storage or heat scavenging.

Facilitating this transition however will require advances in materials development.
The plasmonic host materials employed for UV-VIS applications, in particular the noble
metals, are inept to support low loss plasmonics at infrared energies. Novel plasmonic
host materials, preferably with tunable properties to cover a wide range of resonance
energies, are needed.

This dissertation explores the use of transition metal oxides as plasmonic materials for
the mid-infrared (2-10 µm wavelength) energy range. In particular, two material systems,
ZnO and CdO, are studied and their applicability towards mid-IR plasmonics is assessed.
Additionally, a simulation method to predict plasmonic properties of arbitrary materials
has been developed in combination with an infrared spectroscopy technique that allows to
experimentally interrogate the plasmonic properties of thin film samples. These techniques
are complimentary and yield directly comparable results allowing for an efficient testing
of theory against experiment.

The study of heavily doped zinc oxide led to an important proof of concept, demon-
strating that wide band gap conducting oxides are indeed applicable for plasmonics in
the mid-infrared. However, the ZnO material system revealed the limiting factors present



in most transition metal oxides. At the high doping levels needed to support mid-infrared
plasmons (>1x1020 cm-3 ) the transport properties degrade. Charge carrier mobilities are
low which translates into high optical losses for plasmonic applications. A material that
combines high charge carrier concentrations with high carrier mobilities is needed for
optimal performance in the infrared. Scattered literature reports suggested that doped
CdO might exhibit this rare combination of transport properties.

This lead to the development of a MBE based deposition technique for CdO doped with
dysprosium (CdO:Dy). Ideal transport properties for mid-IR plasmonics were found and
the material was thoroughly characterized in its structural, transport, optical, and thermal
properties. CdO:Dy can sustain extremely large room temperature electron mobilities of
>300 cm2V−1s−1 for a free carrier concentration range of 8x1019-5x1020 cm-3 . A crystal
defect based model was proposed to describe the structure/property relations leading to
the unusual transport properties of CdO:Dy, and the model was tested experimentally.
Complimentary ab initio calculations using density functional theory (DFT) were performed
for additional verification of the proposed mechanism.

The final part of this thesis describes the application of thin films of CdO:Dy to inves-
tigate the absorption mode mixing of plasmons with gas absorptions in the infrared. A
significantly increased infrared absorption is found when these two resonant phenomena
are combined. Based on the modeling technique developed for this work, the enhance-
ment mechanism was identified and theoretically described. The plasmonic mode-mixing
enhancement compares favorably to conventional enhanced infrared absorption measure-
ment schemes based on thin noble metal films. The mode-mixing enhancement infrared
absorption effect represents the first step towards technological application using the
materials and methods developed in this work.
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Chapter 1

Surface Plasmon Polaritons

1.1 Motivation for this work

Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP) are bound electromagnetic surface waves that can propagate
along a metal/dielectric interface. These waves are caused by a collective oscillation of free
electrons within the metal and result in electromagnetic fields that decay exponentially,
perpendicular to the interface, into the metal as well as the dielectric. A simple visualization
of the electric fields caused by a SPP at a 2D interface is depicted in figure 1.1.
SPP surface waves can be coupled to by incoming electromagnetic radiation, thus they offer

an direct link between an optical signal (incoming light) and an electrical signal (collective
electron oscillation). Furthermore, the bound surface wave has a shorter wavelength than
the incoming light, and can therefore confine light into sub-wavelength length scales. This
implies, that SPPs can be used for sub-wavelength optics and to bypass the diffraction limit.

Historically, SPPs have been investigated in noble metals, which support SPPs in the
ultraviolet (UV) and visible (UV-VIS) parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Following a
full understanding of these phenomena, various technologies utilizing the properties of
metal-bound SPPs have been developed and successfully commercialized. Metal-SPP based
technologies have become a vital part of biochemical sensing or sub-wavelength imaging
applications.
Recently, the research field encompassing all plasmonic phenomena, Plasmonics, is growing
increasingly fast with an ever higher number of research publications published each year.
This new found interest in the field is mostly fueled by the realization that SPPs are not
exclusive to metal/dielectric interfaces. SPPs can be supported by a number of material
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1 1.2

Figure 1.1 2D schematic of a SPP at a metal/dielectric interface; the exponentially decaying electric
fields are perpendicular to the interface. δ indicates the confinement width of the electromagnetic
field for the metal (δm) and dielectric (δd).

classes, such as semiconductors, half-metals, liquids or conductive metal oxides (CMOs).
The contrast to metal based SPPs, these material classes support SPPs at lower energies, at
longer wavelengths than the UV-VIS regime that is accessible using noble metals. Shifting
- and understanding - plasmonic phenomena to lower energies, can open up exciting new
possibilities for SPP based technologies.

One spectral region of interest is the infrared (IR). The infrared band carries heat, vi-
brational information about chemical bonding and is widely used for telecommunication
purposes. Combining these characteristics with SPPs and SPP based technologies, can enable
high value-added technologies for applications such as advanced chemical sensing, heat har-
vesting, data storage, infrared detectors and emitters or light and heat harvesting applications.
In the context of these promises and the lively research community, the motivation for this
work was to find and optimize materials that can support infrared plasmonics, with a focus on
the mid-IR region of the electromagnetic spectrum. New materials were created, characterized,
and tested towards their applicability for the technologies mentioned above.

1.2 Historical Overview

Surface plasmon polaritons were first observed 1902 by Wood, who studied the interaction
of light with gratings. He noticed dark bands in the reflected spectrum off of metal backed
diffraction gratings and published his observations in the same year1. Figure 1.2 depicts
the original figure published in his work. The dark reflection bands that were found, are
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Figure 1.2 First experimental observation of SPPs as published by Wood in 19021.

still known as Wood’s anomalies today. Similar observations were made by Lord Rayleigh,
who published a course theory describing the anomalies in 19072. Wood published his
own theory to explain the observed optical phenomena3, however both theories could not
accurately explain the observed spectra. In the years to come, both scientists made significant
contributions to understand the nature of surface plasmons and Wood refined his views on
the topic in 19354.
Several decades later, Palmer refined the theories, by solving the polarization dependencies
of Wood’s anomalies5,6. Unrelated research into the energy loss to electron beams in gaseous
systems and metal films7,8 contributed the missing pieces. The realization by Pines and Bohm,
that the observed energy losses are caused by a collective oscillation of free electrons, an
oscillating electron plasma, was the most important contribution9–11. Soon thereafter it was
realized, that these plasma oscillations are present at a metal surface, with field components
that extended away from the metal into the surrounding medium. This implied, that these
oscillations can be modified by changes in the environment of the surface12, which is the key
to most SPP based sensing technologies.

1.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance

Starting in the 1960s, Kretschmann13–15 and Raether16, and independently Otto17, published
the first complete theories on SPPs. More importantly, both Kretschmann-Raether and Otto
described a simple, reliable coupling mechanism to drive SPPs on metal surfaces and study
their properties. These coupling schemes are still known as the Kretschmann-Raether- and the
Otto-configurations.
In order to elaborate on these coupling schemes we first have to introduce a model system,
comprising of a thin metal layer and a dielectric. To further describe the dielectric properties
of both components, we assume the dielectric to exhibit constant dielectric properties with
energy (a non-dispersive medium) and with no loss (ε1 = const.; ε2 = 0). To describe the
dielectric function of the metal, we assume a lossless cloud of electrons freely propagating
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within the metallic crystal. The negatively charged electrons do not interact with the positively
charged nuclei within the crystal lattice. This model is known as the lossless Drude model18,19.
Within this model, we can describe the energy (frequency) dependent dielectric function of
our model metal as:

εDrude = ε∞(1−
ω2

p

ω
) (1.1)

Where εDrude is the dielectric function, ε∞ is the high frequency limit of the dielectric function
and ωp is the characteristic plasma frequency of the material. The dispersion relation, that
summarizes possible combinations of wave-vector and energy that allow a SPP to propagate
is given by:

kSPP =
ω

c

√
εAεB

εA + εB
(1.2)

where εA and εB represent the properties of the dielectric and the metal, respectively. Further
we define the frequency as ω and the speed of light as c. A derivation for this dispersion
relation is presented at the end of this chapter (1.7). If we now assume ε∞=1 and the dielectric
constant of medium A to be unity (εA = 1), we can normalize all energies to the plasma
frequency (ωp) using:

Ω ≡ ω

ωp
(1.3)

we then set:
K ≡ k

kp
(1.4)

with:
kp =

ωp

c
(1.5)

and insert into equation 1.2, yielding a simplified SPP dispersion that allows to explore the
coupling mechanisms:

K =

√
Ω2 − 1

2Ω2 − 1
·Ω (1.6)

A plot of this dispersion relation in energy-wavevector space is depicted in figure 1.3. We
can see that the dispersion yields two discrete branches, with an energy gap. The upper
limit of this energy gap is found to be equal to the plasma frequency ωp. The higher energy
branch corresponds to the radiative bulk plasmon polariton (BPP), which describes the plasma
oscillation in the bulk of the metallic material. The focus of this work is the branch at energies
below ωp, the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) branch. The SPP dispersion summarizes all
possible combinations of wavevector (in plane, thus kx) and energy of this surface wave.
Using this description, we can explore how to interact or couple to this surface wave, using
electromagnetic radiation, or beams of light.
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Figure 1.3 SPP dispersion for a lossless Drude metal. The two branches in the dispersion corre-
spond to the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) and the (radiative) bulk plasmon polariton (BPP). The
horizontal grey line denotes the plasma frequency ωp.

The dispersion relation of light propagating through a medium with ε = 1 in energy-
wavevector space can be summarized as:

klight =
ωlight

c
(1.7)

This is commonly known as a light line. If we plot this equation together with the SPP
dispersion curve (now limiting the energy scale to values < ωp) we yield figure 1.4. The
light line (green) does not intersect the SPP dispersion at any energy. This implies, that light
propagating in a medium with ε = 1 can not couple to a SPP. The in plane wavevector at
any given energy is always smaller then the wavevector of the SPP. In order to enable a
coupling, the wavevector (=momentum) of the incoming light needs to be raised. This is
where Otto and Kretschmann-Raether achieved their brake troughs. They realized, that by
passing the light through a prism of an optically denser medium (ε > 1), the momentum of
the propagating light could be increased. In the model picture depicted in figure 1.4, this
corresponds to a tilt of the light line towards higher momenta. If we increase the dielectric
constant of the propagation medium, we have to modify equation 1.7 to (assuming a lossless
dielectric medium εD):

klight =
ωlight ·

√
εD

c
(1.8)
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Figure 1.4 SPP dispersion (blue) with a light line (green) corresponding to light propagating in a
dielectric medium with ε = 1. No intersection of theses two features can be found.

The resulting dispersion picture is depicted in figure 1.5 . In this scenario, the light line is
shifted towards higher momenta, thus intersecting the SPP dispersion curve at one point.
This indicates that coupling is possible if we can match the wavevector of the incoming light
experimentally.
Otto and Kretschmann-Raether realized, that if they used a total internal reflection geom-
etry, this becomes possible. Figures 1.6 and 1.7 depict the Kretschmann-Raether and Otto
configuration respectively. Upon total internal reflection, an evanescent field is created20,21.
This wave carries the same wavevector as the original, internally reflected wave. In both
configurations, this evanescent field is brought in contact with the metal surface, either by
propagating through the metal film (Kretschmann-Raether) or by propagating through an air
gap (Otto). If the in-plane component (kx) and energy of this field matches the SPP dispersion,
coupling occurs and the incoming light becomes resonant with the SPP. This phenomenon is
called surface plasmon resonance (SPR). In order to achieve SPR, the in-plane component at a
given energy can be varied in both configurations by varying the incident angle of the light
(Θi). If we only consider the in-plane component of the light line, we can summarize this as:

kx(light) =
ωlight ·

√
εD sin Θi

c
(1.9)

An example on how this affects the light line is given in figure 1.8. We can immediately see,
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Figure 1.5 SPP dispersion and lightline for light propagating in an optically dense (ε > 1) medium.
The overlap of the lightline with the SPP dispersion indicates a possible resonance condition (cou-
pling).

Figure 1.6 Schematic of the Kretschmann configuration. Total internal reflection creates an evanes-
cent field (red) that penetrates the metal film. The in-plane component (kx) of this field is the projec-
tion down onto the interface and can be varied by varying the incident angle (Θi) of the light beam.
This configuration thus allows to match the wavevector of the incoming light to the SPP by varying
the incidence angle.
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Figure 1.7 Schematic of the Otto configuration. Total internal reflection creates an evanescent field
(red) that propagates through an air gap into the metal film. The in-plane component (kx) of this
field is the projection down onto the interface and can be varied by varying the incident angle (Θi)
of the light beam. This configuration thus allows to match the wavevector of the incoming light to
the SPP by varying the incidence angle.

Figure 1.8 Varying the incidence angle and in-plane component of a light line. By changing the
angle, resonance can be achieved at different energies (and kx).
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that a variation of the incidence angle allows us to achieve SPR at varying energies.
Upon SPR, the incoming light energy is absorbed by the SPP, which results in a drop of

the internally reflected light intensity in the experimental configurations described above.
This provides a convenient way to find a resonance condition: By varying either the incidence
angle (with constant light energy) or by scanning the incoming energy at a constant incidence
angle, we can monitor the reflected light intensity. A resonance condition is experimentally
found if the reflected light intensity reaches a minimum. If we consider both of these cases
in more detail it becomes important to add that there is a strong polarization dependence
for these experiments. Only incoming light polarized in such a way, that it’s electric field
has an in-plane component that can match the SPPs wavevector, can couple to the SPP.
In the Kretschmann- or Otto-configurations, this condition is only met by p-polarized light.

To highlight the importance of this polarization dependence, we can simulate an experi-
ment in either of the coupling schemes using the ideal Drude metal described above. First,
the energy of the light will be held constant, and the incidence angle is varied. Thus, the light
line is tilted towards higher momenta. The reflected light intensity is monitored as R and
plotted as a function of angle for two polarization states, s- and p-polarized. The results are
depicted in figure 1.9.

For the p-polarized case (blue, panel b), the resonance with the SPP can easily be seen as
an observed minimum in the reflected light intensity R. The s-polarized case does not exhibit
such a minimum, since s-polarized light does not have a matching in-plane component of
the electromagnetic wavevector and can thus not couple to the SPP. Alternatively, we can
simulate an experiment where the angle of incidence is held constant. At a constant angle,
the energy is scanned. This experiment is summarized in figure 1.10.

Again, for the p-polarized case (blue, panel b) we find a minimum in the reflected light
intensity, indicating a resonance condition. S-polarized light can not couple to the SPP, thus
the recorded reflected light intensity does not exhibit any features, indicating no interaction
with the SPP.
These experiments can theoretically be performed in either the Kretschmann-Raether (to
shorten: Kretschmann) or the Otto configuration. Since I exclusively used the Kretschmann
configuration for this work, we will from now on assume the use of the Kretschmann con-
figuration throughout the rest of this thesis.

The theoretical experiments depicted in figures 1.9 and 1.10 illustrate how the Kretschmann
configuration can be used to optically characterize the SPP dispersion of a given material.
By recording resonance conditions over a wide incident angle range, we can extract a
sufficient amount of data points to measure the SPP dispersion over a wide range of energy.
Experimentally, we are using a combination of both approaches outlined here, since a variable
angle, spectroscopic experiment is used that accommodates the Kretschmann configuration.
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Figure 1.9 Simulated reflection experiment demonstrating the strong polarization dependence for
SPR. a) The performed experiment can be summarized in the dispersion picture as tilting the light
line while keeping the energy of the light constant. b) Monitoring the reflected light intensities:
The blue trace corresponds to the observed reflectance (R) for p-polarized light. A minimum, cor-
responding to a resonance condition is found. The red trace, for s-polarized light, does not exhibit
such a minimum, since s-polarized light cannot couple to a SPP in this experiment.
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Figure 1.10 Simulated reflection experiment demonstrating the strong polarization dependence
for SPR with varying energy. a) The performed experiment can be summarized in the dispersion
picture as scanning vertically in energy at a constant in-plane component (fixed lightline). b) Mon-
itoring the reflected light intensities: The blue trace corresponds to the observed reflectance R for
p-polarized light. A minimum, corresponding to a resonance condition is found. The red trace, for
s-polarized light, does not exhibit such a minimum, since s-polarized light cannot couple to a SPP
in this experiment.
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Figure 1.11 Various incidence angles in the Kretschmann configuration for SPP mapping. A series of
scans at varying angles can be used to couple to the SPP at different energies.

In these experiments, we acquire data as reflected light intensity (reflectance) in energy-
angle space. To realize how this connects to the SPP dispersion, we can consider a series
of experiments following the procedure outlined in figure 1.9. By repeating the recording
of polarization dependent reflectance as a function of incident angles at various energies,
or vice versa, we can gradually map the SPP dispersion in angle and energy space. In
the dispersion picture, this can be summarized as a series of light lines intersecting the
SPP dispersion at different energies. Figure 1.11 illustrates this using multiple light lines
corresponding to a wide range of incident angles in the Kretschmann configuration. By
recording the angle/energy combination for each individual lightline that corresponds to
the resonance (thus experimentally the angle/energy combination at which a minimum in
p-polarized reflectance was observed), we are mapping the SPP dispersion. Upon plotting
these points as a function of angle and energy, we create a map of the SPP dispersion in
angle/energy space. Figure 1.12 illustrates this conversion. This plasmonic map represents
the SPP dispersion converted into angle/energy space. If a sufficient number of data points
is compiled, an accurate experimental description of the SPP dispersion can be achieved.
Since the angle/energy parameter space can be directly accessed experimentally using the
Kretschmann configuration, it is the main way of analyzing the plasmonic properties of
materials in this work. Considering that the in-plane wavevector and the incident angle in the
Kretschmann configuration are connected through the optical properties of the prism used in
the Kretschmann configuration experiment, we can accurately extract the plasmonic properties
and dispersion of any thin film material using this technique of reflectivity mapping.
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Figure 1.12 Mapping of the SPP dispersion in angle/energy space. By compiling all observed reso-
nance conditions we can map the SPP dispersion in angle/energy space. This is of utmost impor-
tance for this work, since we can directly access this parameter space experimentally.

A real example from this work, recorded using the IR-VASE ellipsometer and the
Kretschmann configuration, is depicted in figure 1.13. Details on how this data was recorded
can be found in the experimental section, chapter 2.3.6. From this reflectivity map, the con-
nection with the idealized description of this mapping procedure (fig. 1.12) can be seen. The
SPP dispersion is depicted as an arc of low reflectivity R (darker shades). This arc follows
a similar pattern of angle/energy combinations to the idealized data. From this reflectivity
map, the plasmonic properties of the material probed in this experiment could be extracted.
Because this is experimental data using real (thus non-ideal) materials, as apposed to the
ideal examples used above, there are a number of features in this map that have to be further
characterized and accounted for. The details on how to describe non-idealities, such as lossy
metallic layers, dispersive optical components and atmospheric effects can be found in the
modeling section, chapter 3.

1.4 SPR-Technologies

This section will give a brief overview of current uses of plasmonic phenomena in science
and technology. It is by no means complete, however it should give the reader an idea of the
versatile ways plasmonic phenomena have been utilized. All of these techniques contributed
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Figure 1.13 Example experimental reflectivity map. The plasmon dispersion can be seen as an arc of
low reflectivity R (darker shades) in angle/energy space.

to the growing interest into the field if plasmonics. Selected recent works are cited to give an
over-view and a starting point for literature research into any of the fields presented.

1.4.1 SPR-Surface sensing

The highest impact technologies based on surface plasmons and their properties are SPR-
Biosensing techniques. These technologies can be used to monitor minute changes in refractive
index on chemically functionalized surfaces. This technology has been successfully used in
screening for novel drugs22, to study the kinetics of protein-binding reactions23,24 or the high
throughput quality control of pharmaceutical proteins25. All of these techniques are based
on the same property of surface plasmon polaritons: Their remarkable sensitivity towards
changes in their dielectric environment.

If we consider the SPP dispersion equation:

k = kSPP =
ω

c

√
εmεd

εm + εd
(1.10)

we find that the dispersion is dependent on the dielectric properties of the metal used (εm) and
the dielectric environment (εd). The metals properties can be considered constant throughout
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Figure 1.14 Angular sensitivity of SPR measurements. A pronounced angular shift in the position of
the reflectance minimum can be found upon a change of the dielectric constant in the environment
of 2%.

an experiment, however the dielectric environment (εd) can change with time. If that is the
case, the resulting SPP dispersion will change dynamically, which can be recorded as a
change in the outcome of an experiment. One can consider a Kretschmann configuration
experiment where we monitor a reflectivity minimum as a function of incidence angle, as
described in fig.1.9. The position of the observed reflectivity minimum is governed by the
materials used (εm, εd) and the energy of the light that is incident. The remarkable property
of SPPs is, that this resonance condition can vary greatly even with minute changes of the
dielectric environment εd. To illustrate this, we can simulate and compare the outcome of the
Kretschmann type experiment upon changing the dielectric constant of the environment (εd)
by only 2%. Figure 1.14 depicts the results. It can clearly be seen, that even small changes
induce a large shift in the position of the observed resonance minimum.

In SPR based technologies, the change in the dielectric constant can be caused by the
binding of molecules to surfaces. Within the evanescent field caused by total internal reflection,
even sub-monolayer coverage of analyte molecules can change the refractive index in proximity
of the metal film to the extent that it can be measured by SPR. Chemical functionalization can
govern what kind of molecules are able to bind to the sensor surface, making this technique
extremely versatile. The theoretical maximum sensitivity of a gold based sensing scheme was
estimated to be as high as 600°/unit of index of refraction26.
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1.4.2 Plasmonics technologies beyond the diffraction limit

Conventional microscopy is limited in resolution due to the diffraction limit, defined by Abbe
as27:

d =
λ

2n sin Θ
(1.11)

Here, d is the resulting spot size for a light converging through a medium with refractive
index n at an angle Θ. This implies, that for diffraction based optics, the resolution for visible
light wavelengths is limited to, e.g., 250 nm for green light with λ=500 nm. Clearly, this
resolution is not sufficient to image objects at the nano-scale, where feature sizes can be
easily < 1nm. Therefore, this technologically important length domain is not accessible for
conventional light based microscopy.

The field confinement enabled by the bound surface wave, the SPP, can allow light to
be squeezed in significantly smaller spaces, thus in principle enabling optical techniques to
access the nano-lengthscales and nano imaging28. SPP bound to silver and gold surfaces or
hole arrays have been demonstrated to enhance the resolution for 500 nm light to about 70
nm, a 7x improvement for imaging29. Using an tapered metallic tip design to concentrate the
electric field in the near field of a conventional microscope objective, allowed the resolution
to be enhanced even further30. The state of the art in plasmon assisted near field imaging
is a tapered wave guide design. Light is bound to a SPP propagating along a gold/SiO2
interface formed by an optical fiber31. This fiber tapers in diameter down to a sub 100 nm
gap. Essentially, SPPs are being used to squeeze visible light into a small spot that can be
rastered over the area of interest for hyper-spectral spectroscopy. Figure 1.15 depicts the
design. Other pointed-probe techniques have been demonstrated to break the resolution limit
of microscopy32, however, plasmonic wave guide based designs are as of now the highest
performing designs33,34.

1.4.3 Plasmonic field enhancement

The very strong localization, and thus enhancement, of the electric field due to plasmons,
is routinely used to amplify electric field based spectroscopy techniques. Certain metal
geometries can act as antennas for incoming light and concentrate electric field to a very
small (relative to the wavelength of the radiation used) point in space. Within these small
volumina, enormous electric fields, relative to the incoming radiation, can be achieved35. The
most iconic antenna design is the plasmonic bow-tie antenna, depicted in figure 1.16. This
simple design can become resonant with incoming, visible light (normal to the image plane)
and create electric field enhancements in the space between them. For the example given
in figure 1.16, the gap is about 20 nm. The enhancement from such architectures has been
measured to be in the order of 103(ref.36). The high electric fields created, can be utilized to
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Figure 1.15 Tapered wave guide design for near-field imaging. a-c) Design of the tapered plasmon
wave guide d-f) Electric field distributions within the wave guide31.

Figure 1.16 Electric field distribution around a metallic bow-tie antenna. Between the two triangu-
lar lobes, very strong electric fields can be created, once the antenna becomes resonant with the
incoming radiation (top view).
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sample the small focusing volumes of these antenna designs, with spectroscopy techniques
based on VIS wavelengths.

Utilizing bow-tie antenna designs, scanning near-field microscopy probes were fabricated,
that enable photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy of single quantum dot structures37. Scanning
near-field fluorescent spectroscopy was demonstrated using metallic antennas38 and improved
to a lateral resolution of 10 nm39. Utilizing plasmonic antennas suspended in solutions,
this approach could be extended to the liquid domain40. Further improvements of the
technique allowed for the fluorescent probing of individual nano-dots41 and even individual
molecules42,43.

Another important use of plasmon-concentrated electric fields is the efficiency enhance-
ment of photovoltaic (PV) devices. The efficiency of solar cells can be improved by utilizing
plasmonic structures to concentrate the incoming light in the semiconductor. The same semi-
conductor volume can therefore harvest more of the incoming radiation44. Experimentally
demonstrated, working designs are based on corrugated metal/semiconductor interfaces45,
or the embedding of plasmonic particles into the PV-structure46,47. It is important to note,
that these principles can be extended to non-traditional PV devices, such as organic solar
cells48. In theory, a large variety of geometries can be used to enhance the absorption of solar
cells49.

1.5 Towards Infrared Surface Plasmon Polaritons

Interestingly, despite all of the technologies and advances mentioned above, plasmonics has
yet to be established in the mid-IR energy ranges. As mentioned in the beginning of this work,
mid-IR plasmonics would enable exciting new technologies. The lack of progress however,
is due to the fact that suitable materials, that can support low-loss plasmon oscillations at
mid-IR energies, are rare. To understand why, it is helpful to recall the simplified plasmon
dispersion as was depicted in figure1.3.

The horizontal gray line indicated the plasma frequency of the model material. It becomes
evident, that plasmonic phenomena are connected to the plasma frequency in a given material.
As a matter of fact, the upper limit in energy of a SPP is directly proportional to the plasma
frequency (ωSPP ∝ ωp). At this point, we will leave this statement as is. For a much more
thorough explanation of the connection between the plasma frequency and the SPP dispersion
see chapter 3. In a metal, the plasma frequency is directly proportional to the amount of free
charge carriers (ωp ∝ n), thus the SPP dispersion is directly proportional to the free carrier
concentration in a material (ωSPP ∝ n). We can use these connections, to estimate the free
carrier concentrations needed, to support plasmonic phenomena in a certain range of the
electromagnetic spectrum. The result can be seen in figure 1.17, and gives an overview of the
plasmonic material spectrum.

From this figure, we can estimate, that a material with roughly 1x1019 to 1x1020 carri-
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Figure 1.17 The plasmon material spectrum. A approximation of the carrier densities needed to sup-
port plasmonics at a certain range within the electromagnetic spectrum. The dotted trace indicates
typical mobility values for materials exhibiting the respective free carrier concentrations.

ers cm-3 is needed to support mid-IR plasmonics. Finding such a material is, however, a
formidable challenge. We can populate the plasmon material spectrum with several material
classes and indicate the respective carrier concentration ranges that these materials exhibit.
The result is depicted in figure 1.18 .

It can be seen, that neither traditional semiconductors, nor traditional metals can access
this free carrier concentration range. For very few semiconductors, such as GaN for example,
the carrier concentration can be raised into the 1x1020 cm-3 range50. If possible though, another
important material property inevitably degrades, the free carrier mobility (µ). At this point
in the manuscript, we simply state that for a given carrier concentration, a material should
always exhibit the highest possible carrier mobility, in order to be a high quality plasmonic
host material (For a thorough explanations of the connection of SPP dispersion and free carrier
mobility, see chapter 3). It turns out, that in highly doped semiconductors the mobilities are
disappointingly low. In other words, even if a semiconductor is dope-able to an extend that it
supports mid-IR plasmonics, the low free carrier mobility will limit the performance of this
material. This connection between carrier concentration and mobility can be easily seen in
reference data for silicon, the prototypical semiconductor, as depicted in figure 1.19. With
increasing donor density, the free carrier mobility drops steeply. Similar trends can be found
in almost any semiconducting material, which is why this material class is not suitable for
high-quality mid-IR plasmonics.
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Figure 1.18 The plasmon material spectrum populated with material classes. The ranges in terms of
free carrier concentration that can be accessed by several classes of materials is indicated.

Figure 1.19 Room-temperature mobilities of electrons and holes in Si as a function of dopant con-
centration.
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If we consider the higher energy range of the plasmon material spectrum as depicted
in fig. 1.18, we find the metals. Metals have the highest free carrier concentration of any
material, about 1 electron per atom (∼ 1023 cm-3 ). This allows them to be excellent hosts
for UV51,52 and VIS plasmonics. Some metals can also be used for near-infrared plasmonic
applications. However,the carrier concentration cannot be sufficiently lowered to support
mid-IR plasmonics. Similar properties can be found with metallic nitrides, such as TiN.
The carrier concentration supports near-IR to VIS plasmonics53,54, but cannot be lowered to
sufficiently low concentrations.

Patterned metal surfaces can exhibit mid-IR plasmonics, so-called spoof-plasmons55–58.
Unfortunately, the SPPs supported by these structures are extremely lossy and the structures
are difficult to fabricate, and thus not applicable towards mid-IR technologies.

Emerging 2D materials, such as graphene or MoS2 are promising candidate materials for
plasmonic applications over a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum, with potential
applications reaching from the ThZ-region to VIS light energies59–62. As of now, research into
this new class of materials is still nascent and the potential for mid-IR plasmonics can not be
evaluated at this point in time. Recent observations indicate, that optical damping pathways
in 2D materials might limit the performance for the mid-IR63,64.

This leaves us with the material class depicted in figure 1.18, conductive metal oxides
(CMOs), that support the necessary carrier concentration range to access mid-IR energies.

1.6 Surface Plasmon Polaritons in Conductive Metal Oxides

Conductive metal oxides are a doped metal oxides, whose conductivity arises either through
intrinsic defect formation, such as the formation of oxygen vacancies, or through intentional
doping with impurities. These materials can be highly doped (up to ∼ 1022 cm-3 ) and are
thus ideal candidates for mid-IR plasmonic. Furthermore, since the free carriers within the
CMOs are arise due to doping, their plasma frequency can be tuned, by controlling the
concentration of dopants. This is adding additional functionality over metallic systems who’s
carrier concentrations are mostly fixed as a material property.

A large number of publications can be found on a variety of materials, indicating the broad
interest and potential applicability of these materials towards mid-IR plasmonics. Indium
Tin Oxide (ITO) is probably the best investigated CMO material that can support surface
plasmon resonance in the IR65–67. Doped variants of ZnO, using either aluminum (AZO) or
gallium (GZO) as n-type dopants, are also well investigated plasmonic host materials68–71.
Multilayer structures comprised of metal oxides also exhibit infrared plasmon resonance72.
Unfortunately, all investigated oxide materials to-date, share a similar property trend as highly
doped semiconducting materials: The free carrier mobilities are very modest, severely limiting
the potential for low loss plasma oscillations in the mid-IR73,74. This is where the focus of
this thesis ties in. It is supposed to present a fundamental investigation into whether we can
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use material science, structure-property relations, to maintain the advantageous properties
of CMOs, such as the tunability of the free carrier concentration, and increase the carrier
mobility to levels that will enable low-loss mid-IR surface plasmon resonance.

1.7 Derivation

For completeness of this introduction, a brief derivation for the dispersion relation of a SPP
propagating along a metal/dielectric boundary is presented. The derivation is guided by75

and76. A complete derivation can be found in16 and77.
Without current or charge, Maxwell’s equations are:

∇ · E = 0 (1.12)

∇ · B = 0 (1.13)

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

(1.14)

∇× B = µ0µε0ε
∂E
∂t

(1.15)

Additionally:
D = ε0εE = ε0E + P (1.16)

B = µ0µH = µ0H + µ0M (1.17)

Setting µ = 1, taking the curl of 1.14 and combining with 1.15 the field equations can be
found:

∇×∇× E = µ0ε0ε
∂2E
∂t2 (1.18)

∇×∇× B = µ0ε0ε
∂2B
∂t2 (1.19)

Introducing a vector identity:

∇×∇×A = ∇∇ ·A∇2A (1.20)

Which is used in 1.18 and 1.19 to get:

∇∇ · E∇2E = −µ0ε0ε
∂2E
∂t2 (1.21)
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∇∇ · B∇2B = −µ0ε0ε
∂2B
∂t2 (1.22)

The speed of light is c = ε0µ
− 1

2
0 ,

∇∇ · E∇2E = −ε

c
∂2E
∂t2 (1.23)

∇∇ · B∇2B = −ε

c
∂2B
∂t2 (1.24)

Using Fourier transform to convert from time and space domains into radial frequency
and wavevector domain:

∇ → ık (1.25)

∂

∂t
→ ıω (1.26)

The resulting wave equations are now:

− k k · E + k2E = ε
ω2

c2 E (1.27)

− k k · B + k2B = ε
ω2

c2 B (1.28)

We are looking for a transverse wave, where k · E = 0 and k · B = 0. The resulting wave
equations are:

k2 · E = ε
ω2

c2 E (1.29)

k2 · B = ε
ω2

c2 B (1.30)

which can be generalized as:

k2 = ε
ω2

c2 (1.31)

This represents the generalized dispersion relation for transverse waves in dielectric media. To
find if such a wave can exist at the interface of a meta and a dielectric, we define a geometry
in figure 1.20:

Additionally, the following boundary conditions are applied:

D⊥A −D⊥B = 0 (1.32)
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Figure 1.20 Schematic of the coordinate system used along a metal/dielectric boundary

E‖A − E‖B = 0 (1.33)

B⊥A − B⊥B = 0 (1.34)

H‖A −H‖B = 0 (1.35)

For a transverse wave propagating along the interface A/B we can then formulate:

EzA = −Hya
kx

ωε0εA
(1.36)

EzB = −HyB
kx

ωε0εB
(1.37)

ExA = HyA
kzA

ıωε0εA
(1.38)

ExB = −HyB
kzB

ıωε0εB
(1.39)

Applying the boundary conditions 1.32-1.35:

ExA = ExB (1.40)

HyA = HyB (1.41)

and
εA

kzA
= − εB

kzB
(1.42)
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This implies that either εA or εB need to be negative, thus one of the materials at the
interface needs to be metallic (ε < 0) at the frequency range of interest. If we now apply the
wave equation 1.29 to the electric field expression for the interface materials

EA = (ExA x̂ + EzA ẑ)e−ıωt+ıkxx−kzAz (1.43)

EB = (ExB x̂ + EzB ẑ)e−ıωt+ıkxx−kzBz (1.44)

we find:

k2
zAEA − k2

xEA = εA
ω2

c2 EA (1.45)

k2
zBEB − k2

xEB = εB
ω2

c2 EB (1.46)

With equation 1.42 we find:

k = kSPP =
ω

c

√
εAεB

εA + εB
(1.47)

This is the dispersion relation for a Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP), a standing wave existing
at the interface of materials with the optical properties εA and εB.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Details

This chapter will summarize experimental techniques and parameters that have been used
throughout this work. A description of all simulation techniques used can be found in chapter
3.

2.1 Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD)

2.1.1 Target Preparation

Ceramic PLD target were prepared using a powder route. Metal oxide powders for ZnO-
(Alfa Aesar, 99.99+ % trace metal basis) and CdO-Targets (Sigma Aldrich, 99.99+ % trace
metal basis) were pressed into a 1.25 inch metal die at 16000 psi using a pneumatic laboratory
press. The pressed ZnO pellets were then sintered in Air using a Sentro Tech box furnace
at 1250°C for 12h (initial ramp rate 15°C/min). The resulting 1 inch targets exhibited 97%
theoretical density ( ρZnO = 5.61 g/cm−3).
The pressed CdO pellets were sintered using a Lindberg controlled atmosphere tube furnace.
Throughout the sintering process, the target was held under an atmosphere of 100 % O2 with
a flow of 10 mm3/sec. The sintering temperature was 700°C held for 8 hours with an initial
ramp rate of 10°C/min. The exhaust gases were directed into the adjacent laboratory hood using
teflon tubing. The resulting 1 inch targets exhibited 98 % theoretical density ( ρCdO = 8.15
g/cm−3). Figures 2.1 and 2.2 depict typical XRD scans of the resulting targets.
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Figure 2.1 XRD of a typical ZnO target

Figure 2.2 XRD of a typical CdO target
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the PLD system used for this work

2.1.2 PLD-System

PLD depositions were carried out using a custom build PLD deposition chamber. A Coherent
Compex Pro 102F KrF laser with a wavelength of 248 nm was used for ablation. Figure 2.3
depicts a schematic of the deposition system. The target carousel can hold up to five targets
that can be selected in-situ. The target is continuously rotated during ablations. The heated
substrate holder rotates continuously ±360°.
Prior to deposition, the respective substrates were mounted on the target manipulator using
silver paint which was dried in air at 80°C. The mounted targets on the manipulator were
then introduced into the system and the deposition chamber was evacuated to a base pressure
of <1x10−5 Torr.

2.1.3 PLD-Deposition

2.1.3.1 ZnO

For ZnO deposition, typical parameters used where:

Substrate temperature 600-750°C

Target substrate distance 55-100 mm
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Background O2 pressure 1-100 mTorr

Laser energy density 0.6-1.2 J/cm2

Pulse repetition rate 3-10 Hz

2.1.3.2 CdO

For CdO deposition, typical parameters used where:

Substrate temperature 300-500°C

Target substrate distance 55-100 mm

Background O2 pressure 10-30 mTorr

Laser energy density 1.5 J/cm2

Pulse repetition rate 10 Hz

At substrate temperatures above 500°C, evaporation would occur, and no film growth
could be observed.

2.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)

All MBE growth for this work was carried out using a Perkin-Elmer 435 MBE. Figure 2.4
depicts a schematic of the deposition system. Three metal effusion sources were available for
Mg, Cd and Dy (doping effusion cell) with individual PID temperature control. Oxygen could
be supplied either as molecular oxygen or from a custom built inductively coupled, radio
frequency plasma source (RF-ICP source) for increased oxygen activity. A schematic of the
ICP source can be seen in figure 2.5. Samples were mounted on a Mo puck for deposition and
substrate temperature was controlled using a infrared pyrometer aimed at the puck center.

2.2.1 Sample Preparation

Prior to deposition, single crystal substrates were cleaned with the following procedure: Rinse
in solvents with decreasing polarity, DI Water/Acetone/Ethanol/Methanol. For hygroscopic
substrates, the water was omitted. Following the rinse, the samples where cleaned for 10
minutes using a UV-Ozone sample cleaner. The substrate where then mounted on a Mo puck
using a very thin, continuous layer of silver paint. Following the sample mounting, the puck
was heated to 140°C for 20 minutes on a hot plate to dry the silver paste.
The hot puck was then transferred into the load lock of the MBE system and immediately
pumped down. After reaching a load lock pressure of <1x10−7 Torr the sample was transferred
into the growth chamber.
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of the MBE deposition system

Figure 2.5 Schematic of the custom built RF-ICP Oxygen source used for this work
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2.2.2 MBE-Deposition

For plasma assisted growth, the ICP-source was started as first step. To strike the plasma,
the O2 pressure was raised to 1x10−5 Torr. At this pressure, turning the RF generator on
will result in a faint, capacitavely coupled, oxygen plasma. After adjusting the load/tune on
the RF matching unit for highest possible forward power, lowering the oxygen pressure will
strike an inductively coupled plasma. The plasma can be run with 230W forwards power
with the reflecting power <10 W. Accessible deposition pressures when using the ICP source
range from 6x10−7-1x10−5 Torr.
After a stable plasma emission is reached, the effusion cells and the sample heater where
brought to deposition temperature, with the effusion cell shutters remaining closed. Upon
reaching stable cell- and substrate-temperatures (within ±1°C), the shutters were opened to
initiate growth.
For non plasma assisted growth, the start-up procedure for the ICP source was omitted and
the effusion cells and the substrate could be brought up to temperature right after sample
puck transfer.
Typical deposition parameters for CdO:Dy growth used for this work:

Substrate temperature 200-500°C

Cd-Cell temperature 200-240°C resulting in a calculated Cd flux of 2-5x1013 (at cm2 s2 )

Dy-Cell temperature 900-1100°C resulting in a calc. Dy flux of 1x108 to 3.5x1012 (at cm2 s2 )

Mg-Cell temperature 280-360°C resulting in a calculated Mg flux of 0.5-6x1013 (at cm2 s2 )

Background O2 pressure 1-5x10−6 Torr

ICP-source RF power 200-250 W resulting in a atomic O-flux of 0.8-1.2x1014 (at cm2 s2 )

For non-oxide substrates such as GaN, GaAs or Si, the substrate temperature was held
<300°C to avoid evaporation off of the heated substrates during growth. Typical CdO growth
rates observed where 0.9 nm/min. Growth rates where monitored using a quartz crystal
monitor (QCM), however this method proved to be unreliable for plasma assisted growth.
Consequently, growth rates where backed out from film thicknesses measured using either
(depending on thickness) profilometry or x-ray reflectivity.

2.3 Sample Characterization

2.3.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction experiments were carrier out using a Panalytical Empyrean Platform with
multiple available optics. Bragg-Brentano diffraction data for phase identification was recorded
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using a programmable divergence slit incidence beam optic with a 1-D strip detector as
receiving optic. Single crystal diffraction and diffraction of epitaxial thin films was recorded
using a parallel beam configuration with either a Goebel-mirror or a double bounce hybrid
monochrometer on the incidence beam side. A parallel plate collimator (PPC, 0.18°) with a
Xe-proportional counter was used on the receiving side for parallel beam measurements. For
rocking curves, the proportional counter was mounted on a rocking curve attachment.
X-ray reflectivity data was recorded using either of the parallel beam options and data analysis
was carried out using Panalytical Reflectivity software.

2.3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM data was recorded using an Asylum MFP-3D AFM. Si AFM tips (Aspire, conical 300
kHz, 40 N/m) were used to record height and phase surface data in tapping mode.

2.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

High resolution SEM images were recorded using a FEI VERIOS field emission scanning
electron microscope. Typical operating settings were a working distance of 4 mm, a beam
acceleration voltage of 1kV and current of 1 pA. The stage bias was typically varied between
0.5-2 kV.

2.3.4 Transport Measurements

Room-temperature transport data were measured with the Van-der-Pauw technique using
an Ecopia HMS-3000 Hall Measurement System. Temperature-dependent transport measure-
ments were carried out using a custom-built transport probe in a Quantum Design PPMS.
For temperature dependent Hall data, the Ecopia HMS-3000 system was interfaced with the
PPMS, by connecting the pin-outs of the PPMS sample holder to the Ecopia interface. In this
configuration, the PPMS was used to control the temperature and magnetic field, whereas the
software of the Ecopia HMS-3000 was used to record the Hall data and calculate the transport
properties.

2.3.5 Ellipsometry

To record variable angle, spectroscopic ellipsometry data (VASE), a Woollam VASE and
IR-VASE have been used to record UV-VIS and IR VASE data respectively. For modeling and
data analysis, Woollams WVase-software has been used.
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Figure 2.6 Custom sample holders for SPR Spectroscopy to be used on the sample stage of a IR-
VASE.

2.3.6 Surface Plasmon Resonance Spectroscopy

To record IR-reflectivity data in the Kretschmann configuration, the IR-VASE has been
modified with a custom sample stage. The design went trough multiple iterations that
enhanced the SPR capabilities and added functionality. The simplest setup comprises of an
aluminum sample holder with a cutout to accommodate 1x1 cm thin film samples.
Figure 2.6 depicts two of the sample holder geometries developed for this work. The central
cutout allows for the placement of a 1x1 cm sample, with the metallic film facing down. The
sample can then be covered with a prism (CaF2). To ensure good optical contact, an index
matching fluid (Cargille Series M 1.720) needs to be applied between the sample and the
prism. The assembly can then be mounted on the IR-VASE sample stage using a Thorlabs
prism holder (PM4/M) attached to the stage. Figure 2.7 depicts the mounted assembly. Once
secured on the sample stage, the IR-VASE can be aligned to the sample, through the prism,
and reflectivity data can be recorded as a function of angle and energy. Figure 2.8 depicts the
mounted assembly and indicates the experimental beam path (dotted red) in the Kretschmann
configuration.

Further functionality was added by designing a flow cell sample holder. This design
allows to expose the SPR sample to controlled atmospheres. Figure 2.9 depicts the SPR
flow cell holder mounted on the IR-Vase sample stage. Technical drawings off all custom
designed parts can be found in Appendix A. Experimentally collected data was exported using
WVASE software and compiled into tabulated data of polarization dependent reflectance vs.
wavelength. Data processing and plotting of reflectivity maps was performed using Wolfram
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Figure 2.7 Custom SPR stage mounted on IR-VASE sample stage to record SPR data. The sample
can be seen in orange through the prism, together with a drop of index matching fluid.

Figure 2.8 Beam path for an SPR experiment using the IR-VASE; the beam path is indicated as a red-
dotted line. The source and detector are mounted on a goniometer, allowing to vary the incident
angle of the probe light and the detector position.
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Figure 2.9 Custom built SPR Flow Cell mounted on the IR-VASE sample stage. The gas lines run-
ning from the top allow to expose the SPR sample to controlled atmospheres.
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Mathematica.
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Chapter 3

Modeling

For this work it proved to be of importance to develop a reliable modeling scheme that
can predict the optical/plasmonic properties of thin films and their optical response in the
conducted experiments. In order to plan experiments efficiently, it proved to be valuable to
be able to predict the optical/plasmonic properties of the studied material system. Doing so
allowed for efficient planning of experiments and fast realization of targeted sample charac-
teristics. Furthermore, modeling experimental data was exceedingly helpful in interpreting
and understanding the optical behavior of novel plasmonic materials. All modeling was
performed using Wolfram Mathematica. The code written for this work is available in the
Appendix (B).

3.1 The Drude Model

Throughout this work, we used the Drude formalism to describe the dielectric properties
of plasmonic materials for the mid-IR. It has been shown, that this approach is accurate for
degeneratively doped semiconductors65,73,78–80. Using this formalism, the dielectric properties
of any material can be described according to equation 3.1 and 3.2.

ε1 = ε∞ −
ω2

p

ω + γ2 (3.1)

ε2 =
γω2

p

ω(ω + γ2)
(3.2)
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with

ω2
p =

nq2

me f f ε0
(3.3)

and
γ =

q
µme f f

(3.4)

ε∞ High frequency dielectric constant

ωp Plasma frequency

γ Damping term

n Free carrier concentration

q Electron charge

me f f Effective electron mass

ε0 Permittivity of free space

µ Free carrier mobility

This model allows to describe the dielectric properties of any material with only four input
parameters: The free carrier concentration n, the electron mobility µ, the high frequency
dielectric constant ε∞ and the effective mass of the free carriers me f f . These parameters are
readily available for most semiconducting materials, or can be measured through a combina-
tion of Hall-effect measurements and ellipsometry. Therefore, this model allows to describe
the dielectric properties of prospective plasmonic materials and simulate their plasmonic
response. In this way, an initial screening of materials can be done without the need to invest
time into developing and optimizing growth methods.
It is important to note, that the Drude model does not capture the dielectric functions of
materials accurately over the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Especially at higher energies,
at UV-VIS frequencies, the model is unable to describe electronic transition phenomena and
other physical processes that change the dielectric response at frequencies above the IR-bands.
However, for the scope of this work, which focuses on the infrared portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, it is an accurate description of the optical properties of semiconductors
and has been successfully used to describe the optical properties of semiconductors with free
carrier concentrations ranging from 1.0x1019-1.0x1021 cm-3 .
If we consider a generic material with a given n, µ, me f f and ε∞ we can plot the dielectric
function with it’s real and imaginary components as depicted in fig. 3.1. From this figure,
we can infer the important characteristics of the Drude dielectric function. The real part
(solid) steadily decreases with decreasing energy, with a characteristic point where the sign
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Figure 3.1 Example of a Drude dielectric function; The real part (solid) and imaginary part (dashed)
are shown as a function of energy.

of ε1 changes from positive to negative, the cross-over frequency. At energies lower than this
characteristic energy, the real part of the dielectric function falls steeply. This is the energy
range of interest for plasmonics. At energies above the cross-over frequency, the material does
not support any plasmonic oscillations.
The imaginary part (dashed), also called the loss tangent, follows a different trend. The
loss is generally low at energies above the cross-over frequency, and exponentially increases
for energies below the cross-over of ε1. This describes the major challenge for plasmonic
materials: A material that supports plasmons (ε1 < 0) is inherently lossy, if the dielectric
function follows the Drude formalism.
To understand how the Drude dielectric functions depend on the material properties, we can
vary the input parameters individually and compare the resulting dielectric functions. The
resulting dielectric functions are depicted in figure 3.2. In panel 3.2a we can see the resulting
dielectric functions upon variation of the free carrier concentration. An increase in n shifts the
cross-over frequency of ε1 towards higher energies. This reveals one of the major advantages
of semiconductors as plasmonic materials. Since we can vary the free carrier concentration in
semiconductors via doping, the cross-over frequency becomes tunable. Thus, the energies at
which plasmonic behavior can occur (< cross-over frequency) can be varied, the material’s
plasmonic behavior can be tuned in energy space by varying the free carrier concentration.
If we consider variation of the free carrier mobility (fig. 3.2b), we can see that variation of the
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Figure 3.2 The effect of material properties on the resulting Drude dielectric functions. a) variation
of the free carrier concentration n b) variation of the free carrier mobility µ c) variation of the carrier
effective mass me f f d) variation of the high frequency dielectric constant ε∞
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Figure 3.3 2D representation of the model system.

mobility does not affect ε1. It does however strongly influence the resulting loss tangent ε2.
With increasing mobility, the loss function decreases with respect to the cross-over energy.
This implies, that for a given carrier concentration, high carrier mobility will always result in
a lower loss tangent and is therefor generally desirable for a plasmonic host material.

In panel 3.2c a variation of the effective electron mass can be seen. An increasing effective
electron mass has similar effects on ε1 as the free carrier concentration. Higher effective
masses result in a cross-over frequency that is shifted towards higher energies. There is a
small effect on the loss tangent, as can be deduced from equations 3.4 and 3.2, however the
effect is almost negligible when compared to the impact of the carrier’s mobility.

Finally, panel 3.2d depicts a variation of the high frequency dielectric constant. From
equations 3.1 and 3.2 we can see that only ε1 is modified. The loss tangent remains unchanged.
The real part of the dielectric function however is changed significantly. An increasing effective
mass will shift the cross-over frequency towards higher energies, and will increase the rate of
change of ε1 when moving to lower energies. The dielectric function falls steeper through the
cross-over point into negative ε1 values.

In summary, we can see how the four input parameters for the Drude model shape the
resulting dielectric function. In real materials, those properties are usually linked and can not
always be varied independently. However, it is important to understand the influence of each
individual parameter to find new plasmonic host materials and to optimize the properties for
a plasmonic application.

3.2 Surface Plasmon Polariton Dispersion

In section 1.7 the derivation for a bound surface wave, the surface plasmon polariton, in
a metal/dielectric interface was presented. For a thin film geometry, the problem can be
reduced to 2 dimension, as the two in plane directions are equivalent, given the fact that there
is no anisotropy in the thin film’s dielectric properties. We can thus consider a 2-dimensional
model system as depicted in figure 3.3.

From the derivation in 1.7 we understand that in order to fulfill the boundary conditions
for a SPP, equation 3.5 must be fulfilled.
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Figure 3.4 Real and imaginary part of the SPP dispersion. a) the real part of the SPP dispersion in
energy wavevector space b) the imaginary part of the SPP dispersion (dimensionless).

k2 − ω2

c2 εxx 0 0
0 k2 − ω2

c2 εyy 0
0 0 ω2

c2 εzz

 ·
Ex

Ey

Ez

 = 0 (3.5)

Since the x and y directions are identical, we can solve for kxx and yield equation 3.6. This
is the SPP dispersion relation.

kxx = kyy =
ω

c

√
εmεd

εm + εd
(3.6)

It can be seen, that this dispersion relation is dependent on the dielectric properties of the
metal and the dielectric. The dielectric is typically non dispersive, such as air (ε = 1.00054).
The metal dielectric function however can be described using the Drude formalism described
in 3.1. Since the dielectric function is a complex function, the resulting dispersion relation will
also be a complex function. We can split the dispersion function into a real and imaginary
part and plot the results in energy vs. in-plane wavevector (kxx) space. The result is depicted
in figure 3.4. In comparison to the ideal material discussed in chapter 1.3, we do not find
two distinct branches in the dispersion and there is no energy gap separating the SPP and
BPP dispersion. The dispersion is continuous and the two branches are connected by a lossy
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region (see fig. 3.4b). This is a direct result of the non-ideality of the plasmonic material, the
metal in the 2-dimensional model. It can be seen that the account for a real material, that
is not lossless, adds a layer of complexity to the model, as the loss has to be treated with a
complex function.

In the 2-dimensional model we considered the x- and y-directions to be identical. For the
z-direction however, we have to consider a different scenario, which is depicted in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 2D representation of the model system.

The approach according to equation 3.5 can be solved for kzzresulting in equation 3.7.

εzz = 0 (3.7)

This implies, that there is another mode propagating along the z-direction, that is non
dispersive. If we combine this solution with the Drude dielectric function, we find that the
mode is supported right at the cross over frequency, when ε1 = 0. Therefor, thin films of
Drude metals support an additional plasmon mode perpendicular to the thin film surface,
called the screened-bulk plasmon polariton (SBPP)66. Figure 3.6 summarizes all possible
modes for the 2-dimensional model system in energy/wave-vector space.

3.3 SPR in the Kretschmann Rather configuration

To model the coupling of radiation to one of the plasmon modes described in 3.2 using the
Kretschmann configuration, the 2 dimensional model has to be extended. As mentioned
in chapter 1.3, the momentum of light has to be increased in order to achieve a resonance
condition with a SPP. In the Kretschmann configuration, this is done by propagating the
light through a prism with a refractive index > 1. Figure 3.7 depicts a 2D schematic of the
Kretschmann configuration. Light propagates through an optical denser medium (substrate)
at an angle Θi and a wavevector k. If this angle reaches the critical angle of the substrate/thin
film interface (defined by the respective refractive indices), total internal reflection is achieved
and the light gets reflected at an angle Θr. Upon internal reflection an evanescent field is
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Figure 3.6 Summary of supported modes; SPP (blue) and SBPP (black) modes with their respective
dispersion relations in energy/wavevector space.

Figure 3.7 2D schematic of the Kretschmann configuration to couple light with a surface plasmon
polariton supported by a thin film/dielectric interface.
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Figure 3.8 SPP dispersion plotted with examples of light lines. The red lines indicate the limit for a
Kretschmann experiment, the critical angle and 90 degrees incidence. The green lightlines indicate
incidence angles at which coupling to the SPP can be achieved.

created that propagates the light through the plasmonic thin film. The evanescent field has
an in-plane component (kx) that can be seen as the projection of the incoming light wave
down onto the thin film surface. Varying Θi will vary kx. To simulate whether we can achieve
coupling of the incoming light to the SPP dispersion, we can calculate the light lines according
to equation 3.8 with n being the refractive index of the substrate material.

ω =
ck
n

sin Θi (3.8)

The resulting light lines can then be plotted in the same energy/wave-vector space as the SPP
dispersion. Figure 3.8 illustrates an example using the generic SPP dispersion used in fig.
3.6 by assuming a substrate refractive index of 2. The red light lines indicate the limits of Θi
for the Kretschmann type experiment. The upper limit is the critical angle Θc defined by the
refractive index combination of the substrate/thin film. The lower limit corresponds to 90
degrees incident angle, at which point the the light propagates parallel to the thin film. At
angles Θc < Θi < 90 the light lines will intersect with the SPP dispersion, indicating that a
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Figure 3.9 Schematic of the model system in the Kretschmann Rather configuration and its individ-
ual components.

coupling to the SPP is possible under these conditions. By varying the incident angle and
energy and simultaneously monitoring the reflected light intensity, the plasmonic properties
of thin films can be experimentally determined using the Kretschmann configuration.

This coupling mechanism was used in combination with an IR-VASE to extract the
plasmonic properties of thin films grown for this work. The measurement procedure is
described in chapter 2.3.6. Experimentally, reflectivity data is collected in angle-energy space.
Therefore, the modeling was designed to compute reflectivity data in angle-energy space.
Because of this, the methodology of using energy/wavevector space as simulation domain
would yield results that are not directly comparable to experimental data. Even though angle
and in-plane wave-vector are related, a conversion is not straight forward as the experimental
beam path includes further optical elements and refraction events than the ones captured
by the simple three layer model depicted in figure 3.7. By including all optical elements of
the IR-VASE experiment, simulated data could be produced that is directly comparable to
experimentally acquired data.

Fig. 3.9 depicts a schematic of the entire system to model. In order to yield data that is
directly comparable to experimental data, the entire beam path through the experiment has
to be captured in the model. The IR-beam propagates through air, enters the prism and finally
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the substrate where it is totally internally reflected. The optical properties of those elements
have thus to be included in the simulation and are accounted for as real and imaginary
components of the respective dielectric functions over the mid-IR energy range. The materials
typically used are CaF2 or Al2O3 for the prism, and MgO, Al2O3 or GaN for the substrate
material. The optical properties of the Drude metal film is described by the Drude model as a
function of free carrier concentration, free carrier mobility, effective electron mass and high
frequency dielectric constant. The ambient can be defined either via a constant (non-dispersive
medium, typically air) or by a dielectric function (to account for absorption of gases etc.).

Once all materials are defined, the simulation calculates a ray trace from the IR-source
through the prism into the substrate using Snell’s law.

sinΘ1

sinΘ2
=

n2

n1
(3.9)

The resulting angle within the substrate is then used to calculate the reflectance of the three
layer system comprising of substrate/Drude metal/environment. This can be analytically
solved for p- and s- polarized light using the Airy equation81. The polarization dependent
reflectance of a single interface is described by the Fresnel equations:

p-polarized light: rp =
nicosΘi − ntcosΘt

nicosΘi + ntcosΘt
(3.10)

s-polarized light: rs =
ntcosΘi − nicosΘt

ntcosΘi + nicosΘt
(3.11)

The total polarization dependent reflectance from the three (film/substrate/ambient) interface
is then calculated for a film thickness d f :

r =
r1 + r2exp(2ib)

1 + r1r2exp(2ib)
(3.12)

with

b =
2πd f

λ

√
n2

f ilm − n2
substratesin2Θi (3.13)

The simulation iterates through the desired incident angle and energy range and ultimately
compiles a map of reflectance vs. incidence angle. Figures 3.10-3.12 depict examples of the
output for a generic material. The data can be calculated using the total reflectance defined
as R=Rp/Rs, or as the reflectivity of the individual polarizations Rp and Rs. Using R=Rp/Rs

has the distinct advantage, that atmospheric and other absorptions that are present in both
polarizations, cancel out and the result is a less noisy experiment.
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Figure 3.10 Simulated reflectivity data for an generic thin film depicting R in angle and energy
space.

Figure 3.11 Simulated reflectivity data for an generic thin film depicting rp in angle and energy
space.
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Figure 3.12 Simulated reflectivity data for an generic thin film depicting rs in angle and energy
space.
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of simulated and experimental reflectivity data for a CdO thin film on
MgO (100) substrate. CdO properties: d=500 nm, n=1.45x1020 cm-3 , µ=450 cm2V−1s−1 .

Since the simulations include the entire experimental setup, one can yield simulated data
that is in excellent agreement with experimental data, provided the plasmonic material can
be accurately described using the Drude formalism. An example is given in figure 3.13 for
one of the cadmium oxide thin films deposited for this work. The simulation accurately
describes the band of low reflectivity corresponding to the SPP dispersion. The arc of low
reflectivity is a projection of the SPP dispersion into angle/energy space. Thus, by recording
the reflectivity one can extract information about the SPP dispersion. The dispersiveness of
the critical angle towards lower energies is captured as well. This can be seen as a warping of
the horizontal line around 45°towards lower energies. This is due to the different dispersion
of the substrate and prism materials used in the simulation. Without including the dispersion
of all materials used in the the measurement setup, the simulations would not accurately
capture the reflectivities at lower energies. The vertical lines around 1200 cm−1 are caused by
a dim band in the IR-VASE output spectrum, thus the experiment produces very noisy (low
intensity) data around those frequencies.

Ultimately, a combination of 3D and 2D simulations has been used throughput this work
to interpret experimental data and to design and optimize sample parameters such as film
thickness, carrier concentration or different substrate materials with varying properties.
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3.4 Modeling to understand material property/optical response re-
lations

The simulations introduced above can be used to understand material property/optical
response relations without having to perform time consuming experimental series. In real
material systems it is very unlikely that a single property can be isolated and changed
independently of all other properties that influence the plasmonic behavior. Nevertheless, it
became extremely useful throughout this work being able to do so using simulations. This
allowed to get a better understanding of the individual impacts of material properties on the
plasmonic properties. It also allowed to screen prospective new materials faster, testing the
applicability for plasmonics without having to optimize a growth method first.

In the following section, various examples will be given to demonstrate how the plasmonic
properties of a generic material change, if a specific materials property is changed. In more
detail, all four Drude model specific parameters (n, µ,me f f and ε∞) and the sample thickness
will be varied and the computed reflectivity maps will be presented and discussed.

3.4.1 Film thickness

For a Kretschmann type SPR experiment, the evanescent field propagating through the
metallic thin film undergoes a phase shift. This is due to the loss inherent to the metallic film.
This implies, that not only the in-plane wave-vector and energy of the incoming radiation
has to be matched to the SPP to achieve coupling. The phase shift has to be accounted for
as well. The phases can be matched by varying the thickness of the thin film. This thickness
dependence is accurately captured by the model described above.

Experimentally this means, that a third parameter, the phase, has to be matched together
with energy and in-plane wave-vector by varying the thin film thickness. To demonstrate the
effect of the metallic films thickness on the observed reflectivity, figure 3.14 depicts the SPR
response of a generic film with 4 different thicknesses. Panel a) in figure 3.14 depicts R for a
generic film with a thickness of 50 nm. A strong, angle independent absorption can be seen.
This corresponds to coupling to the SBPP, as described in 3.3. Coupling to this mode is only
possible for thin films, more precisely for films with thicknesses below the skin depth of the
material at the coupling energy66. With increasing the thickness to 150 nm, as can be seen in
panel b), the SBPP mode almost fully suppressed, and the overall reflectivity is high with
only small indications of coupling at low energies. For this thickness, no resonance condition
is matched, resulting in a rather featureless reflectivity map. Upon further increasing the
thickness to 250 nm, panel c), one can see increasingly strong coupling to the SPP, as indicated
by the characteristic arc shape of the angle and energy dependent absorption. In panel d) the
thickness is increased to 350 nm and a strong coupling to the SPP over the entire angle/energy
range depicted can be seen.
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Figure 3.14 The effect of varying the film thickness within a material system on the resulting SPR
reflectivity maps; all Drude parameters are held constant. a) 50 nm b) 150 nm c) 250 nm d) 350 nm.
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To optimize film thickness for specific coupling at certain energies/angles, two dimen-
sional simulation can be employed. By keeping either incidence angle or the energy constant,
one can simulate the effect of a change in thickness on the resulting reflectance (coupling).
This method is very useful for simulating the thickness needed to achieve maximum coupling
at a certain incidence angle or energy. Figure 3.15 depicts an example of the effect of varying
film thickness for the generic material at a constant incidence angle of 60 degrees. It can be
seen that R varies significantly with changing thickness.

Analogous, varying the thickness while keeping the energy constant can be used to
optimize the coupling at a given energy and extracting the resulting resonance angle. An
example for the generic material is depicted in figure 3.16.

3.4.2 Carrier concentration

Increasing the carrier concentration changes the plasma frequency ωp of the Drude metal.
This will shift the resulting SPP dispersion towards higher energies. The step wise increase
in n depicted in figure 3.17 a)-d) translates this into angle/energy space. One can see the
plasmonic arc shift to higher energies with increasing carrier concentration. The absorption
strength varies since the film thickness is held constant throughout the 4 panels.

3.4.3 Carrier mobility

Changing mobility has a very pronounced effect on the resulting reflectivities. The simulated
reflectivity map for a generic material with an electron mobility of 50 cm2V−1s−1 as depicted
in figure 3.18 a) exhibits a very broad, slightly dispersive absorption band. The SPP dispersion
is effectively smeared out. Upon further increasing the mobility (panels b)-d)) the resulting
reflectivity arc sharpens up, giving a clear picture of the SPP dispersion. This is due to
the decreased loss in the imaginary part of he SPP dispersion that is mostly influenced by
the damping term gamma as described in equation 3.2. From this set of simulated maps it
becomes obvious why a high carrier mobility is usually favorable for plasmonic materials.

3.4.4 Effective mass

A variation of the effective mass has similar effects as changing the carrier concentration.
From equation 3.1 we can see that a decreasing me f f will shift the SPP dispersion towards
higher energies resulting in a increasingly higher energy absorption of the SPP. This can be
seen in panels a)-d) of figure 3.19, where the plasmonic absorption arc shifts further to the
right (higher energies) with decreasing me f f .
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Figure 3.15 Reflectance as a function of film thickness for a generic film in energy space. The strong
dependence of R on the film thickness can be seen.

Figure 3.16 Reflectance as a function of film thickness for a generic film in angle space. The strong
dependence of R on the film thickness can be seen.
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Figure 3.17 The effect of varying the carrier concentration within a material system on the result-
ing SPR reflectivity maps; all other Drude parameters and the film thickness are held constant. a)
1.0x1020 cm-3 b) 1.5x1020 cm-3 c) 2.0x1020 cm-3 d) 2.5x1020 cm-3 .
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Figure 3.18 The effect of varying the carrier mobility within a material system on the resulting SPR
reflectivity maps; all other Drude parameters and film thickness are held constant. a) 50 cm2V−1s−1

b) 100 cm2V−1s−1 c) 150 cm2V−1s−1 d) 200 cm2V−1s−1 .
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Figure 3.19 The effect of varying the carrier effective mass within a material system on the resulting
SPR reflectivity maps; all other Drude parameters are held constant. a) me f f =0.4 b) me f f =0.33 c)
me f f =0.27 d) me f f =0.2 .
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Figure 3.20 The effect of varying the high frequency dielectric constant within a material system on
the resulting SPR reflectivity maps; all other Drude parameters are held constant. a) ε∞=4 b) ε∞=8 c)
ε∞=12 d) ε∞=16.
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3.4.5 High frequency dielectric constant

To understand the effects of a changing high frequency dielectric constant on SPR reflectivity
measurements, it is helpful to examine the effects this variation has on the dielectric function
of the Drude metal. This has been discussed in figure 3.2. The change in cross-over frequency
in combination with the changing second derivative of ε1 results in the compression effect that
is depicted in figure 3.20. Panels a)-d) depict the reflectivities corresponding to an increasing
high frequency dielectric constant. The result is a shift of the SPP dispersion towards lower
energies. Furthermore, the SPP and BSPP modes move closer together in energy.
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Figure 3.21 Reflectivity map in wave-vector/energy space. The SPP dispersion is plotted in blue and
the critical angle as well as the 90 °incidence light lines are plotted in red

3.5 SPR in the Kretschmann Rather configuration; wavevector/en-
ergy space

It is possible to calculate reflectivities and reflectivity maps in wavevector/energy space. This
is useful if the full dispersion needs to be plotted on the same map as the reflectivities. Figure
3.21 shows an example for a generic material. It is noticeable, that in this representation,
the light lines (red) are not exactly straight lines. This is due to the fact that the simulation
code includes the optical dispersion data of the substrate material, which warps the light line
slightly (the refractive index changes at lower energies). Even though this simulation method
can be helpful, in the context of the Kretschmann configuration it does not convey a lot of
useful information, since most of the maps parameter space is not experimentally accessible.
Only the area within in cone formed by the two light lines can be experimentally probed.
The white area below the 90° light line corresponds to incident angles greater than 90° and is
therefor not feasible in the Kretschmann configuration.

This data representation can however be used to identify modes. By overlaying calcu-
lated dispersion curves and the reflectivity data, thickness dependencies and the transition
between modes becomes easier to interpret. Despite some advantages of this method over the
angle/energy representations, the latter was mostly used for this work.
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Figure 3.22 Schematic of a grating used to couple to SPPs

3.6 SPR grating coupling

In order to achieve momentum matching of light to SPPs we so far considered propagation
trough an optically dens medium. Coupling light propagating through free space is not
possible in a planar geometry. To enable the coupling of light from free space to SPPs, optical
gratings can be used. A grating can supply the necessary momentum increase to incoming
light, allowing light propagating in free space to couple to SPPs by interacting with the
grating. The possible momentum transfer can be described with a grating vector k~G, with:

k~G =
2π

a
(3.14)

where a is the length of the repeat unit of the grating (the grating pitch). This vector can be
added or subtracted from the lights momentum. In energy/wave vector space, this shifts
the light line by the magnitude of k~G in the positive or negative direction. This quickly
becomes very confusing, since gratings can also add/subtract multiples of the grating vector
(±k~G,±2k~G, ...) and the light can propagate in the positive and negative kx direction relative
to the thin film plane. Figure 3.22 depicts a schematic of a grating on top of a metal film.
In this case, the grating is made out of the same material as the metal, however this is not
necessary for a grating to work.

Since the light does not have to propagate through the substrate, it can couple to two SPP
dispersions. The air/metal interface supports a SPP, and additionally, the substrate/metal in-
terface can also support an SPP, since both are dielectric/metal interfaces. The substrate/metal
SPP is not accessible with the Kretschmann configuration and limited to lower energies (rel-
ative to ωp of the metal). This circumstance complicates the matter further, since there are
two dispersion curves that the (grating modified) light lines can couple to. In an effort to
simplify this problem, a code was written that visualizes all the possible light lines and SPP
dispersions for a given substrate/thin film combination and grating vector. The program
features interactive options that allow to visualize selective light lines at different incidence
angles, the SPP dispersions and the added/subtracted grating vectors. An example is given
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Figure 3.23 Grating coupling to SPPs. An example of the code output depicting energy/wave-vector
space. The air/metal SPP is plotted in blue, the substrate/metal SPP in red and the light lines for
45°incidence are plotted in black for freely propagating and ±k~G light

in figure 3.23.
The air/metal SPP is plotted in blue, the substrate/metal SPP in red and the light lines

for 45° incidence are plotted in black for freely propagating and ±k~G light. Every intersection
of a light line with a SPP dispersion allows for coupling to the SPP. Therefore, there are many
more coupling opportunities to a single SPP dispersion when compared to the Kretschmann
configuration.

To fully appreciate the complexity of grating vector multiples and changing incidence
angles (which will tilt all light lines in this picture), one should compile the code found in
Appendix B. It allows for direct control of all input variables and dynamically updates the
resulting figure. This allows to fully explore the coupling opportunities with gratings to SPP
dispersions.
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3.7 Importance of modeling in the context of this work

For this work, the search for novel materials that support SPR at mid-IR energies, these
simulations added substantial efficiency and understanding. A significant amount of time
was spent creating and optimizing the code. However, the possibility to explore the plasmonic
properties of any material in silico streamlined our efforts and allowed to design very efficient
experimental strategies. Significantly more time could be spent optimizing a material rather
than testing it for it’s applicability for mid-IR plasmonics. By researching literature values for
Drude parameters for candidate materials, many potential materials could be excluded form
experimental work since it became obvious, using these simulations, that their properties
will not allow to support SPR in the mid-IR. On the other hand, for promising materials all
the experimental parameters could be optimized using the simulations, allowing for faster
progression in the research.
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Chapter 4

Mid-infrared surface plasmon resonance
in Zinc Oxide semiconductor thin films
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4.1 Abstract

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in semiconducting materials at mid-infrared (mid-IR)
energies offers the potential for new plasmonic functionalities and integration schemes.
Mainstream semiconductors are transparent to mid-IR energies, thus a tightly integrated
monolithic package for SPR sensing becomes feasible. We report mid-IR surface plasmon
resonance in Zinc Oxide (ZnO) as a model material for semiconductors with 4x1019 to
8x1019 cm-3 carriers. The surface plasmon modes were characterized using spectroscopic
IR-ellipsometry and compared to a reflectivity simulation. The data confirms the feasibility
of mid-IR SPR, shows a generic ability for plasmon tuning, and demonstrates the predictive
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power of the reflectivity model.

4.2 Main text

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a well-established sensing technique for detecting minute
changes in the refractive index at the surface of a conducting medium. The technique com-
monly employs a visible light source to excite a surface plasmon at a thin metal film/dielectric
interface. The resonant conditions of the plasmon are highly sensitive to the refractive index
of the dielectric, which leads to an extreme sensitivity to adsorbates when the dielectric is air
or a liquid. This method is used routinely in the life-science community to detect reversible
binding reactions of proteins to functionalized surfaces82–84 and in a more recent report,
surface plasmons were demonstrated gas sensors85,86. Gold and silver are the commonly
used plasmonic materials since they are relatively inert and metallic thus offering high carrier
concentrations and limited chemical interactions. For metals, absorption due to plasmon
resonance is mostly confined to ultraviolet and visible (UV/VIS) light energies. This is due
to the direct correlation of charge carrier density, plasma frequency (ωp) and the resonant
frequency of the surface plasmon (ωsp), which can be roughly estimated as ωsp ≈ ωp/

√
2

in air65. Since the carrier density in a metal can only be varied slightly, there are limited
opportunities for tuning the resonance frequency. Consequently, most SPR sensor devices are
based on UV/VIS-transparent substrates such as glass to couple light into the plasmonic film.
Semiconductors offer several advantages over metals: The carrier density can span several
orders of magnitude using well-understood doping techniques and there are obvious oppor-
tunities for monolithic integration of SPR-active surfaces and light sources. With a typical
carrier concentration of about 5x1019 cm-3 we predict SPR to occur around 2000 cm-1, the
mid-IR range. Mainstream semiconductors such as Si, Ge or GaAs are all transparent to those
energies, allowing their use as transparent substrates. Consequently, it is feasible to integrate
a solid-state light source into a semiconductor heterostructure that also includes the active
plasmonic thin film. Furthermore, the carrier concentration of the active film can be tuned to
match its SPR frequency to the exact frequency of the light source. In principle, this could
eliminate the need for external optics and lead to miniaturization of SPR based technologies.
Some wide bandgap semiconductors, especially oxides, are more chemically inert than metals
and could be used as sensors in extreme conditions, such as corrosive liquids or higher tem-
perature environments. Furthermore, the comparatively lower carrier densities use light with
longer wavelengths thus a significantly longer probing range from the sensing device. This
occurs because the wavelength of the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) excited by the pumping
light is directly proportional to the wavelength of the incident radiation87. The evanescent
wave associated with the SPP decays exponentially into the sensing medium orthogonal to the
films surface and probes the surrounding dielectric. Since the evanescent wave decays within
roughly 1/3 of its wavelength, IR energies can increase significantly the probe of SPR based
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Figure 4.1 Experimental setup demonstrating the Kretschmann-Raether configuration for SPR mea-
surements

sensors. This would allow, for example, biosensors to probe a larger volume, which would in
principle increase the sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio. Demonstrating SPR in the mid-IR
could ultimately lead to monolithically integrated SPR sensors, combining semiconductor
technology and reliability with the sensing characteristics of surface plasmons. In this study,
we demonstrate SPR supported by a heteroepitaxial thin film of ZnO (bandgap 3.37 eV) in
the mid-IR (i.e., between 1700-4000 cm-1) and we provide a quantitative spectroscopic model
to predict and understand the measured reflectivity dependence.
Heteroepitaxial thin films of zinc oxide (ZnO) were prepared by pulsed laser deposition

(PLD) from a ceramic ZnO target. The ceramic was sintered from ZnO powder (99.99+%
metal basis) at 1250°C for 8h and was ablated by a krypton fluride (KrF) excimer laser
(248nm) at a typical energy density of 0.67 J/cm2 and 10 Hz pulse repetition rate with an
oxygen background pressure of 10 mTorr. Double side epitaxial-polished c-plane sapphire
was used as substrate for deposition at a target-substrate distance of 100 mm. The thin films
were characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Panalytical Empyrean XRD and the
electrical properties were measured using an Ecopia HMS-3000 Hall Measurement System.
SPR measurements were performed using a Wollam IR-VASE spectroscopic ellipsometer
in the Kretschmann-Raether configuration. A right angle CaF2 prism was used to couple
light into the sapphire substrate mounted onto a custom-built sample holder. To optimize
the optical connection, index-matching fluid (Cargille Series M 1.720) was applied between
the prism and the sapphire surface. The assembly was then mounted onto the motorized
theta-2theta ellipsometer stage. This configuration supports angle, wavelength, frequency
as well as phase interrogating measurements and therefor allows the investigation of all
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SPR responses reported so far88. The reflectivity data was recorded for r- and s-polarized
light and ultimately compiled into angle and frequency dependent maps that visualize the
ZnO plasmonic response. Simulated maps of the plasmonic response are calculated using a
companion Mathematica code (which is available for download from the online version of this
article). The model system used is depicted in FIG. 4.1. Snell’s law was used to account for
the change in incident angle in respect to the sample stage as the light passes the air/prism
interface and the prism/substrate interface. Reflectivity data was then calculated from the
sapphire/ZnO/air interfaces. To model the dielectric constant of the ZnO films, a free electron
Drude model was used. In this model, the real (εr) and imaginary (εi) dielectric functions are
given by Eq. (4.1) and (4.2)

εr = ε∞ −
ω2

p

ω + γ2 (4.1)

εi =
γω2

p

ω(ω + γ2)
(4.2)

where ωp is the plasma frequency (Eq. 4.3), ε∞ is the high frequency dielectric constant and γ

is a damping term (Eq. 4.4).

ω2
p =

nq2

meε0
(4.3)

γ =
q

µme
(4.4)

The plasma frequency is directly dependent on the carrier density (n) where q is the electron
charge (1.602x10-19C), ε0 is the permittivity of free space, me is the effective electron mass and
µ is the electron mobility.
The reflectance at an interface was described by the Fresnel equations:

rp =
nicosΘi − ntcosΘt

nicosΘi + ntcosΘt
(4.5)

rs =
ntcosΘi − nicosΘt

ntcosΘi + nicosΘt
(4.6)

where the complex refractive indices of the incident material (ni) and the transmitted material
(nt) together with the incident angle Θ are used to calculate the reflectance for both p- and
s-polarized light. To calculate the refractive index of the modeled film, the relation n = |ε|2
was used.
The total reflectance from the sapphire/ZnO/air interface can be calculated using the Airy
formula81

r =
r1 + r2exp(2ib)

1 + r1r2exp(2ib)
(4.7)
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Table 4.1 Summary of the electrical and structural properties of the ZnO thin films

Thickness Carrier conc. Mobility FWHM
Sample [nm] [cm-3 ] [cm2V−1s−1 ] (00.2) [°]

A 400 8x1019 20 0.5
B 600 4.5x1019 18 0.6
C 600 6x1019 18 0.6

with

b =
2πd f

λ

√
n2

f ilm − n2
substratesin2Θi (4.8)

where λ is the incident light wavelength, d f is the film’s thickness and r1 and r2 are the
calculated reflectances from interface 1 and 2. Additionally, the back reflection from the
CaF2/sapphire interface was calculated using Eq. 4.5-4.6 and added to the calculated reflec-
tivity data. The data is ultimately compiled into maps of the total reflectance in angle and
wavenumber space (Eq. 4.9).

R =
Rp

Rs
=
|rp|2

|rs|2
(4.9)

In previous publications73, we considered the refractive index of the substrate and prism to
be constant. However, since the refractive indices of the materials used for this study vary
significantly in the mid-IR, the dispersion of CaF2 and the sapphire substrates was measured
over the energy range used and included in the model.
Three different ZnO films of different thickness were selected for this study. Table 4.1

summarizes the electrical and structural properties as determined by XRD and Hall effect
measurements. The defect chemistry in ZnO is known to favor oxygen vacancies created by
the Schottky reaction 0 VZn× + V×O with further ionization of the oxygen vacancies according
to V×O VO + 2 e– 89. All three films were prepared to be highly oxygen deficient to reach
the desired electron concentration of about 5x1019 cm-3 . The crystallographic orientation of
all films can be summarized by the epitaxial relationship (00.1)ZnO||(00.1)Al2O3 and [2-1.0]
ZnO||[1-1.0] Al2O3. FIG. 4.2 is a phi-scan of off-axis ZnO and Al2O3 reflections that confirms
the expected epitaxial registry. The expected six fold symmetry of the off-axis ZnO reflection
as well as the 30° rotation of the ZnO lattice relative to the sapphire oxygen sub-lattice is
apparent.

To calculate the thin film reflectivity data, the electrical properties summarized in Table
4.1 were used as input parameters. The relative electron effective mass me was estimated
to be 0.32 (Ref.90) at the carrier concentrations used. The high frequency dielectric constant
ε∞ was set to be 3.491. The calculated maps were then compared to the measured data as
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Figure 4.2 XRD phi-scans of the ZnO (101)/substrate (104) reflection demonstrating the epitaxial
relationship of the ZnO films to the c-plane sapphire

depicted in FIG 4.3 and FIG 4.4. All of the measured maps feature a prominent absorption line
around 3000 cm-1, that can be attributed to absorption of Diiodomethane that is a component
of the index matching fluid92. The white areas in FIG. 4.3-4.4 correspond to data points
where the rp/rs-ratio is >1. The data for these fields can be plotted, but a color scale that
emphasizes the SPR absorption was used, and only R-values ranging from 0-1 are visible.
The first comparison of simulation and measurement (FIG. 4.3 a, b and c) depicts a narrow
angular section around the critical angle of the sapphire/air interface of the 800 nm ZnO
film (sample C). Since the refractive index of sapphire is dispersive in the mid-IR, there is a
significant curvature of the critical angle towards higher angels at lower energies. The shift
in the critical angle can be explained by wavelength dependent dielectric functions of CaF2
and sapphire at wavenumbers <6000 cm-1. Assuming a constant refractive index for sapphire
and CaF2, the simulated critical angle would be at a constant angle and the simulation would
loose significant accuracy as is depicted in FIG 3a. By accounting for the dispersion, the
simulated reflectivity shows good agreement with the measurement and predicts all features
in the empirical reflectivity data (FIG 4.3 b,c). This comparison underlines the importance of
including dispersion data for reflectivity simulations in the mid-IR.
Simulated and measured SPR responses for the ZnO thickness series is depicted in FIG.4.4

a,b (sample A), FIG.4.4 c,d (sample B) and FIG.4.4 e,f (sample C). The model captures the
reflectivity dips in both the angle and frequency dependent axes and also reproduces the
change of the SPR response with increasing film thickness. The SPR dip shifts towards
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of simulation and experiment for reflectivity data around the critical angle
of an 800 nm ZnO thin film (sample C). Comparing simulation with constant dispersion (a) to
simula- tion including dispersion for CaF2 and sapphire (b) to experimental data (c). The increase in
accuracy upon including dispersion is demonstrated. All data are depicted in the same parameter
space.

Figure 4.4 Reflectivity data for ZnO thin films and comparison to simulations. The data-pairs com-
pare experiment to simulation for ZnO films with 400 nm (a) and (b), 600nm (c) and (d), and 800nm
(e) and (f) film thicknesses. All data are depicted in the same parameter space.
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higher angles for increased film thickness (FIG.4.4 e,f), and thicker films (sample B and
C) lack the pronounced tilt in the reflectivity minima evident in the 400nm film (sample
A). Practically speaking, for a single wavelength illumination, thicker films will show a
smaller angular shift. This SPR broadening with increasing film thickness is captured in the
simulated data. At higher angles, the model underestimates slightly the back reflection from
the sapphire/prism interface, particularly towards lower energies. However, this only seems
to offset the observed SPR dips to slightly lower reflectivity values. The general shape, hence
the angle and frequency dependence of the SPR is not affected. This effect can be explained by
the loss of transparency for sapphire at wavenumbers lower than 1700 cm-1. At these energies
and incident angles, the absorption is different for r- and s-polarized light resulting in an
inaccurate rp/rs calculation. FIG. 4.5 illustrates this effect via a reflectivity map of a sapphire
substrate without a ZnO film. The reflectivity data for this sample can be considered as a
background for all measurements using the CaF 2/sapphire configuration and accounts for
the deviations between the simulated and measured SPR response. If needed, these artifacts
can be avoided by choosing prism/substrate combinations that are fully transparent over the
investigated range.
In conclusion, we demonstrate surface plasmon resonance in semiconductor thin films and

validate experimentally a mathematical model for mid-IR energies. Based on a free electron
Drude model, the plasmonic response of semiconductors with carrier densities between
4-8x1019 cm-3 was simulated and compared to experimental data. Including wavelength-
dependent data for the optics and substrates is essential to account for the strong dispersion
of IR transparent materials for the energies used. With these adaptations, simulated data
accurately predicted SPR in the ZnO films used as model system for this study. Since the
free electron modeling approach proved to be accurate for modeling SPR in transparent
conducting oxides, the method can be extended to predict SPR in other semiconducting
materials, as long as their electrical properties are know. The code included in this publication
therefor offers a powerful research tool for predicting plasmonic phenomena in a broad
range of technologically interesting materials. Finally, observing SPR in semiconductor thin
films opens up exciting possibilities for plasmonic research. The entire material class of
semiconductors with their diverse and readily modifiable electronic properties can now be
explored. Mid-IR energies are particularly interesting as they facilitate monolithical integration
of SPR active thin films into semiconductor heterostructures transparent to those energies.
As such, semiconductor based SPR will likely become an important technique that enables
miniaturized and fully integrated sensor technologies.
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Figure 4.5 Reflectivity data for a bare sapphire substrate illustrating the reflectivity background
present for the CaF 2/sapphire/ZnO system used for this study.
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5.1 Abstract

The interest in plasmonic technologies surrounds many emergent optoelectronic applications,
such as plasmon lasers, transistors, sensors, and information storage. While plasmonic
materials for UV-VIS and near infrared wavelengths have been found, the mid-infrared
range remains a challenge to address: few known systems can achieve subwavelength optical
confinement with low loss in this range. With a combination of experiments and ab-initio
modeling, here we demonstrate an extreme peak of electron mobility in Dy-doped CdO
that is achieved through accurate "defect equilibrium engineering". In so doing, we create
a tunable plasmon host that satisfies the criteria for mid-infrared spectrum plasmonics,
and overcomes the losses seen in conventional plasmonic materials. In particular, extrinsic
doping pins the CdO Fermi level above the conduction band minimum and it increases the
formation energy of native oxygen vacancies, thus reducing their populations by several
orders of magnitude. The substitutional lattice strain induced by Dy-doping is sufficiently
small, allowing mobility values around 500 cm2V−1s−1 for carrier densities above 1020 cm-3 .
Our work shows that CdO:Dy is a model system for intrinsic and extrinsic manipulation of
defects affecting electrical, optical, and thermal properties, that oxide conductors are ideal
candidates for plasmonic devices and that the defect engineering approach for property
optimization is generally applicable to other conducting metal oxides.

5.2 Main text

Plasmonic phenomena in the mid-IR offer an exciting complement to established plasmonic
technologies that operate in the UV-VIS to near-IR energies. High value- added applications
enabled by mid-IR operation range from targeted chemical sensing, thermography, heat
harvesting, heat-assisted magnetic data recording and novel light emitters such as quantum
cascade lasers. Gold and silver are the most common plasmonic conductors. However, they are
lossy resonators in the mid-IR (due to their high electron concentration and inter-/intraband
transitions93) and their carrier concentrations cannot be tuned. Consequently, they are not
appropriate for this lower energy spectral range.
The urgency for a low loss, easy-to-manufacture and abundant material exhibiting high-
quality plasmon resonance in the mid-IR range has been raised with insistence94–97. Until
now, a solution has not been found. In this work, we present the conductive metal oxide
(CMO) dysprosium-doped cadmium oxide (CdO:Dy) as the first gateway material for IR
plasmonics. While CMOs such as indium tin oxide (ITO) and aluminum doped zinc oxide
(AZO) exhibit plasmon resonance in mid-IR energies and are tunable, their utility is limited
by consistently low mobility values. Graphene and patterned graphene structures support
various plasmon modes in the mid-IR98,99; however, performance is limited to wavelengths
>6.5 µm due to scattering with optical phonons63. Highly doped semiconductors such as
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n-InAs have been reported to support low-loss plasmons, but doping limits below 1x1020

cm-3 restrict such materials for longer wavelength applications (>5.4 µm)100,101. While semi-
conductor metasurfaces that couple to IR light are of interest for plasmonics, efforts to date
are still nascent102.
We demonstrate in CdO how defect equilibria can be actively manipulated to achieve a
combination of mobility and carrier density in donor-doped crystals that is often considered
mutually exclusive. This combination enables high quality factor plasmons in the mid IR. In
addition, a comprehensive and self-consistent model explaining the electrical, optical, and
thermal properties of CdO is introduced.
CMOs are an ideal class of materials for lower energy plasmonics as they do not exhibit
interband transitions in the mid-IR. The optical properties can be described using a lossy
Drude electron plasma model with a complex dielectric function65,73,78–80.

ε = ε1 + iε2 = ε∞ −
ω2

p

ω(ω + iγ)
(5.1)

Here, ε1 + iε2 is the dielectric function, ε∞ is the high- frequency limit of permittivity, ωp is
the plasma frequency (proportional to the free carrier concentration), and γ is the damping
factor describing the scattering and ohmic losses (supplementary information). When mobility
increases, losses (ε2) are reduced, and the model predicts enhanced plasmonic performance.
Following this relationship, one recognizes immediately the need for a high mobility material
at carrier concentrations that establish plasma frequencies in the mid-IR (ne > 1020 cm-3 ),
which is a recognized challenge for conventional semiconductors. In 1969, Koffyberg showed
that combinations of mobility and carrier density approaching the needs of mid-IR plasmonics
can be achieved in intrinsic CdO single crystals103. Vacant oxygen sites, the preferred native
defect in CdO, were the source of carriers and were modulated by reducing anneals. However,
precise and reproducible control of electrical transport by reduction is a challenge, particularly
considering the proximity in temperature and pressure to conditions that destabilize the
entire crystal. It is thus reasonable to expect that doping with the correct aliovalent cation
may enable further optimization. To explore this hypothesis, we developed a plasma-assisted
molecular-beam epitaxy (PAMBE) method to synthesize Dy-doped CdO. In a CdO host, Dy
populates the Cd sublattice with a 3+ charge, thus acts as an electron donor. The initial
experiment produced four dopant series of epitaxial layers, each on a different substrate; thus
offering a range of orientation and mismatch possibilities.
Room temperature transport properties for a doping series of CdO:Dy grown on MgO (100)
substrates are shown in Figure 5.1(a). Two trends are of particular interest. First, the free
electron concentration is directly proportional to the dysprosium content, and an n-type
doping range spanning 5x1019-1x1021 cm-3 is accessible. Second, the free carrier mobility
increases with Dy doping, reaching a maximum of almost 500 cm2V−1s−1 at 5x1019 cm-3 .
After this point, mobility falls steadily until the solubility limit is reached at 5x1021 cm-3 .
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Figure 5.1 (a) Transport data for CdO:Dy grown on MgO (100) substrates summarizing carrier conc.
(cm-3 ), carrier mobility (µ) and conductivity (σ) as a function of dysprosium concentration. (b) Tem-
perature dependent sheet carrier concentration (ns) as a function of [Dy] for CdO:Dy grown on
MgO (100) substrates; (c) Temperature dependent resistivity (Ω cm) as a function of [Dy] grown
on MgO (100) substrates. (d) Residual resistance ratio (RRR), measured thermal conductivity (κt)
and theoretical values for the electron contribution to thermal conductivity (κe) calculated vis
Wiedemann-Franz law for CdO:Dy grown on MgO (100) substrates as a function of Dy concen-
tration.
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This mobility dependence was observed qualitatively on three additional substrates (MgO
(111), GaN (002) and Al2O3 (006) - see extended data figures 5.6-5.8), and in each case the
same 3-5x increase in mobility was found. X-ray diffraction analysis of CdO (002) rocking
curves shows no dependence on Dy content until phase separation (see extended data figures
5.9-5.10). Consequently, crystalline disorder cannot explain this unusual mobility trend.
To understand this dependency, we consider the defect equilibria within the CdO-Dy system
as described by the intrinsic and extrinsic defect reactions:

Cd×Cd + O×O ⇔ Cd×Cd + VO + 2n +
1
2

O2 (g) (5.2)

Dy2O3
CdO−−→ 2DyCd + 2O×O + 2n +

1
2

O2 (g) (5.3)

CdO is an intrinsic n-type semiconductor, in which electrons originate from doubly ionized
O-vacancies (equation 5.2). The carrier density depends upon the ratio of the O-vacancy
formation energy to kBT. Aliovalent cations, like Dy, populate the Cd sublattice and act as
extrinsic donors (equation 5.3). The interplay between the two reactions and their cooperative
equilibration is the key to understanding the present mobility trend. Dy doping pins the
extrinsic electron concentration (ne) in proportion to its molar fraction. This is established by
flux ratios during growth. The intrinsic reaction is now forced to equilibrate in the presence of
a potentially large ne. By Le Chatelier’s principle, the intrinsic defect reaction will be driven
to the reactants side, which in turn lowers the concentration of O-vacancies.
Dysprosium on a Cd-site and an oxygen vacancy are both electron donors. However, since
Dy and Cd have similar ionic radii (r2+

Cd = 0.95 nm; r3+
Dy = 0.92 nm [Ref.104]), we expect that

their substitution will perturb the CdO lattice less than an oxygen vacancy. Consequently,
Dy-doping creates carriers while reducing the concentration of vacant O-sites and the net
lattice strain from point defects falls. Furthermore, the primary donor is now a singly posi-
tively charged cation, as opposed to a doubly positively charged vacancy. Since the impurity
scattering potential scales with Z2, at the same carrier density, there is less net scattering for
2n donors of charge e than for n donors of charge 2e [Ref.105]. Both effects will reduces carrier
scattering and thus increases mobility.
This model has implications regarding additional properties, amongst them are low tem-
perature resistivity and room temperature thermal conductivity, which must share parallel
dependencies on Dy content. Figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) depict the temperature dependent sheet
carrier concentration, ns, and resistivity, and lead to three observations: 1) ns is temperature
independent, 2) the temperature coefficient of resistivity is positive, and 3) the residual
resistivity ratio (RRR, ρ300K/ρ20K) increases with Dy doping. Overall, the data imply that
CdO:Dy behaves as a metal and that mobility is inversely proportional to temperature; the
doping level of 5x1019 cm-3 exhibits the highest mobility; and that adding impurity cations
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Figure 5.2 Defect formation energies as a function of Fermi level for oxygen vacancies (VO), cad-
mium vacancies (VCd), and Dy substituents on the Cd site (DyCd) in the (a) O-poor, (b) O-mid, and
(c) O-rich limits. The slope of each line at a given Fermi level corresponds to the charge of the defect
at that Fermi level. (d) VO concentration and carrier concentration n as a function of DyCd concen-
tration for chemical potentials µ0 in the middle range between the O-rich and O-poor extremes. (e)
Idealized schematic summarizing the individual contributions of defects to the observed electronic
transport in CdO:Dy. [VO], measured thermal conductance (κtotal), conductivity (σ), electron mobil-
ity (µ) and the electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity (κe) are plotted vs. [Dy]. The Dy
doping space is divided into 5 different zones, where within each zone the observed transport is
regulated by a different mechanism.
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reduces the number of — or/and the extent to which — lattice defects scatter electrons.
To disentangle the phenomena, thermal conductivity was measured for this film series using
the thermoreflectance technique106. Total thermal conductivity (κt), and the electronic com-
ponent of thermal conductivity (κe) are superimposed with the RRR data in Figure 5.1(d).
Both κt and RRR exhibit two maxima. The first corresponds to [Dy] producing maximum
mobility, and the second lies at a concentration approximately 10 times higher (more details
later). As a final observation, all measured properties and trends degrade for the highest Dy
concentration (4x1021 cm-3 ) which approaches the Dy-solubility limit.
The equilibrium of defects was characterized with density functional theory (DFT) calculations
to extract formation energies (at different charge states), for oxygen and cadmium vacancies
(VO,VCd), and dysprosium substituents (on the Cd site - DyCd)107. As an example, equation
5.4 expresses the formation energy for Dy substituted on a Cd site:

E f |Dyq
Cd| = EDFT|Dyq

Cd| − EDFT|Bulk|+ µCd − µDy + qE f + ECorr (5.4)

Here, EDFT|Dyq
Cd| is the total DFT energy of Dy on a Cd site in CdO in charge state q, and

EDFT|Bulk| is the total DFT energy of the perfect bulk structure. The defect formation energies
depend on the Fermi level, EF, as well as the O, Cd, and Dy chemical potentials (µO, µCd,
and µDy). This approach enables a particularly useful representation where defect formation
energies are plotted versus EF, as shown in Figure 5.2(a-c). Fermi energies are referenced to
the valence band maximum.

The vertical dotted line at ≈0.9 eV represents the conduction band minimum (CBM), and
the gray region corresponds to the energy range between the indirect and direct band gaps.
The slope for each formation energy curve indicates the most energetically favorable charge
state for a given EF. For instance, DyCd transitions from a doubly ionized (DyCd) to a singly
ionized (DyCd) state in the mid-gap region, while VO prefers a +2 charge state (VO ) across
the entire indirect band gap. At the O-poor limit, there is a substantial energy window where
defect formation energies are negative, indicating CdO instability as a host.
Considering the high activity of atomic oxygen and that CdO is prepared under an oxygen
plasma, it is sensible to assume defect equilibration under modest oxygen potentials (i.e.,
between the ”O-Rich” and ”O-Mid” scenarios of Figure 5.2(a-c)). Then, the implications are
1) formation energies for VCd are generally large and metal vacancies are unlikely to be the
prevalent defect; 2) for all EF > Eg/2 (the range of interest for n-type materials) the formation
energy for DyCd is less than that for VO; and 3) DyCd and VO both increase EF due to their
donor behavior, and thus their formation energies increase with their concentration. Since
oxygen vacancies prefer double- ionization, their formation energies increase twice faster than
DyCd. Consequently, doping with Dy to concentrations driving EF to the CBM would increase
the cost of electronically-compensated oxygen vacancies by more than 1 eV, dramatically
reducing their concentrations.
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Table 5.1 Calculated radial strains in CdO due to oxygen vacancies and dysprosium on cadmium
sites

NN # NN ε(VO ) ε(DyCd)
1 6 0.041 -0.023
2 12 -0.023 0.011
3 8 0.004 -0.001

The CdO:Dy defect equilibrium can be calculated by self-consistently solving the mass balance
equations108. Figure 5.2(d) shows [ VO ] and n versus [DyCd], for the pertinent range of µO
keeping EF within the indirect band gap. We restrict EF to this range because the solver uses
an effective density of states approximation — valid only for nondegenerate semiconductors.
The solver predicts a reduction in VO and an increase in n as [DyCd] exceeds the equilibrium
[VO ] for undoped CdO. While quantitative prediction is limited with respect to EF (and thus
carrier concentration), the trends are expected to persist in degenerate crystals considering
that the Fermi level will continue to increase via the Moss-Burstein109,110 effect (conduction
band filling).
The radial strains up to the third-nearest neighbors (NN) for VO and DyCd were calculated
by DFT to connect the reduction in [VO ] with the hypothesized reduction in scattering and
an increase in mobility. The results are reported in Table 5.1. VO introduces approximately
twice the radial strain on its NN as DyCd. Consequently, replacing oxygen vacancies with
Dy as the predominant electron donor will reduce the electron and phonon scattering via
reduced lattice distortion. As a premium, reducing the formal charge of the majority defect
(replacing VO with DyCd) will reduce the impurity scattering potential, thus increase electron
mobility. An alternative explanation is that [VO] remains constant, but association with DyCd
(existing in the opposite strain state) will relax the overall strain. Additional calculations
showed that defect clustering was energetically unfavorable. This is reasonable: the mechani-
cal strain relaxed by complex formation cannot overcome Coulombic repulsion between V
O and DyCd. One can now explain the trends observed in Figure 5.1(a) by considering how
the population of each defect type depends on Dy, and how the changing populations of
each will influence transport. The expected behavior is illustrated in Figure 5.2(e). Oxygen
vacancies (VO ), lattice thermal conductivity (κl), electronic thermal conductivity (κe) and
mobility (µe) are represented by orange, red, green and cyan lines, respectively. Conductivity
(σ) is plotted in blue, total thermal conductivity (κtotal) in black, and theoretical values for
κe (from Wiedemann-Franz law) are plotted as a green-dotted line (κe,theory). We split [DyCd]
space into five zones, each exhibiting a different mechanism to regulate transport.
ZONE 1 The population of oxygen vacancies - the majority defect - greatly exceeds [DyCd]
and the material behaves as a n-type semiconductor.
ZONE 2 Conduction electrons from extrinsic Dy donors exceed the native value, and EF
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consequently increases. The formation energy for [VO ] increases, [VO ] falls sharply, and the
overall radial strain falls. This leads to increased free carrier mobility and decreased phonon
scattering. The conductivities rise accordingly.
ZONE 3 Electron and phonon transport reach a broad maximum. The maximum occurs be-
cause there is a diminishing reduction in overall strain and the replacement of doubly charge
oxygen vacancy donors with singly charge Dy donors as the crystal lattice gets populated
with additional DyCd. Reduced scattering in this zone is responsible for the first maxima in
RRR and κtotal in Figure 5.1(d). At the higher end of this doping zone, the strain caused by
additional DyCd can no longer be compensated with a further reduction in VO . As a result,
we observe a reduction in κl and µe with DyCd concnetrations exceeding 5x1019 cm-3 .
ZONE 4 Strain, and therefore scattering, from DyCd continues to increase. However, the
observed properties are now governed by the steadily increasing number of free carriers.
Electrical and thermal conductivity both increase to a second maximum wherein the amount
of conduction electrons compensates for the decreasing carrier and phonon mobilities. As
indicated by the theoretical curve (κe,theory), the electronic contribution to thermal conduction
becomes increasingly important with rising DyCd levels. The observed rise in RRR, κtotal and
σ results from a steadily increasing free carrier concentration.
ZONE 5 The solubility limit of Dy in CdO is reached and Dy precipitation starts. Transport
properties decrease as insulating secondary phases nucleate between highly disordered grain
boundaries. The transport property trends deviate sharply from the classical semiconductor
model.
The unique combination of high carrier density and high mobility makes CdO:Dy an ideal
plasmonic host at mid-IR frequencies. Dielectric functions of CdO:Dy indicate that losses
are low and that the plasma frequency ωp is tunable through the entire mid-IR range (see
extended data figure 5.11). To demonstrate experimentally the utility of CdO:Dy for plasmonic
devices, epitaxial films were prepared on a MgO (100) substrate with Dy concentrations
supporting surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) that can be excited optically using an IR-
Ellipsometer in the Kretschmann- Rather configuration. To visualize the response, the data
are assembled into maps of reflected intensity against incident angle and energy. In such
maps the SPP dispersion is represented by a band of minimum intensity where energy is
coupling into the SPP. Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(c) are reflectivity maps for CdO with 1x1020 and
3x1020 carriers cm-3 respectively. The shifting reflectivity minimum illustrates how carrier
concentration can tune the SPP over the entire mid-IR range, i.e., between 2500 cm−1 and
4000 cm−1. Note that angle independent (vertical) absorption lines are caused by dark bands
in the IR-elipsometers IR source (see supplementary material).
Figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(d) are companion simulations of reflectivity for the same CdO films
where CdO optical properties are described by the Drude model. Close agreement is found at
all angles and all energies, corroborating our approach and the theoretical treatment of the
degenerate semiconductor CdO:Dy as a Drude metal. Having established the appropriateness
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Figure 5.3 Reflectivity maps for CdO:Dy thin films recorded in the Kretschman configuration. Pan-
els a) and c) show simulated reflectivity data using the tabulated properties as input, panels b) and
d) show experimental data for CdO:Dy with 1.3x1020 and 3.3x1020 cm-3 respectively. In each map,
the SPP dispersion can be seen as an angle dependent dip in the reflected light intensity (darker
shades). The tunability of the SPP with changing carrier concentration can be seen as the shift of the
reflectance dips towards higher energies. The high carrier mobility in CdO:Dy (low loss) results in
the sharp absorption bands seen both in experimental and simulated data .

of treating CdO as a Drude metal, it is possible to evaluate its plasmonic performance using
figures of merit based on propagation distance and field confinement. Such evaluations
were demonstrated in a recent report by Naik96 for noble metals, nitrides, and conventional
transparent conducting oxides. An important conclusion of this (and other) reviews was
a paucity of materials offering a combination of carrier density and mobility that yielded
an appealing plasmonic response in the near-to mid-IR spectrum. The carrier density of
elemental metals cannot reduced to sufficiently small densities to access the IR, while the
carrier mobility of traditional CMOs are disappointingly modest. Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b)
show the propagation distance and electric field confinement width for SPPs on CdO:Dy in
air as a function of wavelength. The quotient of these values, M1D

1 , is the plasmonic figure
of merit which accounts for the inexorable tradeoff between propagation distance and field
confinement. Gold, which is the standard reference conductor for plasmonic applications,
exhibits M values between 10 and 100 over its wavelength region of interest, the visible spec-
trum. In comparison the M values for CdO:Dy fall in the exact same range for its spectrum
of interest, the near to mid-IR. In the case of CdO:Dy, the exceptionally small confinement
width is responsible for this attractive performance.
Finally, Figure 5.4(d) shows calculated quality factors for 2D non-spherical CdO waveg-

uides111 (QLSPR) as a function of energy. The best CdO:Dy alloy presented here exceeds
previously published values of nitrides and oxides by a substantial margin, and once again,
QLSPR values (in their respective energy ranges) for Au and CdO are comparable. More
generically, one can compare the real and imaginary components of the dielectric function in
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Figure 5.4 Calculated quality factors for four selected CdO:Dy alloys as a function of energy. (a) Cal-
culated SPP propagation distances; (b) Calculated electric field confinement for the SPP; (c) Calcu-
lated M1D

1 figures of merit; and (d) Calculated quality factors for 2D non-spherical CdO waveguides
(QLSPR).
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the vicinity of the crossover frequency where ε1=0. Ultimately, a small imaginary component
is desirable in this range as it supports a low-loss plasma oscillation. Considering the dielectric
data at crossover ensures a self-consistent comparison of materials with a range of carrier
density values. The dielectric properties of CdO:Dy and other materials discussed in this
article are compared in the extended data Table 5.2. In the range −2 ≤ ε1 ≤ 0 the imaginary
component of CdO:Dy is substantially smaller.

Collectively, these metrics quantify CdO:Dy as a high performance plasmonic material
with performance comparable to noble metals in a wavelength range that was previously
inaccessible.
Optimal transport and optical properties are not the only attributes necessary for low loss
plasmonics; a contributing factor for any wave guiding application is surface and interface
quality. Plasmon propagation distance strongly correlates with surface roughness. A rough
surface will change the dispersion relation of SPPs, and increase the loss function due to the
emission of photons16. For Ag and Au, atomically flat surfaces are difficult to create. These
elements tend to form islands in the thickness range of several nanometers required for opti-
mal mid-IR interactions112,113. Furthermore, the grain size of thin metal films prepared under
conditions that dissuade dewetting are typically comparable to film thickness. Consequently,
thin noble metal films are populated by numerous grain boundaries and scattering polaritons,
reducing the overall plasmonic performance114,115. In contrast, when assisted by an oxygen
plasma, CdO:Dy can be grown with exceptional surface quality, even with thickness values of
400 nm. Thick films grown on MgO (100) substrates exhibit a RMS roughness of <150 pm
(10 µm2 measurement area) which translates to atomically flat surfaces. Figure 5.5 depicts a
10x10 µm atomic force microscopy (AFM) scan demonstrating the surface quality. Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images of the same surface (extended data figure 5.12) show over
wider fields of view that a featureless surface morphology is sustained to thickness values
exceeding 400 nm. This remarkable smoothness is attributed to the high-energy O species
impacting the substrate during film growth116.

5.3 Conclusion

In this article we introduced CdO:Dy as a promising new candidate for studying plasmonic
phenomena in the mid- IR. The ability to understand and engineer coupled lattice defects
leads to transport and optical properties that are IR-relevant and enabling. CdO:Dy can be
reliably grown in an oxide-MBE environment, and the plasma frequency is tunable over
a wide energy range in the mid-IR. The resulting losses are low due to very high (>300
cm2V−1s−1 ) carrier mobility over the carrier concentration range of interest, and the surfaces
are extremely smooth. This desirable collection of plasmonic properties in CdO:Dy can enable
future generations of plasmonic devices operating in the mid-IR. In general, the results
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Figure 5.5 AFM topography scan of as-grown CdO:Dy demonstrating the atomically flat growth
habit of CdO:Dy on MgO (100) substrates. The observed RMS roughness is <150 pm.

suggest that Fermi level pining can be used to optimize the transport properties in metal
oxide systems and, potentially, other semiconductor materials.

5.4 Methods

CdO was grown in an oxide MBE system using a custom-built inductively coupled 300W RF
oxygen plasma gun. Cd was deposited from a metal effusion cell and doping was achieved
through evaporation of metallic Dy from a dopant cell. Employed Cd fluxes ranged from
2-5x1013[at cm−2 s−2] and the Dy flux was varied from 1x108-3.5x1012 [at cm−2 s−2] for the
doping series. A typical deposition process involves an O background pressure of 3x10-6 torr
(230W oxygen plasma), substrate temperatures of 350°C and an atomic O flux of 1x1014 [at
cm−2 s−2] resulting in an average growth rate of 0.9nm/min.
Reflectivity data was recorded using a Woollam®IR-VASE ellipsometer with a custom built
sample stage in the Kretschmann-Raether configuration. A calcium fluoride (CaF2) prism was
used to couple light into the samples, and good optical contact was ensured by applying an
index matching fluid (Cargille Series M 1.720). Reflectivity data was recorded for p- and s-
polarized light and is plotted as R=rp/rs.
Room temperature transport data was measured with the Van der Pauw technique using
an Ecopia HMS-3000 Hall Measurement System. T-dependent transport measurements were
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carried out using a custom built transport probe in a Quantum Design MPMS. Thermal
conductivity data was acquired by TDTR measurements, an optical pump-probe experiment
which utilizes a train of ultrashort laser pulses to induce a modulated heating event on the
surface of the sample. For these measurements, the surface of the various CdO samples was
coated with thin metal films. These act as a transducer to relate the absorbed pump energy
to the temporal temperature change on the surface of the sample via the thermoreflectance
change monitored in the time domain (see supplemental material for further details).
DFT calculations were performed with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)
with a plane-wave basis set, as implemented in VASP 5.3117,118 using the hybrid exchange
correlation functional of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06). The defect calculations were
based on 64-atom supercells with a 2x2x2 k-point mesh, with a relaxation shell out to the
third nearest neighbor around the defect site. Finite-size interactions for the charged defects
were accounted for using the sxdefectalign code by Christoph Freysoldt. (see supplemental
material for further details).
Although Cd interstitials have been previously considered as sources for carriers, recent
theoretical work119 demonstrates that these are energetically disfavorable, and therefore
they have not been considered here. The HSE06 hybrid exchange-correlation functional120,121

including a fraction (0.25) of short-range Hartree-Fock exact exchange, was employed in
these calculations. This functional more accurately represents the structural and electronic
properties of bulk CdO119.
In one limiting condition (the O-rich extreme: the upper limit of µO and the lower limit of µCd)
µO is referenced to molecular O and µCd is set such that µCd = µCdO − µO. In the opposite
limiting condition (the O-poor extreme, the upper limit of µCd and lower limit of µO) µCd
is referenced to metallic Cd, and µO is set such that µO = µCdO − µCd. µDy accounts for the
Dy2O3 solubility-limiting phase. ECorr corrects for finite size effects of the unit cell and is
determined through the method of Freysoldt et al122,123.
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5.7 Extended Data

Table 5.2 A comparison of plasmonic materials discussed in this article. The crossover frequency
ε1=0 describes the upper frequency limit for plasmonic phenomena in a material. The loss tangent
ε2 was summarized at and below (ε1=-2) the crossover frequency to allow for a comparison of losses
independent of the carrier concentrations and thus the supported plasmon wavelengths.

Material Carriers mobility ε1=0 ε2 at ε1=0 ε2 at ε1=-2
[cm-3 ] [cm2V−1s−1 ] [cm−1]

CdO:Dy 9.94x1019 474 2770 0.19 0.3
CdO:Dy 3.70x1020 359 5350 0.13 0.2

AZO (2 wt%)96 7.2x1020 47.6 6970 0.21 0.39
ITO (10 wt%)96 7.7x1020 36 7122 0.69 1.29

GaAs124 1x1019 1000 1005 1.26 1.63
InAs100 7.5x1019 360 1785 2 2.6
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Figure 5.6 Transport data for CdO:Dy grown on MgO (111) substrates summarizing carrier conc.
(cm-3 ) and carrier mobility (µ) as a function of [Dy].

Figure 5.7 Transport data for CdO:Dy grown on GaN (002) substrates summarizing carrier conc.
(cm-3 ) and carrier mobility (µ) as a function of [Dy].
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Figure 5.8 Transport data for CdO:Dy grown on Al2O3 (006) substrates summarizing carrier conc.
(cm-3 ) and carrier mobility (µ) as a function of [Dy].

Figure 5.9 XRD diffraction patterns depicting heteroepitaxial growth of CdO on MgO (100) sub-
strates. a) Diffraction pattern for single phase CdO:Dy samples. This growth habit is exemplary for
Dy contents from 0-5x1021 cm-3 . b) Growth habit for samples with Dy content >5x1021 cm-3 . The
precipitation of additional complex oxide phases can be seen around 30°2Θ.
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Figure 5.10 FWHM of X-ray omega rocking curves recorded for CdO:Dy grown on MgO (100) sub-
strates compared to the measured carrier mobilities as a function of [Dy]. No significant change in
crystal quality is observed over the high mobility range, the deteriorating FWHM and mobility at
the highest [Dy] corresponds to the onset of phase separation as the solubility limit of Dy in CdO is
reached
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Figure 5.11 Calculated real (solid lines) and imaginary (dashed lines) dielectric functions for se-
lected CdO:Dy alloys. The compositionally tunable SPR in CdO:Dy can be seen by the changing
cross-over frequency of the real dielectric function (the energy at which the real part of ε becomes
negative) for different carrier concentrations. In addition, the loss tangent (imaginary part of ε)
exhibits very low values across the mid-IR energy range for all carrier concentrations depicted,
indicating the potential for low loss plasmonic resonances in this material.

Figure 5.12 High resolution SEM surface image depicting the cubic growth habit in atomically
smooth CdO:Dy films.
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Chapter 6

SPR mode mixing for enhanced infrared
absorption
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USA

6.1 Introduction

Surface Enhanced Infrared Absorption (SEIRA) has first been described by Harstein et al
in a 1980 publication125. It was found that the infrared absorptions of thin organic films
could be enhanced by evaporation of a noble metal such as silver or gold on top prior to the
measurement. The phenomenon did not gain a lot of attraction until the end of the 1980’s into
the beginning of the 1990’s when Osawa and Nishikawa commenced fundamental studies to
explore the origin of this enhancement phenomenon126–128. It was found, that in particular
small noble metal islands in the size range of tens of nanometers result in a significant SEIRA
effect in their vicinity129. Subsequently, the technique was quickly established for surface
analysis of semiconductors, glasses and polymers130.

The significant enhancement of the obtainable IR signature of any adsorbed or chemisorbed
organic substance allowed for very short sampling times, which enabled novel in-situ studies.
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SEIRA enabled the in-situ study of self assembly and ordered orientation of organic molecules
on metal surfaces131–133, the in-situ study of chemical oxidation on metal surfaces134,135 or time
resolved studies of electrochemical reactions on metal electrodes136–138. Fundamentally, the
SEIRA effect is attributed to two phenomena, an electromagnetic and a chemical enhancement
mechanism. The electromagnetic effect can be attributed to the excitation of plasmon modes
in the metallic particles. The strong electromagnetic field enhancement caused by LSPR (see
chapter 1) can act as an amplifier for the electromagnetic absorption of the organic molecules
investigated with SEIRA. The experimentally and theoretically established surface selection
rules139, as well as the influence of particle size, aspect ratio and continuity of the metal
particles129 agree well with EM-theory. Most of the experimentally found SEIRA features can
be modeled with sufficient accuracy assuming electromagnetic interactions exclusively.

However, differences in enhancement power have been seen when comparing the SEIRA
signals of chemisorbed and physisorbed molecules on metal surfaces. It is known, that the
absorption cross section of chemisorbed molecules is significantly larger then those of purely
condensed overlayers140. The chemical enhancement is theoretizised to involve charge transfer
between the metal and the chemisorbed species141,142 and subsequent resonances between
molecular vibrations and electronic transitions within the metal143–146.

As of now, it is still an active area of research which process dominates and to what extent
they contribute to SEIRA147. One of the complications to resolve this question is the fact
that neither of the mechanisms can be isolated. All fundamental studies of SEIRA involve
condensed matter as analyte in direct physical contact with metal particles. Thus, a physi- or
chemi-sorbtion of the analytes is always present. In the gas phase however, significant analyte
surface interactions can be excluded and SEIRA studies of gas phase species would allow to
study the electromagnetic contribution to SEIRA without any chemical effects present.

The development of a high mobility, low loss mid-IR plasmonic host material allows, for
the first time, the study of gas phase molecules in the vicinity of the electromagnetic filed
created by a SPR. By studying a single absorption mode, the interaction between the surface
plasmon (thus the electromagnetic field) and the infrared absorber (gas molecule) can be
studied. Furthermore, the gas phase allows for easy variation of analyte concentration via
partial pressures and total pressure in the experiment.

6.2 Modeling an infrared absorption as a dielectric function

In order to simulate the interaction of SPPs with IR-absorption band using the simulation
techniques described in this work, the absorption event has to be described as a dielectric
function. Upon doing so, it can be used as background dielectric function for SPR simulations
using the code described in chapter 3. The absorption event can be a gas phase absorption of
polar, gaseous molecules such as CO2 or N2O.
Reference data for infrared absorption can be found in databases such as HITRAN148. The
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Figure 6.1 HITRAN data for CO2

data recorded in these databases is typically comprised of energy vs. absorbance cross section
for a given species in very high resolution, visualizing even the rotational components of the
absorbance spectra (see figure 6.1 as example for the main (ν3) absorption mode of CO2 gas).
Here, a method is derived to connect this absorbance cross section to a pressure dependent
dielectric function that can be used for simulation purposes: We start by describing a single
absorption event as a Lorentzian:

ε(ω) = ε1 − iε2 = ε0 +
Aω0Γ

ω2
0 −ω2 − iΓω

(6.1)

with:

ε1 Real part of the dielectric function

ε2 Imaginary part of the dielectric function

ε0 Background dielectric constant (e.g. 1.00054 in air)

ω0 Resonance frequency of the Lorentzian

A Amplitude of the Lorentzian

Γ Damping term of the Lorentzian

On resonance (at ω0) this can be reduced to:

ε(ω0) = ε1 − iε2 = ε0 + iA (6.2)

Now we need to connect the Lorentzian amplitude factor A with a measured absorbance or
molar absorptivity coefficient. This can be done through the optical constant k which relates
to absorption through:

α =
4πk

λ
→ k =

αλ

4π
(6.3)

with:

α Absorption coefficient
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λ wavelength

k absorption loss

Assuming an ideal gas, the absorption coefficient can further be defined as:

α =
qP

kBT
σv (6.4)

with:

q Mixing ratio

P Pressure

kB Boltzmann constant

T Temperature

σv Absorption cross-section [cm2/molecule]

The magnitude of σv can be found in absorbance databases, such as HITRAN. Now we can
define k using the absorption cross-section and equation 6.3. Further we know the connection
between k and the dielectric function with:

k =

√√√√−ε1 +
√

ε2
1 + ε2

2

2
(6.5)

On resonance (equation 6.3), this reduces to:

k =

√√√√−ε0 +
√

ε2
0 + A2

2
(6.6)

Describing k with equation 6.3 we yield:

αλ

4π
=

√√√√−ε0 +
√

ε2
0 + A2

2
(6.7)

This can be rearranged to calculate A:

A =

√
(

α2λ2

8π2 + ε0)2 − ε2
0 (6.8)
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Figure 6.2 HITRAN N2O absorption data of the ν3 mode

This allows us to estimate the amplitude of a Lorentzian describing the absorption event
using tabulated absorption cross-section data and the assumption of ideal gas behavior.

6.3 Modeling the bond-stretch (ν3) mode of N2O for SPR mode-
mixing simulations

For practical reasons, N2O gas has been used as test species for all mode mixing experiments.
Due to the open beam path of the IR-VASE, common atmospheric gases such as CO2 or H2O
are omnipresent in the background and the experimental background is constantly changing
due to the presence of the operator in the same room. A dynamically changing background
does severely interfere with high-resolution spectroscopy, especially if the species under
investigation is part of the changing background. This is the reasons why initial experiments
using CO2 have been stopped and the species of interest has been replaced with N2O. The
N2O ν3 absorption does not overlap with any other atmospheric gases and thus is an excellent
candidate to study SPR mode mixing with absorption bands. Figure 6.2 depicts the N2O ν3

absorption at 2220 cm−1 as recorded in the HITRAN database.
It can be seen that this data shows the typical line shape for gas absorption, with two

absorbing maximums and pronounced asymmetry. The reference data is high-resolution,
revealing the rotational energy levels within the absorption mode. For the purpose of this
work, we will not simulate to this high resolution, rather we will try to describe the envelope
of the absorption formed by all rotational transitions. Due to the two absorbance maxima,
two overlapping Lorentzians will be used. To account for the asymmetry of the mode, a
method outline by Stancik and Brauns will be modified for Lorentzians149. This method
allows to break symmetry for the Lorentzian by replacing the constant width parameter with
a smoothly varying function with energy dependency. The Mathematica code that has been
written to model a dielectric function of N2O and to use it for SPR reflectivity simulations can
be found in the appendix B.

Using the method outlined above, a pressure (thus concentration) dependent dielectric
function for the N2O ν3 mode can be calculated. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 depict the calculated
functions for N2O pressures of 20, 40, 60 and 80 psi above ambient. Assuming ideal gas
behavior, this pressure series corresponds to a linear increase in N2O concentration. The
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Figure 6.3 Real part of the pressure dependent N2O dielectric function for pressures of 20, 40, 60
and 80 psi. An increasing amplitude with pressure (concentration) can be seen.

increasing amplitude with pressure in the real part, as well as the increasing loss tangent
with increasing pressure can be clearly seen. These exact functions have been used in the
modeling of the experimental data.

6.4 Interaction of absorption bands with the SPP dispersion

With the absorber in the dielectric environment of the SPR active material well-defined, the
potential interaction of the SPP dispersion with this absorber can be theoretically investigated.
First, the SPR host material has to be defined. Experimentally, measurements were carried
out with CdO:Dy thin films, which therefore will be used in this theoretical description.
Computationally, every Drude like material can be investigated with the procedure outline
here. The films used have a free carrier concentration of 3.4x1020 cm-3 , a carrier mobility
of 300 cm2V−1s−1 , high frequency dielectric constant of 5.5 and a relative electron mass of
0.21. Using the dispersion relation equation for the SPP dispersion and assuming a constant,
dielectric environment with εd=1.00087 we can calculate the dispersion relation for SPPs
supported by this particular CdO:Dy material. Using equation 6.9 we yield the dispersion
depicted in figure 6.5.

k = kSPP =
ω

c

√
εCdo:Dy · εd

εCdo:Dy + εd
(6.9)
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Figure 6.4 Imaginary part of the pressure dependent N2O dielectric function for pressures of 20, 40,
60 and 80 psi. An increasing loss tangent with pressure (concentration) can be seen.

The typical dispersion shape for Drude metals as SPP materials can be found. As of now,
the dielectric has always be considered as non-dispersive, with no frequency dependence
of it’s dielectric constant. However, for an absorption event, such as a gas absorption, this
condition is no longer true, and a frequency dependence has to be accounted for. Replacing
the constant εd with the dielectric function that were modeled for N2O at various pressures
(see figure 6.3), equation 6.9 now changes to:

k = kSPP =
ω

c

√
εCdo:Dy · εN2O

εCdo:Dy + εN2O
(6.10)

where εN2O is now a function of frequency εN2O 7→ εN2O(ω). Figure 6.6 depicts a comparison
between the CdO:Dy SPP dispersion resulting from a static εd and the dispersive εN2O(ω),
assuming a N2O pressure of 20 psi above ambient. It can clearly be seen, that the dispersive
εN2O(ω) strongly modifies the resulting SPP dispersion. Furthermore, we can study the
influence of N2O pressure (concentration) on the modification of the predicted real part of
the SPP dispersion. Figure 6.7 depicts an analogous calculation for 20, 40 and 60 psi of N2O
pressure in comparison to the unmodified SPP dispersion. The dielectric functions for N2O
depicted in figures 6.3 and 6.4 directly map onto the SPP dispersion relation as expected
from equation 6.10. This implies, that from a theoretical standpoint, a coupling (mode mixing)
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Figure 6.5 SPP dispersion for CdO:Dy in air; The assumed CdO:Dy Drude parameters are:
n=3.4x1020 cm-3 , µ=300 cm2V−1s−1 , ε∞=5.5 and me=0.21

Figure 6.6 SPP dispersions for CdO:Dy in a static and dispersive environments ; The red trace as-
sumes a dispersive εN2O(ω) compared to the static case in blue. A strong warping of the SPP disper-
sion can be found
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Figure 6.7 SPP dispersion (real part) with varying N2O pressure; 20 (red), 40 (green) and 60 (blue)
psi of N2O pressure and the effects on the SPP dispersion in comparison to the SPP in a static
(black, dashed) dielectric environment εd

between the SPP dispersion and the N2O absorption band is expected. The magnitude of this
coupling scales with the magnitude of the absorption amplitude, thus the concentration of
the N2O in the immediate environment of the CdO:Dy film. If we consider the imaginary
(loss tangent) part of the SPP dispersion, we can see that the SPP loss tangent too is being
modified by the absorption band. Figure 6.8 depicts calculated loss tangents for the same
pressure series of N2O. The SPPs loss tangent increases at the absorption energies of N2O,
and the magnitude scales with the assumed N2O pressure, thus concentration.

Assuming no chemical interaction between N2O and the CdO:Dy surface, this system is
an ideal candidate to study the purely electromagnetic interaction between a SPP and an
absorption medium in the vicinity of the interface.

6.5 Experimental

To record data of potential mode mixing, the IR-VASE setup described in chapter 2.3.6 has
been used with certain modifications: Samples have been mounted on the flow cell sample
holder (see appendix A) with the output gas line closed off. The input gas line was connected
to a portable N2O tank. This allowed to flood the flow cell sampling chamber with controlled,
static pressures of N2O while the SPR-samples active surface was exposed to this controlled
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Figure 6.8 SPP dispersion (loss tangent) with varying N2O pressure; 20 (red), 40 (green) and 60
(blue) psi of N2O pressure and the effects on the SPP loss tangent in comparison to the SPP loss in a
static dielectric environment εd (black, dashed)

atmosphere. Despite a slightly more complicated setup, the remaining procedure to record
SPR maps was carried out using the automation features of the IR-VASE, as for all other SPR
map scans in this work.

The SPR active thin film grown for this work uses a CdO:Dy composition with the
following properties: n=3.4x1020 cm-3 , µ=300 cm2V−1s−1 , ε∞=5.5, me=0.21 and thickness of
175 nm. The resulting SPR map (without gas sample present), spanning incidence angles
of 45-50°can be seen in figure 6.9 . Since the potential mode mixing only occurs around the
energies of the N2O absorption mode (see figure 6.2), all further maps will be represented in
a narrow energy range from 2100-2350 cm−1. Figure 6.10 depicts a zoomed in SPR map of the
same sample (no N2O present) in the narrow energy band of interest. It can be seen that the
SPP dispersion in this energy window is smooth, follows the predicted SPP dispersion and
does not exhibit any interactions with the surrounding dielectric. This represents the baseline
for all mode mixing experiments. Once N2O is introduced in the flow cell, theory predicts the
observed SPP dispersion to warp and change significantly with pressure.
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Figure 6.9 SPR map of the CdO:Dy thin film for mode-mixing experiments; properties: n=3.4x1020

cm-3 , µ=300 cm2V−1s−1 , ε∞=5.5, me=0.21 and thickness of 175 nm.

Figure 6.10 SPR map of the CdO:Dy thin film for mode-mixing experiments, zoomed to the energy
range of interest; properties: n=3.4x1020 cm-3 , µ=300 cm2V−1s−1 , ε∞=5.5, me=0.21 and thickness of
175 nm.
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Figure 6.11 Low resolution (4 cm−1) comparison SPR maps for 20 psi N2O exposure; experimental
reflectivity data (left), compared to simulated data (right)

6.6 Results

The initial experiment exposed the CdO:Dy film to 20 and 40 psi of N2O pressure. The maps
were recorded with the standard resolution settings of 4 cm−1 energy resolution and an
angular resolution of 0.2°. Companion simulations were calculated using the calculated N2O
dispersion and the CdO:Dy film properties used in the actual experiments. Figures 6.11 and
6.11 show a comparison of theory to experiment, for 20 and 40 psi of N2O pressure. The
initial experimental data revealed the limitations of the standard map recording settings. A
strong, pressure dependent interaction between the SPP dispersion and the N2O absorption
band is revealed.

However, the angle and energy granularity of the recorded data, in combination with the
applied contouring function creates data that potentially alters line shapes (the data is only
recorded every 0.2°, the intervals are interpolated by the contouring function) and prevents a
thorough comparison to simulated mode-mixing effects. In consequence, the angle resolution
was increased to 0.1°and the energy resolution was set to 1 cm−1. Unfortunately, this imposes
an extra constraint on the experimentally acquired data sets: The absolute time for a single
map recording can not exceed 60 minutes. After one hour, the index matching fluid that
ensures good optical connection between the prism and the backside of the sample will
evaporate, thus the optical connection is lost. The higher resolution scans take significantly
longer (4x per linescan) with an overall increase of line density. Due to the very fine angular
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Figure 6.12 Low resolution (4 cm−1) comparison SPR maps for 40 psi N2O exposure; experimental
reflectivity data (left), compared to simulated data (right)

and energy resolution, a re-application of the matching fluid and continuation of a map scan
would result in data that cannot be stitched without creating significant artifacts.

Therefore, the mapped area had to be limited between 47-49.5°in order to not exceed the
maximum measurement time. The following series of images (figures 6.13 - 6.13) depicts the
results of the high resolution map scans over a narrower angular range in comparison to
simulated data. The applied N2O pressures range from 20-80 psi. The simulation parameter
space was held constant. Increasing the angular and energy resolution clearly results in a
sharper representation of the mode-mixing effect. A strong dependence with N2O pressure
can be found.

6.6.1 Comparison to conventional gold based ATR-SEIRA

To enable a comparison to established SEIRA technologies, a gold reference sample was
prepared. 5 nm of gold have been deposited on a MgO (100) substrate. This allows for
a comparative measurement using the exact same experimental details and measurement
procedure, with the only change being the CdO film replaced by a gold layer.

Figure 6.17 depicts a 2 µm2 AFM surface scan of the gold film. The film depicts a
granular structure (RMS roughness 1.4 nm), which is typical for thin gold films. From a
SEIRA perspective, the roughness and the overall grain size are suitable for strong absorption
enhancement129. ATR-reflectivity data was recorded from this thin film using the flow cell
sample stage, while the gold film was exposed to 60 psi of N2O. Figure 6.18 depicts the
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Figure 6.13 High resolution (1 cm−1) SPR map comparison between measurement and theory for 20
psi of N2O exposure; experimental reflectivity data (left), compared to simulated data (right)

Figure 6.14 High resolution (1 cm−1) SPR map comparison between measurement and theory for 40
psi of N2O exposure; experimental reflectivity data (left), compared to simulated data (right)
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Figure 6.15 High resolution (1 cm−1) SPR map comparison between measurement and theory for 60
psi of N2O exposure; experimental reflectivity data (left), compared to simulated data (right)

Figure 6.16 High resolution (1 cm−1) SPR map comparison between measurement and theory for 80
psi of N2O exposure; experimental reflectivity data (left), compared to simulated data (right)
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Figure 6.17 [AFM topography scan of 5 nm gold film sputter deposited on MgO (100); the film
exhibits a RMS roughness of 1.4 nm

recorded reflectivity map. A small signature of the N2O ν3 mode can be found. No dispersion
arc indicating coupling to a SPP can be seen, since gold does not support a SPP at these
energies.

6.7 Discussion

The experimental data clearly reveals an interaction between the SPP dispersion and the N2O
ν3 mode. A pressure (concentration) dependence can be found as well. To understand the
results, it helps to go back to the modified SPP dispersion picture. Assuming the warping of
the SPP dispersion due to the mode mixing occurs, it has implications on the experimentally
observable coupling to the SPP using the Kretschmann configuration.

If the N2O pressure modified SPP dispersion as depicted in figure 6.7 is correct, added
lightlines for various incidence angles around the SPP resonance will help visualizing how
the observed warping of the SPP in the plasmonic map can be interpreted. Figure 6.19 depicts
the pressure modified dispersions, with added lightlines. From this picture we can make
several predictions about the observed mode-mixing, assuming the interaction is purely based on
electromagnetic phenomena and no chemical interactions between the CdO:Dy film and the N2O film
take place.

1) In the regions around the absorption band, (e.g. 2100 and 2350 cm−1) the N2O pressure
modified dispersion is shifted to higher/lower in plane wave-vectors. Experimentally, this will
result in the SPP branch coupling at a slightly increased/decreased resonance angle, when
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Figure 6.18 ATR reflectivity map for a 5 nm gold film exposed to 60 psi of N2O; a weak signature of
the N2O ν3 mode can be seen.

Figure 6.19 N2O pressure modified SPP dispersion with added light lines; the complex coupling
phenomena to the modified SPP dispersion are revealed. Every intersection of a lightline with a
dispersion curve represents a coupling energy to light, which should be visible in SPR maps as dark
bands.
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compared to the bare (no N2O) SPP dispersion. Furthermore, there should be a scaling of
this effect with applied N2O pressure (concentration). The experimental data reveals exactly
that. Throughout the pressure series, the observed SPP branch is shifted to higher resonance
angles for energies <N2O resonance energy and to lower angles for energies >N2O resonance
energy. As predicted from the pressure modified dispersion calculations, this effect becomes
more pronounced with higher N2O pressures, thus higher N2O concentration and absorption
amplitude. For the 80 psi N2O experiment, this angular split reaches a value of about 0.3°.

2) Due to the assumed line shape of the Lorentzian absorption events, there must be
incidence angles around the resonance angle, that allow for coupling to the modified SPP
dispersion at multiple energies. In the dispersion picture (figure 6.19) this is described by a
single light line that crosses the modified SPP dispersion at more than one energy value.

Again, the experimental data verifies this picture. At incidence angles around the central
SPP dispersion arc, we find a doublet of absorptions (for higher and lower angle values).
These doublets become more intense and extend to higher absolute angles away from the
central resonance angle, with increasing N2O pressure. This behavior is perfectly predicted by
the modified SPP dispersion assumption, assuming exclusively electromagnetic interaction
between the SPP and the N2O.

3) If the gas phase of N2O does not interact with the CdO surface, and no adsorption or
chemisorption events take place, the signal should increase linearly with pressure. By using
the method outline in 6.2, amplitudes for the Lorentzian absorption have been calculated
that follow this linearity. Since the simulated data (using the calculated amplitudes) depict
agreement with the experimentally derived data set, this assumption seems to hold and the
system can be treated as not interacting chemically with the surface.

The series of experiments further revealed an important aspect of the mode mixing
phenomenon: Assuming ideal gas behavior, we can find 0.16 particles per nm3 at 300K and
80 psi pressure above ambient (94.5 psi total, 655 001 pa). The electric field confinement for
CdO:Dy is known to be strong, and for the CdO:Dy film used to record the mode mixing
data we can calculate that 95 % of the field’s energy are confined within 300 nm normal to
the film surface (see chapter 5). This implies, that in a 300 nm tall, 1 nm2 base column we
would expect 48 particles. Despite this low density of atoms (especially when compared to
condensed matter), the experiments revealed a strong signal from the N2O.

The assumption of ideal gas behavior has to been seen as approximation, due to the strong
dipole in the N2O molecule so the actual concentration might divert from this calculation.
Nevertheless, the data implies remarkable sensitivity towards absorption in the gas phase,
when amplified by the effect of mode-mixing with a SPP dispersion.

To clarify the importance of mode mixing to achieve this enhancement, we can extract
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Figure 6.20 Comparison of the effect of incident light polarization on SPP mode mixing; the s-pol
trace (red) does not exhibit any plasmonic resonance, and no interaction with N2O mode the can be
seen. The p-polarized trace (black) depicts coupling with the SPP and an increased absorption of the
N2O band.

energy dependent data from a SPR map and compare the p-polarized to the s-polarized
measurement at a single angle. Figure 6.20 depicts this for 40 psi of N2O at an incidence
angle of 48.2°. The figure highlights two phenomena. For p-polarized light a significantly
lower reflectivity R can be seen. This corresponds to coupling with the SPP, along a horizontal
line at 48.2°when compared to the full map scan depicted in figure 6.14. Additionally, a
strong coupling with the N2O ν3 mode can be seen, recognizable by the two local R minima
around 2250 cm−1. The s-polarized trace, does not exhibit any of these two characteristics.
This supports the hypothesis, that the increased sensitivity towards the N2O ν3 mode results
from the interaction (the mode mixing) of the SPP mode and the N2O ν3 mode. Since the SPP
can only be coupled to using p-polarized light, the enhancement can only be measured when
using p-polarized light.

The comparison to the ATR-SEIRA data recorded using a reference gold film supports
the notion, that it is the mode mixing effect that results in this unusually strong absorbing
behavior. In the gold reflectance data, a small signature of the N2O mode can be found,
however, under identical measurement conditions, the absorbance is significantly weaker
when compared to CdO:Dy based data. To emphasize this result, figure 6.21 compares
normalized reflectance data for identical measurement conditions, using CdO:Dy and gold
films in the flow cell respectively. The data corresponds to an incidence angle of 48.2°and 60
psi N2O pressure. An estimated increase in absorption of 5-7x can be found.
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Figure 6.21 Comparison between gold ATR-SEIRA and CdO:Dy mode mixing data; normalized
reflectance data at 48.2°incidence for both substrates (gold and CdO:Dy) using p-polarized light.

6.8 Conclusion

The set of experiments presented here represent the first demonstration of gas phase SEIRA
utilizing mode mixing off a SPP and the analytes absorption in the mid-IR. Due to practical
reasons N2O was chosen as an absorber, however the conclusions presented here are valid for
any gas phase absorption.

It was shown experimentally, that electromagnetic coupling between the surface confined
SPP mode, supported by CdO:Dy thin films, and absorption bands in the environment of
the CdO:Dy film can occur. The absorption was described purely by its dielectric function,
where the gas phase ν3 band of N2O was modeled using two Lorentzians with an asymmetric
line shape modification. These dielectric functions where used to calculate the effects of the
absorption event on the SPP dispersion relation.

A pressure (concentration) variation of the N2O and subsequent recording of reflectivity
data in the Kretschmann configuration revealed a linear increase of the strength of the mode
mixing. Experimentally, the predicted angular splitting of the SPR, as well as the intensity
variations with pressure (concentration) have been confirmed and a remarkable sensitivity
towards the presence of the analyte species (N2O) was revealed. By comparing polarization
depended results, this sensitivity was linked to the mode mixing between the SPP and the
absorption band. Albeit not fully quantified, a comparison experiment to conventional ATR-
SEIRA using a gold film revealed 5-7x stronger signals when comparing mode mixing data to
the reference ATR-SEIRA gold data at identical measurement conditions.

The amplification of the enhancement can be understood as too communication resonators.
In conventional ATR-SEIRA, the noble metal field acts as an antenna, focusing the incoming
IR light into hot spot. Analytes in those hot spots are exposed to higher electromagnetic field
strengths and an overall increase in the analytes characteristic absorption can be observed.
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In the case of SPR mode mixing, a different mechanism is proposed. The isotopic, yet
absorbing medium in the environment of the plasmonic thin film, in this example the N2O gas,
modifies the SPP dispersion by coupling to it. The SPP dispersion is highly sensitive towards
changes in the dielectric environment, and an absorption band represents a significant
perturbation in the dielectric function. The sensitivity of the SPP mode mixing can now
be understood as measuring a SPP dispersion (modified by the presence and subsequent
coupling to the dielectric function of N2O), rather then measuring the N2O absorption. The
increase in sensitivity arises from the coupling of two resonant phenomena, rather then the
local increase in electromagnetic field strength, when compared to conventional ATR-SEIRA
based on gold.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The work presented in this thesis demonstrates a low loss plasmonic host material for mid-
infrared energies, dysprosium doped cadmium oxide (CdO:Dy). Parts of this thesis present
an initial exploration of the application space for a plasmonic material with previously
inaccessible IR optical properties. This summary gives a brief overview of the techniques
used and the material systems developed.

7.1 Conclusions

Development of a robust modeling technique for mid-IR SPR

Throughout this work, it was of great importance to model and predict the plasmonic
behavior of any given material. Being able to theoretically screen potential materials for
their applicability towards SPR is of enormous value and greatly accelerated the pace of this
program. The multiple versions of the modeling code (see Appendix B) have been tailored
for various task, such as deposition optimization (determine the optimal film parameters e.g.
doping concentration/thickness) or theoretical studies of property-SPR relations. In general,
the ability to readily compute maps of the SPR response in angle and energy space helped
to visualize and thoroughly understand the SPR phenomena in the materials studied in this
work and provided an understandable and visually pleasing way of communicating the
complex optical phenomena described in this work.
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Development of an advanced mid-IR SPR spectroscopy technique

Thanks to generous access to an IR-VASE spectroscopic ellipsometer, a refined spectroscopy
technique could be developed. Based on multiple custom designed sample stages (see
appendix A), the high angular and energy resolution of the IR-VASE system could be
applied to mapping the SPR properties of thin films in angle and energy space. Further
additions, such as a SPR flow cell, added versatility to the sample system and allowed to
start exploring SPR application space using the materials created for this thesis. In general,
excellent agreement between simulations and experimental data has been found throughout
this work, highlighting the accuracy of the developed spectroscopy and modeling technique.

In combination with the companion simulation code, a powerful set of techniques to characterize
infrared SPR materials has been created.

Proof of concept, mid-IR SPR in Zinc Oxide thin films

Although already predicted theoretically, the first experimental demonstration of thin film,
mid-IR SPR in a wide bandgap material was of utmost importance. The occurrence of mid-
IR SPR in heavily doped, epitaxial zinc oxide thin films revealed the limitations of most
wide bandgap materials in the context of mid-IR SPR and highlighted the need for a rare
combination of transport properties in order to achieve low loss SPR at infrared energies.
Without the results from the ZnO study, we would not have moved on to materials such as
CdO, which ultimately turned out to be the key to low loss mid-IR plasmonics.

Design and construction of a ICP-Oxygen source

The initial experiments for growing CdO thin films were carried out using PLD techniques.
Despite the advantages, such as short deposition times which allow to efficiently screen
a large parameter space, accurate doping in the sub 1% range is challenging when using
pulsed laser deposition. Upon realizing that accurately doping the CdO system will be the
key to achieve low optical losses in the material, the growth of CdO was continued using
MBE techniques. Unfortunately, to grow CdO from a metal effusion source at MBE oxygen
partial pressures (typically 1-5x10−6 torr) a higher oxygen activity is needed than can be
achieved using molecular oxygen (O2). This led to the development of an inductively coupled
plasma source that provided a flux of atomic oxygen. Atomic oxygen has significantly higher
activity then molecular O2 (at identical partial pressures) and thus enabled the oxidation and
depositions of CdO:Dy using MBE techniques. Furthermore, it is a versatile addition to the
oxide MBE system of the Electronic Oxides group.

A publication in a collaboration with NCSU’s nuclear engineering department that sum-
marized the construction and use of the ICP-source and analyzes it’s plasma characteristics
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computationally is in preparation and soon to be submitted to the journal Review of Scientific
Instruments.

Dysprosium doped Cadmium Oxide

The thorough study of the structure/property relationships in CdO and an extensive doping
study revealed a very rare combination of transport properties. In CdO:Dy, an unusually
high doping range, up to 1x1019-1x1021 cm-3 can be accessed while maintaining extremely
high electron mobilities of up to 500 cm2V−1s−1 . This transport behavior supports low
loss plasmonics over the entire mid-IR range and represents a sought after material in the
plasmonic community.

The material has been thoroughly characterized in its structural, transport, optical, and
thermal properties. Alongside experimental characterization, DFT ab initio calculations were
used to test and verify a defect based structure-property model that explained the unusual
behavior of CdO:Dy upon doping.

7.2 Proposed future work

The development of CdO:Dy opens up opportunities to explore previously inaccessible
plasmonic phenomena and applications. Furthermore, the processing of CdO:Dy can still
be optimized and transferred to other film thin deposition techniques. Several possibilities,
either works in progress or proposed work, include:

Development of a CdO:Dy sputtering process

Despite the many advantages of MBE deposition in terms of thin film growth, it is a very
time consuming technique that requires advanced users for reliable performance and film
quality. Developing a sputtering process that produces comparable film qualities could help
to produce more CdO:Dy for distribution to collaborators, to allow for larger sample size
experiments and to save time and cost. Furthermore it would open up access to CdO:Dy for
research groups without plasma assisted oxide-MBE capabilities.

The proposed sputtering process could be based on a dual magnetron sputtering system,
to co-sputter off-axis, onto a heated, rotating sample stage. Off axis sputtering is known for
excellent uniformity and could allow to grow samples >2 inch in diameter in one deposition
run. To control the doping levels, two different CdO targets could be used, one undoped
CdO target and one doped to e.g. 2% Dy content. By varying the relative powers (thus the
deposition rates) for the individual magnetrons, the entire doping range from 0-2 % should
be accessible with a high level of control.
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SPR mode mixing for chemical sensing

The experiments in chapter 6 revealed a remarkable sensitivity of the SPR mode towards
interaction with absorption bands present close to the CdO:Dy/environment interface. Several
avenues to explore this phenomenon further and to advance towards applications are:

• Use of the the mode mixing effect to study the chemistry of self assembled monolayers
(SAMs) deposited onto CdO:Dy. SPR is well known for its sensitivity towards the
existence of SAMs on the SPR chip’s surface. However, combining this well known
property with the SPR mode mixing presented in this work could lead to a combination
of traditional SPR, where in addition to measuring the existence of a SAM, it’s chemistry
could be probed spectroscopically.

• The increased absorption observed due to mode mixing allows for shorter measurement
times. This can enable novel in situ studies based on CdO:Dy substrates. For example,
the fact that CdO:Dy is highly conductive could be used in electrochemical studies
where the CdO:Dy could serve as electrode and to enhance the IR signatures of redox
reaction in order to monitor them and measure their kinetics in situ.

• Using the SPR mode mixing effect for chemical detection: by depositing a thin film of
a porous collecting polymer onto a CdO:Dy SPR chip, mode mixing might be useful
to extract chemical information about the environment this film has been exposed to.
A successful implementation of such a technology could have widespread uses from
environmental monitoring to threat prevention. An initial set of experiments will be
commenced in collaboration with the Naval Research Laboratories.

CdO:Dy for optoelectronic applications

The main motivation behind the development of CdO:Dy was the need of the optoelectronics
community for an access to a low loss plasmonic material for the infrared. IR imaging,
detection and information processing using infrared radiation are research topics of high
impact due to current technological demand. Now that such a sought after material becomes
available, avenues to explore include:

• CdO:Dy for infrared detection: by exploiting a phenomenon called "hot carrier genera-
tion", which is the result of non-radiative plasmon decay, it becomes feasible to design a
sub-bandgap infrared detector. Such a structure could be comprised entirely of wide
bandgap materials and thus be insensitive to thermal noise. The optical response is based
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on an electronic transition within the device, therefore such a technology could com-
bine high speed with a high stability of measurement, even in an uncooled environment.

• CdO:Dy for energy harvesting: By exploiting the creation of hot electrons, driven by
infrared absorption within CdO:Dy, the efficiency of solar cells could be improved. The
bandwidth of light a solar cell could access for current generation would be extended
towards the infrared, a previously inaccessible energy range for silicon based solar cells.
By additionally absorbing longer wavelengths of light, the overall efficiency of solar
cells could be improved.

• Heat scavenging and thermal cloaks: Infrared radiation carries most of the heat radiated
by the environment. A low loss plasmonic material for the mid-IR allows for wave
guiding and focusing this radiation. Being able to selectively absorb and guide certain
infrared wavelengths could lead to the development of thermal cloaking, where certain
bands of infrared radiation could be prevented from emission.

Alternatively, infrared radiation from hot environments could be focused to a single
point where the high intensity of heat could be used for energy generation, for example
by using a thermoelectric device.

• Sub wavelength diffraction of infrared radiation: Utilizing plasmonic wave guides it be-
comes possible to focus IR radiation into sub wavelength dimensions. Since IR radiation
can transfer heat effectively, a CdO:Dy based wave guide could be implemented as data
write element in future heat assisted data recording schemes where the fast, focused
delivery of heat will be needed to record data.
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Appendix A

Technical Drawings

This part of the Appendix contains all technical drawings that were used to machine the
various parts used in this work. These drawings were all information needed to machine the
parts in question.

A.1 SPR sample holders for the IR-VASE

The sample holders are designed to accommodate 1x1 cm samples in the Kretschmann
configuration.

A.1.1 SPR sample holder for air measurements

This design has been used for all measurements where the plasmonic film was measured
against the room atmosphere, thus air.
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A A.1

A.1.2 SPR flow cell

This design allows to measure SPR of thin films samples in controlled atmospheres:
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A.2 ICP-Plasma Source

The glass body that directly attaches to one of the MBE source flanges has been manufactured
by Larson Electronic Glass:

10.24 [260.0]

3.94 [100.0]

1.97 [50.0]0.98 [25.0]

0.25 [6.3]

VCR FITTING

LARSON ELECTRONIC GLASS

P/N SQD-200-F4-SPCL

DRAWN BY: L.Bitz
TOLS: .xxx ±.005 / .xx ±.010 / .x ±.015

Fractional ±1/8"
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In order to keep the VCR fitting supported to not stress the bellows (those are directly
connected to the main MBE chamber), a special clamping holder was designed to support the
VCR nut and to secure it against the necessary torque needed for assembly of the gas line. The
following three figures depict the use of the parts as well as the full assembly. Additionally,
the technical drawing is also included. 2 identical parts are needed for installation.

Figure A.1 Isometric view of the ICP source support
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Figure A.2 Frontal view of the ICP source support

Figure A.3 Assembled ICP source mounted to a MBE source flange with all connections in place
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Additional renderings of the design to illustrate the assembly of the water cooled induction
coil:

Figure A.4 Side view rendering of the ICP source internals

Figure A.5 Isometric view rendering of the ICP source internals
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Appendix B

Mathematica Code

In this Appendix all of the Wolfram Mathematica code used for this work will be printed as a
reference. This is not a manual, existing Mathematica knowledge will be necessary to use the
code. Each code is included in two versions. The first being completely verbatim, which allows
the code to be copied directly from the pdf-version of this thesis into Mathematica. This will
result in working code that can be compiled (tested with OS X 10.9.2 and Mathematica 10).
Unfortunately the cell formating will be lost, which is why a second version of the code will
be provided to help the prospective user to set up the cell divisions as intended by the author.
This code will be depicted exactly how it looks within the Mathematica editor.
Most code will rely on optical reference data for substrate and prism materials. This data will
be supplied only once, code that relies on the data will be marked with an *. I recommend to
include this code in an initialization cell at the start of each respective program.

B.1 Optical Constants

This data lists the optical properties of materials used in Mathematica simulations. The data
is collected as a Mathematica list and then interpolated as a function that the simulations can
call.

(* Dipsersion Data *)

(* Options: al2o3, caf2 , si , znse, ge, gaas, inp, mgo, h2o (water) *)

(* Al2O3 *)
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al2o3raw={{7876.71, 2.44386}, {7845.85, 2.44336}, {7814.99, 2.44285}, {7784.13, 2.44234}, {7753.27, 2.44183}, {7722.41, 2.44132}, {7695.41, 2.44087}, {7664.55,
2.44036}, {7633.69, 2.43984}, {7606.69, 2.43939}, {7575.83, 2.43887}, {7548.83, 2.43842}, {7521.83, 2.43796}, {7490.97, 2.43743}, {7463.97, 2.43697},
{7436.97, 2.43651}, {7409.97, 2.43605}, {7382.97, 2.43558}, {7355.96, 2.43511}, {7328.96, 2.43464}, {7301.96, 2.43417}, {7274.96, 2.4337}, {7247.96, 2.43322},
{7220.96, 2.43274}, {7197.81, 2.43233}, {7170.81, 2.43185}, {7143.81, 2.43137}, {7120.67, 2.43095}, {7093.66, 2.43046}, {7070.52, 2.43004}, {7043.52,

2.42955}, {7020.38, 2.42912}, {6993.37, 2.42862}, {6970.23, 2.42819}, {6947.09, 2.42776}, {6923.94, 2.42733}, {6896.94, 2.42682}, {6873.8, 2.42639}, {6850.65,
2.42595}, {6827.51, 2.4255}, {6804.36, 2.42506}, {6781.22, 2.42461}, {6758.08, 2.42416}, {6734.93, 2.42371}, {6711.79, 2.42326}, {6692.5, 2.42288}, {6669.36,
2.42242}, {6646.21, 2.42196}, {6623.07, 2.42149}, {6603.78, 2.4211}, {6580.64, 2.42063}, {6557.49, 2.42016}, {6538.21, 2.41976}, {6515.06, 2.41929},

{6495.78, 2.41888}, {6472.63, 2.4184}, {6453.34, 2.41799}, {6434.06, 2.41759}, {6410.91, 2.41709}, {6391.63, 2.41668}, {6372.34, 2.41626}, {6353.05, 2.41584},
{6329.91, 2.41534}, {6310.62, 2.41492}, {6291.34, 2.41449}, {6272.05, 2.41406}, {6252.76, 2.41363}, {6233.48, 2.41319}, {6214.19, 2.41275}, {6194.9,

2.41231}, {6175.62, 2.41187}, {6156.33, 2.41142}, {6137.04, 2.41097}, {6117.76, 2.41052}, {6098.47, 2.41006}, {6079.18, 2.4096}, {6063.75, 2.40923}, {6044.47,
2.40876}, {6025.18, 2.40829}, {6009.75, 2.40792}, {5990.46, 2.40744}, {5971.18, 2.40696}, {5955.75, 2.40657}, {5936.46, 2.40609}, {5917.17, 2.4056},

{5901.74, 2.4052}, {5882.46, 2.4047}, {5867.03, 2.4043}, {5851.6, 2.4039}, {5832.31, 2.40339}, {5816.88, 2.40298}, {5797.6, 2.40246}, {5782.17, 2.40204},
{5766.74, 2.40162}, {5747.45, 2.40109}, {5732.02, 2.40066}, {5716.59, 2.40023}, {5701.16, 2.3998}, {5681.88, 2.39925}, {5666.45, 2.39881}, {5651.02, 2.39837},
{5635.59, 2.39792}, {5620.16, 2.39747}, {5604.73, 2.39701}, {5589.3, 2.39655}, {5573.87, 2.39609}, {5558.44, 2.39563}, {5543.01, 2.39516}, {5527.58,

2.39468}, {5512.15, 2.3942}, {5496.72, 2.39372}, {5481.29, 2.39323}, {5465.86, 2.39274}, {5450.43, 2.39225}, {5435, 2.39175}, {5423.43, 2.39137}, {5408,
2.39086}, {5392.57, 2.39035}, {5377.14, 2.38983}, {5365.57, 2.38944}, {5350.14, 2.38891}, {5334.71, 2.38838}, {5319.28, 2.38784}, {5307.71, 2.38744},
{5292.28, 2.38689}, {5280.71, 2.38648}, {5265.28, 2.38592}, {5249.85, 2.38536}, {5238.28, 2.38494}, {5222.85, 2.38436}, {5211.28, 2.38393}, {5195.85,
2.38335}, {5184.28, 2.38291}, {5168.85, 2.38231}, {5157.28, 2.38186}, {5141.85, 2.38126}, {5130.27, 2.3808}, {5118.7, 2.38034}, {5103.27, 2.37971}, {5091.7,
2.37924}, {5076.27, 2.3786}, {5064.7, 2.37812}, {5053.13, 2.37764}, {5041.56, 2.37715}, {5026.13, 2.37648}, {5014.55, 2.37598}, {5002.98, 2.37548}, {4987.55,
2.37479}, {4975.98, 2.37428}, {4964.41, 2.37375}, {4952.84, 2.37323}, {4941.26, 2.37269}, {4929.69, 2.37216}, {4914.26, 2.37143}, {4902.69, 2.37088},
{4891.12, 2.37032}, {4879.55, 2.36976}, {4867.97, 2.36919}, {4856.4, 2.36862}, {4844.83, 2.36804}, {4833.26, 2.36745}, {4821.69, 2.36685}, {4810.11, 2.36625},
{4798.54, 2.36565}, {4786.97, 2.36503}, {4775.4, 2.36441}, {4763.83, 2.36378}, {4752.25, 2.36315}, {4740.68, 2.3625}, {4729.11, 2.36185}, {4717.54, 2.36119},
{4705.97, 2.36053}, {4698.25, 2.36008}, {4686.68, 2.3594}, {4675.11, 2.35871}, {4663.54, 2.35801}, {4651.96, 2.3573}, {4640.39, 2.35658}, {4632.68, 2.3561},

{4621.1, 2.35537}, {4609.53, 2.35462}, {4597.96, 2.35387}, {4590.25, 2.35336}, {4578.67, 2.35259}, {4567.1, 2.35181}, {4559.39, 2.35128}, {4547.81, 2.35048},
{4536.24, 2.34966}, {4528.53, 2.34911}, {4516.96, 2.34828}, {4505.38, 2.34743}, {4497.67, 2.34686}, {4486.1, 2.34599}, {4474.52, 2.3451}, {4466.81, 2.34451},
{4455.24, 2.3436}, {4447.52, 2.34298}, {4435.95, 2.34205}, {4428.24, 2.34142}, {4416.66, 2.34045}, {4408.95, 2.3398}, {4397.38, 2.33881}, {4389.66, 2.33814},
{4378.09, 2.33712}, {4370.38, 2.33643}, {4358.8, 2.33537}, {4351.09, 2.33466}, {4339.52, 2.33357}, {4331.8, 2.33283}, {4320.23, 2.3317}, {4312.52, 2.33094},
{4304.8, 2.33016}, {4293.23, 2.32898}, {4285.51, 2.32818}, {4273.94, 2.32695}, {4266.23, 2.32612}, {4258.51, 2.32527}, {4246.94, 2.32398}, {4239.23, 2.3231},
{4231.51, 2.32221}, {4219.94, 2.32084}, {4212.23, 2.31991}, {4204.51, 2.31896}, {4192.94, 2.31751}, {4185.22, 2.31652}, {4177.51, 2.31551}, {4169.79,
2.31449}, {4158.22, 2.31291}, {4150.51, 2.31184}, {4142.79, 2.31075}, {4135.08, 2.30963}, {4127.36, 2.30849}, {4115.79, 2.30674}, {4108.08, 2.30554},
{4100.36, 2.30432}, {4092.65, 2.30307}, {4084.93, 2.30179}, {4073.36, 2.29982}, {4065.65, 2.29846}, {4057.93, 2.29708}, {4050.22, 2.29566}, {4042.5, 2.29421},
{4034.79, 2.29272}, {4027.07, 2.29119}, {4019.36, 2.28963}, {4011.64, 2.28802}, {4000.07, 2.28553}, {3992.36, 2.28381}, {3984.64, 2.28205}, {3976.93,

2.28023}, {3969.21, 2.27837}, {3961.5, 2.27645}, {3953.78, 2.27448}, {3946.07, 2.27245}, {3938.35, 2.27036}, {3930.64, 2.26821}, {3922.92, 2.266}, {3915.21,
2.26373}, {3907.49, 2.26139}, {3899.78, 2.25898}, {3892.07, 2.2565}, {3884.35, 2.25395}, {3876.64, 2.25133}, {3868.92, 2.24864}, {3861.21, 2.24588}, {3857.35,
2.24447}, {3849.63, 2.2416}, {3841.92, 2.23866}, {3834.21, 2.23565}, {3826.49, 2.23257}, {3818.78, 2.22942}, {3811.06, 2.22622}, {3803.35, 2.22296},

{3795.63, 2.21964}, {3787.92, 2.21628}, {3784.06, 2.21458}, {3776.34, 2.21115}, {3768.63, 2.2077}, {3760.92, 2.20422}, {3753.2, 2.20074}, {3745.49, 2.19725},
{3741.63, 2.19551}, {3733.91, 2.19204}, {3726.2, 2.18861}, {3718.48, 2.18522}, {3710.77, 2.18189}, {3706.91, 2.18025}, {3699.2, 2.17704}, {3691.48, 2.17393},
{3683.77, 2.17095}, {3679.91, 2.1695}, {3672.2, 2.16674}, {3664.48, 2.16414}, {3656.77, 2.16173}, {3652.91, 2.1606}, {3645.2, 2.15851}, {3637.48, 2.15667},
{3629.77, 2.15508}, {3625.91, 2.15439}, {3618.19, 2.15323}, {3610.48, 2.15238}, {3606.62, 2.15208}, {3598.91, 2.15172}, {3591.19, 2.15172}, {3587.33,
2.15186}, {3579.62, 2.15241}, {3571.91, 2.15335}, {3568.05, 2.15397}, {3560.33, 2.1555}, {3552.62, 2.15745}, {3548.76, 2.15857}, {3541.05, 2.16114}, {3537.19,
2.16258}, {3529.47, 2.16577}, {3521.76, 2.16938}, {3517.9, 2.17134}, {3510.19, 2.17556}, {3506.33, 2.17782}, {3498.62, 2.18263}, {3490.9, 2.18782}, {3487.04,
2.19056}, {3479.33, 2.19629}, {3475.47, 2.19928}, {3467.76, 2.20551}, {3463.9, 2.20874}, {3456.18, 2.21542}, {3448.47, 2.22236}, {3444.61, 2.22592}, {3436.9,
2.23321}, {3433.04, 2.23693}, {3425.33, 2.2445}, {3421.47, 2.24835}, {3413.75, 2.25613}, {3409.9, 2.26006}, {3402.18, 2.26797}, {3398.32, 2.27196}, {3390.61,
2.27994}, {3386.75, 2.28393}, {3379.04, 2.29191}, {3375.18, 2.29588}, {3367.47, 2.30377}, {3363.61, 2.30768}, {3355.89, 2.31543}, {3352.04, 2.31925},

{3348.18, 2.32304}, {3340.46, 2.33049}, {3336.61, 2.33414}, {3328.89, 2.3413}, {3325.04, 2.3448}, {3317.32, 2.35163}, {3313.46, 2.35495}, {3309.61, 2.3582},
{3301.89, 2.36452}, {3298.03, 2.36757}, {3290.32, 2.37346}, {3286.46, 2.3763}, {3278.75, 2.38175}, {3274.89, 2.38436}, {3271.03, 2.3869}, {3263.32, 2.39174},
{3259.46, 2.39405}, {3255.6, 2.39628}, {3247.89, 2.40051}, {3244.03, 2.40251}, {3236.32, 2.40629}, {3232.46, 2.40807}, {3228.6, 2.40977}, {3220.89, 2.41297},
{3217.03, 2.41446}, {3213.17, 2.41589}, {3205.46, 2.41854}, {3201.6, 2.41977}, {3197.74, 2.42093}, {3190.03, 2.42309}, {3186.17, 2.42408}, {3182.31, 2.42502},
{3178.46, 2.4259}, {3170.74, 2.42751}, {3166.88, 2.42825}, {3163.03, 2.42894}, {3155.31, 2.43019}, {3151.45, 2.43075}, {3147.6, 2.43127}, {3139.88, 2.43222},
{3136.02, 2.43264}, {3132.17, 2.43303}, {3128.31, 2.43339}, {3120.6, 2.43404}, {3116.74, 2.43433}, {3112.88, 2.43459}, {3109.02, 2.43484}, {3101.31,

2.43527}, {3097.45, 2.43546}, {3093.59, 2.43564}, {3089.74, 2.4358}, {3082.02, 2.4361}, {3078.16, 2.43623}, {3074.31, 2.43635}, {3070.45, 2.43647}, {3066.59,
2.43658}, {3058.88, 2.43678}, {3055.02, 2.43687}, {3051.16, 2.43696}, {3047.31, 2.43705}, {3039.59, 2.43722}, {3035.73, 2.43731}, {3031.88, 2.43739},
{3028.02, 2.43748}, {3024.16, 2.43756}, {3020.3, 2.43765}, {3012.59, 2.43782}, {3008.73, 2.43791}, {3004.88, 2.43799}, {3001.02, 2.43808}, {2997.16, 2.43817},
{2993.3, 2.43827}, {2985.59, 2.43845}, {2981.73, 2.43855}, {2977.87, 2.43864}, {2974.02, 2.43874}, {2970.16, 2.43884}, {2966.3, 2.43893}, {2958.59, 2.43913},
{2954.73, 2.43922}, {2950.87, 2.43931}, {2947.01, 2.4394}, {2943.16, 2.43949}, {2939.3, 2.43958}, {2935.44, 2.43967}, {2931.59, 2.43975}, {2927.73, 2.43983},
{2920.01, 2.43997}, {2916.16, 2.44003}, {2912.3, 2.44009}, {2908.44, 2.44014}, {2904.58, 2.44019}, {2900.73, 2.44023}, {2896.87, 2.44026}, {2893.01,

2.44029}, {2889.15, 2.44031}, {2885.3, 2.44032}, {2881.44, 2.44032}, {2873.73, 2.44029}, {2869.87, 2.44026}, {2866.01, 2.44022}, {2862.15, 2.44017}, {2858.3,
2.44011}, {2854.44, 2.44003}, {2850.58, 2.43995}, {2846.72, 2.43985}, {2842.87, 2.43974}, {2839.01, 2.43962}, {2835.15, 2.43948}, {2831.29, 2.43933},
{2827.44, 2.43917}, {2823.58, 2.43899}, {2819.72, 2.4388}, {2815.87, 2.43859}, {2812.01, 2.43837}, {2808.15, 2.43814}, {2804.29, 2.43789}, {2800.44, 2.43762},
{2796.58, 2.43734}, {2792.72, 2.43704}, {2788.86, 2.43673}, {2785.01, 2.4364}, {2781.15, 2.43605}, {2777.29, 2.43569}, {2773.43, 2.43531}, {2769.58,

2.43492}, {2765.72, 2.43451}, {2761.86, 2.43408}, {2758, 2.43364}, {2754.15, 2.43318}, {2750.29, 2.43271}, {2746.43, 2.43222}, {2742.58, 2.43171}, {2738.72,
2.43118}, {2734.86, 2.43064}, {2731, 2.43009}, {2727.15, 2.42951}, {2723.29, 2.42892}, {2719.43, 2.42832}, {2715.57, 2.4277}, {2711.72, 2.42706}, {2707.86,
2.42641}, {2704, 2.42574}, {2700.14, 2.42505}, {2696.29, 2.42436}, {2692.43, 2.42364}, {2688.57, 2.42291}, {2684.72, 2.42217}, {2680.86, 2.42141}, {2677,
2.42063}, {2673.14, 2.41985}, {2669.29, 2.41904}, {2665.43, 2.41823}, {2661.57, 2.4174}, {2657.71, 2.41655}, {2653.86, 2.41569}, {2650, 2.41482}, {2646.14,
2.41394}, {2642.28, 2.41304}, {2638.43, 2.41213}, {2634.57, 2.41121}, {2630.71, 2.41028}, {2626.85, 2.40933}, {2623, 2.40838}, {2619.14, 2.40741}, {2615.28,
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2.40643}, {2611.43, 2.40543}, {2607.57, 2.40443}, {2603.71, 2.40342}, {2599.85, 2.4024}, {2596, 2.40136}, {2592.14, 2.40032}, {2588.28, 2.39927}, {2584.42,
2.39821}, {2580.57, 2.39713}, {2576.71, 2.39605}, {2572.85, 2.39497}, {2568.99, 2.39387}, {2565.14, 2.39276}, {2561.28, 2.39165}, {2557.42, 2.39053},
{2553.57, 2.3894}, {2549.71, 2.38826}, {2545.85, 2.38712}, {2541.99, 2.38597}, {2538.14, 2.38481}, {2534.28, 2.38365}, {2530.42, 2.38248}, {2526.56, 2.3813},
{2522.71, 2.38012}, {2518.85, 2.37894}, {2514.99, 2.37774}, {2511.13, 2.37655}, {2507.28, 2.37534}, {2503.42, 2.37414}, {2499.56, 2.37293}, {2495.71,
2.37171}, {2491.85, 2.37049}, {2487.99, 2.36927}, {2484.13, 2.36804}, {2480.28, 2.36681}, {2476.42, 2.36557}, {2472.56, 2.36433}, {2468.7, 2.36309}, {2464.85,
2.36185}, {2460.99, 2.3606}, {2457.13, 2.35935}, {2453.27, 2.3581}, {2449.42, 2.35684}, {2445.56, 2.35559}, {2441.7, 2.35433}, {2437.84, 2.35307}, {2433.99,

2.3518}, {2430.13, 2.35054}, {2426.27, 2.34927}, {2422.42, 2.34801}, {2418.56, 2.34674}, {2414.7, 2.34547}, {2410.84, 2.3442}, {2406.99, 2.34292}, {2403.13,
2.34165}, {2399.27, 2.34038}, {2395.41, 2.3391}, {2391.56, 2.33783}, {2387.7, 2.33655}, {2383.84, 2.33528}, {2379.98, 2.334}, {2376.13, 2.33272}, {2372.27,
2.33145}, {2368.41, 2.33017}, {2364.56, 2.32889}, {2360.7, 2.32762}, {2356.84, 2.32634}, {2352.98, 2.32506}, {2349.13, 2.32379}, {2345.27, 2.32251}, {2341.41,
2.32124}, {2337.55, 2.31996}, {2333.7, 2.31869}, {2329.84, 2.31741}, {2325.98, 2.31614}, {2322.12, 2.31486}, {2318.27, 2.31359}, {2314.41, 2.31232},

{2310.55, 2.31105}, {2306.7, 2.30977}, {2302.84, 2.3085}, {2298.98, 2.30723}, {2295.12, 2.30596}, {2291.27, 2.30469}, {2287.41, 2.30343}, {2283.55, 2.30216},
{2279.69, 2.30089}, {2275.84, 2.29962}, {2271.98, 2.29836}, {2268.12, 2.29709}, {2264.26, 2.29583}, {2260.41, 2.29456}, {2256.55, 2.2933}, {2252.69, 2.29204},
{2248.83, 2.29078}, {2244.98, 2.28951}, {2241.12, 2.28825}, {2237.26, 2.28699}, {2233.41, 2.28573}, {2229.55, 2.28447}, {2225.69, 2.28322}, {2221.83,

2.28196}, {2217.98, 2.2807}, {2214.12, 2.27944}, {2210.26, 2.27819}, {2206.4, 2.27693}, {2202.55, 2.27567}, {2198.69, 2.27442}, {2194.83, 2.27316}, {2190.97,
2.27191}, {2187.12, 2.27065}, {2183.26, 2.26939}, {2179.4, 2.26814}, {2175.55, 2.26689}, {2171.69, 2.26563}, {2167.83, 2.26438}, {2163.97, 2.26312}, {2160.12,
2.26187}, {2156.26, 2.26061}, {2152.4, 2.25936}, {2148.54, 2.2581}, {2144.69, 2.25684}, {2140.83, 2.25559}, {2136.97, 2.25433}, {2133.11, 2.25307}, {2129.26,
2.25182}, {2125.4, 2.25056}, {2121.54, 2.2493}, {2117.68, 2.24804}, {2113.83, 2.24678}, {2109.97, 2.24552}, {2106.11, 2.24426}, {2102.26, 2.243}, {2098.4,

2.24174}, {2094.54, 2.24047}, {2090.68, 2.23921}, {2086.83, 2.23794}, {2082.97, 2.23668}, {2079.11, 2.23541}, {2075.25, 2.23414}, {2071.4, 2.23287}, {2067.54,
2.2316}, {2063.68, 2.23033}, {2059.82, 2.22905}, {2055.97, 2.22778}, {2052.11, 2.2265}, {2048.25, 2.22522}, {2044.4, 2.22394}, {2040.54, 2.22266}, {2036.68,

2.22138}, {2032.82, 2.22009}, {2028.97, 2.2188}, {2025.11, 2.21751}, {2021.25, 2.21622}, {2017.39, 2.21493}, {2013.54, 2.21363}, {2009.68, 2.21234}, {2005.82,
2.21103}, {2001.96, 2.20973}, {1998.11, 2.20843}, {1994.25, 2.20712}, {1990.39, 2.20581}, {1986.54, 2.2045}, {1982.68, 2.20318}, {1978.82, 2.20187},

{1974.96, 2.20055}, {1971.11, 2.19922}, {1967.25, 2.1979}, {1963.39, 2.19657}, {1959.53, 2.19524}, {1955.68, 2.1939}, {1951.82, 2.19256}, {1947.96, 2.19122},
{1944.1, 2.18988}, {1940.25, 2.18853}, {1936.39, 2.18718}, {1932.53, 2.18582}, {1928.67, 2.18446}, {1924.82, 2.1831}, {1920.96, 2.18173}, {1917.1, 2.18036},
{1913.25, 2.17899}, {1909.39, 2.17761}, {1905.53, 2.17623}, {1901.67, 2.17484}, {1897.82, 2.17345}, {1893.96, 2.17206}, {1890.1, 2.17066}, {1886.24, 2.16925},
{1882.39, 2.16784}, {1878.53, 2.16643}, {1874.67, 2.16501}, {1870.81, 2.16359}, {1866.96, 2.16216}, {1863.1, 2.16073}, {1859.24, 2.15929}, {1855.39,

2.15785}, {1851.53, 2.1564}, {1847.67, 2.15495}, {1843.81, 2.15349}, {1839.96, 2.15202}, {1836.1, 2.15055}, {1832.24, 2.14908}, {1828.38, 2.14759}, {1824.53,
2.14611}, {1820.67, 2.14461}, {1816.81, 2.14311}, {1812.95, 2.14161}, {1809.1, 2.14009}, {1805.24, 2.13857}, {1801.38, 2.13705}, {1797.53, 2.13551}, {1793.67,
2.13397}, {1789.81, 2.13243}, {1785.95, 2.13087}, {1782.1, 2.12931}, {1778.24, 2.12774}, {1774.38, 2.12617}, {1770.52, 2.12458}, {1766.67, 2.12299},

{1762.81, 2.12139}, {1758.95, 2.11978}, {1755.09, 2.11817}, {1751.24, 2.11654}, {1747.38, 2.11491}, {1743.52, 2.11327}, {1739.66, 2.11162}, {1735.81,
2.10996}, {1731.95, 2.10829}, {1728.09, 2.10661}, {1724.24, 2.10493}, {1720.38, 2.10323}, {1716.52, 2.10153}, {1712.66, 2.09981}, {1708.81, 2.09808},
{1704.95, 2.09635}, {1701.09, 2.0946}, {1697.23, 2.09284}, {1693.38, 2.09108}, {1689.52, 2.0893}, {1685.66, 2.08751}, {1681.8, 2.08571}, {1677.95, 2.08389},
{1674.09, 2.08207}, {1670.23, 2.08023}, {1666.38, 2.07838}, {1662.52, 2.07652}, {1658.66, 2.07465}, {1654.8, 2.07276}, {1650.95, 2.07086}, {1647.09, 2.06894},
{1643.23, 2.06702}, {1639.37, 2.06508}, {1635.52, 2.06312}, {1631.66, 2.06115}, {1627.8, 2.05917}, {1623.94, 2.05717}, {1620.09, 2.05515}, {1616.23,

2.05313}, {1612.37, 2.05108}, {1608.51, 2.04902}, {1604.66, 2.04694}, {1600.8, 2.04485}, {1596.94, 2.04274}, {1593.09, 2.04061}, {1589.23, 2.03846}, {1585.37,
2.0363}, {1581.51, 2.03411}, {1577.66, 2.03191}, {1573.8, 2.02969}, {1569.94, 2.02746}, {1566.08, 2.0252}, {1562.23, 2.02292}, {1558.37, 2.02062}, {1554.51,

2.0183}, {1550.65, 2.01596}, {1546.8, 2.01359}, {1542.94, 2.01121}, {1539.08, 2.0088}, {1535.23, 2.00637}, {1531.37, 2.00391}, {1527.51, 2.00144}, {1523.65,
1.99893}, {1519.8, 1.9964}, {1515.94, 1.99385}, {1512.08, 1.99127}, {1508.22, 1.98867}, {1504.37, 1.98603}, {1500.51, 1.98337}, {1496.65, 1.98068}, {1492.79,
1.97797}, {1488.94, 1.97522}, {1485.08, 1.97244}, {1481.22, 1.96963}, {1477.37, 1.96679}, {1473.51, 1.96392}, {1469.65, 1.96102}, {1465.79, 1.95808},
{1461.94, 1.9551}, {1458.08, 1.9521}, {1454.22, 1.94905}, {1450.36, 1.94597}, {1446.51, 1.94285}, {1442.65, 1.9397}, {1438.79, 1.9365}, {1434.93, 1.93326},
{1431.08, 1.92998}, {1427.22, 1.92666}, {1423.36, 1.9233}, {1419.5, 1.91989}, {1415.65, 1.91644}, {1411.79, 1.91293}, {1407.93, 1.90938}, {1404.08, 1.90578},
{1400.22, 1.90213}, {1396.36, 1.89843}, {1392.5, 1.89467}, {1388.65, 1.89086}, {1384.79, 1.88699}, {1380.93, 1.88307}, {1377.07, 1.87908}, {1373.22, 1.87503},
{1369.36, 1.87091}, {1365.5, 1.86673}, {1361.64, 1.86249}, {1357.79, 1.85817}, {1353.93, 1.85377}, {1350.07, 1.8493}, {1346.22, 1.84476}, {1342.36, 1.84013},
{1338.5, 1.83542}, {1334.64, 1.83062}, {1330.79, 1.82573}, {1326.93, 1.82074}, {1323.07, 1.81566}, {1319.21, 1.81048}, {1315.36, 1.80519}, {1311.5, 1.79979},
{1307.64, 1.79427}, {1303.78, 1.78863}, {1299.93, 1.78287}, {1296.07, 1.77698}, {1292.21, 1.77096}, {1288.35, 1.76479}, {1284.5, 1.75848}, {1280.64,

1.75202}, {1276.78, 1.7454}, {1272.93, 1.73862}, {1269.07, 1.73168}, {1265.21, 1.72456}, {1261.35, 1.71726}, {1257.5, 1.70979}, {1253.64, 1.70213}, {1249.78,
1.69428}, {1245.92, 1.68624}, {1242.07, 1.67801}, {1238.21, 1.66959}, {1234.35, 1.66098}, {1230.49, 1.65218}, {1226.64, 1.6432}, {1222.78, 1.63404}, {1218.92,
1.62471}, {1215.07, 1.61521}, {1211.21, 1.60556}, {1207.35, 1.59577}, {1203.49, 1.58585}, {1199.64, 1.57583}, {1195.78, 1.56571}, {1191.92, 1.55553},

{1188.06, 1.54529}, {1184.21, 1.53504}, {1180.35, 1.52478}, {1176.49, 1.51454}, {1172.63, 1.50436}, {1168.78, 1.49426}, {1164.92, 1.48425}, {1161.06,
1.47438}, {1157.21, 1.46467}, {1153.35, 1.45512}, {1149.49, 1.44578}, {1145.63, 1.43666}, {1141.78, 1.42776}, {1137.92, 1.41911}, {1134.06, 1.41071}, {1130.2,
1.40257}, {1126.35, 1.39468}, {1122.49, 1.38704}, {1118.63, 1.37964}, {1114.77, 1.37246}, {1110.92, 1.36548}, {1107.06, 1.35867}, {1103.2, 1.352}, {1099.34,

1.34544}, {1095.49, 1.33894}, {1091.63, 1.33246}, {1087.77, 1.32596}, {1083.92, 1.31937}, {1080.06, 1.31266}, {1076.2, 1.30576}, {1072.34, 1.29864}, {1068.49,
1.29122}, {1064.63, 1.28346}, {1060.77, 1.27531}, {1056.91, 1.26674}, {1053.06, 1.25768}, {1049.2, 1.24811}, {1045.34, 1.23799}, {1041.48, 1.22729},

{1037.63, 1.21601}, {1033.77, 1.20411}, {1029.91, 1.19159}, {1026.06, 1.17845}, {1022.2, 1.1647}, {1018.34, 1.15035}, {1014.48, 1.13541}, {1010.63, 1.11992},
{1006.77, 1.1039}, {1002.91, 1.08739}, {999.053, 1.07043}, {995.196, 1.05308}, {991.339, 1.03537}, {987.481, 1.01736}, {983.624, 0.999119}, {979.767,
0.980696}, {975.909, 0.96215}, {972.052, 0.94355}, {968.195, 0.924955}, {964.337, 0.906421}, {960.48, 0.888019}, {956.622, 0.8698}, {952.765, 0.851833},
{948.908, 0.834169}, {945.05, 0.816857}, {941.193, 0.79996}, {937.336, 0.783522}, {933.478, 0.767583}, {929.621, 0.752195}, {925.764, 0.737394}, {921.906,
0.723211}, {918.049, 0.709686}, {914.192, 0.696843}, {910.334, 0.684704}, {906.477, 0.673296}, {902.62, 0.662633}, {898.762, 0.652727}, {894.905, 0.643593},
{891.048, 0.635233}, {887.19, 0.627649}, {883.333, 0.620844}, {879.476, 0.614811}, {875.618, 0.609541}, {871.761, 0.605027}, {867.903, 0.601252}, {864.046,
0.598202}, {860.189, 0.595854}, {856.331, 0.594187}, {852.474, 0.593176}, {848.617, 0.592794}, {844.759, 0.593011}, {840.902, 0.593798}, {837.045, 0.59512},
{833.187, 0.596946}, {829.33, 0.599239}, {825.473, 0.601964}, {821.615, 0.605088}, {817.758, 0.608574}, {813.901, 0.612386}, {810.043, 0.616494}, {806.186,
0.620861}, {802.329, 0.625459}, {798.471, 0.630261}, {794.614, 0.635237}, {790.756, 0.640369}, {786.899, 0.645635}, {783.042, 0.65102}, {779.184, 0.656515},
{775.327, 0.662112}, {771.47, 0.667812}, {767.612, 0.673621}, {763.755, 0.679546}, {759.898, 0.685606}, {756.04, 0.691826}, {752.183, 0.698233}, {748.326,
0.704865}, {744.468, 0.711769}, {740.611, 0.718991}, {736.754, 0.726591}, {732.896, 0.734636}, {729.039, 0.743194}, {725.182, 0.752345}, {721.324, 0.762176},
{717.467, 0.772775}, {713.609, 0.784242}, {709.752, 0.796673}, {705.895, 0.810178}, {702.037, 0.824873}, {698.18, 0.840863}, {694.323, 0.858269}, {690.465,
0.877216}, {686.608, 0.897814}, {682.751, 0.920188}, {678.893, 0.944465}, {675.036, 0.97075}, {671.179, 0.999166}, {667.321, 1.02983}, {663.464, 1.06284},
{659.607, 1.09831}, {655.749, 1.13633}, {651.892, 1.17698}, {648.035, 1.22035}, {644.177, 1.26651}, {640.32, 1.31551}, {636.463, 1.36741}, {632.605, 1.42226},
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{628.748, 1.48004}, {624.891, 1.54079}, {621.033, 1.60453}, {617.176, 1.67119}, {613.318, 1.74078}, {609.461, 1.81321}, {605.604, 1.88844}, {601.746,
1.96642}, {597.889, 2.04699}, {594.032, 2.13008}, {590.174, 2.21558}, {586.317, 2.30331}, {582.46, 2.39313}, {578.602, 2.48489}, {574.745, 2.57837}, {570.888,
2.6734}, {567.03, 2.7698}, {563.173, 2.8673}, {559.316, 2.96569}, {555.458, 3.06478}, {551.601, 3.16427}, {547.744, 3.26393}, {543.886, 3.36354}, {540.029,

3.46279}, {536.171, 3.56148}, {532.314, 3.6593}, {528.457, 3.75601}, {524.599, 3.85139}, {520.742, 3.94512}, {516.885, 4.037}, {513.027, 4.1268}, {509.17,
4.21424}, {505.313, 4.29912}, {501.455, 4.38124}, {497.598, 4.46036}, {493.741, 4.53629}, {489.883, 4.60889}, {486.026, 4.67794}, {482.169, 4.7433}, {478.311,
4.80485}, {474.454, 4.86243}, {470.597, 4.91594}, {466.739, 4.96531}, {462.882, 5.01043}, {459.025, 5.05123}, {455.167, 5.08769}, {451.31, 5.11975},

{447.452, 5.14741}, {443.595, 5.17064}, {439.738, 5.18947}, {435.88, 5.20392}, {432.023, 5.21401}, {428.166, 5.2198}, {424.308, 5.22135}, {420.451, 5.21873},
{416.594, 5.21201}, {412.736, 5.20129}, {408.879, 5.18666}, {405.022, 5.16823}, {401.164, 5.14609}, {397.307, 5.12039}, {393.45, 5.09122}, {389.592, 5.0587},
{385.735, 5.02297}, {381.878, 4.98416}, {378.02, 4.94237}, {374.163, 4.89774}, {370.305, 4.85039}, {366.448, 4.80046}, {362.591, 4.74804}, {358.733, 4.69325},
{354.876, 4.63621}, {351.019, 4.57702}, {347.161, 4.51576}, {343.304, 4.45254}, {339.447, 4.38745}, {335.589, 4.32053}, {331.732, 4.25189}, {327.875,

4.18157}, {324.017, 4.10959}, {320.16, 4.03605}, {316.303, 3.96094}, {312.445, 3.88426}, {308.588, 3.80607}, {304.731, 3.72634}, {300.873, 3.64504}, {297.016,
3.56219}, {293.159, 3.47772}, {289.301, 3.39156}, {285.444, 3.3037}, {281.586, 3.21401}, {277.729, 3.12246}, {273.872, 3.02891}, {270.014, 2.93322},

{266.157, 2.8353}, {262.3, 2.735}, {258.442, 2.6321}, {254.585, 2.52648}, {250.728, 2.41791}, {246.87, 2.30613}, {243.013, 2.19097}, {239.156, 2.07213},
{235.298, 1.94927}, {231.441, 1.82215}, {227.584, 1.69038}, {223.726, 1.55355}, {219.869, 1.41132}, {216.012, 1.2632}, {212.154, 1.10865}, {208.297,
0.947214}, {204.439, 0.778215}, {200.582, 0.60109}, {196.725, 0.415084}, {192.867, 0.219361}, {189.01, 0.0131579}, {185.153, −0.204528}, {181.295, −0.434814},
{177.438, −0.678752}, {173.581, −0.9377}, {169.723, −1.21318}, {165.866, −1.50667}, {162.009, −1.82004}, {158.151, −2.15543}, {154.294, −2.51494}, {150.437,
−2.90126}, {146.579, −3.31742}, {142.722, −3.76654}, {138.865, −4.25254}, {135.007, −4.77991}, {131.15, −5.35338}, {127.293, −5.97888}, {123.435, −6.66329},
{119.578, −7.41407}, {115.72, −8.24077}, {111.863, −9.15371}, {108.006, −10.1658}, {104.148, −11.2926}, {100.291, −12.5517}};

al2o3=Interpolation[al2o3raw];
al2o3rawn={{7876.71, 1.56329}, {7845.85, 1.56312}, {7814.99, 1.56296}, {7784.13, 1.5628}, {7753.27, 1.56264}, {7722.41, 1.56247}, {7695.41, 1.56233}, {7664.55,

1.56217}, {7633.69, 1.562}, {7606.69, 1.56186}, {7575.83, 1.56169}, {7548.83, 1.56154}, {7521.83, 1.5614}, {7490.97, 1.56123}, {7463.97, 1.56108}, {7436.97,
1.56093}, {7409.97, 1.56078}, {7382.97, 1.56063}, {7355.96, 1.56048}, {7328.96, 1.56033}, {7301.96, 1.56018}, {7274.96, 1.56003}, {7247.96, 1.55988},
{7220.96, 1.55973}, {7197.81, 1.55959}, {7170.81, 1.55944}, {7143.81, 1.55928}, {7120.67, 1.55915}, {7093.66, 1.55899}, {7070.52, 1.55886}, {7043.52, 1.5587},
{7020.38, 1.55856}, {6993.37, 1.5584}, {6970.23, 1.55827}, {6947.09, 1.55813}, {6923.94, 1.55799}, {6896.94, 1.55783}, {6873.8, 1.55769}, {6850.65, 1.55754},
{6827.51, 1.5574}, {6804.36, 1.55726}, {6781.22, 1.55712}, {6758.08, 1.55697}, {6734.93, 1.55683}, {6711.79, 1.55668}, {6692.5, 1.55656}, {6669.36, 1.55641},
{6646.21, 1.55626}, {6623.07, 1.55611}, {6603.78, 1.55599}, {6580.64, 1.55584}, {6557.49, 1.55569}, {6538.21, 1.55556}, {6515.06, 1.55541}, {6495.78,

1.55528}, {6472.63, 1.55512}, {6453.34, 1.55499}, {6434.06, 1.55486}, {6410.91, 1.5547}, {6391.63, 1.55457}, {6372.34, 1.55443}, {6353.05, 1.5543}, {6329.91,
1.55414}, {6310.62, 1.554}, {6291.34, 1.55386}, {6272.05, 1.55372}, {6252.76, 1.55359}, {6233.48, 1.55344}, {6214.19, 1.5533}, {6194.9, 1.55316}, {6175.62,
1.55302}, {6156.33, 1.55288}, {6137.04, 1.55273}, {6117.76, 1.55258}, {6098.47, 1.55244}, {6079.18, 1.55229}, {6063.75, 1.55217}, {6044.47, 1.55202},
{6025.18, 1.55187}, {6009.75, 1.55175}, {5990.46, 1.55159}, {5971.18, 1.55144}, {5955.75, 1.55131}, {5936.46, 1.55116}, {5917.17, 1.551}, {5901.74, 1.55087},
{5882.46, 1.55071}, {5867.03, 1.55058}, {5851.6, 1.55045}, {5832.31, 1.55029}, {5816.88, 1.55015}, {5797.6, 1.54999}, {5782.17, 1.54985}, {5766.74, 1.54972},
{5747.45, 1.54955}, {5732.02, 1.54941}, {5716.59, 1.54927}, {5701.16, 1.54913}, {5681.88, 1.54895}, {5666.45, 1.54881}, {5651.02, 1.54867}, {5635.59,
1.54852}, {5620.16, 1.54838}, {5604.73, 1.54823}, {5589.3, 1.54808}, {5573.87, 1.54793}, {5558.44, 1.54778}, {5543.01, 1.54763}, {5527.58, 1.54748}, {5512.15,
1.54732}, {5496.72, 1.54717}, {5481.29, 1.54701}, {5465.86, 1.54685}, {5450.43, 1.54669}, {5435, 1.54653}, {5423.43, 1.5464}, {5408, 1.54624}, {5392.57,

1.54607}, {5377.14, 1.54591}, {5365.57, 1.54578}, {5350.14, 1.54561}, {5334.71, 1.54544}, {5319.28, 1.54526}, {5307.71, 1.54513}, {5292.28, 1.54496},
{5280.71, 1.54482}, {5265.28, 1.54464}, {5249.85, 1.54446}, {5238.28, 1.54432}, {5222.85, 1.54414}, {5211.28, 1.544}, {5195.85, 1.54381}, {5184.28, 1.54367},
{5168.85, 1.54347}, {5157.28, 1.54333}, {5141.85, 1.54313}, {5130.27, 1.54298}, {5118.7, 1.54283}, {5103.27, 1.54263}, {5091.7, 1.54248}, {5076.27, 1.54227},
{5064.7, 1.54212}, {5053.13, 1.54196}, {5041.56, 1.5418}, {5026.13, 1.54159}, {5014.55, 1.54142}, {5002.98, 1.54126}, {4987.55, 1.54104}, {4975.98, 1.54087},
{4964.41, 1.5407}, {4952.84, 1.54053}, {4941.26, 1.54036}, {4929.69, 1.54018}, {4914.26, 1.53994}, {4902.69, 1.53977}, {4891.12, 1.53958}, {4879.55, 1.5394},
{4867.97, 1.53922}, {4856.4, 1.53903}, {4844.83, 1.53884}, {4833.26, 1.53865}, {4821.69, 1.53846}, {4810.11, 1.53826}, {4798.54, 1.53807}, {4786.97, 1.53787},
{4775.4, 1.53766}, {4763.83, 1.53746}, {4752.25, 1.53725}, {4740.68, 1.53704}, {4729.11, 1.53683}, {4717.54, 1.53662}, {4705.97, 1.5364}, {4698.25, 1.53625},
{4686.68, 1.53603}, {4675.11, 1.53581}, {4663.54, 1.53558}, {4651.96, 1.53535}, {4640.39, 1.53512}, {4632.68, 1.53496}, {4621.1, 1.53472}, {4609.53,

1.53448}, {4597.96, 1.53423}, {4590.25, 1.53407}, {4578.67, 1.53382}, {4567.1, 1.53356}, {4559.39, 1.53339}, {4547.81, 1.53313}, {4536.24, 1.53286}, {4528.53,
1.53268}, {4516.96, 1.53241}, {4505.38, 1.53213}, {4497.67, 1.53195}, {4486.1, 1.53166}, {4474.52, 1.53137}, {4466.81, 1.53118}, {4455.24, 1.53088},

{4447.52, 1.53068}, {4435.95, 1.53038}, {4428.24, 1.53017}, {4416.66, 1.52985}, {4408.95, 1.52964}, {4397.38, 1.52932}, {4389.66, 1.5291}, {4378.09, 1.52876},
{4370.38, 1.52854}, {4358.8, 1.52819}, {4351.09, 1.52796}, {4339.52, 1.5276}, {4331.8, 1.52736}, {4320.23, 1.52699}, {4312.52, 1.52674}, {4304.8, 1.52649},

{4293.23, 1.5261}, {4285.51, 1.52584}, {4273.94, 1.52543}, {4266.23, 1.52516}, {4258.51, 1.52488}, {4246.94, 1.52446}, {4239.23, 1.52417}, {4231.51, 1.52388},
{4219.94, 1.52343}, {4212.23, 1.52312}, {4204.51, 1.52281}, {4192.94, 1.52234}, {4185.22, 1.52201}, {4177.51, 1.52168}, {4169.79, 1.52134}, {4158.22,

1.52083}, {4150.51, 1.52047}, {4142.79, 1.52011}, {4135.08, 1.51975}, {4127.36, 1.51937}, {4115.79, 1.5188}, {4108.08, 1.5184}, {4100.36, 1.518}, {4092.65,
1.51759}, {4084.93, 1.51716}, {4073.36, 1.51651}, {4065.65, 1.51607}, {4057.93, 1.51561}, {4050.22, 1.51514}, {4042.5, 1.51466}, {4034.79, 1.51417}, {4027.07,
1.51367}, {4019.36, 1.51315}, {4011.64, 1.51262}, {4000.07, 1.5118}, {3992.36, 1.51123}, {3984.64, 1.51064}, {3976.93, 1.51004}, {3969.21, 1.50943}, {3961.5,
1.50879}, {3953.78, 1.50814}, {3946.07, 1.50747}, {3938.35, 1.50677}, {3930.64, 1.50606}, {3922.92, 1.50533}, {3915.21, 1.50457}, {3907.49, 1.50379},

{3899.78, 1.50299}, {3892.07, 1.50216}, {3884.35, 1.50132}, {3876.64, 1.50044}, {3868.92, 1.49955}, {3861.21, 1.49862}, {3857.35, 1.49815}, {3849.63, 1.4972},
{3841.92, 1.49621}, {3834.21, 1.49521}, {3826.49, 1.49418}, {3818.78, 1.49313}, {3811.06, 1.49205}, {3803.35, 1.49096}, {3795.63, 1.48985}, {3787.92,

1.48872}, {3784.06, 1.48815}, {3776.34, 1.48699}, {3768.63, 1.48583}, {3760.92, 1.48466}, {3753.2, 1.48349}, {3745.49, 1.48231}, {3741.63, 1.48172}, {3733.91,
1.48055}, {3726.2, 1.47939}, {3718.48, 1.47825}, {3710.77, 1.47712}, {3706.91, 1.47657}, {3699.2, 1.47548}, {3691.48, 1.47443}, {3683.77, 1.47341}, {3679.91,
1.47292}, {3672.2, 1.47198}, {3664.48, 1.4711}, {3656.77, 1.47028}, {3652.91, 1.4699}, {3645.2, 1.46919}, {3637.48, 1.46856}, {3629.77, 1.46802}, {3625.91,

1.46778}, {3618.19, 1.46739}, {3610.48, 1.4671}, {3606.62, 1.467}, {3598.91, 1.46688}, {3591.19, 1.46687}, {3587.33, 1.46692}, {3579.62, 1.46711}, {3571.91,
1.46743}, {3568.05, 1.46764}, {3560.33, 1.46816}, {3552.62, 1.46883}, {3548.76, 1.46921}, {3541.05, 1.47008}, {3537.19, 1.47057}, {3529.47, 1.47166},
{3521.76, 1.47288}, {3517.9, 1.47355}, {3510.19, 1.47498}, {3506.33, 1.47574}, {3498.62, 1.47737}, {3490.9, 1.47913}, {3487.04, 1.48005}, {3479.33, 1.48199},
{3475.47, 1.483}, {3467.76, 1.4851}, {3463.9, 1.48618}, {3456.18, 1.48843}, {3448.47, 1.49076}, {3444.61, 1.49195}, {3436.9, 1.49439}, {3433.04, 1.49564},
{3425.33, 1.49817}, {3421.47, 1.49945}, {3413.75, 1.50204}, {3409.9, 1.50335}, {3402.18, 1.50598}, {3398.32, 1.5073}, {3390.61, 1.50995}, {3386.75, 1.51127},
{3379.04, 1.5139}, {3375.18, 1.51522}, {3367.47, 1.51782}, {3363.61, 1.51911}, {3355.89, 1.52165}, {3352.04, 1.52291}, {3348.18, 1.52415}, {3340.46, 1.52659},
{3336.61, 1.52779}, {3328.89, 1.53013}, {3325.04, 1.53127}, {3317.32, 1.5335}, {3313.46, 1.53458}, {3309.61, 1.53564}, {3301.89, 1.5377}, {3298.03, 1.53869},
{3290.32, 1.5406}, {3286.46, 1.54153}, {3278.75, 1.54329}, {3274.89, 1.54414}, {3271.03, 1.54496}, {3263.32, 1.54653}, {3259.46, 1.54727}, {3255.6, 1.54799},
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{3247.89, 1.54936}, {3244.03, 1.55}, {3236.32, 1.55122}, {3232.46, 1.55179}, {3228.6, 1.55234}, {3220.89, 1.55337}, {3217.03, 1.55385}, {3213.17, 1.55431},
{3205.46, 1.55516}, {3201.6, 1.55556}, {3197.74, 1.55593}, {3190.03, 1.55663}, {3186.17, 1.55695}, {3182.31, 1.55725}, {3178.46, 1.55753}, {3170.74, 1.55805},
{3166.88, 1.55828}, {3163.03, 1.5585}, {3155.31, 1.55891}, {3151.45, 1.55909}, {3147.6, 1.55925}, {3139.88, 1.55956}, {3136.02, 1.55969}, {3132.17, 1.55982},
{3128.31, 1.55993}, {3120.6, 1.56014}, {3116.74, 1.56023}, {3112.88, 1.56032}, {3109.02, 1.5604}, {3101.31, 1.56054}, {3097.45, 1.5606}, {3093.59, 1.56065},

{3089.74, 1.56071}, {3082.02, 1.5608}, {3078.16, 1.56084}, {3074.31, 1.56088}, {3070.45, 1.56092}, {3066.59, 1.56095}, {3058.88, 1.56102}, {3055.02, 1.56105},
{3051.16, 1.56108}, {3047.31, 1.56111}, {3039.59, 1.56116}, {3035.73, 1.56119}, {3031.88, 1.56122}, {3028.02, 1.56124}, {3024.16, 1.56127}, {3020.3, 1.5613},
{3012.59, 1.56135}, {3008.73, 1.56138}, {3004.88, 1.56141}, {3001.02, 1.56144}, {2997.16, 1.56147}, {2993.3, 1.56149}, {2985.59, 1.56155}, {2981.73,

1.56159}, {2977.87, 1.56162}, {2974.02, 1.56165}, {2970.16, 1.56168}, {2966.3, 1.56171}, {2958.59, 1.56177}, {2954.73, 1.5618}, {2950.87, 1.56183}, {2947.01,
1.56186}, {2943.16, 1.56189}, {2939.3, 1.56192}, {2935.44, 1.56194}, {2931.59, 1.56197}, {2927.73, 1.56199}, {2920.01, 1.56204}, {2916.16, 1.56206}, {2912.3,
1.56208}, {2908.44, 1.5621}, {2904.58, 1.56211}, {2900.73, 1.56212}, {2896.87, 1.56213}, {2893.01, 1.56214}, {2889.15, 1.56215}, {2885.3, 1.56215}, {2881.44,
1.56215}, {2873.73, 1.56214}, {2869.87, 1.56213}, {2866.01, 1.56212}, {2862.15, 1.5621}, {2858.3, 1.56208}, {2854.44, 1.56206}, {2850.58, 1.56203}, {2846.72,
1.562}, {2842.87, 1.56197}, {2839.01, 1.56193}, {2835.15, 1.56188}, {2831.29, 1.56184}, {2827.44, 1.56178}, {2823.58, 1.56173}, {2819.72, 1.56167}, {2815.87,
1.5616}, {2812.01, 1.56153}, {2808.15, 1.56145}, {2804.29, 1.56137}, {2800.44, 1.56129}, {2796.58, 1.5612}, {2792.72, 1.5611}, {2788.86, 1.561}, {2785.01,
1.5609}, {2781.15, 1.56079}, {2777.29, 1.56067}, {2773.43, 1.56055}, {2769.58, 1.56042}, {2765.72, 1.56029}, {2761.86, 1.56016}, {2758, 1.56001}, {2754.15,
1.55987}, {2750.29, 1.55971}, {2746.43, 1.55956}, {2742.58, 1.55939}, {2738.72, 1.55923}, {2734.86, 1.55905}, {2731, 1.55887}, {2727.15, 1.55869}, {2723.29,
1.5585}, {2719.43, 1.55831}, {2715.57, 1.55811}, {2711.72, 1.5579}, {2707.86, 1.55769}, {2704, 1.55748}, {2700.14, 1.55726}, {2696.29, 1.55703}, {2692.43,
1.5568}, {2688.57, 1.55657}, {2684.72, 1.55633}, {2680.86, 1.55609}, {2677, 1.55584}, {2673.14, 1.55559}, {2669.29, 1.55533}, {2665.43, 1.55506}, {2661.57,
1.5548}, {2657.71, 1.55453}, {2653.86, 1.55425}, {2650, 1.55397}, {2646.14, 1.55369}, {2642.28, 1.5534}, {2638.43, 1.5531}, {2634.57, 1.55281}, {2630.71,
1.55251}, {2626.85, 1.5522}, {2623, 1.55189}, {2619.14, 1.55158}, {2615.28, 1.55127}, {2611.43, 1.55095}, {2607.57, 1.55062}, {2603.71, 1.5503}, {2599.85,
1.54997}, {2596, 1.54963}, {2592.14, 1.5493}, {2588.28, 1.54896}, {2584.42, 1.54861}, {2580.57, 1.54827}, {2576.71, 1.54792}, {2572.85, 1.54757}, {2568.99,
1.54721}, {2565.14, 1.54686}, {2561.28, 1.5465}, {2557.42, 1.54613}, {2553.57, 1.54577}, {2549.71, 1.5454}, {2545.85, 1.54503}, {2541.99, 1.54466}, {2538.14,
1.54428}, {2534.28, 1.54391}, {2530.42, 1.54353}, {2526.56, 1.54315}, {2522.71, 1.54276}, {2518.85, 1.54238}, {2514.99, 1.54199}, {2511.13, 1.54161},
{2507.28, 1.54122}, {2503.42, 1.54082}, {2499.56, 1.54043}, {2495.71, 1.54004}, {2491.85, 1.53964}, {2487.99, 1.53924}, {2484.13, 1.53884}, {2480.28,
1.53844}, {2476.42, 1.53804}, {2472.56, 1.53764}, {2468.7, 1.53724}, {2464.85, 1.53683}, {2460.99, 1.53642}, {2457.13, 1.53602}, {2453.27, 1.53561}, {2449.42,
1.5352}, {2445.56, 1.53479}, {2441.7, 1.53438}, {2437.84, 1.53397}, {2433.99, 1.53356}, {2430.13, 1.53315}, {2426.27, 1.53273}, {2422.42, 1.53232}, {2418.56,
1.53191}, {2414.7, 1.53149}, {2410.84, 1.53108}, {2406.99, 1.53066}, {2403.13, 1.53025}, {2399.27, 1.52983}, {2395.41, 1.52941}, {2391.56, 1.529}, {2387.7,

1.52858}, {2383.84, 1.52816}, {2379.98, 1.52774}, {2376.13, 1.52733}, {2372.27, 1.52691}, {2368.41, 1.52649}, {2364.56, 1.52607}, {2360.7, 1.52565}, {2356.84,
1.52523}, {2352.98, 1.52482}, {2349.13, 1.5244}, {2345.27, 1.52398}, {2341.41, 1.52356}, {2337.55, 1.52314}, {2333.7, 1.52272}, {2329.84, 1.5223}, {2325.98,

1.52189}, {2322.12, 1.52147}, {2318.27, 1.52105}, {2314.41, 1.52063}, {2310.55, 1.52021}, {2306.7, 1.51979}, {2302.84, 1.51938}, {2298.98, 1.51896}, {2295.12,
1.51854}, {2291.27, 1.51812}, {2287.41, 1.5177}, {2283.55, 1.51729}, {2279.69, 1.51687}, {2275.84, 1.51645}, {2271.98, 1.51603}, {2268.12, 1.51562},

{2264.26, 1.5152}, {2260.41, 1.51478}, {2256.55, 1.51436}, {2252.69, 1.51395}, {2248.83, 1.51353}, {2244.98, 1.51311}, {2241.12, 1.5127}, {2237.26, 1.51228},
{2233.41, 1.51186}, {2229.55, 1.51145}, {2225.69, 1.51103}, {2221.83, 1.51061}, {2217.98, 1.5102}, {2214.12, 1.50978}, {2210.26, 1.50937}, {2206.4, 1.50895},
{2202.55, 1.50853}, {2198.69, 1.50812}, {2194.83, 1.5077}, {2190.97, 1.50728}, {2187.12, 1.50687}, {2183.26, 1.50645}, {2179.4, 1.50603}, {2175.55, 1.50562},
{2171.69, 1.5052}, {2167.83, 1.50478}, {2163.97, 1.50437}, {2160.12, 1.50395}, {2156.26, 1.50353}, {2152.4, 1.50312}, {2148.54, 1.5027}, {2144.69, 1.50228},
{2140.83, 1.50186}, {2136.97, 1.50144}, {2133.11, 1.50102}, {2129.26, 1.50061}, {2125.4, 1.50019}, {2121.54, 1.49977}, {2117.68, 1.49935}, {2113.83, 1.49893},
{2109.97, 1.49851}, {2106.11, 1.49809}, {2102.26, 1.49766}, {2098.4, 1.49724}, {2094.54, 1.49682}, {2090.68, 1.4964}, {2086.83, 1.49598}, {2082.97, 1.49555},
{2079.11, 1.49513}, {2075.25, 1.4947}, {2071.4, 1.49428}, {2067.54, 1.49385}, {2063.68, 1.49343}, {2059.82, 1.493}, {2055.97, 1.49257}, {2052.11, 1.49215},

{2048.25, 1.49172}, {2044.4, 1.49129}, {2040.54, 1.49086}, {2036.68, 1.49043}, {2032.82, 1.49}, {2028.97, 1.48956}, {2025.11, 1.48913}, {2021.25, 1.4887},
{2017.39, 1.48826}, {2013.54, 1.48783}, {2009.68, 1.48739}, {2005.82, 1.48695}, {2001.96, 1.48652}, {1998.11, 1.48608}, {1994.25, 1.48564}, {1990.39, 1.4852},
{1986.54, 1.48476}, {1982.68, 1.48431}, {1978.82, 1.48387}, {1974.96, 1.48342}, {1971.11, 1.48298}, {1967.25, 1.48253}, {1963.39, 1.48208}, {1959.53,

1.48163}, {1955.68, 1.48118}, {1951.82, 1.48073}, {1947.96, 1.48028}, {1944.1, 1.47982}, {1940.25, 1.47937}, {1936.39, 1.47891}, {1932.53, 1.47845}, {1928.67,
1.47799}, {1924.82, 1.47753}, {1920.96, 1.47707}, {1917.1, 1.47661}, {1913.25, 1.47614}, {1909.39, 1.47567}, {1905.53, 1.4752}, {1901.67, 1.47473}, {1897.82,
1.47426}, {1893.96, 1.47379}, {1890.1, 1.47331}, {1886.24, 1.47284}, {1882.39, 1.47236}, {1878.53, 1.47188}, {1874.67, 1.4714}, {1870.81, 1.47091}, {1866.96,
1.47043}, {1863.1, 1.46994}, {1859.24, 1.46945}, {1855.39, 1.46896}, {1851.53, 1.46847}, {1847.67, 1.46797}, {1843.81, 1.46748}, {1839.96, 1.46698}, {1836.1,
1.46648}, {1832.24, 1.46597}, {1828.38, 1.46547}, {1824.53, 1.46496}, {1820.67, 1.46445}, {1816.81, 1.46394}, {1812.95, 1.46342}, {1809.1, 1.46291},

{1805.24, 1.46239}, {1801.38, 1.46186}, {1797.53, 1.46134}, {1793.67, 1.46081}, {1789.81, 1.46028}, {1785.95, 1.45975}, {1782.1, 1.45922}, {1778.24, 1.45868},
{1774.38, 1.45814}, {1770.52, 1.45759}, {1766.67, 1.45705}, {1762.81, 1.4565}, {1758.95, 1.45595}, {1755.09, 1.45539}, {1751.24, 1.45483}, {1747.38,

1.45427}, {1743.52, 1.45371}, {1739.66, 1.45314}, {1735.81, 1.45257}, {1731.95, 1.452}, {1728.09, 1.45142}, {1724.24, 1.45084}, {1720.38, 1.45025}, {1716.52,
1.44966}, {1712.66, 1.44907}, {1708.81, 1.44848}, {1704.95, 1.44788}, {1701.09, 1.44727}, {1697.23, 1.44667}, {1693.38, 1.44606}, {1689.52, 1.44544},
{1685.66, 1.44482}, {1681.8, 1.4442}, {1677.95, 1.44357}, {1674.09, 1.44294}, {1670.23, 1.4423}, {1666.38, 1.44166}, {1662.52, 1.44101}, {1658.66, 1.44036},
{1654.8, 1.43971}, {1650.95, 1.43905}, {1647.09, 1.43838}, {1643.23, 1.43771}, {1639.37, 1.43704}, {1635.52, 1.43636}, {1631.66, 1.43567}, {1627.8, 1.43498},
{1623.94, 1.43428}, {1620.09, 1.43358}, {1616.23, 1.43287}, {1612.37, 1.43216}, {1608.51, 1.43144}, {1604.66, 1.43071}, {1600.8, 1.42998}, {1596.94, 1.42924},
{1593.09, 1.4285}, {1589.23, 1.42775}, {1585.37, 1.42699}, {1581.51, 1.42622}, {1577.66, 1.42545}, {1573.8, 1.42467}, {1569.94, 1.42389}, {1566.08, 1.42309},
{1562.23, 1.42229}, {1558.37, 1.42148}, {1554.51, 1.42067}, {1550.65, 1.41984}, {1546.8, 1.41901}, {1542.94, 1.41817}, {1539.08, 1.41732}, {1535.23,

1.41646}, {1531.37, 1.4156}, {1527.51, 1.41472}, {1523.65, 1.41384}, {1519.8, 1.41294}, {1515.94, 1.41204}, {1512.08, 1.41112}, {1508.22, 1.4102}, {1504.37,
1.40927}, {1500.51, 1.40832}, {1496.65, 1.40737}, {1492.79, 1.4064}, {1488.94, 1.40542}, {1485.08, 1.40444}, {1481.22, 1.40344}, {1477.37, 1.40242}, {1473.51,
1.4014}, {1469.65, 1.40036}, {1465.79, 1.39931}, {1461.94, 1.39825}, {1458.08, 1.39717}, {1454.22, 1.39608}, {1450.36, 1.39498}, {1446.51, 1.39386},

{1442.65, 1.39273}, {1438.79, 1.39158}, {1434.93, 1.39042}, {1431.08, 1.38924}, {1427.22, 1.38804}, {1423.36, 1.38683}, {1419.5, 1.3856}, {1415.65, 1.38435},
{1411.79, 1.38309}, {1407.93, 1.3818}, {1404.08, 1.3805}, {1400.22, 1.37918}, {1396.36, 1.37784}, {1392.5, 1.37647}, {1388.65, 1.37509}, {1384.79, 1.37368},
{1380.93, 1.37225}, {1377.07, 1.37079}, {1373.22, 1.36932}, {1369.36, 1.36781}, {1365.5, 1.36628}, {1361.64, 1.36473}, {1357.79, 1.36315}, {1353.93, 1.36153},
{1350.07, 1.35989}, {1346.22, 1.35822}, {1342.36, 1.35651}, {1338.5, 1.35478}, {1334.64, 1.353}, {1330.79, 1.3512}, {1326.93, 1.34935}, {1323.07, 1.34747},

{1319.21, 1.34554}, {1315.36, 1.34357}, {1311.5, 1.34156}, {1307.64, 1.3395}, {1303.78, 1.3374}, {1299.93, 1.33524}, {1296.07, 1.33304}, {1292.21, 1.33077},
{1288.35, 1.32846}, {1284.5, 1.32608}, {1280.64, 1.32364}, {1276.78, 1.32114}, {1272.93, 1.31857}, {1269.07, 1.31593}, {1265.21, 1.31322}, {1261.35, 1.31044},
{1257.5, 1.30759}, {1253.64, 1.30466}, {1249.78, 1.30165}, {1245.92, 1.29855}, {1242.07, 1.29538}, {1238.21, 1.29213}, {1234.35, 1.28879}, {1230.49,

1.28537}, {1226.64, 1.28187}, {1222.78, 1.2783}, {1218.92, 1.27464}, {1215.07, 1.27091}, {1211.21, 1.26711}, {1207.35, 1.26324}, {1203.49, 1.25931}, {1199.64,
1.25532}, {1195.78, 1.25128}, {1191.92, 1.24721}, {1188.06, 1.2431}, {1184.21, 1.23897}, {1180.35, 1.23482}, {1176.49, 1.23067}, {1172.63, 1.22652},
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B B.1

{1168.78, 1.2224}, {1164.92, 1.2183}, {1161.06, 1.21424}, {1157.21, 1.21023}, {1153.35, 1.20629}, {1149.49, 1.20241}, {1145.63, 1.19861}, {1141.78, 1.19489},
{1137.92, 1.19126}, {1134.06, 1.18774}, {1130.2, 1.1843}, {1126.35, 1.18097}, {1122.49, 1.17773}, {1118.63, 1.17458}, {1114.77, 1.17152}, {1110.92, 1.16854},
{1107.06, 1.16562}, {1103.2, 1.16276}, {1099.34, 1.15993}, {1095.49, 1.15713}, {1091.63, 1.15432}, {1087.77, 1.1515}, {1083.92, 1.14864}, {1080.06, 1.14571},
{1076.2, 1.1427}, {1072.34, 1.13958}, {1068.49, 1.13632}, {1064.63, 1.1329}, {1060.77, 1.1293}, {1056.91, 1.12549}, {1053.06, 1.12146}, {1049.2, 1.11719},
{1045.34, 1.11265}, {1041.48, 1.10783}, {1037.63, 1.10273}, {1033.77, 1.09732}, {1029.91, 1.0916}, {1026.06, 1.08557}, {1022.2, 1.07921}, {1018.34, 1.07254},
{1014.48, 1.06556}, {1010.63, 1.05826}, {1006.77, 1.05067}, {1002.91, 1.04278}, {999.053, 1.03462}, {995.196, 1.02619}, {991.339, 1.01753}, {987.481,
1.00864}, {983.624, 0.999559}, {979.767, 0.990301}, {975.909, 0.980892}, {972.052, 0.971365}, {968.195, 0.961746}, {964.337, 0.952061}, {960.48, 0.942348},
{956.622, 0.932631}, {952.765, 0.922948}, {948.908, 0.913328}, {945.05, 0.903802}, {941.193, 0.894405}, {937.336, 0.885168}, {933.478, 0.876118}, {929.621,
0.867292}, {925.764, 0.858717}, {921.906, 0.850418}, {918.049, 0.842428}, {914.192, 0.834771}, {910.334, 0.827468}, {906.477, 0.820546}, {902.62, 0.814023},
{898.762, 0.807915}, {894.905, 0.802242}, {891.048, 0.797015}, {887.19, 0.792243}, {883.333, 0.787936}, {879.476, 0.784099}, {875.618, 0.780731}, {871.761,
0.777835}, {867.903, 0.775405}, {864.046, 0.773435}, {860.189, 0.771916}, {856.331, 0.770835}, {852.474, 0.770179}, {848.617, 0.769931}, {844.759, 0.770072},
{840.902, 0.770583}, {837.045, 0.77144}, {833.187, 0.772623}, {829.33, 0.774105}, {825.473, 0.775864}, {821.615, 0.777874}, {817.758, 0.780111}, {813.901,
0.782551}, {810.043, 0.785171}, {806.186, 0.787947}, {802.329, 0.79086}, {798.471, 0.79389}, {794.614, 0.797018}, {790.756, 0.800231}, {786.899, 0.803514},
{783.042, 0.806858}, {779.184, 0.810256}, {775.327, 0.813703}, {771.47, 0.817198}, {767.612, 0.820744}, {763.755, 0.824346}, {759.898, 0.828013}, {756.04,
0.831761}, {752.183, 0.835603}, {748.326, 0.839562}, {744.468, 0.843664}, {740.611, 0.847933}, {736.754, 0.852403}, {732.896, 0.857109}, {729.039, 0.862087},
{725.182, 0.867378}, {721.324, 0.873027}, {717.467, 0.879076}, {713.609, 0.885574}, {709.752, 0.892565}, {705.895, 0.900099}, {702.037, 0.908225}, {698.18,
0.916986}, {694.323, 0.926428}, {690.465, 0.936598}, {686.608, 0.947531}, {682.751, 0.959264}, {678.893, 0.971836}, {675.036, 0.985267}, {671.179, 0.999583},
{667.321, 1.01481}, {663.464, 1.03094}, {659.607, 1.048}, {655.749, 1.06599}, {651.892, 1.08489}, {648.035, 1.10469}, {644.177, 1.12539}, {640.32, 1.14696},
{636.463, 1.16936}, {632.605, 1.19258}, {628.748, 1.21657}, {624.891, 1.24129}, {621.033, 1.2667}, {617.176, 1.29274}, {613.318, 1.31938}, {609.461, 1.34656},
{605.604, 1.37421}, {601.746, 1.40229}, {597.889, 1.43073}, {594.032, 1.45948}, {590.174, 1.48848}, {586.317, 1.51767}, {582.46, 1.54697}, {578.602,

1.57635}, {574.745, 1.60573}, {570.888, 1.63505}, {567.03, 1.66427}, {563.173, 1.69331}, {559.316, 1.72212}, {555.458, 1.75065}, {551.601, 1.77884}, {547.744,
1.80663}, {543.886, 1.834}, {540.029, 1.86086}, {536.171, 1.88719}, {532.314, 1.91293}, {528.457, 1.93804}, {524.599, 1.96249}, {520.742, 1.98623}, {516.885,
2.00923}, {513.027, 2.03145}, {509.17, 2.05286}, {505.313, 2.07343}, {501.455, 2.09314}, {497.598, 2.11196}, {493.741, 2.12986}, {489.883, 2.14683},

{486.026, 2.16285}, {482.169, 2.17791}, {478.311, 2.192}, {474.454, 2.20509}, {470.597, 2.21719}, {466.739, 2.2283}, {462.882, 2.2384}, {459.025, 2.2475},
{455.167, 2.25559}, {451.31, 2.26269}, {447.452, 2.26879}, {443.595, 2.27391}, {439.738, 2.27804}, {435.88, 2.28121}, {432.023, 2.28342}, {428.166, 2.28469},
{424.308, 2.28503}, {420.451, 2.28445}, {416.594, 2.28298}, {412.736, 2.28063}, {408.879, 2.27742}, {405.022, 2.27337}, {401.164, 2.2685}, {397.307, 2.26283},
{393.45, 2.25637}, {389.592, 2.24915}, {385.735, 2.2412}, {381.878, 2.23252}, {378.02, 2.22314}, {374.163, 2.21308}, {370.305, 2.20236}, {366.448, 2.19099},

{362.591, 2.179}, {358.733, 2.16639}, {354.876, 2.15319}, {351.019, 2.1394}, {347.161, 2.12503}, {343.304, 2.11011}, {339.447, 2.09462}, {335.589, 2.07859},
{331.732, 2.06201}, {327.875, 2.04489}, {324.017, 2.02721}, {320.16, 2.00899}, {316.303, 1.99021}, {312.445, 1.97085}, {308.588, 1.95092}, {304.731, 1.93037},
{300.873, 1.9092}, {297.016, 1.88738}, {293.159, 1.86486}, {289.301, 1.84162}, {285.444, 1.81761}, {281.586, 1.79277}, {277.729, 1.76705}, {273.872,

1.74038}, {270.014, 1.71266}, {266.157, 1.68384}, {262.3, 1.65378}, {258.442, 1.62237}, {254.585, 1.58949}, {250.728, 1.55496}, {246.87, 1.5186}, {243.013,
1.48019}, {239.156, 1.43949}, {235.298, 1.39616}, {231.441, 1.34987}, {227.584, 1.30015}, {223.726, 1.24642}, {219.869, 1.18799}, {216.012, 1.12392},
{212.154, 1.05292}, {208.297, 0.973249}, {204.439, 0.882165}, {200.582, 0.7753}, {196.725, 0.64427}, {192.867, 0.46836}, {189.01, 0.114708}, {185.153, 0.
+0.452248 I }, {181.295, 0. +0.659404 I }, {177.438, 0. +0.823864 I }, {173.581, 0. +0.968349 I }, {169.723, 0. +1.10144 I }, {165.866, 0. +1.22746 I }, {162.009,
0. +1.34909 I }, {158.151, 0. +1.46814 I }, {154.294, 0. +1.58586 I }, {150.437, 0. +1.70331 I }, {146.579, 0. +1.82138 I }, {142.722, 0. +1.94076 I }, {138.865, 0.
+2.06217 I }, {135.007, 0. +2.1863 I }, {131.15, 0. +2.31374 I }, {127.293, 0. +2.44518 I }, {123.435, 0. +2.58134 I }, {119.578, 0. +2.72288 I }, {115.72, 0.

+2.87067 I }, {111.863, 0. +3.02551 I }, {108.006, 0. +3.18839 I }, {104.148, 0. +3.36045 I }, {100.291, 0. +3.54283 I }};

al2o3n=Interpolation[al2o3rawn];

(* CaF2 65000−300cm^−1*)

caf2raw={{7876.71, 2.02752}, {7845.85, 2.02748}, {7814.99, 2.02744}, {7784.13, 2.0274}, {7753.27, 2.02735}, {7722.41, 2.02731}, {7695.41, 2.02727}, {7664.55,
2.02723}, {7633.69, 2.02719}, {7606.69, 2.02715}, {7575.83, 2.0271}, {7548.83, 2.02706}, {7521.83, 2.02702}, {7490.97, 2.02697}, {7463.97, 2.02693}, {7436.97,
2.02689}, {7409.97, 2.02685}, {7382.97, 2.0268}, {7355.96, 2.02676}, {7328.96, 2.02672}, {7301.96, 2.02667}, {7274.96, 2.02663}, {7247.96, 2.02658},

{7220.96, 2.02654}, {7197.81, 2.0265}, {7170.81, 2.02645}, {7143.81, 2.0264}, {7120.67, 2.02636}, {7093.66, 2.02631}, {7070.52, 2.02627}, {7043.52, 2.02622},
{7020.38, 2.02618}, {6993.37, 2.02613}, {6970.23, 2.02608}, {6947.09, 2.02604}, {6923.94, 2.026}, {6896.94, 2.02594}, {6873.8, 2.0259}, {6850.65, 2.02585},
{6827.51, 2.0258}, {6804.36, 2.02576}, {6781.22, 2.02571}, {6758.08, 2.02566}, {6734.93, 2.02561}, {6711.79, 2.02556}, {6692.5, 2.02552}, {6669.36, 2.02547},
{6646.21, 2.02542}, {6623.07, 2.02537}, {6603.78, 2.02533}, {6580.64, 2.02528}, {6557.49, 2.02522}, {6538.21, 2.02518}, {6515.06, 2.02513}, {6495.78,
2.02508}, {6472.63, 2.02503}, {6453.34, 2.02498}, {6434.06, 2.02493}, {6410.91, 2.02488}, {6391.63, 2.02483}, {6372.34, 2.02478}, {6353.05, 2.02473},
{6329.91, 2.02467}, {6310.62, 2.02463}, {6291.34, 2.02458}, {6272.05, 2.02453}, {6252.76, 2.02448}, {6233.48, 2.02442}, {6214.19, 2.02437}, {6194.9, 2.02432},
{6175.62, 2.02427}, {6156.33, 2.02422}, {6137.04, 2.02416}, {6117.76, 2.02411}, {6098.47, 2.02405}, {6079.18, 2.024}, {6063.75, 2.02395}, {6044.47, 2.0239},

{6025.18, 2.02384}, {6009.75, 2.0238}, {5990.46, 2.02374}, {5971.18, 2.02368}, {5955.75, 2.02363}, {5936.46, 2.02357}, {5917.17, 2.02351}, {5901.74, 2.02347},
{5882.46, 2.0234}, {5867.03, 2.02336}, {5851.6, 2.02331}, {5832.31, 2.02324}, {5816.88, 2.02319}, {5797.6, 2.02313}, {5782.17, 2.02308}, {5766.74, 2.02303},

{5747.45, 2.02296}, {5732.02, 2.02291}, {5716.59, 2.02286}, {5701.16, 2.0228}, {5681.88, 2.02274}, {5666.45, 2.02268}, {5651.02, 2.02263}, {5635.59, 2.02257},
{5620.16, 2.02251}, {5604.73, 2.02246}, {5589.3, 2.0224}, {5573.87, 2.02234}, {5558.44, 2.02229}, {5543.01, 2.02223}, {5527.58, 2.02217}, {5512.15, 2.02211},
{5496.72, 2.02205}, {5481.29, 2.02199}, {5465.86, 2.02193}, {5450.43, 2.02187}, {5435, 2.02181}, {5423.43, 2.02176}, {5408, 2.0217}, {5392.57, 2.02163},

{5377.14, 2.02157}, {5365.57, 2.02152}, {5350.14, 2.02146}, {5334.71, 2.02139}, {5319.28, 2.02133}, {5307.71, 2.02128}, {5292.28, 2.02121}, {5280.71,
2.02116}, {5265.28, 2.02109}, {5249.85, 2.02102}, {5238.28, 2.02097}, {5222.85, 2.0209}, {5211.28, 2.02085}, {5195.85, 2.02078}, {5184.28, 2.02072}, {5168.85,
2.02065}, {5157.28, 2.0206}, {5141.85, 2.02053}, {5130.27, 2.02047}, {5118.7, 2.02041}, {5103.27, 2.02034}, {5091.7, 2.02028}, {5076.27, 2.02021}, {5064.7,

2.02015}, {5053.13, 2.02009}, {5041.56, 2.02003}, {5026.13, 2.01996}, {5014.55, 2.0199}, {5002.98, 2.01984}, {4987.55, 2.01976}, {4975.98, 2.0197}, {4964.41,
2.01964}, {4952.84, 2.01958}, {4941.26, 2.01951}, {4929.69, 2.01945}, {4914.26, 2.01937}, {4902.69, 2.0193}, {4891.12, 2.01924}, {4879.55, 2.01918}, {4867.97,
2.01911}, {4856.4, 2.01905}, {4844.83, 2.01898}, {4833.26, 2.01892}, {4821.69, 2.01885}, {4810.11, 2.01878}, {4798.54, 2.01871}, {4786.97, 2.01865}, {4775.4,
2.01858}, {4763.83, 2.01851}, {4752.25, 2.01844}, {4740.68, 2.01837}, {4729.11, 2.0183}, {4717.54, 2.01823}, {4705.97, 2.01816}, {4698.25, 2.01811},

{4686.68, 2.01804}, {4675.11, 2.01796}, {4663.54, 2.01789}, {4651.96, 2.01782}, {4640.39, 2.01774}, {4632.68, 2.01769}, {4621.1, 2.01762}, {4609.53, 2.01754},
{4597.96, 2.01746}, {4590.25, 2.01741}, {4578.67, 2.01733}, {4567.1, 2.01726}, {4559.39, 2.0172}, {4547.81, 2.01712}, {4536.24, 2.01704}, {4528.53, 2.01699},
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{4516.96, 2.01691}, {4505.38, 2.01683}, {4497.67, 2.01677}, {4486.1, 2.01669}, {4474.52, 2.01661}, {4466.81, 2.01655}, {4455.24, 2.01647}, {4447.52,
2.01641}, {4435.95, 2.01633}, {4428.24, 2.01627}, {4416.66, 2.01618}, {4408.95, 2.01612}, {4397.38, 2.01604}, {4389.66, 2.01598}, {4378.09, 2.01589},
{4370.38, 2.01583}, {4358.8, 2.01574}, {4351.09, 2.01568}, {4339.52, 2.01559}, {4331.8, 2.01553}, {4320.23, 2.01543}, {4312.52, 2.01537}, {4304.8, 2.01531},
{4293.23, 2.01521}, {4285.51, 2.01515}, {4273.94, 2.01506}, {4266.23, 2.01499}, {4258.51, 2.01493}, {4246.94, 2.01483}, {4239.23, 2.01476}, {4231.51, 2.0147},
{4219.94, 2.0146}, {4212.23, 2.01453}, {4204.51, 2.01447}, {4192.94, 2.01436}, {4185.22, 2.0143}, {4177.51, 2.01423}, {4169.79, 2.01416}, {4158.22, 2.01405},
{4150.51, 2.01399}, {4142.79, 2.01392}, {4135.08, 2.01384}, {4127.36, 2.01377}, {4115.79, 2.01367}, {4108.08, 2.01359}, {4100.36, 2.01352}, {4092.65,

2.01345}, {4084.93, 2.01338}, {4073.36, 2.01327}, {4065.65, 2.01319}, {4057.93, 2.01312}, {4050.22, 2.01304}, {4042.5, 2.01297}, {4034.79, 2.01289}, {4027.07,
2.01281}, {4019.36, 2.01274}, {4011.64, 2.01266}, {4000.07, 2.01254}, {3992.36, 2.01247}, {3984.64, 2.01239}, {3976.93, 2.01231}, {3969.21, 2.01223},

{3961.5, 2.01215}, {3953.78, 2.01207}, {3946.07, 2.01199}, {3938.35, 2.0119}, {3930.64, 2.01182}, {3922.92, 2.01174}, {3915.21, 2.01166}, {3907.49, 2.01157},
{3899.78, 2.01149}, {3892.07, 2.0114}, {3884.35, 2.01132}, {3876.64, 2.01123}, {3868.92, 2.01115}, {3861.21, 2.01106}, {3857.35, 2.01102}, {3849.63, 2.01093},
{3841.92, 2.01084}, {3834.21, 2.01075}, {3826.49, 2.01066}, {3818.78, 2.01057}, {3811.06, 2.01048}, {3803.35, 2.01039}, {3795.63, 2.0103}, {3787.92,

2.01021}, {3784.06, 2.01016}, {3776.34, 2.01007}, {3768.63, 2.00998}, {3760.92, 2.00988}, {3753.2, 2.00979}, {3745.49, 2.00969}, {3741.63, 2.00965}, {3733.91,
2.00955}, {3726.2, 2.00945}, {3718.48, 2.00936}, {3710.77, 2.00926}, {3706.91, 2.00921}, {3699.2, 2.00911}, {3691.48, 2.00901}, {3683.77, 2.00891}, {3679.91,
2.00886}, {3672.2, 2.00876}, {3664.48, 2.00866}, {3656.77, 2.00856}, {3652.91, 2.00851}, {3645.2, 2.0084}, {3637.48, 2.0083}, {3629.77, 2.0082}, {3625.91,

2.00814}, {3618.19, 2.00804}, {3610.48, 2.00793}, {3606.62, 2.00788}, {3598.91, 2.00777}, {3591.19, 2.00766}, {3587.33, 2.00761}, {3579.62, 2.0075}, {3571.91,
2.00739}, {3568.05, 2.00733}, {3560.33, 2.00722}, {3552.62, 2.00711}, {3548.76, 2.00706}, {3541.05, 2.00694}, {3537.19, 2.00689}, {3529.47, 2.00677},

{3521.76, 2.00666}, {3517.9, 2.0066}, {3510.19, 2.00649}, {3506.33, 2.00643}, {3498.62, 2.00631}, {3490.9, 2.00619}, {3487.04, 2.00613}, {3479.33, 2.00602},
{3475.47, 2.00596}, {3467.76, 2.00584}, {3463.9, 2.00578}, {3456.18, 2.00566}, {3448.47, 2.00553}, {3444.61, 2.00547}, {3436.9, 2.00535}, {3433.04, 2.00529},
{3425.33, 2.00516}, {3421.47, 2.0051}, {3413.75, 2.00497}, {3409.9, 2.00491}, {3402.18, 2.00478}, {3398.32, 2.00472}, {3390.61, 2.00459}, {3386.75, 2.00453},
{3379.04, 2.0044}, {3375.18, 2.00433}, {3367.47, 2.0042}, {3363.61, 2.00414}, {3355.89, 2.004}, {3352.04, 2.00394}, {3348.18, 2.00387}, {3340.46, 2.00374},
{3336.61, 2.00367}, {3328.89, 2.00353}, {3325.04, 2.00346}, {3317.32, 2.00333}, {3313.46, 2.00326}, {3309.61, 2.00319}, {3301.89, 2.00305}, {3298.03,
2.00298}, {3290.32, 2.00284}, {3286.46, 2.00277}, {3278.75, 2.00263}, {3274.89, 2.00255}, {3271.03, 2.00248}, {3263.32, 2.00234}, {3259.46, 2.00227}, {3255.6,
2.00219}, {3247.89, 2.00205}, {3244.03, 2.00197}, {3236.32, 2.00183}, {3232.46, 2.00175}, {3228.6, 2.00168}, {3220.89, 2.00153}, {3217.03, 2.00145},

{3213.17, 2.00138}, {3205.46, 2.00122}, {3201.6, 2.00115}, {3197.74, 2.00107}, {3190.03, 2.00092}, {3186.17, 2.00084}, {3182.31, 2.00076}, {3178.46, 2.00068},
{3170.74, 2.00053}, {3166.88, 2.00045}, {3163.03, 2.00037}, {3155.31, 2.00021}, {3151.45, 2.00013}, {3147.6, 2.00005}, {3139.88, 1.99989}, {3136.02, 1.9998},
{3132.17, 1.99972}, {3128.31, 1.99964}, {3120.6, 1.99948}, {3116.74, 1.99939}, {3112.88, 1.99931}, {3109.02, 1.99923}, {3101.31, 1.99906}, {3097.45,

1.99897}, {3093.59, 1.99889}, {3089.74, 1.9988}, {3082.02, 1.99863}, {3078.16, 1.99854}, {3074.31, 1.99846}, {3070.45, 1.99837}, {3066.59, 1.99828}, {3058.88,
1.99811}, {3055.02, 1.99802}, {3051.16, 1.99793}, {3047.31, 1.99784}, {3039.59, 1.99767}, {3035.73, 1.99758}, {3031.88, 1.99748}, {3028.02, 1.99739},

{3024.16, 1.9973}, {3020.3, 1.99721}, {3012.59, 1.99703}, {3008.73, 1.99694}, {3004.88, 1.99684}, {3001.02, 1.99675}, {2997.16, 1.99666}, {2993.3, 1.99656},
{2985.59, 1.99637}, {2981.73, 1.99628}, {2977.87, 1.99618}, {2974.02, 1.99609}, {2970.16, 1.99599}, {2966.3, 1.9959}, {2958.59, 1.9957}, {2954.73, 1.9956},
{2950.87, 1.99551}, {2947.01, 1.99541}, {2943.16, 1.99531}, {2939.3, 1.99521}, {2935.44, 1.99511}, {2931.59, 1.99501}, {2927.73, 1.99491}, {2920.01, 1.99471},
{2916.16, 1.99461}, {2912.3, 1.99451}, {2908.44, 1.9944}, {2904.58, 1.9943}, {2900.73, 1.9942}, {2896.87, 1.99409}, {2893.01, 1.99399}, {2889.15, 1.99389},

{2885.3, 1.99378}, {2881.44, 1.99368}, {2873.73, 1.99346}, {2869.87, 1.99336}, {2866.01, 1.99325}, {2862.15, 1.99314}, {2858.3, 1.99303}, {2854.44, 1.99293},
{2850.58, 1.99282}, {2846.72, 1.99271}, {2842.87, 1.9926}, {2839.01, 1.99249}, {2835.15, 1.99238}, {2831.29, 1.99227}, {2827.44, 1.99216}, {2823.58, 1.99204},
{2819.72, 1.99193}, {2815.87, 1.99182}, {2812.01, 1.9917}, {2808.15, 1.99159}, {2804.29, 1.99148}, {2800.44, 1.99136}, {2796.58, 1.99125}, {2792.72,

1.99113}, {2788.86, 1.99101}, {2785.01, 1.9909}, {2781.15, 1.99078}, {2777.29, 1.99066}, {2773.43, 1.99054}, {2769.58, 1.99043}, {2765.72, 1.99031}, {2761.86,
1.99019}, {2758, 1.99007}, {2754.15, 1.98995}, {2750.29, 1.98982}, {2746.43, 1.9897}, {2742.58, 1.98958}, {2738.72, 1.98946}, {2734.86, 1.98933}, {2731,

1.98921}, {2727.15, 1.98909}, {2723.29, 1.98896}, {2719.43, 1.98883}, {2715.57, 1.98871}, {2711.72, 1.98858}, {2707.86, 1.98846}, {2704, 1.98833}, {2700.14,
1.9882}, {2696.29, 1.98807}, {2692.43, 1.98794}, {2688.57, 1.98781}, {2684.72, 1.98768}, {2680.86, 1.98755}, {2677, 1.98742}, {2673.14, 1.98729}, {2669.29,
1.98715}, {2665.43, 1.98702}, {2661.57, 1.98689}, {2657.71, 1.98675}, {2653.86, 1.98662}, {2650, 1.98648}, {2646.14, 1.98634}, {2642.28, 1.98621}, {2638.43,
1.98607}, {2634.57, 1.98593}, {2630.71, 1.98579}, {2626.85, 1.98565}, {2623, 1.98551}, {2619.14, 1.98537}, {2615.28, 1.98523}, {2611.43, 1.98509}, {2607.57,
1.98494}, {2603.71, 1.9848}, {2599.85, 1.98466}, {2596, 1.98451}, {2592.14, 1.98437}, {2588.28, 1.98422}, {2584.42, 1.98408}, {2580.57, 1.98393}, {2576.71,
1.98378}, {2572.85, 1.98363}, {2568.99, 1.98348}, {2565.14, 1.98333}, {2561.28, 1.98318}, {2557.42, 1.98303}, {2553.57, 1.98288}, {2549.71, 1.98273},
{2545.85, 1.98257}, {2541.99, 1.98242}, {2538.14, 1.98226}, {2534.28, 1.98211}, {2530.42, 1.98195}, {2526.56, 1.98179}, {2522.71, 1.98164}, {2518.85,
1.98148}, {2514.99, 1.98132}, {2511.13, 1.98116}, {2507.28, 1.981}, {2503.42, 1.98084}, {2499.56, 1.98067}, {2495.71, 1.98051}, {2491.85, 1.98035}, {2487.99,
1.98018}, {2484.13, 1.98002}, {2480.28, 1.97985}, {2476.42, 1.97968}, {2472.56, 1.97952}, {2468.7, 1.97935}, {2464.85, 1.97918}, {2460.99, 1.97901}, {2457.13,
1.97884}, {2453.27, 1.97867}, {2449.42, 1.97849}, {2445.56, 1.97832}, {2441.7, 1.97815}, {2437.84, 1.97797}, {2433.99, 1.97779}, {2430.13, 1.97762},

{2426.27, 1.97744}, {2422.42, 1.97726}, {2418.56, 1.97708}, {2414.7, 1.9769}, {2410.84, 1.97672}, {2406.99, 1.97654}, {2403.13, 1.97636}, {2399.27, 1.97617},
{2395.41, 1.97599}, {2391.56, 1.9758}, {2387.7, 1.97561}, {2383.84, 1.97543}, {2379.98, 1.97524}, {2376.13, 1.97505}, {2372.27, 1.97486}, {2368.41, 1.97467},
{2364.56, 1.97447}, {2360.7, 1.97428}, {2356.84, 1.97409}, {2352.98, 1.97389}, {2349.13, 1.9737}, {2345.27, 1.9735}, {2341.41, 1.9733}, {2337.55, 1.9731},
{2333.7, 1.9729}, {2329.84, 1.9727}, {2325.98, 1.9725}, {2322.12, 1.9723}, {2318.27, 1.97209}, {2314.41, 1.97189}, {2310.55, 1.97168}, {2306.7, 1.97147},
{2302.84, 1.97126}, {2298.98, 1.97105}, {2295.12, 1.97084}, {2291.27, 1.97063}, {2287.41, 1.97042}, {2283.55, 1.97021}, {2279.69, 1.96999}, {2275.84,
1.96977}, {2271.98, 1.96956}, {2268.12, 1.96934}, {2264.26, 1.96912}, {2260.41, 1.9689}, {2256.55, 1.96868}, {2252.69, 1.96845}, {2248.83, 1.96823}, {2244.98,
1.968}, {2241.12, 1.96778}, {2237.26, 1.96755}, {2233.41, 1.96732}, {2229.55, 1.96709}, {2225.69, 1.96686}, {2221.83, 1.96663}, {2217.98, 1.96639}, {2214.12,
1.96616}, {2210.26, 1.96592}, {2206.4, 1.96568}, {2202.55, 1.96545}, {2198.69, 1.96521}, {2194.83, 1.96496}, {2190.97, 1.96472}, {2187.12, 1.96448},

{2183.26, 1.96423}, {2179.4, 1.96398}, {2175.55, 1.96374}, {2171.69, 1.96349}, {2167.83, 1.96324}, {2163.97, 1.96298}, {2160.12, 1.96273}, {2156.26, 1.96248},
{2152.4, 1.96222}, {2148.54, 1.96196}, {2144.69, 1.9617}, {2140.83, 1.96144}, {2136.97, 1.96118}, {2133.11, 1.96092}, {2129.26, 1.96065}, {2125.4, 1.96038},

{2121.54, 1.96012}, {2117.68, 1.95985}, {2113.83, 1.95958}, {2109.97, 1.9593}, {2106.11, 1.95903}, {2102.26, 1.95875}, {2098.4, 1.95848}, {2094.54, 1.9582},
{2090.68, 1.95792}, {2086.83, 1.95764}, {2082.97, 1.95735}, {2079.11, 1.95707}, {2075.25, 1.95678}, {2071.4, 1.95649}, {2067.54, 1.9562}, {2063.68, 1.95591},
{2059.82, 1.95562}, {2055.97, 1.95532}, {2052.11, 1.95502}, {2048.25, 1.95473}, {2044.4, 1.95443}, {2040.54, 1.95412}, {2036.68, 1.95382}, {2032.82, 1.95351},
{2028.97, 1.95321}, {2025.11, 1.9529}, {2021.25, 1.95259}, {2017.39, 1.95227}, {2013.54, 1.95196}, {2009.68, 1.95164}, {2005.82, 1.95132}, {2001.96, 1.951},

{1998.11, 1.95068}, {1994.25, 1.95036}, {1990.39, 1.95003}, {1986.54, 1.9497}, {1982.68, 1.94937}, {1978.82, 1.94904}, {1974.96, 1.94871}, {1971.11, 1.94837},
{1967.25, 1.94803}, {1963.39, 1.94769}, {1959.53, 1.94735}, {1955.68, 1.94701}, {1951.82, 1.94666}, {1947.96, 1.94631}, {1944.1, 1.94596}, {1940.25,

1.94561}, {1936.39, 1.94525}, {1932.53, 1.9449}, {1928.67, 1.94454}, {1924.82, 1.94418}, {1920.96, 1.94381}, {1917.1, 1.94345}, {1913.25, 1.94308}, {1909.39,
1.94271}, {1905.53, 1.94233}, {1901.67, 1.94196}, {1897.82, 1.94158}, {1893.96, 1.9412}, {1890.1, 1.94082}, {1886.24, 1.94043}, {1882.39, 1.94005}, {1878.53,
1.93966}, {1874.67, 1.93926}, {1870.81, 1.93887}, {1866.96, 1.93847}, {1863.1, 1.93807}, {1859.24, 1.93767}, {1855.39, 1.93726}, {1851.53, 1.93686}, {1847.67,
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1.93645}, {1843.81, 1.93603}, {1839.96, 1.93562}, {1836.1, 1.9352}, {1832.24, 1.93478}, {1828.38, 1.93435}, {1824.53, 1.93393}, {1820.67, 1.9335}, {1816.81,
1.93307}, {1812.95, 1.93263}, {1809.1, 1.93219}, {1805.24, 1.93175}, {1801.38, 1.93131}, {1797.53, 1.93086}, {1793.67, 1.93041}, {1789.81, 1.92996}, {1785.95,
1.9295}, {1782.1, 1.92904}, {1778.24, 1.92858}, {1774.38, 1.92812}, {1770.52, 1.92765}, {1766.67, 1.92718}, {1762.81, 1.9267}, {1758.95, 1.92622}, {1755.09,

1.92574}, {1751.24, 1.92526}, {1747.38, 1.92477}, {1743.52, 1.92428}, {1739.66, 1.92378}, {1735.81, 1.92329}, {1731.95, 1.92279}, {1728.09, 1.92228},
{1724.24, 1.92177}, {1720.38, 1.92126}, {1716.52, 1.92074}, {1712.66, 1.92023}, {1708.81, 1.9197}, {1704.95, 1.91918}, {1701.09, 1.91865}, {1697.23, 1.91811},
{1693.38, 1.91757}, {1689.52, 1.91703}, {1685.66, 1.91649}, {1681.8, 1.91594}, {1677.95, 1.91538}, {1674.09, 1.91483}, {1670.23, 1.91426}, {1666.38, 1.9137},
{1662.52, 1.91313}, {1658.66, 1.91256}, {1654.8, 1.91198}, {1650.95, 1.9114}, {1647.09, 1.91081}, {1643.23, 1.91022}, {1639.37, 1.90962}, {1635.52, 1.90902},
{1631.66, 1.90842}, {1627.8, 1.90781}, {1623.94, 1.9072}, {1620.09, 1.90658}, {1616.23, 1.90596}, {1612.37, 1.90533}, {1608.51, 1.9047}, {1604.66, 1.90406},

{1600.8, 1.90342}, {1596.94, 1.90278}, {1593.09, 1.90213}, {1589.23, 1.90147}, {1585.37, 1.90081}, {1581.51, 1.90014}, {1577.66, 1.89947}, {1573.8, 1.8988},
{1569.94, 1.89812}, {1566.08, 1.89743}, {1562.23, 1.89674}, {1558.37, 1.89604}, {1554.51, 1.89534}, {1550.65, 1.89463}, {1546.8, 1.89391}, {1542.94, 1.8932},
{1539.08, 1.89247}, {1535.23, 1.89174}, {1531.37, 1.891}, {1527.51, 1.89026}, {1523.65, 1.88951}, {1519.8, 1.88876}, {1515.94, 1.888}, {1512.08, 1.88723},
{1508.22, 1.88646}, {1504.37, 1.88568}, {1500.51, 1.88489}, {1496.65, 1.8841}, {1492.79, 1.8833}, {1488.94, 1.8825}, {1485.08, 1.88168}, {1481.22, 1.88087},
{1477.37, 1.88004}, {1473.51, 1.87921}, {1469.65, 1.87837}, {1465.79, 1.87753}, {1461.94, 1.87667}, {1458.08, 1.87581}, {1454.22, 1.87495}, {1450.36,
1.87407}, {1446.51, 1.87319}, {1442.65, 1.8723}, {1438.79, 1.8714}, {1434.93, 1.8705}, {1431.08, 1.86959}, {1427.22, 1.86867}, {1423.36, 1.86774}, {1419.5,
1.8668}, {1415.65, 1.86586}, {1411.79, 1.8649}, {1407.93, 1.86394}, {1404.08, 1.86297}, {1400.22, 1.862}, {1396.36, 1.86101}, {1392.5, 1.86002}, {1388.65,
1.85901}, {1384.79, 1.858}, {1380.93, 1.85698}, {1377.07, 1.85595}, {1373.22, 1.85491}, {1369.36, 1.85386}, {1365.5, 1.8528}, {1361.64, 1.85173}, {1357.79,
1.85065}, {1353.93, 1.84956}, {1350.07, 1.84846}, {1346.22, 1.84736}, {1342.36, 1.84624}, {1338.5, 1.84511}, {1334.64, 1.84397}, {1330.79, 1.84282}, {1326.93,
1.84166}, {1323.07, 1.84049}, {1319.21, 1.8393}, {1315.36, 1.83811}, {1311.5, 1.83691}, {1307.64, 1.83569}, {1303.78, 1.83446}, {1299.93, 1.83322}, {1296.07,
1.83197}, {1292.21, 1.83071}, {1288.35, 1.82943}, {1284.5, 1.82814}, {1280.64, 1.82684}, {1276.78, 1.82553}, {1272.93, 1.8242}, {1269.07, 1.82286}, {1265.21,
1.82151}, {1261.35, 1.82014}, {1257.5, 1.81876}, {1253.64, 1.81737}, {1249.78, 1.81596}, {1245.92, 1.81454}, {1242.07, 1.81311}, {1238.21, 1.81166},

{1234.35, 1.81019}, {1230.49, 1.80871}, {1226.64, 1.80722}, {1222.78, 1.80571}, {1218.92, 1.80418}, {1215.07, 1.80264}, {1211.21, 1.80108}, {1207.35,
1.79951}, {1203.49, 1.79792}, {1199.64, 1.79631}, {1195.78, 1.79468}, {1191.92, 1.79304}, {1188.06, 1.79138}, {1184.21, 1.78971}, {1180.35, 1.78801},
{1176.49, 1.7863}, {1172.63, 1.78457}, {1168.78, 1.78282}, {1164.92, 1.78105}, {1161.06, 1.77926}, {1157.21, 1.77746}, {1153.35, 1.77563}, {1149.49, 1.77378},
{1145.63, 1.77191}, {1141.78, 1.77002}, {1137.92, 1.76811}, {1134.06, 1.76618}, {1130.2, 1.76423}, {1126.35, 1.76225}, {1122.49, 1.76026}, {1118.63,

1.75823}, {1114.77, 1.75619}, {1110.92, 1.75412}, {1107.06, 1.75203}, {1103.2, 1.74992}, {1099.34, 1.74778}, {1095.49, 1.74561}, {1091.63, 1.74342}, {1087.77,
1.7412}, {1083.92, 1.73896}, {1080.06, 1.73669}, {1076.2, 1.73439}, {1072.34, 1.73207}, {1068.49, 1.72972}, {1064.63, 1.72734}, {1060.77, 1.72493}, {1056.91,
1.72249}, {1053.06, 1.72002}, {1049.2, 1.71752}, {1045.34, 1.71499}, {1041.48, 1.71242}, {1037.63, 1.70983}, {1033.77, 1.7072}, {1029.91, 1.70454}, {1026.06,
1.70185}, {1022.2, 1.69912}, {1018.34, 1.69635}, {1014.48, 1.69355}, {1010.63, 1.69072}, {1006.77, 1.68784}, {1002.91, 1.68493}, {999.053, 1.68198},

{995.196, 1.679}, {991.339, 1.67597}, {987.481, 1.6729}, {983.624, 1.66979}, {979.767, 1.66664}, {975.909, 1.66344}, {972.052, 1.6602}, {968.195, 1.65692},
{964.337, 1.65359}, {960.48, 1.65022}, {956.622, 1.64679}, {952.765, 1.64332}, {948.908, 1.63981}, {945.05, 1.63624}, {941.193, 1.63262}, {937.336, 1.62894},
{933.478, 1.62522}, {929.621, 1.62144}, {925.764, 1.6176}, {921.906, 1.61371}, {918.049, 1.60976}, {914.192, 1.60575}, {910.334, 1.60168}, {906.477, 1.59755},
{902.62, 1.59336}, {898.762, 1.5891}, {894.905, 1.58478}, {891.048, 1.58039}, {887.19, 1.57593}, {883.333, 1.57141}, {879.476, 1.56681}, {875.618, 1.56214},

{871.761, 1.55739}, {867.903, 1.55257}, {864.046, 1.54767}, {860.189, 1.5427}, {856.331, 1.53764}, {852.474, 1.5325}, {848.617, 1.52727}, {844.759, 1.52196},
{840.902, 1.51656}, {837.045, 1.51107}, {833.187, 1.50549}, {829.33, 1.49981}, {825.473, 1.49404}, {821.615, 1.48817}, {817.758, 1.4822}, {813.901, 1.47612},
{810.043, 1.46994}, {806.186, 1.46366}, {802.329, 1.45726}, {798.471, 1.45075}, {794.614, 1.44413}, {790.756, 1.43739}, {786.899, 1.43053}, {783.042,
1.42356}, {779.184, 1.41645}, {775.327, 1.40922}, {771.47, 1.40186}, {767.612, 1.39436}, {763.755, 1.38673}, {759.898, 1.37897}, {756.04, 1.37105}, {752.183,
1.363}, {748.326, 1.3548}, {744.468, 1.34645}, {740.611, 1.33794}, {736.754, 1.32928}, {732.896, 1.32045}, {729.039, 1.31147}, {725.182, 1.30231}, {721.324,
1.29299}, {717.467, 1.28349}, {713.609, 1.27381}, {709.752, 1.26395}, {705.895, 1.25391}, {702.037, 1.24367}, {698.18, 1.23324}, {694.323, 1.22261}, {690.465,
1.21178}, {686.608, 1.20074}, {682.751, 1.1895}, {678.893, 1.17803}, {675.036, 1.16634}, {671.179, 1.15443}, {667.321, 1.14228}, {663.464, 1.1299}, {659.607,
1.11727}, {655.749, 1.10439}, {651.892, 1.09126}, {648.035, 1.07787}, {644.177, 1.0642}, {640.32, 1.05026}, {636.463, 1.03604}, {632.605, 1.02152}, {628.748,
1.00671}, {624.891, 0.991584}, {621.033, 0.976139}, {617.176, 0.96037}, {613.318, 0.944258}, {609.461, 0.927802}, {605.604, 0.910984}, {601.746, 0.893789},

{597.889, 0.876213}, {594.032, 0.858236}, {590.174, 0.83984}, {586.317, 0.821017}, {582.46, 0.801747}, {578.602, 0.782007}, {574.745, 0.761787}, {570.888,
0.741062}, {567.03, 0.719803}, {563.173, 0.698}, {559.316, 0.675621}, {555.458, 0.652632}, {551.601, 0.629017}, {547.744, 0.60474}, {543.886, 0.579759},
{540.029, 0.554052}, {536.171, 0.527568}, {532.314, 0.500278}, {528.457, 0.472132}, {524.599, 0.443075}, {520.742, 0.413072}, {516.885, 0.38206}, {513.027,
0.349974}, {509.17, 0.316768}, {505.313, 0.28237}, {501.455, 0.246699}, {497.598, 0.209701}, {493.741, 0.171287}, {489.883, 0.131368}, {486.026, 0.0898746},
{482.169, 0.0467085}, {478.311, 0.00176241}, {474.454, −0.0450378}, {470.597, −0.0938054}, {466.739, −0.144658}, {462.882, −0.197679}, {459.025, −0.252989},
{455.167, −0.310717}, {451.31, −0.370948}, {447.452, −0.433828}, {443.595, −0.499441}, {439.738, −0.567922}, {435.88, −0.639408}, {432.023, −0.713983},
{428.166, −0.791788}, {424.308, −0.87297}, {420.451, −0.957614}, {416.594, −1.04588}, {412.736, −1.13793}, {408.879, −1.23388}, {405.022, −1.33393}, {401.164,
−1.43829}, {397.307, −1.54714}, {393.45, −1.66076}, {389.592, −1.77949}, {385.735, −1.90363}, {381.878, −2.03365}, {378.02, −2.17011}, {374.163, −2.31356},

{370.305, −2.46484}, {366.448, −2.6248}, {362.591, −2.79458}, {358.733, −2.97557}, {354.876, −3.16929}, {351.019, −3.37774}, {347.161, −3.60334}, {343.304,
−3.84886}, {339.447, −4.11782}, {335.589, −4.41457}, {331.732, −4.7442}, {327.875, −5.11324}, {324.017, −5.52989}, {320.16, −6.00414}, {316.303, −6.5491},
{312.445, −7.18185}, {308.588, −7.92437}, {304.731, −8.80691}, {300.873, −9.87137}, {297.016, −11.1764}, {293.159, −12.8098}, {289.301, −14.9067}, {285.444,
−17.6855}, {281.586, −21.5304}, {277.729, −27.1737}, {273.872, −36.2249}, {270.014, −53.0317}, {266.157, −94.7605}, {262.3, −372.755}, {258.442, 209.723},
{254.585, 84.6657}, {250.728, 54.1551}, {246.87, 40.4007}, {243.013, 32.5859}, {239.156, 27.5508}, {235.298, 24.0381}, {231.441, 21.4506}, {227.584, 19.4653},
{223.726, 17.8933}, {219.869, 16.6182}, {216.012, 15.5622}, {212.154, 14.6727}, {208.297, 13.9129}, {204.439, 13.2556}, {200.582, 12.681}, {196.725,

12.1741}, {192.867, 11.723}, {189.01, 11.319}, {185.153, 10.9547}, {181.295, 10.6243}, {177.438, 10.3234}, {173.581, 10.0481}, {169.723, 9.79525}, {165.866,
9.56232}, {162.009, 9.3471}, {158.151, 9.14769}, {154.294, 8.96263}, {150.437, 8.79052}, {146.579, 8.63015}, {142.722, 8.48061}, {138.865, 8.34095}, {135.007,
8.21036}, {131.15, 8.08822}, {127.293, 7.97386}, {123.435, 7.86671}, {119.578, 7.76632}, {115.72, 7.67219}, {111.863, 7.58395}, {108.006, 7.5012}, {104.148,

7.42359}, {100.291, 7.35084}};
caf2=Interpolation[caf2raw];

siraw={{7876.71, 12.3379}, {7845.85, 12.3325}, {7814.99, 12.3272}, {7784.13, 12.3218}, {7753.27, 12.3165}, {7722.41, 12.3112}, {7695.41, 12.3066}, {7664.55,
12.3014}, {7633.69, 12.2962}, {7606.69, 12.2917}, {7575.83, 12.2865}, {7548.83, 12.282}, {7521.83, 12.2775}, {7490.97, 12.2724}, {7463.97, 12.268}, {7436.97,
12.2636}, {7409.97, 12.2592}, {7382.97, 12.2548}, {7355.96, 12.2505}, {7328.96, 12.2461}, {7301.96, 12.2418}, {7274.96, 12.2375}, {7247.96, 12.2333},
{7220.96, 12.229}, {7197.81, 12.2254}, {7170.81, 12.2211}, {7143.81, 12.2169}, {7120.67, 12.2134}, {7093.66, 12.2092}, {7070.52, 12.2056}, {7043.52, 12.2015},
{7020.38, 12.198}, {6993.37, 12.1939}, {6970.23, 12.1904}, {6947.09, 12.1869}, {6923.94, 12.1834}, {6896.94, 12.1794}, {6873.8, 12.176}, {6850.65, 12.1725},
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{6827.51, 12.1691}, {6804.36, 12.1657}, {6781.22, 12.1624}, {6758.08, 12.159}, {6734.93, 12.1556}, {6711.79, 12.1523}, {6692.5, 12.1495}, {6669.36, 12.1462},
{6646.21, 12.1429}, {6623.07, 12.1396}, {6603.78, 12.1369}, {6580.64, 12.1336}, {6557.49, 12.1303}, {6538.21, 12.1276}, {6515.06, 12.1244}, {6495.78,
12.1217}, {6472.63, 12.1185}, {6453.34, 12.1159}, {6434.06, 12.1132}, {6410.91, 12.1101}, {6391.63, 12.1074}, {6372.34, 12.1048}, {6353.05, 12.1022},
{6329.91, 12.0991}, {6310.62, 12.0965}, {6291.34, 12.0939}, {6272.05, 12.0913}, {6252.76, 12.0888}, {6233.48, 12.0862}, {6214.19, 12.0837}, {6194.9, 12.0811},
{6175.62, 12.0786}, {6156.33, 12.0761}, {6137.04, 12.0736}, {6117.76, 12.0711}, {6098.47, 12.0686}, {6079.18, 12.0661}, {6063.75, 12.0641}, {6044.47,

12.0617}, {6025.18, 12.0592}, {6009.75, 12.0572}, {5990.46, 12.0548}, {5971.18, 12.0524}, {5955.75, 12.0504}, {5936.46, 12.048}, {5917.17, 12.0456}, {5901.74,
12.0437}, {5882.46, 12.0413}, {5867.03, 12.0394}, {5851.6, 12.0375}, {5832.31, 12.0351}, {5816.88, 12.0332}, {5797.6, 12.0309}, {5782.17, 12.029}, {5766.74,

12.0271}, {5747.45, 12.0248}, {5732.02, 12.023}, {5716.59, 12.0211}, {5701.16, 12.0193}, {5681.88, 12.017}, {5666.45, 12.0151}, {5651.02, 12.0133}, {5635.59,
12.0115}, {5620.16, 12.0097}, {5604.73, 12.0079}, {5589.3, 12.0061}, {5573.87, 12.0043}, {5558.44, 12.0025}, {5543.01, 12.0007}, {5527.58, 11.9989}, {5512.15,
11.9971}, {5496.72, 11.9953}, {5481.29, 11.9936}, {5465.86, 11.9918}, {5450.43, 11.9901}, {5435, 11.9883}, {5423.43, 11.987}, {5408, 11.9853}, {5392.57,

11.9835}, {5377.14, 11.9818}, {5365.57, 11.9805}, {5350.14, 11.9788}, {5334.71, 11.9771}, {5319.28, 11.9754}, {5307.71, 11.9741}, {5292.28, 11.9724},
{5280.71, 11.9711}, {5265.28, 11.9694}, {5249.85, 11.9678}, {5238.28, 11.9665}, {5222.85, 11.9648}, {5211.28, 11.9636}, {5195.85, 11.9619}, {5184.28,
11.9607}, {5168.85, 11.959}, {5157.28, 11.9578}, {5141.85, 11.9561}, {5130.27, 11.9549}, {5118.7, 11.9537}, {5103.27, 11.952}, {5091.7, 11.9508}, {5076.27,
11.9492}, {5064.7, 11.948}, {5053.13, 11.9468}, {5041.56, 11.9456}, {5026.13, 11.944}, {5014.55, 11.9428}, {5002.98, 11.9416}, {4987.55, 11.94}, {4975.98,
11.9388}, {4964.41, 11.9376}, {4952.84, 11.9364}, {4941.26, 11.9352}, {4929.69, 11.9341}, {4914.26, 11.9325}, {4902.69, 11.9313}, {4891.12, 11.9302},
{4879.55, 11.929}, {4867.97, 11.9278}, {4856.4, 11.9267}, {4844.83, 11.9255}, {4833.26, 11.9244}, {4821.69, 11.9232}, {4810.11, 11.9221}, {4798.54, 11.9209},
{4786.97, 11.9198}, {4775.4, 11.9187}, {4763.83, 11.9175}, {4752.25, 11.9164}, {4740.68, 11.9153}, {4729.11, 11.9141}, {4717.54, 11.913}, {4705.97, 11.9119},
{4698.25, 11.9112}, {4686.68, 11.91}, {4675.11, 11.9089}, {4663.54, 11.9078}, {4651.96, 11.9067}, {4640.39, 11.9056}, {4632.68, 11.9049}, {4621.1, 11.9038},
{4609.53, 11.9027}, {4597.96, 11.9016}, {4590.25, 11.9009}, {4578.67, 11.8998}, {4567.1, 11.8987}, {4559.39, 11.898}, {4547.81, 11.8969}, {4536.24, 11.8958},
{4528.53, 11.8951}, {4516.96, 11.8941}, {4505.38, 11.893}, {4497.67, 11.8923}, {4486.1, 11.8912}, {4474.52, 11.8902}, {4466.81, 11.8894}, {4455.24, 11.8884},
{4447.52, 11.8877}, {4435.95, 11.8866}, {4428.24, 11.8859}, {4416.66, 11.8849}, {4408.95, 11.8842}, {4397.38, 11.8832}, {4389.66, 11.8825}, {4378.09,
11.8814}, {4370.38, 11.8807}, {4358.8, 11.8797}, {4351.09, 11.879}, {4339.52, 11.878}, {4331.8, 11.8773}, {4320.23, 11.8763}, {4312.52, 11.8756}, {4304.8,
11.875}, {4293.23, 11.8739}, {4285.51, 11.8733}, {4273.94, 11.8723}, {4266.23, 11.8716}, {4258.51, 11.8709}, {4246.94, 11.8699}, {4239.23, 11.8692}, {4231.51,
11.8686}, {4219.94, 11.8676}, {4212.23, 11.8669}, {4204.51, 11.8663}, {4192.94, 11.8653}, {4185.22, 11.8646}, {4177.51, 11.864}, {4169.79, 11.8633},

{4158.22, 11.8623}, {4150.51, 11.8617}, {4142.79, 11.861}, {4135.08, 11.8604}, {4127.36, 11.8597}, {4115.79, 11.8588}, {4108.08, 11.8581}, {4100.36, 11.8575},
{4092.65, 11.8568}, {4084.93, 11.8562}, {4073.36, 11.8552}, {4065.65, 11.8546}, {4057.93, 11.854}, {4050.22, 11.8533}, {4042.5, 11.8527}, {4034.79, 11.8521},
{4027.07, 11.8514}, {4019.36, 11.8508}, {4011.64, 11.8502}, {4000.07, 11.8492}, {3992.36, 11.8486}, {3984.64, 11.848}, {3976.93, 11.8474}, {3969.21,

11.8467}, {3961.5, 11.8461}, {3953.78, 11.8455}, {3946.07, 11.8449}, {3938.35, 11.8443}, {3930.64, 11.8437}, {3922.92, 11.843}, {3915.21, 11.8424}, {3907.49,
11.8418}, {3899.78, 11.8412}, {3892.07, 11.8406}, {3884.35, 11.84}, {3876.64, 11.8394}, {3868.92, 11.8388}, {3861.21, 11.8382}, {3857.35, 11.8379}, {3849.63,
11.8373}, {3841.92, 11.8367}, {3834.21, 11.8361}, {3826.49, 11.8355}, {3818.78, 11.8349}, {3811.06, 11.8343}, {3803.35, 11.8337}, {3795.63, 11.8331},
{3787.92, 11.8325}, {3784.06, 11.8322}, {3776.34, 11.8316}, {3768.63, 11.831}, {3760.92, 11.8304}, {3753.2, 11.8299}, {3745.49, 11.8293}, {3741.63, 11.829},
{3733.91, 11.8284}, {3726.2, 11.8278}, {3718.48, 11.8272}, {3710.77, 11.8267}, {3706.91, 11.8264}, {3699.2, 11.8258}, {3691.48, 11.8252}, {3683.77, 11.8246},
{3679.91, 11.8244}, {3672.2, 11.8238}, {3664.48, 11.8232}, {3656.77, 11.8226}, {3652.91, 11.8224}, {3645.2, 11.8218}, {3637.48, 11.8212}, {3629.77, 11.8207},
{3625.91, 11.8204}, {3618.19, 11.8198}, {3610.48, 11.8193}, {3606.62, 11.819}, {3598.91, 11.8184}, {3591.19, 11.8179}, {3587.33, 11.8176}, {3579.62, 11.817},
{3571.91, 11.8165}, {3568.05, 11.8162}, {3560.33, 11.8156}, {3552.62, 11.8151}, {3548.76, 11.8148}, {3541.05, 11.8143}, {3537.19, 11.814}, {3529.47, 11.8134},
{3521.76, 11.8129}, {3517.9, 11.8126}, {3510.19, 11.8121}, {3506.33, 11.8118}, {3498.62, 11.8112}, {3490.9, 11.8107}, {3487.04, 11.8104}, {3479.33, 11.8099},
{3475.47, 11.8096}, {3467.76, 11.8091}, {3463.9, 11.8088}, {3456.18, 11.8083}, {3448.47, 11.8077}, {3444.61, 11.8075}, {3436.9, 11.8069}, {3433.04, 11.8067},
{3425.33, 11.8061}, {3421.47, 11.8059}, {3413.75, 11.8053}, {3409.9, 11.8051}, {3402.18, 11.8046}, {3398.32, 11.8043}, {3390.61, 11.8038}, {3386.75,

11.8035}, {3379.04, 11.803}, {3375.18, 11.8027}, {3367.47, 11.8022}, {3363.61, 11.8019}, {3355.89, 11.8014}, {3352.04, 11.8012}, {3348.18, 11.8009}, {3340.46,
11.8004}, {3336.61, 11.8001}, {3328.89, 11.7996}, {3325.04, 11.7993}, {3317.32, 11.7988}, {3313.46, 11.7986}, {3309.61, 11.7983}, {3301.89, 11.7978},

{3298.03, 11.7975}, {3290.32, 11.797}, {3286.46, 11.7968}, {3278.75, 11.7963}, {3274.89, 11.796}, {3271.03, 11.7958}, {3263.32, 11.7953}, {3259.46, 11.795},
{3255.6, 11.7948}, {3247.89, 11.7942}, {3244.03, 11.794}, {3236.32, 11.7935}, {3232.46, 11.7932}, {3228.6, 11.793}, {3220.89, 11.7925}, {3217.03, 11.7922},
{3213.17, 11.792}, {3205.46, 11.7915}, {3201.6, 11.7913}, {3197.74, 11.791}, {3190.03, 11.7905}, {3186.17, 11.7903}, {3182.31, 11.79}, {3178.46, 11.7898},
{3170.74, 11.7893}, {3166.88, 11.789}, {3163.03, 11.7888}, {3155.31, 11.7883}, {3151.45, 11.7881}, {3147.6, 11.7878}, {3139.88, 11.7873}, {3136.02, 11.7871},
{3132.17, 11.7868}, {3128.31, 11.7866}, {3120.6, 11.7861}, {3116.74, 11.7859}, {3112.88, 11.7856}, {3109.02, 11.7854}, {3101.31, 11.7849}, {3097.45, 11.7847},
{3093.59, 11.7844}, {3089.74, 11.7842}, {3082.02, 11.7837}, {3078.16, 11.7835}, {3074.31, 11.7833}, {3070.45, 11.783}, {3066.59, 11.7828}, {3058.88,

11.7823}, {3055.02, 11.7821}, {3051.16, 11.7818}, {3047.31, 11.7816}, {3039.59, 11.7811}, {3035.73, 11.7809}, {3031.88, 11.7807}, {3028.02, 11.7804},
{3024.16, 11.7802}, {3020.3, 11.78}, {3012.59, 11.7795}, {3008.73, 11.7793}, {3004.88, 11.779}, {3001.02, 11.7788}, {2997.16, 11.7786}, {2993.3, 11.7783},
{2985.59, 11.7779}, {2981.73, 11.7776}, {2977.87, 11.7774}, {2974.02, 11.7772}, {2970.16, 11.777}, {2966.3, 11.7767}, {2958.59, 11.7763}, {2954.73, 11.776},
{2950.87, 11.7758}, {2947.01, 11.7756}, {2943.16, 11.7754}, {2939.3, 11.7751}, {2935.44, 11.7749}, {2931.59, 11.7747}, {2927.73, 11.7745}, {2920.01, 11.774},
{2916.16, 11.7738}, {2912.3, 11.7735}, {2908.44, 11.7733}, {2904.58, 11.7731}, {2900.73, 11.7729}, {2896.87, 11.7727}, {2893.01, 11.7724}, {2889.15, 11.7722},
{2885.3, 11.772}, {2881.44, 11.7718}, {2873.73, 11.7713}, {2869.87, 11.7711}, {2866.01, 11.7709}, {2862.15, 11.7707}, {2858.3, 11.7704}, {2854.44, 11.7702},

{2850.58, 11.77}, {2846.72, 11.7698}, {2842.87, 11.7696}, {2839.01, 11.7693}, {2835.15, 11.7691}, {2831.29, 11.7689}, {2827.44, 11.7687}, {2823.58, 11.7685},
{2819.72, 11.7682}, {2815.87, 11.768}, {2812.01, 11.7678}, {2808.15, 11.7676}, {2804.29, 11.7674}, {2800.44, 11.7672}, {2796.58, 11.767}, {2792.72, 11.7667},
{2788.86, 11.7665}, {2785.01, 11.7663}, {2781.15, 11.7661}, {2777.29, 11.7659}, {2773.43, 11.7657}, {2769.58, 11.7655}, {2765.72, 11.7652}, {2761.86, 11.765},
{2758, 11.7648}, {2754.15, 11.7646}, {2750.29, 11.7644}, {2746.43, 11.7642}, {2742.58, 11.764}, {2738.72, 11.7638}, {2734.86, 11.7635}, {2731, 11.7633},

{2727.15, 11.7631}, {2723.29, 11.7629}, {2719.43, 11.7627}, {2715.57, 11.7625}, {2711.72, 11.7623}, {2707.86, 11.7621}, {2704, 11.7619}, {2700.14, 11.7617},
{2696.29, 11.7615}, {2692.43, 11.7612}, {2688.57, 11.761}, {2684.72, 11.7608}, {2680.86, 11.7606}, {2677, 11.7604}, {2673.14, 11.7602}, {2669.29, 11.76},
{2665.43, 11.7598}, {2661.57, 11.7596}, {2657.71, 11.7594}, {2653.86, 11.7592}, {2650, 11.759}, {2646.14, 11.7588}, {2642.28, 11.7586}, {2638.43, 11.7584},
{2634.57, 11.7582}, {2630.71, 11.758}, {2626.85, 11.7578}, {2623, 11.7576}, {2619.14, 11.7574}, {2615.28, 11.7572}, {2611.43, 11.757}, {2607.57, 11.7568},
{2603.71, 11.7566}, {2599.85, 11.7564}, {2596, 11.7562}, {2592.14, 11.756}, {2588.28, 11.7558}, {2584.42, 11.7556}, {2580.57, 11.7554}, {2576.71, 11.7552},
{2572.85, 11.755}, {2568.99, 11.7548}, {2565.14, 11.7546}, {2561.28, 11.7544}, {2557.42, 11.7542}, {2553.57, 11.754}, {2549.71, 11.7538}, {2545.85, 11.7536},
{2541.99, 11.7534}, {2538.14, 11.7532}, {2534.28, 11.753}, {2530.42, 11.7528}, {2526.56, 11.7526}, {2522.71, 11.7524}, {2518.85, 11.7522}, {2514.99, 11.752},
{2511.13, 11.7518}, {2507.28, 11.7517}, {2503.42, 11.7515}, {2499.56, 11.7513}, {2495.71, 11.7511}, {2491.85, 11.7509}, {2487.99, 11.7507}, {2484.13,
11.7505}, {2480.28, 11.7503}, {2476.42, 11.7501}, {2472.56, 11.7499}, {2468.7, 11.7497}, {2464.85, 11.7496}, {2460.99, 11.7494}, {2457.13, 11.7492}, {2453.27,
11.749}, {2449.42, 11.7488}, {2445.56, 11.7486}, {2441.7, 11.7484}, {2437.84, 11.7482}, {2433.99, 11.7481}, {2430.13, 11.7479}, {2426.27, 11.7477}, {2422.42,
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11.7475}, {2418.56, 11.7473}, {2414.7, 11.7471}, {2410.84, 11.7469}, {2406.99, 11.7468}, {2403.13, 11.7466}, {2399.27, 11.7464}, {2395.41, 11.7462},
{2391.56, 11.746}, {2387.7, 11.7458}, {2383.84, 11.7456}, {2379.98, 11.7455}, {2376.13, 11.7453}, {2372.27, 11.7451}, {2368.41, 11.7449}, {2364.56, 11.7447},
{2360.7, 11.7446}, {2356.84, 11.7444}, {2352.98, 11.7442}, {2349.13, 11.744}, {2345.27, 11.7438}, {2341.41, 11.7437}, {2337.55, 11.7435}, {2333.7, 11.7433},
{2329.84, 11.7431}, {2325.98, 11.7429}, {2322.12, 11.7428}, {2318.27, 11.7426}, {2314.41, 11.7424}, {2310.55, 11.7422}, {2306.7, 11.7421}, {2302.84, 11.7419},
{2298.98, 11.7417}, {2295.12, 11.7415}, {2291.27, 11.7413}, {2287.41, 11.7412}, {2283.55, 11.741}, {2279.69, 11.7408}, {2275.84, 11.7406}, {2271.98,

11.7405}, {2268.12, 11.7403}, {2264.26, 11.7401}, {2260.41, 11.74}, {2256.55, 11.7398}, {2252.69, 11.7396}, {2248.83, 11.7394}, {2244.98, 11.7393}, {2241.12,
11.7391}, {2237.26, 11.7389}, {2233.41, 11.7387}, {2229.55, 11.7386}, {2225.69, 11.7384}, {2221.83, 11.7382}, {2217.98, 11.7381}, {2214.12, 11.7379},
{2210.26, 11.7377}, {2206.4, 11.7376}, {2202.55, 11.7374}, {2198.69, 11.7372}, {2194.83, 11.737}, {2190.97, 11.7369}, {2187.12, 11.7367}, {2183.26, 11.7365},
{2179.4, 11.7364}, {2175.55, 11.7362}, {2171.69, 11.736}, {2167.83, 11.7359}, {2163.97, 11.7357}, {2160.12, 11.7355}, {2156.26, 11.7354}, {2152.4, 11.7352},
{2148.54, 11.7351}, {2144.69, 11.7349}, {2140.83, 11.7347}, {2136.97, 11.7346}, {2133.11, 11.7344}, {2129.26, 11.7342}, {2125.4, 11.7341}, {2121.54, 11.7339},
{2117.68, 11.7337}, {2113.83, 11.7336}, {2109.97, 11.7334}, {2106.11, 11.7333}, {2102.26, 11.7331}, {2098.4, 11.7329}, {2094.54, 11.7328}, {2090.68,

11.7326}, {2086.83, 11.7325}, {2082.97, 11.7323}, {2079.11, 11.7321}, {2075.25, 11.732}, {2071.4, 11.7318}, {2067.54, 11.7317}, {2063.68, 11.7315}, {2059.82,
11.7313}, {2055.97, 11.7312}, {2052.11, 11.731}, {2048.25, 11.7309}, {2044.4, 11.7307}, {2040.54, 11.7306}, {2036.68, 11.7304}, {2032.82, 11.7303}, {2028.97,
11.7301}, {2025.11, 11.7299}, {2021.25, 11.7298}, {2017.39, 11.7296}, {2013.54, 11.7295}, {2009.68, 11.7293}, {2005.82, 11.7292}, {2001.96, 11.729}, {1998.11,
11.7289}, {1994.25, 11.7287}, {1990.39, 11.7286}, {1986.54, 11.7284}, {1982.68, 11.7283}, {1978.82, 11.7281}, {1974.96, 11.7279}, {1971.11, 11.7278},

{1967.25, 11.7276}, {1963.39, 11.7275}, {1959.53, 11.7273}, {1955.68, 11.7272}, {1951.82, 11.727}, {1947.96, 11.7269}, {1944.1, 11.7268}, {1940.25, 11.7266},
{1936.39, 11.7265}, {1932.53, 11.7263}, {1928.67, 11.7262}, {1924.82, 11.726}, {1920.96, 11.7259}, {1917.1, 11.7257}, {1913.25, 11.7256}, {1909.39, 11.7254},
{1905.53, 11.7253}, {1901.67, 11.7251}, {1897.82, 11.725}, {1893.96, 11.7248}, {1890.1, 11.7247}, {1886.24, 11.7246}, {1882.39, 11.7244}, {1878.53, 11.7243},
{1874.67, 11.7241}, {1870.81, 11.724}, {1866.96, 11.7238}, {1863.1, 11.7237}, {1859.24, 11.7235}, {1855.39, 11.7234}, {1851.53, 11.7233}, {1847.67, 11.7231},
{1843.81, 11.723}, {1839.96, 11.7228}, {1836.1, 11.7227}, {1832.24, 11.7226}, {1828.38, 11.7224}, {1824.53, 11.7223}, {1820.67, 11.7221}, {1816.81, 11.722},
{1812.95, 11.7219}, {1809.1, 11.7217}, {1805.24, 11.7216}, {1801.38, 11.7214}, {1797.53, 11.7213}, {1793.67, 11.7212}, {1789.81, 11.721}, {1785.95, 11.7209},
{1782.1, 11.7208}, {1778.24, 11.7206}, {1774.38, 11.7205}, {1770.52, 11.7204}, {1766.67, 11.7202}, {1762.81, 11.7201}, {1758.95, 11.72}, {1755.09, 11.7198},
{1751.24, 11.7197}, {1747.38, 11.7195}, {1743.52, 11.7194}, {1739.66, 11.7193}, {1735.81, 11.7191}, {1731.95, 11.719}, {1728.09, 11.7189}, {1724.24, 11.7188},
{1720.38, 11.7186}, {1716.52, 11.7185}, {1712.66, 11.7184}, {1708.81, 11.7182}, {1704.95, 11.7181}, {1701.09, 11.718}, {1697.23, 11.7178}, {1693.38,

11.7177}, {1689.52, 11.7176}, {1685.66, 11.7174}, {1681.8, 11.7173}, {1677.95, 11.7172}, {1674.09, 11.7171}, {1670.23, 11.7169}, {1666.38, 11.7168}, {1662.52,
11.7167}, {1658.66, 11.7166}, {1654.8, 11.7164}, {1650.95, 11.7163}, {1647.09, 11.7162}, {1643.23, 11.716}, {1639.37, 11.7159}, {1635.52, 11.7158}, {1631.66,
11.7157}, {1627.8, 11.7155}, {1623.94, 11.7154}, {1620.09, 11.7153}, {1616.23, 11.7152}, {1612.37, 11.7151}, {1608.51, 11.7149}, {1604.66, 11.7148}, {1600.8,
11.7147}, {1596.94, 11.7146}, {1593.09, 11.7144}, {1589.23, 11.7143}, {1585.37, 11.7142}, {1581.51, 11.7141}, {1577.66, 11.714}, {1573.8, 11.7138}, {1569.94,
11.7137}, {1566.08, 11.7136}, {1562.23, 11.7135}, {1558.37, 11.7134}, {1554.51, 11.7132}, {1550.65, 11.7131}, {1546.8, 11.713}, {1542.94, 11.7129}, {1539.08,
11.7128}, {1535.23, 11.7126}, {1531.37, 11.7125}, {1527.51, 11.7124}, {1523.65, 11.7123}, {1519.8, 11.7122}, {1515.94, 11.7121}, {1512.08, 11.7119},

{1508.22, 11.7118}, {1504.37, 11.7117}, {1500.51, 11.7116}, {1496.65, 11.7115}, {1492.79, 11.7114}, {1488.94, 11.7113}, {1485.08, 11.7111}, {1481.22, 11.711},
{1477.37, 11.7109}, {1473.51, 11.7108}, {1469.65, 11.7107}, {1465.79, 11.7106}, {1461.94, 11.7105}, {1458.08, 11.7104}, {1454.22, 11.7102}, {1450.36,

11.7101}, {1446.51, 11.71}, {1442.65, 11.7099}, {1438.79, 11.7098}, {1434.93, 11.7097}, {1431.08, 11.7096}, {1427.22, 11.7095}, {1423.36, 11.7094}, {1419.5,
11.7093}, {1415.65, 11.7091}, {1411.79, 11.709}, {1407.93, 11.7089}, {1404.08, 11.7088}, {1400.22, 11.7087}, {1396.36, 11.7086}, {1392.5, 11.7085}, {1388.65,
11.7084}, {1384.79, 11.7083}, {1380.93, 11.7082}, {1377.07, 11.7081}, {1373.22, 11.708}, {1369.36, 11.7079}, {1365.5, 11.7078}, {1361.64, 11.7077}, {1357.79,
11.7076}, {1353.93, 11.7074}, {1350.07, 11.7073}, {1346.22, 11.7072}, {1342.36, 11.7071}, {1338.5, 11.707}, {1334.64, 11.7069}, {1330.79, 11.7068}, {1326.93,
11.7067}, {1323.07, 11.7066}, {1319.21, 11.7065}, {1315.36, 11.7064}, {1311.5, 11.7063}, {1307.64, 11.7062}, {1303.78, 11.7061}, {1299.93, 11.706}, {1296.07,
11.7059}, {1292.21, 11.7058}, {1288.35, 11.7057}, {1284.5, 11.7056}, {1280.64, 11.7055}, {1276.78, 11.7054}, {1272.93, 11.7053}, {1269.07, 11.7052}, {1265.21,
11.7051}, {1261.35, 11.705}, {1257.5, 11.7049}, {1253.64, 11.7048}, {1249.78, 11.7048}, {1245.92, 11.7047}, {1242.07, 11.7046}, {1238.21, 11.7045}, {1234.35,
11.7044}, {1230.49, 11.7043}, {1226.64, 11.7042}, {1222.78, 11.7041}, {1218.92, 11.704}, {1215.07, 11.7039}, {1211.21, 11.7038}, {1207.35, 11.7037},

{1203.49, 11.7036}, {1199.64, 11.7035}, {1195.78, 11.7034}, {1191.92, 11.7033}, {1188.06, 11.7033}, {1184.21, 11.7032}, {1180.35, 11.7031}, {1176.49, 11.703},
{1172.63, 11.7029}, {1168.78, 11.7028}, {1164.92, 11.7027}, {1161.06, 11.7026}, {1157.21, 11.7025}, {1153.35, 11.7024}, {1149.49, 11.7024}, {1145.63,

11.7023}, {1141.78, 11.7022}, {1137.92, 11.7021}, {1134.06, 11.702}, {1130.2, 11.7019}, {1126.35, 11.7018}, {1122.49, 11.7017}, {1118.63, 11.7017}, {1114.77,
11.7016}, {1110.92, 11.7015}, {1107.06, 11.7014}, {1103.2, 11.7013}, {1099.34, 11.7012}, {1095.49, 11.7011}, {1091.63, 11.7011}, {1087.77, 11.701}, {1083.92,
11.7009}, {1080.06, 11.7008}, {1076.2, 11.7007}, {1072.34, 11.7006}, {1068.49, 11.7006}, {1064.63, 11.7005}, {1060.77, 11.7004}, {1056.91, 11.7003}, {1053.06,
11.7002}, {1049.2, 11.7001}, {1045.34, 11.7001}, {1041.48, 11.7}, {1037.63, 11.6999}, {1033.77, 11.6998}, {1029.91, 11.6997}, {1026.06, 11.6997}, {1022.2,

11.6996}, {1018.34, 11.6995}, {1014.48, 11.6994}, {1010.63, 11.6994}, {1006.77, 11.6993}, {1002.91, 11.6992}, {999.053, 11.6991}, {995.196, 11.699}, {991.339,
11.699}, {987.481, 11.6989}, {983.624, 11.6988}, {979.767, 11.6987}, {975.909, 11.6987}, {972.052, 11.6986}, {968.195, 11.6985}, {964.337, 11.6984}, {960.48,
11.6984}, {956.622, 11.6983}, {952.765, 11.6982}, {948.908, 11.6981}, {945.05, 11.6981}, {941.193, 11.698}, {937.336, 11.6979}, {933.478, 11.6978}, {929.621,
11.6978}, {925.764, 11.6977}, {921.906, 11.6976}, {918.049, 11.6976}, {914.192, 11.6975}, {910.334, 11.6974}, {906.477, 11.6973}, {902.62, 11.6973},

{898.762, 11.6972}, {894.905, 11.6971}, {891.048, 11.6971}, {887.19, 11.697}, {883.333, 11.6969}, {879.476, 11.6969}, {875.618, 11.6968}, {871.761, 11.6967},
{867.903, 11.6967}, {864.046, 11.6966}, {860.189, 11.6965}, {856.331, 11.6964}, {852.474, 11.6964}, {848.617, 11.6963}, {844.759, 11.6962}, {840.902,
11.6962}, {837.045, 11.6961}, {833.187, 11.6961}, {829.33, 11.696}, {825.473, 11.6959}, {821.615, 11.6959}, {817.758, 11.6958}, {813.901, 11.6957}, {810.043,
11.6957}, {806.186, 11.6956}, {802.329, 11.6955}, {798.471, 11.6955}, {794.614, 11.6954}, {790.756, 11.6953}, {786.899, 11.6953}, {783.042, 11.6952},
{779.184, 11.6952}, {775.327, 11.6951}, {771.47, 11.695}, {767.612, 11.695}, {763.755, 11.6949}, {759.898, 11.6949}, {756.04, 11.6948}, {752.183, 11.6947},
{748.326, 11.6947}, {744.468, 11.6946}, {740.611, 11.6946}, {736.754, 11.6945}, {732.896, 11.6944}, {729.039, 11.6944}, {725.182, 11.6943}, {721.324,
11.6943}, {717.467, 11.6942}, {713.609, 11.6942}, {709.752, 11.6941}, {705.895, 11.694}, {702.037, 11.694}, {698.18, 11.6939}, {694.323, 11.6939}, {690.465,
11.6938}, {686.608, 11.6938}, {682.751, 11.6937}, {678.893, 11.6937}, {675.036, 11.6936}, {671.179, 11.6935}, {667.321, 11.6935}, {663.464, 11.6934},
{659.607, 11.6934}, {655.749, 11.6933}, {651.892, 11.6933}, {648.035, 11.6932}, {644.177, 11.6932}, {640.32, 11.6931}, {636.463, 11.6931}, {632.605, 11.693},
{628.748, 11.693}, {624.891, 11.6929}, {621.033, 11.6929}, {617.176, 11.6928}, {613.318, 11.6928}, {609.461, 11.6927}, {605.604, 11.6927}, {601.746, 11.6926},
{597.889, 11.6926}, {594.032, 11.6925}, {590.174, 11.6925}, {586.317, 11.6924}, {582.46, 11.6924}, {578.602, 11.6923}, {574.745, 11.6923}, {570.888,

11.6922}, {567.03, 11.6922}, {563.173, 11.6921}, {559.316, 11.6921}, {555.458, 11.692}, {551.601, 11.692}, {547.744, 11.692}, {543.886, 11.6919}, {540.029,
11.6919}, {536.171, 11.6918}, {532.314, 11.6918}, {528.457, 11.6917}, {524.599, 11.6917}, {520.742, 11.6916}, {516.885, 11.6916}, {513.027, 11.6916}, {509.17,
11.6915}, {505.313, 11.6915}, {501.455, 11.6914}, {497.598, 11.6914}, {493.741, 11.6913}, {489.883, 11.6913}, {486.026, 11.6913}, {482.169, 11.6912},

{478.311, 11.6912}, {474.454, 11.6911}, {470.597, 11.6911}, {466.739, 11.6911}, {462.882, 11.691}, {459.025, 11.691}, {455.167, 11.6909}, {451.31, 11.6909},
{447.452, 11.6909}, {443.595, 11.6908}, {439.738, 11.6908}, {435.88, 11.6907}, {432.023, 11.6907}, {428.166, 11.6907}, {424.308, 11.6906}, {420.451, 11.6906},
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{416.594, 11.6906}, {412.736, 11.6905}, {408.879, 11.6905}, {405.022, 11.6904}, {401.164, 11.6904}, {397.307, 11.6904}, {393.45, 11.6903}, {389.592,
11.6903}, {385.735, 11.6903}, {381.878, 11.6902}, {378.02, 11.6902}, {374.163, 11.6902}, {370.305, 11.6901}, {366.448, 11.6901}, {362.591, 11.6901}, {358.733,
11.69}, {354.876, 11.69}, {351.019, 11.69}, {347.161, 11.6899}, {343.304, 11.6899}, {339.447, 11.6899}, {335.589, 11.6899}, {331.732, 11.6898}, {327.875,

11.6898}, {324.017, 11.6898}, {320.16, 11.6897}, {316.303, 11.6897}, {312.445, 11.6897}, {308.588, 11.6896}, {304.731, 11.6896}, {300.873, 11.6896}, {297.016,
11.6896}, {293.159, 11.6895}, {289.301, 11.6895}, {285.444, 11.6895}, {281.586, 11.6894}, {277.729, 11.6894}, {273.872, 11.6894}, {270.014, 11.6894},

{266.157, 11.6893}, {262.3, 11.6893}, {258.442, 11.6893}, {254.585, 11.6893}, {250.728, 11.6892}, {246.87, 11.6892}, {243.013, 11.6892}, {239.156, 11.6892},
{235.298, 11.6892}, {231.441, 11.6891}, {227.584, 11.6891}, {223.726, 11.6891}, {219.869, 11.6891}, {216.012, 11.689}, {212.154, 11.689}, {208.297, 11.689},
{204.439, 11.689}, {200.582, 11.689}, {196.725, 11.6889}, {192.867, 11.6889}, {189.01, 11.6889}, {185.153, 11.6889}, {181.295, 11.6889}, {177.438, 11.6888},
{173.581, 11.6888}, {169.723, 11.6888}, {165.866, 11.6888}, {162.009, 11.6888}, {158.151, 11.6888}, {154.294, 11.6887}, {150.437, 11.6887}, {146.579,
11.6887}, {142.722, 11.6887}, {138.865, 11.6887}, {135.007, 11.6887}, {131.15, 11.6887}, {127.293, 11.6886}, {123.435, 11.6886}, {119.578, 11.6886}, {115.72,
11.6886}, {111.863, 11.6886}, {108.006, 11.6886}, {104.148, 11.6886}, {100.291, 11.6886}};

si=Interpolation[siraw];

znseraw={{7876.71, 6.08512}, {7845.85, 6.08375}, {7814.99, 6.08238}, {7784.13, 6.08101}, {7753.27, 6.07966}, {7722.41, 6.0783}, {7695.41, 6.07713}, {7664.55,
6.07579}, {7633.69, 6.07446}, {7606.69, 6.07329}, {7575.83, 6.07197}, {7548.83, 6.07082}, {7521.83, 6.06967}, {7490.97, 6.06837}, {7463.97, 6.06723},
{7436.97, 6.0661}, {7409.97, 6.06497}, {7382.97, 6.06385}, {7355.96, 6.06273}, {7328.96, 6.06162}, {7301.96, 6.06051}, {7274.96, 6.0594}, {7247.96, 6.0583},
{7220.96, 6.0572}, {7197.81, 6.05627}, {7170.81, 6.05518}, {7143.81, 6.0541}, {7120.67, 6.05317}, {7093.66, 6.0521}, {7070.52, 6.05118}, {7043.52, 6.05011},
{7020.38, 6.0492}, {6993.37, 6.04814}, {6970.23, 6.04724}, {6947.09, 6.04634}, {6923.94, 6.04544}, {6896.94, 6.0444}, {6873.8, 6.04351}, {6850.65, 6.04262},
{6827.51, 6.04174}, {6804.36, 6.04086}, {6781.22, 6.03998}, {6758.08, 6.0391}, {6734.93, 6.03823}, {6711.79, 6.03736}, {6692.5, 6.03664}, {6669.36, 6.03578},
{6646.21, 6.03492}, {6623.07, 6.03406}, {6603.78, 6.03335}, {6580.64, 6.0325}, {6557.49, 6.03166}, {6538.21, 6.03095}, {6515.06, 6.03011}, {6495.78, 6.02941},
{6472.63, 6.02857}, {6453.34, 6.02788}, {6434.06, 6.02719}, {6410.91, 6.02636}, {6391.63, 6.02567}, {6372.34, 6.02498}, {6353.05, 6.0243}, {6329.91,

6.02348}, {6310.62, 6.0228}, {6291.34, 6.02213}, {6272.05, 6.02145}, {6252.76, 6.02078}, {6233.48, 6.02011}, {6214.19, 6.01944}, {6194.9, 6.01877}, {6175.62,
6.01811}, {6156.33, 6.01744}, {6137.04, 6.01678}, {6117.76, 6.01612}, {6098.47, 6.01547}, {6079.18, 6.01481}, {6063.75, 6.01429}, {6044.47, 6.01364},
{6025.18, 6.01299}, {6009.75, 6.01247}, {5990.46, 6.01183}, {5971.18, 6.01118}, {5955.75, 6.01067}, {5936.46, 6.01003}, {5917.17, 6.00939}, {5901.74,
6.00888}, {5882.46, 6.00825}, {5867.03, 6.00774}, {5851.6, 6.00724}, {5832.31, 6.00661}, {5816.88, 6.0061}, {5797.6, 6.00548}, {5782.17, 6.00498}, {5766.74,
6.00448}, {5747.45, 6.00386}, {5732.02, 6.00336}, {5716.59, 6.00287}, {5701.16, 6.00237}, {5681.88, 6.00176}, {5666.45, 6.00127}, {5651.02, 6.00078},
{5635.59, 6.00029}, {5620.16, 5.99981}, {5604.73, 5.99932}, {5589.3, 5.99884}, {5573.87, 5.99835}, {5558.44, 5.99787}, {5543.01, 5.99739}, {5527.58, 5.99691},
{5512.15, 5.99643}, {5496.72, 5.99595}, {5481.29, 5.99548}, {5465.86, 5.995}, {5450.43, 5.99453}, {5435, 5.99405}, {5423.43, 5.9937}, {5408, 5.99323},

{5392.57, 5.99276}, {5377.14, 5.99229}, {5365.57, 5.99194}, {5350.14, 5.99147}, {5334.71, 5.99101}, {5319.28, 5.99054}, {5307.71, 5.9902}, {5292.28, 5.98973},
{5280.71, 5.98939}, {5265.28, 5.98893}, {5249.85, 5.98847}, {5238.28, 5.98812}, {5222.85, 5.98767}, {5211.28, 5.98732}, {5195.85, 5.98687}, {5184.28,

5.98653}, {5168.85, 5.98607}, {5157.28, 5.98573}, {5141.85, 5.98528}, {5130.27, 5.98494}, {5118.7, 5.98461}, {5103.27, 5.98416}, {5091.7, 5.98382}, {5076.27,
5.98337}, {5064.7, 5.98304}, {5053.13, 5.9827}, {5041.56, 5.98237}, {5026.13, 5.98193}, {5014.55, 5.98159}, {5002.98, 5.98126}, {4987.55, 5.98082}, {4975.98,
5.98049}, {4964.41, 5.98016}, {4952.84, 5.97983}, {4941.26, 5.9795}, {4929.69, 5.97917}, {4914.26, 5.97874}, {4902.69, 5.97841}, {4891.12, 5.97808}, {4879.55,
5.97776}, {4867.97, 5.97743}, {4856.4, 5.97711}, {4844.83, 5.97678}, {4833.26, 5.97646}, {4821.69, 5.97614}, {4810.11, 5.97582}, {4798.54, 5.97549},

{4786.97, 5.97517}, {4775.4, 5.97485}, {4763.83, 5.97453}, {4752.25, 5.97421}, {4740.68, 5.97389}, {4729.11, 5.97357}, {4717.54, 5.97325}, {4705.97, 5.97294},
{4698.25, 5.97272}, {4686.68, 5.97241}, {4675.11, 5.97209}, {4663.54, 5.97177}, {4651.96, 5.97146}, {4640.39, 5.97114}, {4632.68, 5.97093}, {4621.1,

5.97062}, {4609.53, 5.97031}, {4597.96, 5.96999}, {4590.25, 5.96978}, {4578.67, 5.96947}, {4567.1, 5.96916}, {4559.39, 5.96895}, {4547.81, 5.96864}, {4536.24,
5.96833}, {4528.53, 5.96812}, {4516.96, 5.96781}, {4505.38, 5.9675}, {4497.67, 5.9673}, {4486.1, 5.96699}, {4474.52, 5.96668}, {4466.81, 5.96648}, {4455.24,

5.96617}, {4447.52, 5.96596}, {4435.95, 5.96566}, {4428.24, 5.96545}, {4416.66, 5.96515}, {4408.95, 5.96494}, {4397.38, 5.96464}, {4389.66, 5.96443},
{4378.09, 5.96413}, {4370.38, 5.96393}, {4358.8, 5.96362}, {4351.09, 5.96342}, {4339.52, 5.96312}, {4331.8, 5.96291}, {4320.23, 5.96261}, {4312.52, 5.96241},
{4304.8, 5.96221}, {4293.23, 5.96191}, {4285.51, 5.96171}, {4273.94, 5.96141}, {4266.23, 5.9612}, {4258.51, 5.961}, {4246.94, 5.9607}, {4239.23, 5.9605},
{4231.51, 5.9603}, {4219.94, 5.96}, {4212.23, 5.95981}, {4204.51, 5.95961}, {4192.94, 5.95931}, {4185.22, 5.95911}, {4177.51, 5.95891}, {4169.79, 5.95871},
{4158.22, 5.95841}, {4150.51, 5.95822}, {4142.79, 5.95802}, {4135.08, 5.95782}, {4127.36, 5.95762}, {4115.79, 5.95733}, {4108.08, 5.95713}, {4100.36,
5.95693}, {4092.65, 5.95673}, {4084.93, 5.95654}, {4073.36, 5.95624}, {4065.65, 5.95605}, {4057.93, 5.95585}, {4050.22, 5.95565}, {4042.5, 5.95546}, {4034.79,
5.95526}, {4027.07, 5.95506}, {4019.36, 5.95487}, {4011.64, 5.95467}, {4000.07, 5.95438}, {3992.36, 5.95418}, {3984.64, 5.95399}, {3976.93, 5.95379},

{3969.21, 5.9536}, {3961.5, 5.9534}, {3953.78, 5.95321}, {3946.07, 5.95301}, {3938.35, 5.95282}, {3930.64, 5.95262}, {3922.92, 5.95243}, {3915.21, 5.95224},
{3907.49, 5.95204}, {3899.78, 5.95185}, {3892.07, 5.95165}, {3884.35, 5.95146}, {3876.64, 5.95126}, {3868.92, 5.95107}, {3861.21, 5.95088}, {3857.35,
5.95078}, {3849.63, 5.95059}, {3841.92, 5.95039}, {3834.21, 5.9502}, {3826.49, 5.95001}, {3818.78, 5.94981}, {3811.06, 5.94962}, {3803.35, 5.94943}, {3795.63,
5.94923}, {3787.92, 5.94904}, {3784.06, 5.94894}, {3776.34, 5.94875}, {3768.63, 5.94856}, {3760.92, 5.94836}, {3753.2, 5.94817}, {3745.49, 5.94798},

{3741.63, 5.94788}, {3733.91, 5.94769}, {3726.2, 5.9475}, {3718.48, 5.9473}, {3710.77, 5.94711}, {3706.91, 5.94702}, {3699.2, 5.94682}, {3691.48, 5.94663},
{3683.77, 5.94644}, {3679.91, 5.94634}, {3672.2, 5.94615}, {3664.48, 5.94596}, {3656.77, 5.94577}, {3652.91, 5.94567}, {3645.2, 5.94548}, {3637.48, 5.94528},
{3629.77, 5.94509}, {3625.91, 5.945}, {3618.19, 5.9448}, {3610.48, 5.94461}, {3606.62, 5.94452}, {3598.91, 5.94432}, {3591.19, 5.94413}, {3587.33, 5.94403},
{3579.62, 5.94384}, {3571.91, 5.94365}, {3568.05, 5.94355}, {3560.33, 5.94336}, {3552.62, 5.94317}, {3548.76, 5.94307}, {3541.05, 5.94288}, {3537.19,
5.94279}, {3529.47, 5.94259}, {3521.76, 5.9424}, {3517.9, 5.9423}, {3510.19, 5.94211}, {3506.33, 5.94202}, {3498.62, 5.94182}, {3490.9, 5.94163}, {3487.04,
5.94153}, {3479.33, 5.94134}, {3475.47, 5.94125}, {3467.76, 5.94105}, {3463.9, 5.94096}, {3456.18, 5.94076}, {3448.47, 5.94057}, {3444.61, 5.94047}, {3436.9,
5.94028}, {3433.04, 5.94019}, {3425.33, 5.93999}, {3421.47, 5.9399}, {3413.75, 5.9397}, {3409.9, 5.93961}, {3402.18, 5.93941}, {3398.32, 5.93932}, {3390.61,
5.93912}, {3386.75, 5.93903}, {3379.04, 5.93883}, {3375.18, 5.93874}, {3367.47, 5.93854}, {3363.61, 5.93845}, {3355.89, 5.93825}, {3352.04, 5.93816},
{3348.18, 5.93806}, {3340.46, 5.93786}, {3336.61, 5.93777}, {3328.89, 5.93757}, {3325.04, 5.93748}, {3317.32, 5.93728}, {3313.46, 5.93718}, {3309.61,
5.93709}, {3301.89, 5.93689}, {3298.03, 5.9368}, {3290.32, 5.9366}, {3286.46, 5.9365}, {3278.75, 5.93631}, {3274.89, 5.93621}, {3271.03, 5.93611}, {3263.32,
5.93592}, {3259.46, 5.93582}, {3255.6, 5.93572}, {3247.89, 5.93553}, {3244.03, 5.93543}, {3236.32, 5.93523}, {3232.46, 5.93514}, {3228.6, 5.93504}, {3220.89,
5.93484}, {3217.03, 5.93474}, {3213.17, 5.93465}, {3205.46, 5.93445}, {3201.6, 5.93435}, {3197.74, 5.93425}, {3190.03, 5.93405}, {3186.17, 5.93396}, {3182.31,
5.93386}, {3178.46, 5.93376}, {3170.74, 5.93356}, {3166.88, 5.93346}, {3163.03, 5.93336}, {3155.31, 5.93317}, {3151.45, 5.93307}, {3147.6, 5.93297},

{3139.88, 5.93277}, {3136.02, 5.93267}, {3132.17, 5.93257}, {3128.31, 5.93247}, {3120.6, 5.93227}, {3116.74, 5.93217}, {3112.88, 5.93207}, {3109.02, 5.93197},
{3101.31, 5.93177}, {3097.45, 5.93167}, {3093.59, 5.93157}, {3089.74, 5.93147}, {3082.02, 5.93127}, {3078.16, 5.93117}, {3074.31, 5.93107}, {3070.45,

5.93097}, {3066.59, 5.93087}, {3058.88, 5.93067}, {3055.02, 5.93057}, {3051.16, 5.93047}, {3047.31, 5.93037}, {3039.59, 5.93017}, {3035.73, 5.93007},
{3031.88, 5.92997}, {3028.02, 5.92986}, {3024.16, 5.92976}, {3020.3, 5.92966}, {3012.59, 5.92946}, {3008.73, 5.92936}, {3004.88, 5.92926}, {3001.02, 5.92915},
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{2997.16, 5.92905}, {2993.3, 5.92895}, {2985.59, 5.92875}, {2981.73, 5.92864}, {2977.87, 5.92854}, {2974.02, 5.92844}, {2970.16, 5.92834}, {2966.3, 5.92823},
{2958.59, 5.92803}, {2954.73, 5.92793}, {2950.87, 5.92782}, {2947.01, 5.92772}, {2943.16, 5.92762}, {2939.3, 5.92751}, {2935.44, 5.92741}, {2931.59,

5.92731}, {2927.73, 5.9272}, {2920.01, 5.92699}, {2916.16, 5.92689}, {2912.3, 5.92679}, {2908.44, 5.92668}, {2904.58, 5.92658}, {2900.73, 5.92647}, {2896.87,
5.92637}, {2893.01, 5.92626}, {2889.15, 5.92616}, {2885.3, 5.92606}, {2881.44, 5.92595}, {2873.73, 5.92574}, {2869.87, 5.92564}, {2866.01, 5.92553}, {2862.15,
5.92542}, {2858.3, 5.92532}, {2854.44, 5.92521}, {2850.58, 5.92511}, {2846.72, 5.925}, {2842.87, 5.92489}, {2839.01, 5.92479}, {2835.15, 5.92468}, {2831.29,

5.92458}, {2827.44, 5.92447}, {2823.58, 5.92436}, {2819.72, 5.92426}, {2815.87, 5.92415}, {2812.01, 5.92404}, {2808.15, 5.92393}, {2804.29, 5.92383},
{2800.44, 5.92372}, {2796.58, 5.92361}, {2792.72, 5.9235}, {2788.86, 5.9234}, {2785.01, 5.92329}, {2781.15, 5.92318}, {2777.29, 5.92307}, {2773.43, 5.92296},
{2769.58, 5.92285}, {2765.72, 5.92274}, {2761.86, 5.92263}, {2758, 5.92253}, {2754.15, 5.92242}, {2750.29, 5.92231}, {2746.43, 5.9222}, {2742.58, 5.92209},
{2738.72, 5.92198}, {2734.86, 5.92187}, {2731, 5.92176}, {2727.15, 5.92165}, {2723.29, 5.92154}, {2719.43, 5.92142}, {2715.57, 5.92131}, {2711.72, 5.9212},
{2707.86, 5.92109}, {2704, 5.92098}, {2700.14, 5.92087}, {2696.29, 5.92076}, {2692.43, 5.92064}, {2688.57, 5.92053}, {2684.72, 5.92042}, {2680.86, 5.92031},
{2677, 5.92019}, {2673.14, 5.92008}, {2669.29, 5.91997}, {2665.43, 5.91986}, {2661.57, 5.91974}, {2657.71, 5.91963}, {2653.86, 5.91951}, {2650, 5.9194},
{2646.14, 5.91929}, {2642.28, 5.91917}, {2638.43, 5.91906}, {2634.57, 5.91894}, {2630.71, 5.91883}, {2626.85, 5.91871}, {2623, 5.9186}, {2619.14, 5.91848},
{2615.28, 5.91836}, {2611.43, 5.91825}, {2607.57, 5.91813}, {2603.71, 5.91802}, {2599.85, 5.9179}, {2596, 5.91778}, {2592.14, 5.91767}, {2588.28, 5.91755},
{2584.42, 5.91743}, {2580.57, 5.91731}, {2576.71, 5.91719}, {2572.85, 5.91708}, {2568.99, 5.91696}, {2565.14, 5.91684}, {2561.28, 5.91672}, {2557.42, 5.9166},
{2553.57, 5.91648}, {2549.71, 5.91636}, {2545.85, 5.91624}, {2541.99, 5.91612}, {2538.14, 5.916}, {2534.28, 5.91588}, {2530.42, 5.91576}, {2526.56, 5.91564},
{2522.71, 5.91552}, {2518.85, 5.9154}, {2514.99, 5.91527}, {2511.13, 5.91515}, {2507.28, 5.91503}, {2503.42, 5.91491}, {2499.56, 5.91478}, {2495.71,

5.91466}, {2491.85, 5.91454}, {2487.99, 5.91441}, {2484.13, 5.91429}, {2480.28, 5.91416}, {2476.42, 5.91404}, {2472.56, 5.91391}, {2468.7, 5.91379}, {2464.85,
5.91366}, {2460.99, 5.91354}, {2457.13, 5.91341}, {2453.27, 5.91329}, {2449.42, 5.91316}, {2445.56, 5.91303}, {2441.7, 5.91291}, {2437.84, 5.91278},

{2433.99, 5.91265}, {2430.13, 5.91252}, {2426.27, 5.91239}, {2422.42, 5.91226}, {2418.56, 5.91214}, {2414.7, 5.91201}, {2410.84, 5.91188}, {2406.99, 5.91175},
{2403.13, 5.91162}, {2399.27, 5.91149}, {2395.41, 5.91135}, {2391.56, 5.91122}, {2387.7, 5.91109}, {2383.84, 5.91096}, {2379.98, 5.91083}, {2376.13,

5.91069}, {2372.27, 5.91056}, {2368.41, 5.91043}, {2364.56, 5.91029}, {2360.7, 5.91016}, {2356.84, 5.91003}, {2352.98, 5.90989}, {2349.13, 5.90976}, {2345.27,
5.90962}, {2341.41, 5.90948}, {2337.55, 5.90935}, {2333.7, 5.90921}, {2329.84, 5.90907}, {2325.98, 5.90894}, {2322.12, 5.9088}, {2318.27, 5.90866}, {2314.41,
5.90852}, {2310.55, 5.90838}, {2306.7, 5.90824}, {2302.84, 5.9081}, {2298.98, 5.90796}, {2295.12, 5.90782}, {2291.27, 5.90768}, {2287.41, 5.90754}, {2283.55,
5.9074}, {2279.69, 5.90726}, {2275.84, 5.90712}, {2271.98, 5.90697}, {2268.12, 5.90683}, {2264.26, 5.90668}, {2260.41, 5.90654}, {2256.55, 5.9064}, {2252.69,
5.90625}, {2248.83, 5.9061}, {2244.98, 5.90596}, {2241.12, 5.90581}, {2237.26, 5.90566}, {2233.41, 5.90552}, {2229.55, 5.90537}, {2225.69, 5.90522},

{2221.83, 5.90507}, {2217.98, 5.90492}, {2214.12, 5.90477}, {2210.26, 5.90462}, {2206.4, 5.90447}, {2202.55, 5.90432}, {2198.69, 5.90417}, {2194.83, 5.90402},
{2190.97, 5.90386}, {2187.12, 5.90371}, {2183.26, 5.90356}, {2179.4, 5.9034}, {2175.55, 5.90325}, {2171.69, 5.90309}, {2167.83, 5.90293}, {2163.97, 5.90278},
{2160.12, 5.90262}, {2156.26, 5.90246}, {2152.4, 5.90231}, {2148.54, 5.90215}, {2144.69, 5.90199}, {2140.83, 5.90183}, {2136.97, 5.90167}, {2133.11,

5.90151}, {2129.26, 5.90134}, {2125.4, 5.90118}, {2121.54, 5.90102}, {2117.68, 5.90086}, {2113.83, 5.90069}, {2109.97, 5.90053}, {2106.11, 5.90036}, {2102.26,
5.9002}, {2098.4, 5.90003}, {2094.54, 5.89986}, {2090.68, 5.8997}, {2086.83, 5.89953}, {2082.97, 5.89936}, {2079.11, 5.89919}, {2075.25, 5.89902}, {2071.4,

5.89885}, {2067.54, 5.89868}, {2063.68, 5.89851}, {2059.82, 5.89833}, {2055.97, 5.89816}, {2052.11, 5.89798}, {2048.25, 5.89781}, {2044.4, 5.89763}, {2040.54,
5.89746}, {2036.68, 5.89728}, {2032.82, 5.8971}, {2028.97, 5.89693}, {2025.11, 5.89675}, {2021.25, 5.89657}, {2017.39, 5.89639}, {2013.54, 5.8962}, {2009.68,
5.89602}, {2005.82, 5.89584}, {2001.96, 5.89566}, {1998.11, 5.89547}, {1994.25, 5.89529}, {1990.39, 5.8951}, {1986.54, 5.89491}, {1982.68, 5.89473},

{1978.82, 5.89454}, {1974.96, 5.89435}, {1971.11, 5.89416}, {1967.25, 5.89397}, {1963.39, 5.89378}, {1959.53, 5.89358}, {1955.68, 5.89339}, {1951.82, 5.8932},
{1947.96, 5.893}, {1944.1, 5.89281}, {1940.25, 5.89261}, {1936.39, 5.89241}, {1932.53, 5.89221}, {1928.67, 5.89201}, {1924.82, 5.89181}, {1920.96, 5.89161},

{1917.1, 5.89141}, {1913.25, 5.89121}, {1909.39, 5.891}, {1905.53, 5.8908}, {1901.67, 5.89059}, {1897.82, 5.89039}, {1893.96, 5.89018}, {1890.1, 5.88997},
{1886.24, 5.88976}, {1882.39, 5.88955}, {1878.53, 5.88934}, {1874.67, 5.88912}, {1870.81, 5.88891}, {1866.96, 5.8887}, {1863.1, 5.88848}, {1859.24, 5.88826},
{1855.39, 5.88805}, {1851.53, 5.88783}, {1847.67, 5.88761}, {1843.81, 5.88738}, {1839.96, 5.88716}, {1836.1, 5.88694}, {1832.24, 5.88671}, {1828.38, 5.88649},
{1824.53, 5.88626}, {1820.67, 5.88603}, {1816.81, 5.8858}, {1812.95, 5.88557}, {1809.1, 5.88534}, {1805.24, 5.88511}, {1801.38, 5.88488}, {1797.53, 5.88464},
{1793.67, 5.8844}, {1789.81, 5.88417}, {1785.95, 5.88393}, {1782.1, 5.88369}, {1778.24, 5.88345}, {1774.38, 5.8832}, {1770.52, 5.88296}, {1766.67, 5.88271},

{1762.81, 5.88247}, {1758.95, 5.88222}, {1755.09, 5.88197}, {1751.24, 5.88172}, {1747.38, 5.88147}, {1743.52, 5.88121}, {1739.66, 5.88096}, {1735.81, 5.8807},
{1731.95, 5.88044}, {1728.09, 5.88019}, {1724.24, 5.87992}, {1720.38, 5.87966}, {1716.52, 5.8794}, {1712.66, 5.87913}, {1708.81, 5.87887}, {1704.95, 5.8786},
{1701.09, 5.87833}, {1697.23, 5.87806}, {1693.38, 5.87779}, {1689.52, 5.87751}, {1685.66, 5.87724}, {1681.8, 5.87696}, {1677.95, 5.87668}, {1674.09, 5.8764},
{1670.23, 5.87611}, {1666.38, 5.87583}, {1662.52, 5.87554}, {1658.66, 5.87526}, {1654.8, 5.87497}, {1650.95, 5.87468}, {1647.09, 5.87438}, {1643.23,

5.87409}, {1639.37, 5.87379}, {1635.52, 5.87349}, {1631.66, 5.87319}, {1627.8, 5.87289}, {1623.94, 5.87259}, {1620.09, 5.87228}, {1616.23, 5.87197}, {1612.37,
5.87166}, {1608.51, 5.87135}, {1604.66, 5.87104}, {1600.8, 5.87072}, {1596.94, 5.87041}, {1593.09, 5.87009}, {1589.23, 5.86976}, {1585.37, 5.86944},

{1581.51, 5.86912}, {1577.66, 5.86879}, {1573.8, 5.86846}, {1569.94, 5.86812}, {1566.08, 5.86779}, {1562.23, 5.86745}, {1558.37, 5.86711}, {1554.51, 5.86677},
{1550.65, 5.86643}, {1546.8, 5.86608}, {1542.94, 5.86574}, {1539.08, 5.86539}, {1535.23, 5.86503}, {1531.37, 5.86468}, {1527.51, 5.86432}, {1523.65,

5.86396}, {1519.8, 5.8636}, {1515.94, 5.86323}, {1512.08, 5.86286}, {1508.22, 5.86249}, {1504.37, 5.86212}, {1500.51, 5.86175}, {1496.65, 5.86137}, {1492.79,
5.86099}, {1488.94, 5.8606}, {1485.08, 5.86022}, {1481.22, 5.85983}, {1477.37, 5.85944}, {1473.51, 5.85904}, {1469.65, 5.85864}, {1465.79, 5.85824}, {1461.94,
5.85784}, {1458.08, 5.85743}, {1454.22, 5.85702}, {1450.36, 5.85661}, {1446.51, 5.8562}, {1442.65, 5.85578}, {1438.79, 5.85536}, {1434.93, 5.85493},

{1431.08, 5.85451}, {1427.22, 5.85407}, {1423.36, 5.85364}, {1419.5, 5.8532}, {1415.65, 5.85276}, {1411.79, 5.85232}, {1407.93, 5.85187}, {1404.08, 5.85142},
{1400.22, 5.85096}, {1396.36, 5.8505}, {1392.5, 5.85004}, {1388.65, 5.84958}, {1384.79, 5.84911}, {1380.93, 5.84864}, {1377.07, 5.84816}, {1373.22, 5.84768},
{1369.36, 5.84719}, {1365.5, 5.84671}, {1361.64, 5.84621}, {1357.79, 5.84572}, {1353.93, 5.84522}, {1350.07, 5.84471}, {1346.22, 5.84421}, {1342.36, 5.84369},
{1338.5, 5.84318}, {1334.64, 5.84266}, {1330.79, 5.84213}, {1326.93, 5.8416}, {1323.07, 5.84107}, {1319.21, 5.84053}, {1315.36, 5.83999}, {1311.5, 5.83944},

{1307.64, 5.83889}, {1303.78, 5.83833}, {1299.93, 5.83777}, {1296.07, 5.8372}, {1292.21, 5.83663}, {1288.35, 5.83605}, {1284.5, 5.83547}, {1280.64, 5.83489},
{1276.78, 5.83429}, {1272.93, 5.8337}, {1269.07, 5.8331}, {1265.21, 5.83249}, {1261.35, 5.83188}, {1257.5, 5.83126}, {1253.64, 5.83063}, {1249.78, 5.83},
{1245.92, 5.82937}, {1242.07, 5.82873}, {1238.21, 5.82808}, {1234.35, 5.82743}, {1230.49, 5.82677}, {1226.64, 5.82611}, {1222.78, 5.82544}, {1218.92,
5.82476}, {1215.07, 5.82408}, {1211.21, 5.82339}, {1207.35, 5.82269}, {1203.49, 5.82199}, {1199.64, 5.82128}, {1195.78, 5.82056}, {1191.92, 5.81984},
{1188.06, 5.81911}, {1184.21, 5.81837}, {1180.35, 5.81763}, {1176.49, 5.81688}, {1172.63, 5.81612}, {1168.78, 5.81535}, {1164.92, 5.81458}, {1161.06, 5.8138},
{1157.21, 5.81301}, {1153.35, 5.81221}, {1149.49, 5.81141}, {1145.63, 5.8106}, {1141.78, 5.80977}, {1137.92, 5.80895}, {1134.06, 5.80811}, {1130.2, 5.80726},
{1126.35, 5.80641}, {1122.49, 5.80554}, {1118.63, 5.80467}, {1114.77, 5.80379}, {1110.92, 5.8029}, {1107.06, 5.802}, {1103.2, 5.80109}, {1099.34, 5.80017},

{1095.49, 5.79924}, {1091.63, 5.7983}, {1087.77, 5.79736}, {1083.92, 5.7964}, {1080.06, 5.79543}, {1076.2, 5.79445}, {1072.34, 5.79346}, {1068.49, 5.79246},
{1064.63, 5.79145}, {1060.77, 5.79042}, {1056.91, 5.78939}, {1053.06, 5.78835}, {1049.2, 5.78729}, {1045.34, 5.78622}, {1041.48, 5.78514}, {1037.63, 5.78405},
{1033.77, 5.78294}, {1029.91, 5.78182}, {1026.06, 5.78069}, {1022.2, 5.77955}, {1018.34, 5.77839}, {1014.48, 5.77722}, {1010.63, 5.77604}, {1006.77,

5.77484}, {1002.91, 5.77363}, {999.053, 5.7724}, {995.196, 5.77116}, {991.339, 5.76991}, {987.481, 5.76864}, {983.624, 5.76735}, {979.767, 5.76605}, {975.909,
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5.76473}, {972.052, 5.7634}, {968.195, 5.76205}, {964.337, 5.76069}, {960.48, 5.7593}, {956.622, 5.7579}, {952.765, 5.75649}, {948.908, 5.75505}, {945.05,
5.7536}, {941.193, 5.75213}, {937.336, 5.75064}, {933.478, 5.74913}, {929.621, 5.7476}, {925.764, 5.74606}, {921.906, 5.74449}, {918.049, 5.7429}, {914.192,
5.74129}, {910.334, 5.73966}, {906.477, 5.73801}, {902.62, 5.73634}, {898.762, 5.73464}, {894.905, 5.73293}, {891.048, 5.73118}, {887.19, 5.72942}, {883.333,
5.72763}, {879.476, 5.72582}, {875.618, 5.72398}, {871.761, 5.72212}, {867.903, 5.72023}, {864.046, 5.71831}, {860.189, 5.71637}, {856.331, 5.7144}, {852.474,
5.7124}, {848.617, 5.71038}, {844.759, 5.70832}, {840.902, 5.70624}, {837.045, 5.70413}, {833.187, 5.70198}, {829.33, 5.6998}, {825.473, 5.6976}, {821.615,

5.69535}, {817.758, 5.69308}, {813.901, 5.69077}, {810.043, 5.68843}, {806.186, 5.68605}, {802.329, 5.68364}, {798.471, 5.68119}, {794.614, 5.6787}, {790.756,
5.67617}, {786.899, 5.6736}, {783.042, 5.671}, {779.184, 5.66835}, {775.327, 5.66566}, {771.47, 5.66293}, {767.612, 5.66015}, {763.755, 5.65733}, {759.898,

5.65447}, {756.04, 5.65155}, {752.183, 5.64859}, {748.326, 5.64558}, {744.468, 5.64253}, {740.611, 5.63942}, {736.754, 5.63625}, {732.896, 5.63304}, {729.039,
5.62977}, {725.182, 5.62644}, {721.324, 5.62306}, {717.467, 5.61961}, {713.609, 5.61611}, {709.752, 5.61255}, {705.895, 5.60892}, {702.037, 5.60522},

{698.18, 5.60147}, {694.323, 5.59764}, {690.465, 5.59374}, {686.608, 5.58978}, {682.751, 5.58574}, {678.893, 5.58163}, {675.036, 5.57744}, {671.179, 5.57317},
{667.321, 5.56882}, {663.464, 5.56439}, {659.607, 5.55987}, {655.749, 5.55527}, {651.892, 5.55058}, {648.035, 5.54579}, {644.177, 5.54092}, {640.32,

5.53595}, {636.463, 5.53088}, {632.605, 5.52572}, {628.748, 5.52045}, {624.891, 5.51508}, {621.033, 5.5096}, {617.176, 5.50401}, {613.318, 5.4983}, {609.461,
5.49247}, {605.604, 5.48651}, {601.746, 5.48042}, {597.889, 5.47419}, {594.032, 5.46782}, {590.174, 5.46131}, {586.317, 5.45466}, {582.46, 5.44785}, {578.602,
5.4409}, {574.745, 5.43379}, {570.888, 5.42653}, {567.03, 5.4191}, {563.173, 5.4115}, {559.316, 5.40372}, {555.458, 5.39575}, {551.601, 5.38758}, {547.744,

5.37919}, {543.886, 5.37058}, {540.029, 5.36175}, {536.171, 5.35268}, {532.314, 5.34337}, {528.457, 5.33383}, {524.599, 5.32403}, {520.742, 5.314}, {516.885,
5.30371}, {513.027, 5.29317}, {509.17, 5.28237}, {505.313, 5.27129}, {501.455, 5.25993}, {497.598, 5.24826}, {493.741, 5.23626}, {489.883, 5.22393}, {486.026,
5.21123}, {482.169, 5.19816}, {478.311, 5.18469}, {474.454, 5.17084}, {470.597, 5.1566}, {466.739, 5.14197}, {462.882, 5.12696}, {459.025, 5.11159},

{455.167, 5.09586}, {451.31, 5.07979}, {447.452, 5.06338}, {443.595, 5.04663}, {439.738, 5.02954}, {435.88, 5.01208}, {432.023, 4.99423}, {428.166, 4.97595},
{424.308, 4.95718}, {420.451, 4.93786}, {416.594, 4.91793}, {412.736, 4.8973}, {408.879, 4.8759}, {405.022, 4.85364}, {401.164, 4.83043}, {397.307, 4.80619},
{393.45, 4.78084}, {389.592, 4.75429}, {385.735, 4.7265}, {381.878, 4.69737}, {378.02, 4.66685}, {374.163, 4.63489}, {370.305, 4.60141}, {366.448, 4.56638},
{362.591, 4.52972}, {358.733, 4.49136}, {354.876, 4.45125}, {351.019, 4.40929}, {347.161, 4.36537}, {343.304, 4.31942}, {339.447, 4.27131}, {335.589,
4.22088}, {331.732, 4.168}, {327.875, 4.11251}, {324.017, 4.05418}, {320.16, 3.99285}, {316.303, 3.92825}, {312.445, 3.86012}, {308.588, 3.78821}, {304.731,
3.71217}, {300.873, 3.63164}, {297.016, 3.54626}, {293.159, 3.45557}, {289.301, 3.35905}, {285.444, 3.2562}, {281.586, 3.14633}, {277.729, 3.02881}, {273.872,
2.90278}, {270.014, 2.76731}, {266.157, 2.6214}, {262.3, 2.4638}, {258.442, 2.29307}, {254.585, 2.10763}, {250.728, 1.90553}, {246.87, 1.68443}, {243.013,

1.44174}, {239.156, 1.17416}, {235.298, 0.877691}, {231.441, 0.547708}, {227.584, 0.178241}, {223.726, −0.238179}, {219.869, −0.710629}, {216.012, −1.25112},
{212.154, −1.87537}, {208.297, −2.60366}, {204.439, −3.46442}, {200.582, −4.4962}, {196.725, −5.75521}, {192.867, −7.32527}, {189.01, −9.33536}, {185.153,
−11.9995}, {181.295, −15.6974}, {177.438, −21.1674}, {173.581, −30.0797}, {169.723, −47.1642}, {165.866, −93.0693}, {162.009, −631.883}, {158.151, 153.699},
{154.294, 73.0439}, {150.437, 49.7271}, {146.579, 38.6453}, {142.722, 32.1776}, {138.865, 27.9418}, {135.007, 24.9547}, {131.15, 22.7384}, {127.293, 21.0302},
{123.435, 19.6746}, {119.578, 18.5746}, {115.72, 17.665}, {111.863, 16.9017}, {108.006, 16.253}, {104.148, 15.6957}, {100.291, 15.2129}};

znse=Interpolation[znseraw];

geraw={{7876.71, 19.3251}, {7845.85, 19.2806}, {7814.99, 19.2367}, {7784.13, 19.1936}, {7753.27, 19.1511}, {7722.41, 19.1092}, {7695.41, 19.073}, {7664.55, 19.0322},
{7633.69, 18.992}, {7606.69, 18.9572}, {7575.83, 18.918}, {7548.83, 18.8841}, {7521.83, 18.8505}, {7490.97, 18.8126}, {7463.97, 18.7798}, {7436.97, 18.7474},
{7409.97, 18.7153}, {7382.97, 18.6835}, {7355.96, 18.652}, {7328.96, 18.6209}, {7301.96, 18.5901}, {7274.96, 18.5596}, {7247.96, 18.5294}, {7220.96,

18.4994}, {7197.81, 18.474}, {7170.81, 18.4447}, {7143.81, 18.4156}, {7120.67, 18.3909}, {7093.66, 18.3623}, {7070.52, 18.338}, {7043.52, 18.31}, {7020.38,
18.2862}, {6993.37, 18.2586}, {6970.23, 18.2352}, {6947.09, 18.2121}, {6923.94, 18.1891}, {6896.94, 18.1625}, {6873.8, 18.1399}, {6850.65, 18.1176}, {6827.51,
18.0954}, {6804.36, 18.0734}, {6781.22, 18.0516}, {6758.08, 18.03}, {6734.93, 18.0086}, {6711.79, 17.9874}, {6692.5, 17.9699}, {6669.36, 17.949}, {6646.21,

17.9284}, {6623.07, 17.9079}, {6603.78, 17.891}, {6580.64, 17.8708}, {6557.49, 17.8509}, {6538.21, 17.8344}, {6515.06, 17.8148}, {6495.78, 17.7986}, {6472.63,
17.7794}, {6453.34, 17.7635}, {6434.06, 17.7477}, {6410.91, 17.7289}, {6391.63, 17.7134}, {6372.34, 17.6981}, {6353.05, 17.6828}, {6329.91, 17.6647},

{6310.62, 17.6497}, {6291.34, 17.6349}, {6272.05, 17.6202}, {6252.76, 17.6056}, {6233.48, 17.5911}, {6214.19, 17.5768}, {6194.9, 17.5626}, {6175.62, 17.5485},
{6156.33, 17.5345}, {6137.04, 17.5206}, {6117.76, 17.5069}, {6098.47, 17.4932}, {6079.18, 17.4797}, {6063.75, 17.469}, {6044.47, 17.4557}, {6025.18,

17.4425}, {6009.75, 17.432}, {5990.46, 17.4191}, {5971.18, 17.4062}, {5955.75, 17.396}, {5936.46, 17.3833}, {5917.17, 17.3708}, {5901.74, 17.3608}, {5882.46,
17.3484}, {5867.03, 17.3386}, {5851.6, 17.3289}, {5832.31, 17.3168}, {5816.88, 17.3072}, {5797.6, 17.2953}, {5782.17, 17.2859}, {5766.74, 17.2765}, {5747.45,
17.2649}, {5732.02, 17.2557}, {5716.59, 17.2465}, {5701.16, 17.2374}, {5681.88, 17.2262}, {5666.45, 17.2172}, {5651.02, 17.2083}, {5635.59, 17.1995},
{5620.16, 17.1907}, {5604.73, 17.182}, {5589.3, 17.1734}, {5573.87, 17.1648}, {5558.44, 17.1563}, {5543.01, 17.1478}, {5527.58, 17.1394}, {5512.15, 17.1311},
{5496.72, 17.1228}, {5481.29, 17.1146}, {5465.86, 17.1064}, {5450.43, 17.0983}, {5435, 17.0903}, {5423.43, 17.0842}, {5408, 17.0763}, {5392.57, 17.0684},
{5377.14, 17.0605}, {5365.57, 17.0547}, {5350.14, 17.0469}, {5334.71, 17.0392}, {5319.28, 17.0316}, {5307.71, 17.0259}, {5292.28, 17.0183}, {5280.71,
17.0127}, {5265.28, 17.0052}, {5249.85, 16.9978}, {5238.28, 16.9923}, {5222.85, 16.9849}, {5211.28, 16.9795}, {5195.85, 16.9722}, {5184.28, 16.9668},
{5168.85, 16.9597}, {5157.28, 16.9544}, {5141.85, 16.9473}, {5130.27, 16.942}, {5118.7, 16.9368}, {5103.27, 16.9298}, {5091.7, 16.9246}, {5076.27, 16.9178},
{5064.7, 16.9126}, {5053.13, 16.9075}, {5041.56, 16.9025}, {5026.13, 16.8957}, {5014.55, 16.8907}, {5002.98, 16.8857}, {4987.55, 16.8791}, {4975.98, 16.8742},
{4964.41, 16.8693}, {4952.84, 16.8644}, {4941.26, 16.8596}, {4929.69, 16.8547}, {4914.26, 16.8483}, {4902.69, 16.8435}, {4891.12, 16.8388}, {4879.55,

16.8341}, {4867.97, 16.8294}, {4856.4, 16.8247}, {4844.83, 16.82}, {4833.26, 16.8154}, {4821.69, 16.8108}, {4810.11, 16.8062}, {4798.54, 16.8016}, {4786.97,
16.797}, {4775.4, 16.7925}, {4763.83, 16.788}, {4752.25, 16.7835}, {4740.68, 16.7791}, {4729.11, 16.7746}, {4717.54, 16.7702}, {4705.97, 16.7658}, {4698.25,
16.7629}, {4686.68, 16.7585}, {4675.11, 16.7542}, {4663.54, 16.7499}, {4651.96, 16.7456}, {4640.39, 16.7413}, {4632.68, 16.7385}, {4621.1, 16.7342}, {4609.53,
16.73}, {4597.96, 16.7258}, {4590.25, 16.723}, {4578.67, 16.7189}, {4567.1, 16.7147}, {4559.39, 16.7119}, {4547.81, 16.7078}, {4536.24, 16.7037}, {4528.53,

16.701}, {4516.96, 16.697}, {4505.38, 16.6929}, {4497.67, 16.6902}, {4486.1, 16.6862}, {4474.52, 16.6822}, {4466.81, 16.6796}, {4455.24, 16.6756}, {4447.52,
16.673}, {4435.95, 16.669}, {4428.24, 16.6664}, {4416.66, 16.6625}, {4408.95, 16.6599}, {4397.38, 16.6561}, {4389.66, 16.6535}, {4378.09, 16.6497}, {4370.38,
16.6471}, {4358.8, 16.6433}, {4351.09, 16.6408}, {4339.52, 16.637}, {4331.8, 16.6345}, {4320.23, 16.6307}, {4312.52, 16.6283}, {4304.8, 16.6258}, {4293.23,
16.6221}, {4285.51, 16.6196}, {4273.94, 16.6159}, {4266.23, 16.6135}, {4258.51, 16.611}, {4246.94, 16.6074}, {4239.23, 16.605}, {4231.51, 16.6026}, {4219.94,
16.599}, {4212.23, 16.5966}, {4204.51, 16.5942}, {4192.94, 16.5906}, {4185.22, 16.5883}, {4177.51, 16.5859}, {4169.79, 16.5836}, {4158.22, 16.5801}, {4150.51,
16.5777}, {4142.79, 16.5754}, {4135.08, 16.5731}, {4127.36, 16.5708}, {4115.79, 16.5673}, {4108.08, 16.565}, {4100.36, 16.5627}, {4092.65, 16.5605},

{4084.93, 16.5582}, {4073.36, 16.5548}, {4065.65, 16.5525}, {4057.93, 16.5503}, {4050.22, 16.548}, {4042.5, 16.5458}, {4034.79, 16.5436}, {4027.07, 16.5414},
{4019.36, 16.5392}, {4011.64, 16.537}, {4000.07, 16.5337}, {3992.36, 16.5315}, {3984.64, 16.5293}, {3976.93, 16.5271}, {3969.21, 16.5249}, {3961.5, 16.5228},
{3953.78, 16.5206}, {3946.07, 16.5185}, {3938.35, 16.5163}, {3930.64, 16.5142}, {3922.92, 16.5121}, {3915.21, 16.5099}, {3907.49, 16.5078}, {3899.78,
16.5057}, {3892.07, 16.5036}, {3884.35, 16.5015}, {3876.64, 16.4994}, {3868.92, 16.4973}, {3861.21, 16.4953}, {3857.35, 16.4942}, {3849.63, 16.4922},
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{3841.92, 16.4901}, {3834.21, 16.488}, {3826.49, 16.486}, {3818.78, 16.4839}, {3811.06, 16.4819}, {3803.35, 16.4799}, {3795.63, 16.4779}, {3787.92, 16.4758},
{3784.06, 16.4748}, {3776.34, 16.4728}, {3768.63, 16.4708}, {3760.92, 16.4688}, {3753.2, 16.4668}, {3745.49, 16.4648}, {3741.63, 16.4639}, {3733.91, 16.4619},
{3726.2, 16.4599}, {3718.48, 16.4579}, {3710.77, 16.456}, {3706.91, 16.455}, {3699.2, 16.4531}, {3691.48, 16.4511}, {3683.77, 16.4492}, {3679.91, 16.4482},

{3672.2, 16.4463}, {3664.48, 16.4444}, {3656.77, 16.4425}, {3652.91, 16.4415}, {3645.2, 16.4396}, {3637.48, 16.4377}, {3629.77, 16.4358}, {3625.91, 16.4348},
{3618.19, 16.433}, {3610.48, 16.4311}, {3606.62, 16.4301}, {3598.91, 16.4283}, {3591.19, 16.4264}, {3587.33, 16.4255}, {3579.62, 16.4236}, {3571.91, 16.4218},
{3568.05, 16.4208}, {3560.33, 16.419}, {3552.62, 16.4171}, {3548.76, 16.4162}, {3541.05, 16.4144}, {3537.19, 16.4135}, {3529.47, 16.4117}, {3521.76,

16.4098}, {3517.9, 16.4089}, {3510.19, 16.4071}, {3506.33, 16.4062}, {3498.62, 16.4044}, {3490.9, 16.4026}, {3487.04, 16.4017}, {3479.33, 16.4}, {3475.47,
16.3991}, {3467.76, 16.3973}, {3463.9, 16.3964}, {3456.18, 16.3946}, {3448.47, 16.3929}, {3444.61, 16.392}, {3436.9, 16.3902}, {3433.04, 16.3893}, {3425.33,
16.3876}, {3421.47, 16.3867}, {3413.75, 16.385}, {3409.9, 16.3841}, {3402.18, 16.3824}, {3398.32, 16.3815}, {3390.61, 16.3798}, {3386.75, 16.3789}, {3379.04,
16.3772}, {3375.18, 16.3764}, {3367.47, 16.3746}, {3363.61, 16.3738}, {3355.89, 16.3721}, {3352.04, 16.3712}, {3348.18, 16.3704}, {3340.46, 16.3687},
{3336.61, 16.3679}, {3328.89, 16.3662}, {3325.04, 16.3653}, {3317.32, 16.3637}, {3313.46, 16.3628}, {3309.61, 16.362}, {3301.89, 16.3603}, {3298.03, 16.3595},
{3290.32, 16.3578}, {3286.46, 16.357}, {3278.75, 16.3554}, {3274.89, 16.3545}, {3271.03, 16.3537}, {3263.32, 16.3521}, {3259.46, 16.3512}, {3255.6, 16.3504},
{3247.89, 16.3488}, {3244.03, 16.348}, {3236.32, 16.3464}, {3232.46, 16.3455}, {3228.6, 16.3447}, {3220.89, 16.3431}, {3217.03, 16.3423}, {3213.17, 16.3415},
{3205.46, 16.3399}, {3201.6, 16.3391}, {3197.74, 16.3383}, {3190.03, 16.3367}, {3186.17, 16.3359}, {3182.31, 16.3351}, {3178.46, 16.3343}, {3170.74,

16.3327}, {3166.88, 16.332}, {3163.03, 16.3312}, {3155.31, 16.3296}, {3151.45, 16.3288}, {3147.6, 16.328}, {3139.88, 16.3265}, {3136.02, 16.3257}, {3132.17,
16.3249}, {3128.31, 16.3241}, {3120.6, 16.3226}, {3116.74, 16.3218}, {3112.88, 16.321}, {3109.02, 16.3203}, {3101.31, 16.3187}, {3097.45, 16.3179}, {3093.59,
16.3172}, {3089.74, 16.3164}, {3082.02, 16.3149}, {3078.16, 16.3141}, {3074.31, 16.3134}, {3070.45, 16.3126}, {3066.59, 16.3118}, {3058.88, 16.3103},
{3055.02, 16.3096}, {3051.16, 16.3088}, {3047.31, 16.3081}, {3039.59, 16.3065}, {3035.73, 16.3058}, {3031.88, 16.305}, {3028.02, 16.3043}, {3024.16, 16.3036},
{3020.3, 16.3028}, {3012.59, 16.3013}, {3008.73, 16.3006}, {3004.88, 16.2998}, {3001.02, 16.2991}, {2997.16, 16.2984}, {2993.3, 16.2976}, {2985.59, 16.2961},
{2981.73, 16.2954}, {2977.87, 16.2947}, {2974.02, 16.2939}, {2970.16, 16.2932}, {2966.3, 16.2925}, {2958.59, 16.291}, {2954.73, 16.2903}, {2950.87, 16.2896},
{2947.01, 16.2888}, {2943.16, 16.2881}, {2939.3, 16.2874}, {2935.44, 16.2867}, {2931.59, 16.2859}, {2927.73, 16.2852}, {2920.01, 16.2838}, {2916.16,

16.2831}, {2912.3, 16.2824}, {2908.44, 16.2816}, {2904.58, 16.2809}, {2900.73, 16.2802}, {2896.87, 16.2795}, {2893.01, 16.2788}, {2889.15, 16.2781}, {2885.3,
16.2774}, {2881.44, 16.2767}, {2873.73, 16.2753}, {2869.87, 16.2746}, {2866.01, 16.2738}, {2862.15, 16.2731}, {2858.3, 16.2724}, {2854.44, 16.2717}, {2850.58,
16.271}, {2846.72, 16.2703}, {2842.87, 16.2697}, {2839.01, 16.269}, {2835.15, 16.2683}, {2831.29, 16.2676}, {2827.44, 16.2669}, {2823.58, 16.2662}, {2819.72,
16.2655}, {2815.87, 16.2648}, {2812.01, 16.2641}, {2808.15, 16.2634}, {2804.29, 16.2627}, {2800.44, 16.262}, {2796.58, 16.2614}, {2792.72, 16.2607},

{2788.86, 16.26}, {2785.01, 16.2593}, {2781.15, 16.2586}, {2777.29, 16.258}, {2773.43, 16.2573}, {2769.58, 16.2566}, {2765.72, 16.2559}, {2761.86, 16.2552},
{2758, 16.2546}, {2754.15, 16.2539}, {2750.29, 16.2532}, {2746.43, 16.2525}, {2742.58, 16.2519}, {2738.72, 16.2512}, {2734.86, 16.2505}, {2731, 16.2499},
{2727.15, 16.2492}, {2723.29, 16.2485}, {2719.43, 16.2479}, {2715.57, 16.2472}, {2711.72, 16.2465}, {2707.86, 16.2459}, {2704, 16.2452}, {2700.14, 16.2446},
{2696.29, 16.2439}, {2692.43, 16.2432}, {2688.57, 16.2426}, {2684.72, 16.2419}, {2680.86, 16.2413}, {2677, 16.2406}, {2673.14, 16.24}, {2669.29, 16.2393},
{2665.43, 16.2387}, {2661.57, 16.238}, {2657.71, 16.2373}, {2653.86, 16.2367}, {2650, 16.2361}, {2646.14, 16.2354}, {2642.28, 16.2348}, {2638.43, 16.2341},
{2634.57, 16.2335}, {2630.71, 16.2328}, {2626.85, 16.2322}, {2623, 16.2315}, {2619.14, 16.2309}, {2615.28, 16.2303}, {2611.43, 16.2296}, {2607.57, 16.229},
{2603.71, 16.2283}, {2599.85, 16.2277}, {2596, 16.2271}, {2592.14, 16.2264}, {2588.28, 16.2258}, {2584.42, 16.2252}, {2580.57, 16.2245}, {2576.71, 16.2239},
{2572.85, 16.2233}, {2568.99, 16.2226}, {2565.14, 16.222}, {2561.28, 16.2214}, {2557.42, 16.2207}, {2553.57, 16.2201}, {2549.71, 16.2195}, {2545.85, 16.2189},
{2541.99, 16.2182}, {2538.14, 16.2176}, {2534.28, 16.217}, {2530.42, 16.2164}, {2526.56, 16.2158}, {2522.71, 16.2151}, {2518.85, 16.2145}, {2514.99,

16.2139}, {2511.13, 16.2133}, {2507.28, 16.2127}, {2503.42, 16.2121}, {2499.56, 16.2114}, {2495.71, 16.2108}, {2491.85, 16.2102}, {2487.99, 16.2096},
{2484.13, 16.209}, {2480.28, 16.2084}, {2476.42, 16.2078}, {2472.56, 16.2072}, {2468.7, 16.2065}, {2464.85, 16.2059}, {2460.99, 16.2053}, {2457.13, 16.2047},
{2453.27, 16.2041}, {2449.42, 16.2035}, {2445.56, 16.2029}, {2441.7, 16.2023}, {2437.84, 16.2017}, {2433.99, 16.2011}, {2430.13, 16.2005}, {2426.27, 16.1999},
{2422.42, 16.1993}, {2418.56, 16.1987}, {2414.7, 16.1981}, {2410.84, 16.1975}, {2406.99, 16.1969}, {2403.13, 16.1963}, {2399.27, 16.1957}, {2395.41,

16.1951}, {2391.56, 16.1945}, {2387.7, 16.194}, {2383.84, 16.1934}, {2379.98, 16.1928}, {2376.13, 16.1922}, {2372.27, 16.1916}, {2368.41, 16.191}, {2364.56,
16.1904}, {2360.7, 16.1898}, {2356.84, 16.1892}, {2352.98, 16.1887}, {2349.13, 16.1881}, {2345.27, 16.1875}, {2341.41, 16.1869}, {2337.55, 16.1863}, {2333.7,
16.1857}, {2329.84, 16.1852}, {2325.98, 16.1846}, {2322.12, 16.184}, {2318.27, 16.1834}, {2314.41, 16.1828}, {2310.55, 16.1823}, {2306.7, 16.1817}, {2302.84,
16.1811}, {2298.98, 16.1805}, {2295.12, 16.18}, {2291.27, 16.1794}, {2287.41, 16.1788}, {2283.55, 16.1782}, {2279.69, 16.1777}, {2275.84, 16.1771}, {2271.98,
16.1765}, {2268.12, 16.176}, {2264.26, 16.1754}, {2260.41, 16.1748}, {2256.55, 16.1742}, {2252.69, 16.1737}, {2248.83, 16.1731}, {2244.98, 16.1725}, {2241.12,
16.172}, {2237.26, 16.1714}, {2233.41, 16.1709}, {2229.55, 16.1703}, {2225.69, 16.1697}, {2221.83, 16.1692}, {2217.98, 16.1686}, {2214.12, 16.168}, {2210.26,
16.1675}, {2206.4, 16.1669}, {2202.55, 16.1664}, {2198.69, 16.1658}, {2194.83, 16.1652}, {2190.97, 16.1647}, {2187.12, 16.1641}, {2183.26, 16.1636}, {2179.4,
16.163}, {2175.55, 16.1625}, {2171.69, 16.1619}, {2167.83, 16.1613}, {2163.97, 16.1608}, {2160.12, 16.1602}, {2156.26, 16.1597}, {2152.4, 16.1591}, {2148.54,
16.1586}, {2144.69, 16.158}, {2140.83, 16.1575}, {2136.97, 16.1569}, {2133.11, 16.1564}, {2129.26, 16.1558}, {2125.4, 16.1553}, {2121.54, 16.1547}, {2117.68,
16.1542}, {2113.83, 16.1536}, {2109.97, 16.1531}, {2106.11, 16.1525}, {2102.26, 16.152}, {2098.4, 16.1515}, {2094.54, 16.1509}, {2090.68, 16.1504}, {2086.83,
16.1498}, {2082.97, 16.1493}, {2079.11, 16.1487}, {2075.25, 16.1482}, {2071.4, 16.1476}, {2067.54, 16.1471}, {2063.68, 16.1466}, {2059.82, 16.146}, {2055.97,
16.1455}, {2052.11, 16.1449}, {2048.25, 16.1444}, {2044.4, 16.1439}, {2040.54, 16.1433}, {2036.68, 16.1428}, {2032.82, 16.1423}, {2028.97, 16.1417},

{2025.11, 16.1412}, {2021.25, 16.1406}, {2017.39, 16.1401}, {2013.54, 16.1396}, {2009.68, 16.139}, {2005.82, 16.1385}, {2001.96, 16.138}, {1998.11, 16.1374},
{1994.25, 16.1369}, {1990.39, 16.1364}, {1986.54, 16.1358}, {1982.68, 16.1353}, {1978.82, 16.1348}, {1974.96, 16.1342}, {1971.11, 16.1337}, {1967.25,
16.1332}, {1963.39, 16.1326}, {1959.53, 16.1321}, {1955.68, 16.1316}, {1951.82, 16.1311}, {1947.96, 16.1305}, {1944.1, 16.13}, {1940.25, 16.1295}, {1936.39,
16.1289}, {1932.53, 16.1284}, {1928.67, 16.1279}, {1924.82, 16.1273}, {1920.96, 16.1268}, {1917.1, 16.1263}, {1913.25, 16.1258}, {1909.39, 16.1252}, {1905.53,
16.1247}, {1901.67, 16.1242}, {1897.82, 16.1237}, {1893.96, 16.1231}, {1890.1, 16.1226}, {1886.24, 16.1221}, {1882.39, 16.1216}, {1878.53, 16.121}, {1874.67,
16.1205}, {1870.81, 16.12}, {1866.96, 16.1195}, {1863.1, 16.1189}, {1859.24, 16.1184}, {1855.39, 16.1179}, {1851.53, 16.1174}, {1847.67, 16.1168}, {1843.81,

16.1163}, {1839.96, 16.1158}, {1836.1, 16.1153}, {1832.24, 16.1147}, {1828.38, 16.1142}, {1824.53, 16.1137}, {1820.67, 16.1132}, {1816.81, 16.1126}, {1812.95,
16.1121}, {1809.1, 16.1116}, {1805.24, 16.1111}, {1801.38, 16.1105}, {1797.53, 16.11}, {1793.67, 16.1095}, {1789.81, 16.109}, {1785.95, 16.1084}, {1782.1,

16.1079}, {1778.24, 16.1074}, {1774.38, 16.1069}, {1770.52, 16.1064}, {1766.67, 16.1058}, {1762.81, 16.1053}, {1758.95, 16.1048}, {1755.09, 16.1043},
{1751.24, 16.1037}, {1747.38, 16.1032}, {1743.52, 16.1027}, {1739.66, 16.1022}, {1735.81, 16.1016}, {1731.95, 16.1011}, {1728.09, 16.1006}, {1724.24,
16.1001}, {1720.38, 16.0995}, {1716.52, 16.099}, {1712.66, 16.0985}, {1708.81, 16.098}, {1704.95, 16.0974}, {1701.09, 16.0969}, {1697.23, 16.0964}, {1693.38,
16.0959}, {1689.52, 16.0953}, {1685.66, 16.0948}, {1681.8, 16.0943}, {1677.95, 16.0938}, {1674.09, 16.0932}, {1670.23, 16.0927}, {1666.38, 16.0922}, {1662.52,
16.0916}, {1658.66, 16.0911}, {1654.8, 16.0906}, {1650.95, 16.0901}, {1647.09, 16.0895}, {1643.23, 16.089}, {1639.37, 16.0885}, {1635.52, 16.0879}, {1631.66,
16.0874}, {1627.8, 16.0869}, {1623.94, 16.0863}, {1620.09, 16.0858}, {1616.23, 16.0853}, {1612.37, 16.0847}, {1608.51, 16.0842}, {1604.66, 16.0837}, {1600.8,
16.0831}, {1596.94, 16.0826}, {1593.09, 16.0821}, {1589.23, 16.0815}, {1585.37, 16.081}, {1581.51, 16.0804}, {1577.66, 16.0799}, {1573.8, 16.0794}, {1569.94,
16.0788}, {1566.08, 16.0783}, {1562.23, 16.0777}, {1558.37, 16.0772}, {1554.51, 16.0767}, {1550.65, 16.0761}, {1546.8, 16.0756}, {1542.94, 16.075}, {1539.08,
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16.0745}, {1535.23, 16.0739}, {1531.37, 16.0734}, {1527.51, 16.0728}, {1523.65, 16.0723}, {1519.8, 16.0717}, {1515.94, 16.0712}, {1512.08, 16.0706},
{1508.22, 16.0701}, {1504.37, 16.0695}, {1500.51, 16.069}, {1496.65, 16.0684}, {1492.79, 16.0679}, {1488.94, 16.0673}, {1485.08, 16.0667}, {1481.22, 16.0662},
{1477.37, 16.0656}, {1473.51, 16.065}, {1469.65, 16.0645}, {1465.79, 16.0639}, {1461.94, 16.0634}, {1458.08, 16.0628}, {1454.22, 16.0622}, {1450.36,

16.0617}, {1446.51, 16.0611}, {1442.65, 16.0605}, {1438.79, 16.0599}, {1434.93, 16.0594}, {1431.08, 16.0588}, {1427.22, 16.0582}, {1423.36, 16.0576}, {1419.5,
16.057}, {1415.65, 16.0565}, {1411.79, 16.0559}, {1407.93, 16.0553}, {1404.08, 16.0547}, {1400.22, 16.0541}, {1396.36, 16.0535}, {1392.5, 16.0529}, {1388.65,
16.0524}, {1384.79, 16.0518}, {1380.93, 16.0512}, {1377.07, 16.0506}, {1373.22, 16.05}, {1369.36, 16.0494}, {1365.5, 16.0488}, {1361.64, 16.0482}, {1357.79,

16.0475}, {1353.93, 16.0469}, {1350.07, 16.0463}, {1346.22, 16.0457}, {1342.36, 16.0451}, {1338.5, 16.0445}, {1334.64, 16.0439}, {1330.79, 16.0432}, {1326.93,
16.0426}, {1323.07, 16.042}, {1319.21, 16.0414}, {1315.36, 16.0407}, {1311.5, 16.0401}, {1307.64, 16.0395}, {1303.78, 16.0388}, {1299.93, 16.0382}, {1296.07,
16.0376}, {1292.21, 16.0369}, {1288.35, 16.0363}, {1284.5, 16.0356}, {1280.64, 16.035}, {1276.78, 16.0343}, {1272.93, 16.0337}, {1269.07, 16.033}, {1265.21,

16.0323}, {1261.35, 16.0317}, {1257.5, 16.031}, {1253.64, 16.0303}, {1249.78, 16.0297}, {1245.92, 16.029}, {1242.07, 16.0283}, {1238.21, 16.0276}, {1234.35,
16.0269}, {1230.49, 16.0262}, {1226.64, 16.0255}, {1222.78, 16.0248}, {1218.92, 16.0241}, {1215.07, 16.0234}, {1211.21, 16.0227}, {1207.35, 16.022}, {1203.49,
16.0213}, {1199.64, 16.0206}, {1195.78, 16.0199}, {1191.92, 16.0191}, {1188.06, 16.0184}, {1184.21, 16.0177}, {1180.35, 16.017}, {1176.49, 16.0162},

{1172.63, 16.0155}, {1168.78, 16.0147}, {1164.92, 16.014}, {1161.06, 16.0132}, {1157.21, 16.0124}, {1153.35, 16.0117}, {1149.49, 16.0109}, {1145.63, 16.0101},
{1141.78, 16.0094}, {1137.92, 16.0086}, {1134.06, 16.0078}, {1130.2, 16.007}, {1126.35, 16.0062}, {1122.49, 16.0054}, {1118.63, 16.0046}, {1114.77, 16.0038},
{1110.92, 16.0029}, {1107.06, 16.0021}, {1103.2, 16.0013}, {1099.34, 16.0004}, {1095.49, 15.9996}, {1091.63, 15.9988}, {1087.77, 15.9979}, {1083.92, 15.997},
{1080.06, 15.9962}, {1076.2, 15.9953}, {1072.34, 15.9944}, {1068.49, 15.9936}, {1064.63, 15.9927}, {1060.77, 15.9918}, {1056.91, 15.9909}, {1053.06, 15.99},

{1049.2, 15.989}, {1045.34, 15.9881}, {1041.48, 15.9872}, {1037.63, 15.9862}, {1033.77, 15.9853}, {1029.91, 15.9843}, {1026.06, 15.9834}, {1022.2, 15.9824},
{1018.34, 15.9814}, {1014.48, 15.9805}, {1010.63, 15.9795}, {1006.77, 15.9785}, {1002.91, 15.9775}, {999.053, 15.9764}, {995.196, 15.9754}, {991.339,
15.9744}, {987.481, 15.9733}, {983.624, 15.9723}, {979.767, 15.9712}, {975.909, 15.9702}, {972.052, 15.9691}, {968.195, 15.968}, {964.337, 15.9669}, {960.48,
15.9658}, {956.622, 15.9647}, {952.765, 15.9635}, {948.908, 15.9624}, {945.05, 15.9612}, {941.193, 15.9601}, {937.336, 15.9589}, {933.478, 15.9577}, {929.621,
15.9565}, {925.764, 15.9553}, {921.906, 15.9541}, {918.049, 15.9529}, {914.192, 15.9516}, {910.334, 15.9504}, {906.477, 15.9491}, {902.62, 15.9478},

{898.762, 15.9465}, {894.905, 15.9452}, {891.048, 15.9439}, {887.19, 15.9425}, {883.333, 15.9412}, {879.476, 15.9398}, {875.618, 15.9384}, {871.761, 15.937},
{867.903, 15.9356}, {864.046, 15.9342}, {860.189, 15.9327}, {856.331, 15.9313}, {852.474, 15.9298}, {848.617, 15.9283}, {844.759, 15.9268}, {840.902,
15.9253}, {837.045, 15.9237}, {833.187, 15.9222}, {829.33, 15.9206}, {825.473, 15.919}, {821.615, 15.9173}, {817.758, 15.9157}, {813.901, 15.914}, {810.043,
15.9123}, {806.186, 15.9106}, {802.329, 15.9089}, {798.471, 15.9072}, {794.614, 15.9054}, {790.756, 15.9036}, {786.899, 15.9018}, {783.042, 15.8999},
{779.184, 15.8981}, {775.327, 15.8962}, {771.47, 15.8943}, {767.612, 15.8923}, {763.755, 15.8904}, {759.898, 15.8884}, {756.04, 15.8863}, {752.183, 15.8843},
{748.326, 15.8822}, {744.468, 15.8801}, {740.611, 15.878}, {736.754, 15.8758}, {732.896, 15.8736}, {729.039, 15.8714}, {725.182, 15.8691}, {721.324, 15.8668},
{717.467, 15.8645}, {713.609, 15.8621}, {709.752, 15.8597}, {705.895, 15.8573}, {702.037, 15.8548}, {698.18, 15.8523}, {694.323, 15.8498}, {690.465,

15.8472}, {686.608, 15.8445}, {682.751, 15.8419}, {678.893, 15.8392}, {675.036, 15.8364}, {671.179, 15.8336}, {667.321, 15.8307}, {663.464, 15.8279},
{659.607, 15.8249}, {655.749, 15.8219}, {651.892, 15.8189}, {648.035, 15.8158}, {644.177, 15.8126}, {640.32, 15.8094}, {636.463, 15.8062}, {632.605, 15.8029},
{628.748, 15.7995}, {624.891, 15.7961}, {621.033, 15.7926}, {617.176, 15.789}, {613.318, 15.7854}, {609.461, 15.7817}, {605.604, 15.778}, {601.746, 15.7742},
{597.889, 15.7703}, {594.032, 15.7663}, {590.174, 15.7623}, {586.317, 15.7582}, {582.46, 15.754}, {578.602, 15.7497}, {574.745, 15.7454}, {570.888, 15.7409},
{567.03, 15.7364}, {563.173, 15.7318}, {559.316, 15.7271}, {555.458, 15.7223}, {551.601, 15.7174}, {547.744, 15.7124}, {543.886, 15.7072}, {540.029, 15.702},
{536.171, 15.6967}, {532.314, 15.6913}, {528.457, 15.6857}, {524.599, 15.68}, {520.742, 15.6742}, {516.885, 15.6683}, {513.027, 15.6623}, {509.17, 15.6561},

{505.313, 15.6497}, {501.455, 15.6433}, {497.598, 15.6366}, {493.741, 15.6299}, {489.883, 15.6229}, {486.026, 15.6159}, {482.169, 15.6086}, {478.311,
15.6012}, {474.454, 15.5935}, {470.597, 15.5857}, {466.739, 15.5778}, {462.882, 15.5696}, {459.025, 15.5612}, {455.167, 15.5526}, {451.31, 15.5438}, {447.452,
15.5347}, {443.595, 15.5254}, {439.738, 15.5159}, {435.88, 15.5061}, {432.023, 15.4961}, {428.166, 15.4858}, {424.308, 15.4752}, {420.451, 15.4644},

{416.594, 15.4532}, {412.736, 15.4417}, {408.879, 15.4299}, {405.022, 15.4178}, {401.164, 15.4053}, {397.307, 15.3924}, {393.45, 15.3792}, {389.592, 15.3656},
{385.735, 15.3515}, {381.878, 15.3371}, {378.02, 15.3222}, {374.163, 15.3068}, {370.305, 15.291}, {366.448, 15.2747}, {362.591, 15.2578}, {358.733, 15.2404},
{354.876, 15.2225}, {351.019, 15.2039}, {347.161, 15.1847}, {343.304, 15.1649}, {339.447, 15.1444}, {335.589, 15.1232}, {331.732, 15.1012}, {327.875,

15.0785}, {324.017, 15.055}, {320.16, 15.0306}, {316.303, 15.0053}, {312.445, 14.9791}, {308.588, 14.9518}, {304.731, 14.9236}, {300.873, 14.8942}, {297.016,
14.8637}, {293.159, 14.832}, {289.301, 14.7991}, {285.444, 14.7647}, {281.586, 14.729}, {277.729, 14.6918}, {273.872, 14.653}, {270.014, 14.6125}, {266.157,
14.5702}, {262.3, 14.526}, {258.442, 14.4799}, {254.585, 14.4317}, {250.728, 14.3812}, {246.87, 14.3283}, {243.013, 14.2729}, {239.156, 14.2148}, {235.298,
14.1538}, {231.441, 14.0897}, {227.584, 14.0223}, {223.726, 13.9515}, {219.869, 13.8768}, {216.012, 13.7981}, {212.154, 13.7151}, {208.297, 13.6274},
{204.439, 13.5347}, {200.582, 13.4366}, {196.725, 13.3327}, {192.867, 13.2224}, {189.01, 13.1053}, {185.153, 12.9809}, {181.295, 12.8483}, {177.438, 12.707},
{173.581, 12.5562}, {169.723, 12.3949}, {165.866, 12.2222}, {162.009, 12.037}, {158.151, 11.838}, {154.294, 11.6239}, {150.437, 11.3931}, {146.579, 11.1436},
{142.722, 10.8737}, {138.865, 10.5808}, {135.007, 10.2623}, {131.15, 9.91524}, {127.293, 9.53597}, {123.435, 9.12028}, {119.578, 8.66359}, {115.72, 8.16005},
{111.863, 7.60331}, {108.006, 6.98543}, {104.148, 6.29689}, {100.291, 5.5269}};

ge=Interpolation[geraw];

gaasraw={{7876.71, 11.6491}, {7845.85, 11.6419}, {7814.99, 11.6347}, {7784.13, 11.6275}, {7753.27, 11.6204}, {7722.41, 11.6134}, {7695.41, 11.6073}, {7664.55,
11.6003}, {7633.69, 11.5934}, {7606.69, 11.5874}, {7575.83, 11.5806}, {7548.83, 11.5747}, {7521.83, 11.5688}, {7490.97, 11.5621}, {7463.97, 11.5563},
{7436.97, 11.5505}, {7409.97, 11.5448}, {7382.97, 11.5391}, {7355.96, 11.5334}, {7328.96, 11.5277}, {7301.96, 11.5221}, {7274.96, 11.5166}, {7247.96, 11.511},
{7220.96, 11.5055}, {7197.81, 11.5008}, {7170.81, 11.4954}, {7143.81, 11.49}, {7120.67, 11.4853}, {7093.66, 11.48}, {7070.52, 11.4754}, {7043.52, 11.4701},

{7020.38, 11.4656}, {6993.37, 11.4604}, {6970.23, 11.4559}, {6947.09, 11.4515}, {6923.94, 11.4471}, {6896.94, 11.442}, {6873.8, 11.4376}, {6850.65, 11.4332},
{6827.51, 11.4289}, {6804.36, 11.4246}, {6781.22, 11.4204}, {6758.08, 11.4161}, {6734.93, 11.4119}, {6711.79, 11.4077}, {6692.5, 11.4042}, {6669.36, 11.4},
{6646.21, 11.3959}, {6623.07, 11.3917}, {6603.78, 11.3883}, {6580.64, 11.3842}, {6557.49, 11.3802}, {6538.21, 11.3768}, {6515.06, 11.3728}, {6495.78,
11.3694}, {6472.63, 11.3654}, {6453.34, 11.3621}, {6434.06, 11.3588}, {6410.91, 11.3549}, {6391.63, 11.3516}, {6372.34, 11.3484}, {6353.05, 11.3452},
{6329.91, 11.3413}, {6310.62, 11.3381}, {6291.34, 11.3349}, {6272.05, 11.3317}, {6252.76, 11.3286}, {6233.48, 11.3254}, {6214.19, 11.3223}, {6194.9, 11.3192},
{6175.62, 11.3161}, {6156.33, 11.313}, {6137.04, 11.3099}, {6117.76, 11.3068}, {6098.47, 11.3038}, {6079.18, 11.3007}, {6063.75, 11.2983}, {6044.47,

11.2953}, {6025.18, 11.2923}, {6009.75, 11.2899}, {5990.46, 11.2869}, {5971.18, 11.284}, {5955.75, 11.2816}, {5936.46, 11.2787}, {5917.17, 11.2757}, {5901.74,
11.2734}, {5882.46, 11.2705}, {5867.03, 11.2682}, {5851.6, 11.2659}, {5832.31, 11.263}, {5816.88, 11.2607}, {5797.6, 11.2579}, {5782.17, 11.2556}, {5766.74,

11.2534}, {5747.45, 11.2505}, {5732.02, 11.2483}, {5716.59, 11.2461}, {5701.16, 11.2438}, {5681.88, 11.2411}, {5666.45, 11.2389}, {5651.02, 11.2367},
{5635.59, 11.2345}, {5620.16, 11.2323}, {5604.73, 11.2301}, {5589.3, 11.2279}, {5573.87, 11.2258}, {5558.44, 11.2236}, {5543.01, 11.2215}, {5527.58, 11.2193},
{5512.15, 11.2172}, {5496.72, 11.2151}, {5481.29, 11.213}, {5465.86, 11.2109}, {5450.43, 11.2088}, {5435, 11.2067}, {5423.43, 11.2051}, {5408, 11.203},
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{5392.57, 11.2009}, {5377.14, 11.1989}, {5365.57, 11.1973}, {5350.14, 11.1953}, {5334.71, 11.1932}, {5319.28, 11.1912}, {5307.71, 11.1897}, {5292.28,
11.1877}, {5280.71, 11.1862}, {5265.28, 11.1841}, {5249.85, 11.1821}, {5238.28, 11.1806}, {5222.85, 11.1786}, {5211.28, 11.1772}, {5195.85, 11.1752},
{5184.28, 11.1737}, {5168.85, 11.1717}, {5157.28, 11.1703}, {5141.85, 11.1683}, {5130.27, 11.1669}, {5118.7, 11.1654}, {5103.27, 11.1635}, {5091.7, 11.162},
{5076.27, 11.1601}, {5064.7, 11.1587}, {5053.13, 11.1572}, {5041.56, 11.1558}, {5026.13, 11.1539}, {5014.55, 11.1525}, {5002.98, 11.1511}, {4987.55, 11.1492},
{4975.98, 11.1478}, {4964.41, 11.1464}, {4952.84, 11.145}, {4941.26, 11.1436}, {4929.69, 11.1422}, {4914.26, 11.1403}, {4902.69, 11.139}, {4891.12, 11.1376},
{4879.55, 11.1362}, {4867.97, 11.1348}, {4856.4, 11.1335}, {4844.83, 11.1321}, {4833.26, 11.1307}, {4821.69, 11.1294}, {4810.11, 11.128}, {4798.54, 11.1267},
{4786.97, 11.1253}, {4775.4, 11.124}, {4763.83, 11.1227}, {4752.25, 11.1213}, {4740.68, 11.12}, {4729.11, 11.1187}, {4717.54, 11.1174}, {4705.97, 11.116},

{4698.25, 11.1152}, {4686.68, 11.1138}, {4675.11, 11.1125}, {4663.54, 11.1112}, {4651.96, 11.1099}, {4640.39, 11.1086}, {4632.68, 11.1078}, {4621.1, 11.1065},
{4609.53, 11.1052}, {4597.96, 11.1039}, {4590.25, 11.1031}, {4578.67, 11.1018}, {4567.1, 11.1005}, {4559.39, 11.0996}, {4547.81, 11.0984}, {4536.24,

11.0971}, {4528.53, 11.0963}, {4516.96, 11.095}, {4505.38, 11.0938}, {4497.67, 11.0929}, {4486.1, 11.0917}, {4474.52, 11.0904}, {4466.81, 11.0896}, {4455.24,
11.0884}, {4447.52, 11.0875}, {4435.95, 11.0863}, {4428.24, 11.0855}, {4416.66, 11.0842}, {4408.95, 11.0834}, {4397.38, 11.0822}, {4389.66, 11.0814},
{4378.09, 11.0802}, {4370.38, 11.0794}, {4358.8, 11.0782}, {4351.09, 11.0773}, {4339.52, 11.0761}, {4331.8, 11.0753}, {4320.23, 11.0741}, {4312.52, 11.0733},
{4304.8, 11.0725}, {4293.23, 11.0714}, {4285.51, 11.0706}, {4273.94, 11.0694}, {4266.23, 11.0686}, {4258.51, 11.0678}, {4246.94, 11.0666}, {4239.23, 11.0658},
{4231.51, 11.065}, {4219.94, 11.0639}, {4212.23, 11.0631}, {4204.51, 11.0623}, {4192.94, 11.0612}, {4185.22, 11.0604}, {4177.51, 11.0596}, {4169.79,

11.0588}, {4158.22, 11.0577}, {4150.51, 11.0569}, {4142.79, 11.0562}, {4135.08, 11.0554}, {4127.36, 11.0546}, {4115.79, 11.0535}, {4108.08, 11.0527},
{4100.36, 11.052}, {4092.65, 11.0512}, {4084.93, 11.0505}, {4073.36, 11.0493}, {4065.65, 11.0486}, {4057.93, 11.0478}, {4050.22, 11.0471}, {4042.5, 11.0463},
{4034.79, 11.0456}, {4027.07, 11.0448}, {4019.36, 11.0441}, {4011.64, 11.0433}, {4000.07, 11.0422}, {3992.36, 11.0415}, {3984.64, 11.0408}, {3976.93, 11.04},
{3969.21, 11.0393}, {3961.5, 11.0386}, {3953.78, 11.0378}, {3946.07, 11.0371}, {3938.35, 11.0364}, {3930.64, 11.0356}, {3922.92, 11.0349}, {3915.21, 11.0342},
{3907.49, 11.0335}, {3899.78, 11.0327}, {3892.07, 11.032}, {3884.35, 11.0313}, {3876.64, 11.0306}, {3868.92, 11.0299}, {3861.21, 11.0292}, {3857.35,

11.0288}, {3849.63, 11.0281}, {3841.92, 11.0274}, {3834.21, 11.0267}, {3826.49, 11.0259}, {3818.78, 11.0252}, {3811.06, 11.0245}, {3803.35, 11.0238},
{3795.63, 11.0231}, {3787.92, 11.0224}, {3784.06, 11.0221}, {3776.34, 11.0214}, {3768.63, 11.0207}, {3760.92, 11.02}, {3753.2, 11.0193}, {3745.49, 11.0186},
{3741.63, 11.0182}, {3733.91, 11.0175}, {3726.2, 11.0168}, {3718.48, 11.0162}, {3710.77, 11.0155}, {3706.91, 11.0151}, {3699.2, 11.0144}, {3691.48, 11.0137},
{3683.77, 11.0131}, {3679.91, 11.0127}, {3672.2, 11.012}, {3664.48, 11.0113}, {3656.77, 11.0107}, {3652.91, 11.0103}, {3645.2, 11.0096}, {3637.48, 11.009},
{3629.77, 11.0083}, {3625.91, 11.0079}, {3618.19, 11.0073}, {3610.48, 11.0066}, {3606.62, 11.0063}, {3598.91, 11.0056}, {3591.19, 11.0049}, {3587.33,
11.0046}, {3579.62, 11.0039}, {3571.91, 11.0032}, {3568.05, 11.0029}, {3560.33, 11.0022}, {3552.62, 11.0016}, {3548.76, 11.0012}, {3541.05, 11.0006},
{3537.19, 11.0003}, {3529.47, 10.9996}, {3521.76, 10.9989}, {3517.9, 10.9986}, {3510.19, 10.9979}, {3506.33, 10.9976}, {3498.62, 10.997}, {3490.9, 10.9963},
{3487.04, 10.996}, {3479.33, 10.9953}, {3475.47, 10.995}, {3467.76, 10.9943}, {3463.9, 10.994}, {3456.18, 10.9934}, {3448.47, 10.9927}, {3444.61, 10.9924},
{3436.9, 10.9917}, {3433.04, 10.9914}, {3425.33, 10.9908}, {3421.47, 10.9904}, {3413.75, 10.9898}, {3409.9, 10.9895}, {3402.18, 10.9888}, {3398.32, 10.9885},
{3390.61, 10.9879}, {3386.75, 10.9876}, {3379.04, 10.9869}, {3375.18, 10.9866}, {3367.47, 10.986}, {3363.61, 10.9856}, {3355.89, 10.985}, {3352.04, 10.9847},
{3348.18, 10.9844}, {3340.46, 10.9837}, {3336.61, 10.9834}, {3328.89, 10.9828}, {3325.04, 10.9825}, {3317.32, 10.9818}, {3313.46, 10.9815}, {3309.61,
10.9812}, {3301.89, 10.9806}, {3298.03, 10.9803}, {3290.32, 10.9796}, {3286.46, 10.9793}, {3278.75, 10.9787}, {3274.89, 10.9784}, {3271.03, 10.9781},
{3263.32, 10.9774}, {3259.46, 10.9771}, {3255.6, 10.9768}, {3247.89, 10.9762}, {3244.03, 10.9759}, {3236.32, 10.9753}, {3232.46, 10.9749}, {3228.6, 10.9746},
{3220.89, 10.974}, {3217.03, 10.9737}, {3213.17, 10.9734}, {3205.46, 10.9728}, {3201.6, 10.9725}, {3197.74, 10.9722}, {3190.03, 10.9716}, {3186.17, 10.9712},
{3182.31, 10.9709}, {3178.46, 10.9706}, {3170.74, 10.97}, {3166.88, 10.9697}, {3163.03, 10.9694}, {3155.31, 10.9688}, {3151.45, 10.9685}, {3147.6, 10.9682},
{3139.88, 10.9676}, {3136.02, 10.9673}, {3132.17, 10.967}, {3128.31, 10.9667}, {3120.6, 10.9661}, {3116.74, 10.9658}, {3112.88, 10.9654}, {3109.02, 10.9651},
{3101.31, 10.9645}, {3097.45, 10.9642}, {3093.59, 10.9639}, {3089.74, 10.9636}, {3082.02, 10.963}, {3078.16, 10.9627}, {3074.31, 10.9624}, {3070.45, 10.9621},
{3066.59, 10.9618}, {3058.88, 10.9612}, {3055.02, 10.9609}, {3051.16, 10.9606}, {3047.31, 10.9603}, {3039.59, 10.9597}, {3035.73, 10.9594}, {3031.88,

10.9591}, {3028.02, 10.9588}, {3024.16, 10.9585}, {3020.3, 10.9582}, {3012.59, 10.9576}, {3008.73, 10.9573}, {3004.88, 10.957}, {3001.02, 10.9568}, {2997.16,
10.9565}, {2993.3, 10.9562}, {2985.59, 10.9556}, {2981.73, 10.9553}, {2977.87, 10.955}, {2974.02, 10.9547}, {2970.16, 10.9544}, {2966.3, 10.9541}, {2958.59,
10.9535}, {2954.73, 10.9532}, {2950.87, 10.9529}, {2947.01, 10.9526}, {2943.16, 10.9523}, {2939.3, 10.952}, {2935.44, 10.9517}, {2931.59, 10.9514}, {2927.73,
10.9511}, {2920.01, 10.9506}, {2916.16, 10.9503}, {2912.3, 10.95}, {2908.44, 10.9497}, {2904.58, 10.9494}, {2900.73, 10.9491}, {2896.87, 10.9488}, {2893.01,
10.9485}, {2889.15, 10.9482}, {2885.3, 10.9479}, {2881.44, 10.9476}, {2873.73, 10.947}, {2869.87, 10.9468}, {2866.01, 10.9465}, {2862.15, 10.9462}, {2858.3,
10.9459}, {2854.44, 10.9456}, {2850.58, 10.9453}, {2846.72, 10.945}, {2842.87, 10.9447}, {2839.01, 10.9444}, {2835.15, 10.9441}, {2831.29, 10.9438}, {2827.44,
10.9436}, {2823.58, 10.9433}, {2819.72, 10.943}, {2815.87, 10.9427}, {2812.01, 10.9424}, {2808.15, 10.9421}, {2804.29, 10.9418}, {2800.44, 10.9415},

{2796.58, 10.9412}, {2792.72, 10.941}, {2788.86, 10.9407}, {2785.01, 10.9404}, {2781.15, 10.9401}, {2777.29, 10.9398}, {2773.43, 10.9395}, {2769.58, 10.9392},
{2765.72, 10.9389}, {2761.86, 10.9387}, {2758, 10.9384}, {2754.15, 10.9381}, {2750.29, 10.9378}, {2746.43, 10.9375}, {2742.58, 10.9372}, {2738.72, 10.9369},

{2734.86, 10.9366}, {2731, 10.9364}, {2727.15, 10.9361}, {2723.29, 10.9358}, {2719.43, 10.9355}, {2715.57, 10.9352}, {2711.72, 10.9349}, {2707.86, 10.9346},
{2704, 10.9344}, {2700.14, 10.9341}, {2696.29, 10.9338}, {2692.43, 10.9335}, {2688.57, 10.9332}, {2684.72, 10.9329}, {2680.86, 10.9326}, {2677, 10.9324},
{2673.14, 10.9321}, {2669.29, 10.9318}, {2665.43, 10.9315}, {2661.57, 10.9312}, {2657.71, 10.9309}, {2653.86, 10.9306}, {2650, 10.9304}, {2646.14, 10.9301},
{2642.28, 10.9298}, {2638.43, 10.9295}, {2634.57, 10.9292}, {2630.71, 10.9289}, {2626.85, 10.9287}, {2623, 10.9284}, {2619.14, 10.9281}, {2615.28, 10.9278},
{2611.43, 10.9275}, {2607.57, 10.9272}, {2603.71, 10.9269}, {2599.85, 10.9267}, {2596, 10.9264}, {2592.14, 10.9261}, {2588.28, 10.9258}, {2584.42, 10.9255},
{2580.57, 10.9252}, {2576.71, 10.925}, {2572.85, 10.9247}, {2568.99, 10.9244}, {2565.14, 10.9241}, {2561.28, 10.9238}, {2557.42, 10.9235}, {2553.57, 10.9233},
{2549.71, 10.923}, {2545.85, 10.9227}, {2541.99, 10.9224}, {2538.14, 10.9221}, {2534.28, 10.9218}, {2530.42, 10.9216}, {2526.56, 10.9213}, {2522.71, 10.921},
{2518.85, 10.9207}, {2514.99, 10.9204}, {2511.13, 10.9201}, {2507.28, 10.9199}, {2503.42, 10.9196}, {2499.56, 10.9193}, {2495.71, 10.919}, {2491.85,

10.9187}, {2487.99, 10.9184}, {2484.13, 10.9181}, {2480.28, 10.9179}, {2476.42, 10.9176}, {2472.56, 10.9173}, {2468.7, 10.917}, {2464.85, 10.9167}, {2460.99,
10.9164}, {2457.13, 10.9162}, {2453.27, 10.9159}, {2449.42, 10.9156}, {2445.56, 10.9153}, {2441.7, 10.915}, {2437.84, 10.9147}, {2433.99, 10.9145}, {2430.13,
10.9142}, {2426.27, 10.9139}, {2422.42, 10.9136}, {2418.56, 10.9133}, {2414.7, 10.913}, {2410.84, 10.9128}, {2406.99, 10.9125}, {2403.13, 10.9122}, {2399.27,
10.9119}, {2395.41, 10.9116}, {2391.56, 10.9113}, {2387.7, 10.911}, {2383.84, 10.9108}, {2379.98, 10.9105}, {2376.13, 10.9102}, {2372.27, 10.9099}, {2368.41,
10.9096}, {2364.56, 10.9093}, {2360.7, 10.909}, {2356.84, 10.9088}, {2352.98, 10.9085}, {2349.13, 10.9082}, {2345.27, 10.9079}, {2341.41, 10.9076}, {2337.55,
10.9073}, {2333.7, 10.907}, {2329.84, 10.9068}, {2325.98, 10.9065}, {2322.12, 10.9062}, {2318.27, 10.9059}, {2314.41, 10.9056}, {2310.55, 10.9053}, {2306.7,
10.905}, {2302.84, 10.9047}, {2298.98, 10.9045}, {2295.12, 10.9042}, {2291.27, 10.9039}, {2287.41, 10.9036}, {2283.55, 10.9033}, {2279.69, 10.903}, {2275.84,
10.9027}, {2271.98, 10.9024}, {2268.12, 10.9022}, {2264.26, 10.9019}, {2260.41, 10.9016}, {2256.55, 10.9013}, {2252.69, 10.901}, {2248.83, 10.9007}, {2244.98,
10.9004}, {2241.12, 10.9001}, {2237.26, 10.8998}, {2233.41, 10.8995}, {2229.55, 10.8993}, {2225.69, 10.899}, {2221.83, 10.8987}, {2217.98, 10.8984},

{2214.12, 10.8981}, {2210.26, 10.8978}, {2206.4, 10.8975}, {2202.55, 10.8972}, {2198.69, 10.8969}, {2194.83, 10.8966}, {2190.97, 10.8963}, {2187.12, 10.896},
{2183.26, 10.8957}, {2179.4, 10.8954}, {2175.55, 10.8952}, {2171.69, 10.8949}, {2167.83, 10.8946}, {2163.97, 10.8943}, {2160.12, 10.894}, {2156.26, 10.8937},
{2152.4, 10.8934}, {2148.54, 10.8931}, {2144.69, 10.8928}, {2140.83, 10.8925}, {2136.97, 10.8922}, {2133.11, 10.8919}, {2129.26, 10.8916}, {2125.4, 10.8913},
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{2121.54, 10.891}, {2117.68, 10.8907}, {2113.83, 10.8904}, {2109.97, 10.8901}, {2106.11, 10.8898}, {2102.26, 10.8895}, {2098.4, 10.8892}, {2094.54, 10.8889},
{2090.68, 10.8886}, {2086.83, 10.8883}, {2082.97, 10.888}, {2079.11, 10.8877}, {2075.25, 10.8874}, {2071.4, 10.8871}, {2067.54, 10.8868}, {2063.68, 10.8865},
{2059.82, 10.8862}, {2055.97, 10.8858}, {2052.11, 10.8855}, {2048.25, 10.8852}, {2044.4, 10.8849}, {2040.54, 10.8846}, {2036.68, 10.8843}, {2032.82, 10.884},
{2028.97, 10.8837}, {2025.11, 10.8834}, {2021.25, 10.8831}, {2017.39, 10.8828}, {2013.54, 10.8824}, {2009.68, 10.8821}, {2005.82, 10.8818}, {2001.96,
10.8815}, {1998.11, 10.8812}, {1994.25, 10.8809}, {1990.39, 10.8806}, {1986.54, 10.8803}, {1982.68, 10.8799}, {1978.82, 10.8796}, {1974.96, 10.8793},
{1971.11, 10.879}, {1967.25, 10.8787}, {1963.39, 10.8784}, {1959.53, 10.878}, {1955.68, 10.8777}, {1951.82, 10.8774}, {1947.96, 10.8771}, {1944.1, 10.8767},
{1940.25, 10.8764}, {1936.39, 10.8761}, {1932.53, 10.8758}, {1928.67, 10.8755}, {1924.82, 10.8751}, {1920.96, 10.8748}, {1917.1, 10.8745}, {1913.25, 10.8741},
{1909.39, 10.8738}, {1905.53, 10.8735}, {1901.67, 10.8732}, {1897.82, 10.8728}, {1893.96, 10.8725}, {1890.1, 10.8722}, {1886.24, 10.8718}, {1882.39,

10.8715}, {1878.53, 10.8712}, {1874.67, 10.8708}, {1870.81, 10.8705}, {1866.96, 10.8702}, {1863.1, 10.8698}, {1859.24, 10.8695}, {1855.39, 10.8691}, {1851.53,
10.8688}, {1847.67, 10.8685}, {1843.81, 10.8681}, {1839.96, 10.8678}, {1836.1, 10.8674}, {1832.24, 10.8671}, {1828.38, 10.8667}, {1824.53, 10.8664},

{1820.67, 10.866}, {1816.81, 10.8657}, {1812.95, 10.8653}, {1809.1, 10.865}, {1805.24, 10.8646}, {1801.38, 10.8643}, {1797.53, 10.8639}, {1793.67, 10.8636},
{1789.81, 10.8632}, {1785.95, 10.8629}, {1782.1, 10.8625}, {1778.24, 10.8622}, {1774.38, 10.8618}, {1770.52, 10.8614}, {1766.67, 10.8611}, {1762.81, 10.8607},
{1758.95, 10.8603}, {1755.09, 10.86}, {1751.24, 10.8596}, {1747.38, 10.8592}, {1743.52, 10.8589}, {1739.66, 10.8585}, {1735.81, 10.8581}, {1731.95, 10.8578},
{1728.09, 10.8574}, {1724.24, 10.857}, {1720.38, 10.8566}, {1716.52, 10.8563}, {1712.66, 10.8559}, {1708.81, 10.8555}, {1704.95, 10.8551}, {1701.09,

10.8547}, {1697.23, 10.8543}, {1693.38, 10.854}, {1689.52, 10.8536}, {1685.66, 10.8532}, {1681.8, 10.8528}, {1677.95, 10.8524}, {1674.09, 10.852}, {1670.23,
10.8516}, {1666.38, 10.8512}, {1662.52, 10.8508}, {1658.66, 10.8504}, {1654.8, 10.85}, {1650.95, 10.8496}, {1647.09, 10.8492}, {1643.23, 10.8488}, {1639.37,
10.8484}, {1635.52, 10.848}, {1631.66, 10.8476}, {1627.8, 10.8471}, {1623.94, 10.8467}, {1620.09, 10.8463}, {1616.23, 10.8459}, {1612.37, 10.8455}, {1608.51,
10.8451}, {1604.66, 10.8446}, {1600.8, 10.8442}, {1596.94, 10.8438}, {1593.09, 10.8433}, {1589.23, 10.8429}, {1585.37, 10.8425}, {1581.51, 10.842}, {1577.66,
10.8416}, {1573.8, 10.8412}, {1569.94, 10.8407}, {1566.08, 10.8403}, {1562.23, 10.8398}, {1558.37, 10.8394}, {1554.51, 10.8389}, {1550.65, 10.8385}, {1546.8,
10.838}, {1542.94, 10.8376}, {1539.08, 10.8371}, {1535.23, 10.8366}, {1531.37, 10.8362}, {1527.51, 10.8357}, {1523.65, 10.8352}, {1519.8, 10.8348}, {1515.94,
10.8343}, {1512.08, 10.8338}, {1508.22, 10.8333}, {1504.37, 10.8329}, {1500.51, 10.8324}, {1496.65, 10.8319}, {1492.79, 10.8314}, {1488.94, 10.8309},
{1485.08, 10.8304}, {1481.22, 10.8299}, {1477.37, 10.8294}, {1473.51, 10.8289}, {1469.65, 10.8284}, {1465.79, 10.8279}, {1461.94, 10.8274}, {1458.08,
10.8269}, {1454.22, 10.8264}, {1450.36, 10.8258}, {1446.51, 10.8253}, {1442.65, 10.8248}, {1438.79, 10.8243}, {1434.93, 10.8237}, {1431.08, 10.8232},
{1427.22, 10.8227}, {1423.36, 10.8221}, {1419.5, 10.8216}, {1415.65, 10.821}, {1411.79, 10.8205}, {1407.93, 10.8199}, {1404.08, 10.8194}, {1400.22, 10.8188},
{1396.36, 10.8182}, {1392.5, 10.8177}, {1388.65, 10.8171}, {1384.79, 10.8165}, {1380.93, 10.8159}, {1377.07, 10.8153}, {1373.22, 10.8147}, {1369.36, 10.8142},
{1365.5, 10.8136}, {1361.64, 10.813}, {1357.79, 10.8124}, {1353.93, 10.8117}, {1350.07, 10.8111}, {1346.22, 10.8105}, {1342.36, 10.8099}, {1338.5, 10.8093},

{1334.64, 10.8086}, {1330.79, 10.808}, {1326.93, 10.8074}, {1323.07, 10.8067}, {1319.21, 10.8061}, {1315.36, 10.8054}, {1311.5, 10.8048}, {1307.64, 10.8041},
{1303.78, 10.8034}, {1299.93, 10.8028}, {1296.07, 10.8021}, {1292.21, 10.8014}, {1288.35, 10.8007}, {1284.5, 10.8}, {1280.64, 10.7993}, {1276.78, 10.7986},
{1272.93, 10.7979}, {1269.07, 10.7972}, {1265.21, 10.7965}, {1261.35, 10.7957}, {1257.5, 10.795}, {1253.64, 10.7943}, {1249.78, 10.7935}, {1245.92, 10.7928},
{1242.07, 10.792}, {1238.21, 10.7912}, {1234.35, 10.7905}, {1230.49, 10.7897}, {1226.64, 10.7889}, {1222.78, 10.7881}, {1218.92, 10.7873}, {1215.07, 10.7865},
{1211.21, 10.7857}, {1207.35, 10.7849}, {1203.49, 10.7841}, {1199.64, 10.7832}, {1195.78, 10.7824}, {1191.92, 10.7816}, {1188.06, 10.7807}, {1184.21,

10.7799}, {1180.35, 10.779}, {1176.49, 10.7781}, {1172.63, 10.7772}, {1168.78, 10.7763}, {1164.92, 10.7754}, {1161.06, 10.7745}, {1157.21, 10.7736}, {1153.35,
10.7727}, {1149.49, 10.7717}, {1145.63, 10.7708}, {1141.78, 10.7699}, {1137.92, 10.7689}, {1134.06, 10.7679}, {1130.2, 10.7669}, {1126.35, 10.766}, {1122.49,
10.765}, {1118.63, 10.7639}, {1114.77, 10.7629}, {1110.92, 10.7619}, {1107.06, 10.7609}, {1103.2, 10.7598}, {1099.34, 10.7587}, {1095.49, 10.7577}, {1091.63,
10.7566}, {1087.77, 10.7555}, {1083.92, 10.7544}, {1080.06, 10.7533}, {1076.2, 10.7522}, {1072.34, 10.751}, {1068.49, 10.7499}, {1064.63, 10.7487}, {1060.77,
10.7475}, {1056.91, 10.7463}, {1053.06, 10.7451}, {1049.2, 10.7439}, {1045.34, 10.7427}, {1041.48, 10.7414}, {1037.63, 10.7402}, {1033.77, 10.7389},

{1029.91, 10.7376}, {1026.06, 10.7363}, {1022.2, 10.735}, {1018.34, 10.7337}, {1014.48, 10.7323}, {1010.63, 10.731}, {1006.77, 10.7296}, {1002.91, 10.7282},
{999.053, 10.7268}, {995.196, 10.7254}, {991.339, 10.7239}, {987.481, 10.7225}, {983.624, 10.721}, {979.767, 10.7195}, {975.909, 10.718}, {972.052, 10.7164},
{968.195, 10.7149}, {964.337, 10.7133}, {960.48, 10.7117}, {956.622, 10.7101}, {952.765, 10.7085}, {948.908, 10.7068}, {945.05, 10.7052}, {941.193, 10.7035},
{937.336, 10.7017}, {933.478, 10.7}, {929.621, 10.6982}, {925.764, 10.6965}, {921.906, 10.6946}, {918.049, 10.6928}, {914.192, 10.691}, {910.334, 10.6891},
{906.477, 10.6872}, {902.62, 10.6852}, {898.762, 10.6833}, {894.905, 10.6813}, {891.048, 10.6792}, {887.19, 10.6772}, {883.333, 10.6751}, {879.476, 10.673},
{875.618, 10.6709}, {871.761, 10.6687}, {867.903, 10.6665}, {864.046, 10.6643}, {860.189, 10.662}, {856.331, 10.6597}, {852.474, 10.6574}, {848.617, 10.655},
{844.759, 10.6526}, {840.902, 10.6502}, {837.045, 10.6477}, {833.187, 10.6452}, {829.33, 10.6426}, {825.473, 10.64}, {821.615, 10.6374}, {817.758, 10.6347},
{813.901, 10.632}, {810.043, 10.6292}, {806.186, 10.6264}, {802.329, 10.6235}, {798.471, 10.6206}, {794.614, 10.6177}, {790.756, 10.6147}, {786.899, 10.6116},
{783.042, 10.6085}, {779.184, 10.6054}, {775.327, 10.6022}, {771.47, 10.5989}, {767.612, 10.5956}, {763.755, 10.5922}, {759.898, 10.5887}, {756.04, 10.5852},
{752.183, 10.5817}, {748.326, 10.578}, {744.468, 10.5743}, {740.611, 10.5706}, {736.754, 10.5667}, {732.896, 10.5628}, {729.039, 10.5588}, {725.182,

10.5548}, {721.324, 10.5507}, {717.467, 10.5464}, {713.609, 10.5421}, {709.752, 10.5378}, {705.895, 10.5333}, {702.037, 10.5287}, {698.18, 10.5241}, {694.323,
10.5193}, {690.465, 10.5145}, {686.608, 10.5096}, {682.751, 10.5045}, {678.893, 10.4994}, {675.036, 10.4941}, {671.179, 10.4887}, {667.321, 10.4833},

{663.464, 10.4777}, {659.607, 10.4719}, {655.749, 10.4661}, {651.892, 10.4601}, {648.035, 10.454}, {644.177, 10.4477}, {640.32, 10.4413}, {636.463, 10.4347},
{632.605, 10.428}, {628.748, 10.4212}, {624.891, 10.4141}, {621.033, 10.4069}, {617.176, 10.3996}, {613.318, 10.392}, {609.461, 10.3843}, {605.604, 10.3763},
{601.746, 10.3682}, {597.889, 10.3598}, {594.032, 10.3513}, {590.174, 10.3425}, {586.317, 10.3334}, {582.46, 10.3242}, {578.602, 10.3146}, {574.745, 10.3049},
{570.888, 10.2948}, {567.03, 10.2845}, {563.173, 10.2738}, {559.316, 10.2629}, {555.458, 10.2516}, {551.601, 10.24}, {547.744, 10.2281}, {543.886, 10.2158},

{540.029, 10.2031}, {536.171, 10.19}, {532.314, 10.1765}, {528.457, 10.1626}, {524.599, 10.1483}, {520.742, 10.1334}, {516.885, 10.1181}, {513.027, 10.1022},
{509.17, 10.0858}, {505.313, 10.0689}, {501.455, 10.0513}, {497.598, 10.0331}, {493.741, 10.0142}, {489.883, 9.99466}, {486.026, 9.97436}, {482.169, 9.95329},
{478.311, 9.93138}, {474.454, 9.90862}, {470.597, 9.88493}, {466.739, 9.86027}, {462.882, 9.83458}, {459.025, 9.80779}, {455.167, 9.77984}, {451.31,

9.75065}, {447.452, 9.72014}, {443.595, 9.68822}, {439.738, 9.6548}, {435.88, 9.61977}, {432.023, 9.58302}, {428.166, 9.54442}, {424.308, 9.50383}, {420.451,
9.4611}, {416.594, 9.41607}, {412.736, 9.36854}, {408.879, 9.31831}, {405.022, 9.26515}, {401.164, 9.2088}, {397.307, 9.14898}, {393.45, 9.08537}, {389.592,
9.01758}, {385.735, 8.94524}, {381.878, 8.86786}, {378.02, 8.78488}, {374.163, 8.69575}, {370.305, 8.59971}, {366.448, 8.496}, {362.591, 8.38365}, {358.733,
8.26153}, {354.876, 8.12839}, {351.019, 7.98266}, {347.161, 7.82246}, {343.304, 7.64564}, {339.447, 7.44946}, {335.589, 7.23056}, {331.732, 6.98491},
{327.875, 6.70729}, {324.017, 6.39099}, {320.16, 6.02763}, {316.303, 5.60584}, {312.445, 5.11028}, {308.588, 4.52025}, {304.731, 3.80588}, {300.873, 2.92328},
{297.016, 1.80618}, {293.159, 0.346998}, {289.301, −1.63919}, {285.444, −4.49644}, {281.586, −8.95428}, {277.729, −16.843}, {273.872, −34.3178}, {270.014,
−91.5579}, {266.157, 116.2}, {262.3, 57.681}, {258.442, 39.8545}, {254.585, 31.8606}, {250.728, 27.3592}, {246.87, 24.4786}, {243.013, 22.4801}, {239.156,
21.0132}, {235.298, 19.891}, {231.441, 19.0056}, {227.584, 18.2894}, {223.726, 17.6982}, {219.869, 17.2024}, {216.012, 16.7807}, {212.154, 16.4178}, {208.297,
16.1023}, {204.439, 15.8257}, {200.582, 15.5814}, {196.725, 15.364}, {192.867, 15.1695}, {189.01, 14.9946}, {185.153, 14.8365}, {181.295, 14.6929}, {177.438,
14.5622}, {173.581, 14.4426}, {169.723, 14.3329}, {165.866, 14.232}, {162.009, 14.139}, {158.151, 14.053}, {154.294, 13.9734}, {150.437, 13.8994}, {146.579,

13.8307}, {142.722, 13.7666}, {138.865, 13.7069}, {135.007, 13.6512}, {131.15, 13.5991}, {127.293, 13.5503}, {123.435, 13.5046}, {119.578, 13.4618}, {115.72,
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13.4217}, {111.863, 13.384}, {108.006, 13.3487}, {104.148, 13.3155}, {100.291, 13.2844}};
gaas=Interpolation[gaasraw];

inpraw={{7876.71, 10.3733}, {7845.85, 10.3625}, {7814.99, 10.3517}, {7784.13, 10.3411}, {7753.27, 10.3304}, {7722.41, 10.3199}, {7695.41, 10.3107}, {7664.55,
10.3003}, {7633.69, 10.2899}, {7606.69, 10.2809}, {7575.83, 10.2706}, {7548.83, 10.2617}, {7521.83, 10.2528}, {7490.97, 10.2428}, {7463.97, 10.234}, {7436.97,
10.2253}, {7409.97, 10.2166}, {7382.97, 10.208}, {7355.96, 10.1994}, {7328.96, 10.1909}, {7301.96, 10.1824}, {7274.96, 10.174}, {7247.96, 10.1656}, {7220.96,
10.1572}, {7197.81, 10.1501}, {7170.81, 10.1418}, {7143.81, 10.1336}, {7120.67, 10.1266}, {7093.66, 10.1185}, {7070.52, 10.1115}, {7043.52, 10.1035},

{7020.38, 10.0966}, {6993.37, 10.0887}, {6970.23, 10.0819}, {6947.09, 10.0751}, {6923.94, 10.0684}, {6896.94, 10.0606}, {6873.8, 10.0539}, {6850.65, 10.0473},
{6827.51, 10.0407}, {6804.36, 10.0341}, {6781.22, 10.0276}, {6758.08, 10.0211}, {6734.93, 10.0146}, {6711.79, 10.0082}, {6692.5, 10.0028}, {6669.36,

9.99642}, {6646.21, 9.99007}, {6623.07, 9.98374}, {6603.78, 9.97849}, {6580.64, 9.97222}, {6557.49, 9.96598}, {6538.21, 9.9608}, {6515.06, 9.95462}, {6495.78,
9.94949}, {6472.63, 9.94335}, {6453.34, 9.93827}, {6434.06, 9.9332}, {6410.91, 9.92715}, {6391.63, 9.92213}, {6372.34, 9.91713}, {6353.05, 9.91215},

{6329.91, 9.9062}, {6310.62, 9.90126}, {6291.34, 9.89634}, {6272.05, 9.89145}, {6252.76, 9.88657}, {6233.48, 9.88171}, {6214.19, 9.87687}, {6194.9, 9.87206},
{6175.62, 9.86726}, {6156.33, 9.86248}, {6137.04, 9.85772}, {6117.76, 9.85298}, {6098.47, 9.84826}, {6079.18, 9.84356}, {6063.75, 9.83981}, {6044.47,
9.83515}, {6025.18, 9.8305}, {6009.75, 9.82679}, {5990.46, 9.82218}, {5971.18, 9.81759}, {5955.75, 9.81393}, {5936.46, 9.80937}, {5917.17, 9.80483}, {5901.74,
9.80121}, {5882.46, 9.7967}, {5867.03, 9.79311}, {5851.6, 9.78953}, {5832.31, 9.78507}, {5816.88, 9.78151}, {5797.6, 9.77709}, {5782.17, 9.77356}, {5766.74,

9.77005}, {5747.45, 9.76567}, {5732.02, 9.76218}, {5716.59, 9.7587}, {5701.16, 9.75524}, {5681.88, 9.75092}, {5666.45, 9.74748}, {5651.02, 9.74405}, {5635.59,
9.74064}, {5620.16, 9.73723}, {5604.73, 9.73384}, {5589.3, 9.73046}, {5573.87, 9.72709}, {5558.44, 9.72373}, {5543.01, 9.72038}, {5527.58, 9.71704},

{5512.15, 9.71372}, {5496.72, 9.7104}, {5481.29, 9.7071}, {5465.86, 9.70381}, {5450.43, 9.70053}, {5435, 9.69726}, {5423.43, 9.69481}, {5408, 9.69156},
{5392.57, 9.68832}, {5377.14, 9.6851}, {5365.57, 9.68268}, {5350.14, 9.67947}, {5334.71, 9.67628}, {5319.28, 9.67309}, {5307.71, 9.67071}, {5292.28, 9.66754},
{5280.71, 9.66517}, {5265.28, 9.66202}, {5249.85, 9.65889}, {5238.28, 9.65654}, {5222.85, 9.65342}, {5211.28, 9.65109}, {5195.85, 9.64799}, {5184.28,

9.64567}, {5168.85, 9.64259}, {5157.28, 9.64029}, {5141.85, 9.63722}, {5130.27, 9.63493}, {5118.7, 9.63265}, {5103.27, 9.62961}, {5091.7, 9.62734}, {5076.27,
9.62433}, {5064.7, 9.62207}, {5053.13, 9.61982}, {5041.56, 9.61758}, {5026.13, 9.61459}, {5014.55, 9.61236}, {5002.98, 9.61014}, {4987.55, 9.60718}, {4975.98,
9.60497}, {4964.41, 9.60276}, {4952.84, 9.60056}, {4941.26, 9.59837}, {4929.69, 9.59618}, {4914.26, 9.59327}, {4902.69, 9.5911}, {4891.12, 9.58893},

{4879.55, 9.58676}, {4867.97, 9.58461}, {4856.4, 9.58245}, {4844.83, 9.58031}, {4833.26, 9.57817}, {4821.69, 9.57603}, {4810.11, 9.5739}, {4798.54, 9.57178},
{4786.97, 9.56966}, {4775.4, 9.56755}, {4763.83, 9.56544}, {4752.25, 9.56334}, {4740.68, 9.56125}, {4729.11, 9.55916}, {4717.54, 9.55707}, {4705.97, 9.555},
{4698.25, 9.55361}, {4686.68, 9.55154}, {4675.11, 9.54948}, {4663.54, 9.54742}, {4651.96, 9.54537}, {4640.39, 9.54332}, {4632.68, 9.54196}, {4621.1, 9.53992},
{4609.53, 9.53789}, {4597.96, 9.53586}, {4590.25, 9.53451}, {4578.67, 9.53249}, {4567.1, 9.53048}, {4559.39, 9.52914}, {4547.81, 9.52714}, {4536.24,

9.52514}, {4528.53, 9.52381}, {4516.96, 9.52182}, {4505.38, 9.51984}, {4497.67, 9.51852}, {4486.1, 9.51654}, {4474.52, 9.51457}, {4466.81, 9.51326}, {4455.24,
9.5113}, {4447.52, 9.50999}, {4435.95, 9.50804}, {4428.24, 9.50674}, {4416.66, 9.5048}, {4408.95, 9.50351}, {4397.38, 9.50157}, {4389.66, 9.50028}, {4378.09,
9.49836}, {4370.38, 9.49708}, {4358.8, 9.49516}, {4351.09, 9.49388}, {4339.52, 9.49198}, {4331.8, 9.49071}, {4320.23, 9.48881}, {4312.52, 9.48754}, {4304.8,

9.48628}, {4293.23, 9.48439}, {4285.51, 9.48314}, {4273.94, 9.48126}, {4266.23, 9.48001}, {4258.51, 9.47876}, {4246.94, 9.47689}, {4239.23, 9.47565},
{4231.51, 9.47441}, {4219.94, 9.47255}, {4212.23, 9.47132}, {4204.51, 9.47008}, {4192.94, 9.46824}, {4185.22, 9.46701}, {4177.51, 9.46579}, {4169.79,
9.46457}, {4158.22, 9.46274}, {4150.51, 9.46152}, {4142.79, 9.4603}, {4135.08, 9.45909}, {4127.36, 9.45788}, {4115.79, 9.45607}, {4108.08, 9.45487}, {4100.36,
9.45366}, {4092.65, 9.45246}, {4084.93, 9.45126}, {4073.36, 9.44947}, {4065.65, 9.44828}, {4057.93, 9.44709}, {4050.22, 9.4459}, {4042.5, 9.44471}, {4034.79,
9.44353}, {4027.07, 9.44235}, {4019.36, 9.44117}, {4011.64, 9.43999}, {4000.07, 9.43823}, {3992.36, 9.43705}, {3984.64, 9.43588}, {3976.93, 9.43471},

{3969.21, 9.43355}, {3961.5, 9.43238}, {3953.78, 9.43122}, {3946.07, 9.43006}, {3938.35, 9.4289}, {3930.64, 9.42775}, {3922.92, 9.42659}, {3915.21, 9.42544},
{3907.49, 9.42429}, {3899.78, 9.42314}, {3892.07, 9.422}, {3884.35, 9.42086}, {3876.64, 9.41971}, {3868.92, 9.41857}, {3861.21, 9.41744}, {3857.35, 9.41687},
{3849.63, 9.41574}, {3841.92, 9.4146}, {3834.21, 9.41347}, {3826.49, 9.41234}, {3818.78, 9.41122}, {3811.06, 9.41009}, {3803.35, 9.40897}, {3795.63, 9.40785},
{3787.92, 9.40673}, {3784.06, 9.40618}, {3776.34, 9.40506}, {3768.63, 9.40395}, {3760.92, 9.40284}, {3753.2, 9.40173}, {3745.49, 9.40062}, {3741.63,

9.40007}, {3733.91, 9.39896}, {3726.2, 9.39786}, {3718.48, 9.39676}, {3710.77, 9.39566}, {3706.91, 9.39511}, {3699.2, 9.39402}, {3691.48, 9.39292}, {3683.77,
9.39183}, {3679.91, 9.39129}, {3672.2, 9.3902}, {3664.48, 9.38911}, {3656.77, 9.38802}, {3652.91, 9.38748}, {3645.2, 9.3864}, {3637.48, 9.38532}, {3629.77,
9.38424}, {3625.91, 9.3837}, {3618.19, 9.38263}, {3610.48, 9.38155}, {3606.62, 9.38102}, {3598.91, 9.37995}, {3591.19, 9.37888}, {3587.33, 9.37834}, {3579.62,
9.37728}, {3571.91, 9.37621}, {3568.05, 9.37568}, {3560.33, 9.37462}, {3552.62, 9.37356}, {3548.76, 9.37303}, {3541.05, 9.37197}, {3537.19, 9.37144},

{3529.47, 9.37039}, {3521.76, 9.36934}, {3517.9, 9.36881}, {3510.19, 9.36776}, {3506.33, 9.36724}, {3498.62, 9.36619}, {3490.9, 9.36514}, {3487.04, 9.36462},
{3479.33, 9.36358}, {3475.47, 9.36306}, {3467.76, 9.36202}, {3463.9, 9.3615}, {3456.18, 9.36046}, {3448.47, 9.35942}, {3444.61, 9.35891}, {3436.9, 9.35787},
{3433.04, 9.35736}, {3425.33, 9.35632}, {3421.47, 9.35581}, {3413.75, 9.35478}, {3409.9, 9.35427}, {3402.18, 9.35324}, {3398.32, 9.35273}, {3390.61, 9.35171},
{3386.75, 9.3512}, {3379.04, 9.35017}, {3375.18, 9.34966}, {3367.47, 9.34865}, {3363.61, 9.34814}, {3355.89, 9.34712}, {3352.04, 9.34661}, {3348.18,

9.34611}, {3340.46, 9.3451}, {3336.61, 9.34459}, {3328.89, 9.34358}, {3325.04, 9.34308}, {3317.32, 9.34207}, {3313.46, 9.34156}, {3309.61, 9.34106}, {3301.89,
9.34006}, {3298.03, 9.33955}, {3290.32, 9.33855}, {3286.46, 9.33805}, {3278.75, 9.33705}, {3274.89, 9.33655}, {3271.03, 9.33605}, {3263.32, 9.33506},

{3259.46, 9.33456}, {3255.6, 9.33406}, {3247.89, 9.33307}, {3244.03, 9.33257}, {3236.32, 9.33158}, {3232.46, 9.33109}, {3228.6, 9.33059}, {3220.89, 9.3296},
{3217.03, 9.32911}, {3213.17, 9.32862}, {3205.46, 9.32763}, {3201.6, 9.32714}, {3197.74, 9.32665}, {3190.03, 9.32566}, {3186.17, 9.32517}, {3182.31, 9.32468},
{3178.46, 9.32419}, {3170.74, 9.32321}, {3166.88, 9.32272}, {3163.03, 9.32224}, {3155.31, 9.32126}, {3151.45, 9.32077}, {3147.6, 9.32029}, {3139.88,

9.31931}, {3136.02, 9.31883}, {3132.17, 9.31834}, {3128.31, 9.31786}, {3120.6, 9.31689}, {3116.74, 9.3164}, {3112.88, 9.31592}, {3109.02, 9.31543}, {3101.31,
9.31447}, {3097.45, 9.31398}, {3093.59, 9.3135}, {3089.74, 9.31302}, {3082.02, 9.31206}, {3078.16, 9.31158}, {3074.31, 9.3111}, {3070.45, 9.31061}, {3066.59,
9.31013}, {3058.88, 9.30918}, {3055.02, 9.3087}, {3051.16, 9.30822}, {3047.31, 9.30774}, {3039.59, 9.30678}, {3035.73, 9.30631}, {3031.88, 9.30583}, {3028.02,
9.30535}, {3024.16, 9.30487}, {3020.3, 9.3044}, {3012.59, 9.30345}, {3008.73, 9.30297}, {3004.88, 9.3025}, {3001.02, 9.30202}, {2997.16, 9.30155}, {2993.3,

9.30107}, {2985.59, 9.30013}, {2981.73, 9.29965}, {2977.87, 9.29918}, {2974.02, 9.29871}, {2970.16, 9.29823}, {2966.3, 9.29776}, {2958.59, 9.29682}, {2954.73,
9.29635}, {2950.87, 9.29588}, {2947.01, 9.2954}, {2943.16, 9.29493}, {2939.3, 9.29446}, {2935.44, 9.29399}, {2931.59, 9.29352}, {2927.73, 9.29306}, {2920.01,
9.29212}, {2916.16, 9.29165}, {2912.3, 9.29118}, {2908.44, 9.29071}, {2904.58, 9.29024}, {2900.73, 9.28978}, {2896.87, 9.28931}, {2893.01, 9.28884},

{2889.15, 9.28837}, {2885.3, 9.28791}, {2881.44, 9.28744}, {2873.73, 9.28651}, {2869.87, 9.28604}, {2866.01, 9.28558}, {2862.15, 9.28511}, {2858.3, 9.28465},
{2854.44, 9.28418}, {2850.58, 9.28372}, {2846.72, 9.28326}, {2842.87, 9.28279}, {2839.01, 9.28233}, {2835.15, 9.28186}, {2831.29, 9.2814}, {2827.44, 9.28094},
{2823.58, 9.28047}, {2819.72, 9.28001}, {2815.87, 9.27955}, {2812.01, 9.27909}, {2808.15, 9.27863}, {2804.29, 9.27816}, {2800.44, 9.2777}, {2796.58,

9.27724}, {2792.72, 9.27678}, {2788.86, 9.27632}, {2785.01, 9.27586}, {2781.15, 9.2754}, {2777.29, 9.27494}, {2773.43, 9.27448}, {2769.58, 9.27402}, {2765.72,
9.27356}, {2761.86, 9.2731}, {2758, 9.27264}, {2754.15, 9.27218}, {2750.29, 9.27172}, {2746.43, 9.27126}, {2742.58, 9.2708}, {2738.72, 9.27034}, {2734.86,

9.26988}, {2731, 9.26942}, {2727.15, 9.26897}, {2723.29, 9.26851}, {2719.43, 9.26805}, {2715.57, 9.26759}, {2711.72, 9.26713}, {2707.86, 9.26668}, {2704,
9.26622}, {2700.14, 9.26576}, {2696.29, 9.26531}, {2692.43, 9.26485}, {2688.57, 9.26439}, {2684.72, 9.26394}, {2680.86, 9.26348}, {2677, 9.26302}, {2673.14,
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9.26257}, {2669.29, 9.26211}, {2665.43, 9.26165}, {2661.57, 9.2612}, {2657.71, 9.26074}, {2653.86, 9.26029}, {2650, 9.25983}, {2646.14, 9.25938}, {2642.28,
9.25892}, {2638.43, 9.25847}, {2634.57, 9.25801}, {2630.71, 9.25756}, {2626.85, 9.2571}, {2623, 9.25665}, {2619.14, 9.25619}, {2615.28, 9.25574}, {2611.43,
9.25528}, {2607.57, 9.25483}, {2603.71, 9.25437}, {2599.85, 9.25392}, {2596, 9.25347}, {2592.14, 9.25301}, {2588.28, 9.25256}, {2584.42, 9.2521}, {2580.57,
9.25165}, {2576.71, 9.25119}, {2572.85, 9.25074}, {2568.99, 9.25029}, {2565.14, 9.24983}, {2561.28, 9.24938}, {2557.42, 9.24893}, {2553.57, 9.24847},
{2549.71, 9.24802}, {2545.85, 9.24756}, {2541.99, 9.24711}, {2538.14, 9.24666}, {2534.28, 9.2462}, {2530.42, 9.24575}, {2526.56, 9.2453}, {2522.71, 9.24484},
{2518.85, 9.24439}, {2514.99, 9.24394}, {2511.13, 9.24348}, {2507.28, 9.24303}, {2503.42, 9.24258}, {2499.56, 9.24212}, {2495.71, 9.24167}, {2491.85,
9.24121}, {2487.99, 9.24076}, {2484.13, 9.24031}, {2480.28, 9.23985}, {2476.42, 9.2394}, {2472.56, 9.23895}, {2468.7, 9.23849}, {2464.85, 9.23804}, {2460.99,
9.23759}, {2457.13, 9.23713}, {2453.27, 9.23668}, {2449.42, 9.23622}, {2445.56, 9.23577}, {2441.7, 9.23531}, {2437.84, 9.23486}, {2433.99, 9.23441}, {2430.13,
9.23395}, {2426.27, 9.2335}, {2422.42, 9.23304}, {2418.56, 9.23259}, {2414.7, 9.23213}, {2410.84, 9.23168}, {2406.99, 9.23122}, {2403.13, 9.23077}, {2399.27,
9.23031}, {2395.41, 9.22986}, {2391.56, 9.2294}, {2387.7, 9.22895}, {2383.84, 9.22849}, {2379.98, 9.22803}, {2376.13, 9.22758}, {2372.27, 9.22712}, {2368.41,
9.22666}, {2364.56, 9.22621}, {2360.7, 9.22575}, {2356.84, 9.22529}, {2352.98, 9.22484}, {2349.13, 9.22438}, {2345.27, 9.22392}, {2341.41, 9.22347},

{2337.55, 9.22301}, {2333.7, 9.22255}, {2329.84, 9.22209}, {2325.98, 9.22163}, {2322.12, 9.22117}, {2318.27, 9.22072}, {2314.41, 9.22026}, {2310.55, 9.2198},
{2306.7, 9.21934}, {2302.84, 9.21888}, {2298.98, 9.21842}, {2295.12, 9.21796}, {2291.27, 9.2175}, {2287.41, 9.21704}, {2283.55, 9.21657}, {2279.69, 9.21611},
{2275.84, 9.21565}, {2271.98, 9.21519}, {2268.12, 9.21473}, {2264.26, 9.21426}, {2260.41, 9.2138}, {2256.55, 9.21334}, {2252.69, 9.21287}, {2248.83, 9.21241},
{2244.98, 9.21195}, {2241.12, 9.21148}, {2237.26, 9.21102}, {2233.41, 9.21055}, {2229.55, 9.21009}, {2225.69, 9.20962}, {2221.83, 9.20915}, {2217.98,

9.20869}, {2214.12, 9.20822}, {2210.26, 9.20775}, {2206.4, 9.20729}, {2202.55, 9.20682}, {2198.69, 9.20635}, {2194.83, 9.20588}, {2190.97, 9.20541}, {2187.12,
9.20494}, {2183.26, 9.20447}, {2179.4, 9.204}, {2175.55, 9.20353}, {2171.69, 9.20306}, {2167.83, 9.20258}, {2163.97, 9.20211}, {2160.12, 9.20164}, {2156.26,

9.20116}, {2152.4, 9.20069}, {2148.54, 9.20022}, {2144.69, 9.19974}, {2140.83, 9.19927}, {2136.97, 9.19879}, {2133.11, 9.19831}, {2129.26, 9.19784}, {2125.4,
9.19736}, {2121.54, 9.19688}, {2117.68, 9.1964}, {2113.83, 9.19592}, {2109.97, 9.19544}, {2106.11, 9.19496}, {2102.26, 9.19448}, {2098.4, 9.194}, {2094.54,
9.19351}, {2090.68, 9.19303}, {2086.83, 9.19255}, {2082.97, 9.19206}, {2079.11, 9.19158}, {2075.25, 9.19109}, {2071.4, 9.1906}, {2067.54, 9.19012}, {2063.68,
9.18963}, {2059.82, 9.18914}, {2055.97, 9.18865}, {2052.11, 9.18816}, {2048.25, 9.18767}, {2044.4, 9.18718}, {2040.54, 9.18669}, {2036.68, 9.18619}, {2032.82,
9.1857}, {2028.97, 9.18521}, {2025.11, 9.18471}, {2021.25, 9.18421}, {2017.39, 9.18372}, {2013.54, 9.18322}, {2009.68, 9.18272}, {2005.82, 9.18222},

{2001.96, 9.18172}, {1998.11, 9.18122}, {1994.25, 9.18072}, {1990.39, 9.18021}, {1986.54, 9.17971}, {1982.68, 9.17921}, {1978.82, 9.1787}, {1974.96, 9.17819},
{1971.11, 9.17769}, {1967.25, 9.17718}, {1963.39, 9.17667}, {1959.53, 9.17616}, {1955.68, 9.17564}, {1951.82, 9.17513}, {1947.96, 9.17462}, {1944.1, 9.1741},
{1940.25, 9.17359}, {1936.39, 9.17307}, {1932.53, 9.17255}, {1928.67, 9.17203}, {1924.82, 9.17151}, {1920.96, 9.17099}, {1917.1, 9.17047}, {1913.25,

9.16995}, {1909.39, 9.16942}, {1905.53, 9.1689}, {1901.67, 9.16837}, {1897.82, 9.16784}, {1893.96, 9.16731}, {1890.1, 9.16678}, {1886.24, 9.16625}, {1882.39,
9.16571}, {1878.53, 9.16518}, {1874.67, 9.16464}, {1870.81, 9.16411}, {1866.96, 9.16357}, {1863.1, 9.16303}, {1859.24, 9.16249}, {1855.39, 9.16194}, {1851.53,
9.1614}, {1847.67, 9.16085}, {1843.81, 9.16031}, {1839.96, 9.15976}, {1836.1, 9.15921}, {1832.24, 9.15866}, {1828.38, 9.1581}, {1824.53, 9.15755}, {1820.67,

9.15699}, {1816.81, 9.15644}, {1812.95, 9.15588}, {1809.1, 9.15532}, {1805.24, 9.15475}, {1801.38, 9.15419}, {1797.53, 9.15362}, {1793.67, 9.15306}, {1789.81,
9.15249}, {1785.95, 9.15192}, {1782.1, 9.15135}, {1778.24, 9.15077}, {1774.38, 9.1502}, {1770.52, 9.14962}, {1766.67, 9.14904}, {1762.81, 9.14846}, {1758.95,
9.14787}, {1755.09, 9.14729}, {1751.24, 9.1467}, {1747.38, 9.14611}, {1743.52, 9.14552}, {1739.66, 9.14493}, {1735.81, 9.14433}, {1731.95, 9.14374},

{1728.09, 9.14314}, {1724.24, 9.14254}, {1720.38, 9.14193}, {1716.52, 9.14133}, {1712.66, 9.14072}, {1708.81, 9.14011}, {1704.95, 9.1395}, {1701.09, 9.13888},
{1697.23, 9.13827}, {1693.38, 9.13765}, {1689.52, 9.13703}, {1685.66, 9.1364}, {1681.8, 9.13578}, {1677.95, 9.13515}, {1674.09, 9.13452}, {1670.23, 9.13389},
{1666.38, 9.13325}, {1662.52, 9.13261}, {1658.66, 9.13197}, {1654.8, 9.13133}, {1650.95, 9.13069}, {1647.09, 9.13004}, {1643.23, 9.12939}, {1639.37,

9.12873}, {1635.52, 9.12808}, {1631.66, 9.12742}, {1627.8, 9.12676}, {1623.94, 9.12609}, {1620.09, 9.12542}, {1616.23, 9.12475}, {1612.37, 9.12408}, {1608.51,
9.1234}, {1604.66, 9.12272}, {1600.8, 9.12204}, {1596.94, 9.12136}, {1593.09, 9.12067}, {1589.23, 9.11998}, {1585.37, 9.11928}, {1581.51, 9.11858}, {1577.66,
9.11788}, {1573.8, 9.11718}, {1569.94, 9.11647}, {1566.08, 9.11576}, {1562.23, 9.11504}, {1558.37, 9.11432}, {1554.51, 9.1136}, {1550.65, 9.11288}, {1546.8,

9.11215}, {1542.94, 9.11142}, {1539.08, 9.11068}, {1535.23, 9.10994}, {1531.37, 9.1092}, {1527.51, 9.10845}, {1523.65, 9.1077}, {1519.8, 9.10694}, {1515.94,
9.10618}, {1512.08, 9.10542}, {1508.22, 9.10465}, {1504.37, 9.10388}, {1500.51, 9.1031}, {1496.65, 9.10232}, {1492.79, 9.10154}, {1488.94, 9.10075}, {1485.08,
9.09996}, {1481.22, 9.09916}, {1477.37, 9.09836}, {1473.51, 9.09755}, {1469.65, 9.09674}, {1465.79, 9.09593}, {1461.94, 9.09511}, {1458.08, 9.09428},

{1454.22, 9.09345}, {1450.36, 9.09262}, {1446.51, 9.09178}, {1442.65, 9.09093}, {1438.79, 9.09008}, {1434.93, 9.08923}, {1431.08, 9.08837}, {1427.22, 9.0875},
{1423.36, 9.08663}, {1419.5, 9.08575}, {1415.65, 9.08487}, {1411.79, 9.08398}, {1407.93, 9.08309}, {1404.08, 9.08219}, {1400.22, 9.08129}, {1396.36,

9.08038}, {1392.5, 9.07946}, {1388.65, 9.07854}, {1384.79, 9.07761}, {1380.93, 9.07667}, {1377.07, 9.07573}, {1373.22, 9.07479}, {1369.36, 9.07383}, {1365.5,
9.07287}, {1361.64, 9.07191}, {1357.79, 9.07093}, {1353.93, 9.06995}, {1350.07, 9.06896}, {1346.22, 9.06797}, {1342.36, 9.06697}, {1338.5, 9.06596}, {1334.64,
9.06495}, {1330.79, 9.06392}, {1326.93, 9.06289}, {1323.07, 9.06185}, {1319.21, 9.06081}, {1315.36, 9.05976}, {1311.5, 9.05869}, {1307.64, 9.05763},

{1303.78, 9.05655}, {1299.93, 9.05546}, {1296.07, 9.05437}, {1292.21, 9.05327}, {1288.35, 9.05216}, {1284.5, 9.05104}, {1280.64, 9.04991}, {1276.78, 9.04877},
{1272.93, 9.04763}, {1269.07, 9.04647}, {1265.21, 9.04531}, {1261.35, 9.04413}, {1257.5, 9.04295}, {1253.64, 9.04175}, {1249.78, 9.04055}, {1245.92,

9.03934}, {1242.07, 9.03811}, {1238.21, 9.03688}, {1234.35, 9.03564}, {1230.49, 9.03438}, {1226.64, 9.03312}, {1222.78, 9.03184}, {1218.92, 9.03055},
{1215.07, 9.02926}, {1211.21, 9.02795}, {1207.35, 9.02663}, {1203.49, 9.02529}, {1199.64, 9.02395}, {1195.78, 9.02259}, {1191.92, 9.02122}, {1188.06,
9.01984}, {1184.21, 9.01845}, {1180.35, 9.01704}, {1176.49, 9.01562}, {1172.63, 9.01418}, {1168.78, 9.01274}, {1164.92, 9.01128}, {1161.06, 9.0098}, {1157.21,
9.00832}, {1153.35, 9.00681}, {1149.49, 9.0053}, {1145.63, 9.00376}, {1141.78, 9.00222}, {1137.92, 9.00065}, {1134.06, 8.99908}, {1130.2, 8.99748}, {1126.35,
8.99588}, {1122.49, 8.99425}, {1118.63, 8.99261}, {1114.77, 8.99095}, {1110.92, 8.98927}, {1107.06, 8.98758}, {1103.2, 8.98587}, {1099.34, 8.98414},

{1095.49, 8.9824}, {1091.63, 8.98063}, {1087.77, 8.97885}, {1083.92, 8.97705}, {1080.06, 8.97522}, {1076.2, 8.97338}, {1072.34, 8.97152}, {1068.49, 8.96964},
{1064.63, 8.96773}, {1060.77, 8.96581}, {1056.91, 8.96387}, {1053.06, 8.9619}, {1049.2, 8.95991}, {1045.34, 8.9579}, {1041.48, 8.95586}, {1037.63, 8.9538},
{1033.77, 8.95172}, {1029.91, 8.94961}, {1026.06, 8.94748}, {1022.2, 8.94533}, {1018.34, 8.94314}, {1014.48, 8.94094}, {1010.63, 8.9387}, {1006.77, 8.93644},
{1002.91, 8.93415}, {999.053, 8.93183}, {995.196, 8.92949}, {991.339, 8.92711}, {987.481, 8.92471}, {983.624, 8.92227}, {979.767, 8.91981}, {975.909,
8.91731}, {972.052, 8.91478}, {968.195, 8.91222}, {964.337, 8.90963}, {960.48, 8.907}, {956.622, 8.90434}, {952.765, 8.90164}, {948.908, 8.89891}, {945.05,
8.89614}, {941.193, 8.89333}, {937.336, 8.89049}, {933.478, 8.8876}, {929.621, 8.88468}, {925.764, 8.88172}, {921.906, 8.87871}, {918.049, 8.87566}, {914.192,
8.87258}, {910.334, 8.86944}, {906.477, 8.86626}, {902.62, 8.86304}, {898.762, 8.85977}, {894.905, 8.85645}, {891.048, 8.85308}, {887.19, 8.84967}, {883.333,
8.8462}, {879.476, 8.84268}, {875.618, 8.83911}, {871.761, 8.83548}, {867.903, 8.8318}, {864.046, 8.82806}, {860.189, 8.82427}, {856.331, 8.82041}, {852.474,
8.8165}, {848.617, 8.81252}, {844.759, 8.80848}, {840.902, 8.80438}, {837.045, 8.8002}, {833.187, 8.79596}, {829.33, 8.79165}, {825.473, 8.78728}, {821.615,

8.78282}, {817.758, 8.77829}, {813.901, 8.77369}, {810.043, 8.76901}, {806.186, 8.76425}, {802.329, 8.7594}, {798.471, 8.75447}, {794.614, 8.74946}, {790.756,
8.74435}, {786.899, 8.73916}, {783.042, 8.73387}, {779.184, 8.72849}, {775.327, 8.72301}, {771.47, 8.71742}, {767.612, 8.71174}, {763.755, 8.70595},

{759.898, 8.70005}, {756.04, 8.69403}, {752.183, 8.68791}, {748.326, 8.68166}, {744.468, 8.6753}, {740.611, 8.6688}, {736.754, 8.66219}, {732.896, 8.65543},
{729.039, 8.64855}, {725.182, 8.64152}, {721.324, 8.63435}, {717.467, 8.62703}, {713.609, 8.61956}, {709.752, 8.61193}, {705.895, 8.60414}, {702.037,
8.59618}, {698.18, 8.58805}, {694.323, 8.57975}, {690.465, 8.57126}, {686.608, 8.56258}, {682.751, 8.55371}, {678.893, 8.54463}, {675.036, 8.53535}, {671.179,
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8.52586}, {667.321, 8.51614}, {663.464, 8.50619}, {659.607, 8.49601}, {655.749, 8.48558}, {651.892, 8.4749}, {648.035, 8.46396}, {644.177, 8.45275}, {640.32,
8.44125}, {636.463, 8.42946}, {632.605, 8.41737}, {628.748, 8.40497}, {624.891, 8.39224}, {621.033, 8.37918}, {617.176, 8.36576}, {613.318, 8.35198},

{609.461, 8.33782}, {605.604, 8.32327}, {601.746, 8.30831}, {597.889, 8.29292}, {594.032, 8.27709}, {590.174, 8.26079}, {586.317, 8.24402}, {582.46, 8.22674},
{578.602, 8.20894}, {574.745, 8.19059}, {570.888, 8.17167}, {567.03, 8.15215}, {563.173, 8.132}, {559.316, 8.1112}, {555.458, 8.08971}, {551.601, 8.06751},

{547.744, 8.04455}, {543.886, 8.02079}, {540.029, 7.99621}, {536.171, 7.97074}, {532.314, 7.94437}, {528.457, 7.91702}, {524.599, 7.88864}, {520.742, 7.8592},
{516.885, 7.82861}, {513.027, 7.79682}, {509.17, 7.76376}, {505.313, 7.72936}, {501.455, 7.69351}, {497.598, 7.65616}, {493.741, 7.6172}, {489.883, 7.57651},
{486.026, 7.534}, {482.169, 7.48955}, {478.311, 7.443}, {474.454, 7.39424}, {470.597, 7.3431}, {466.739, 7.28938}, {462.882, 7.23292}, {459.025, 7.1735},

{455.167, 7.11087}, {451.31, 7.0448}, {447.452, 6.97498}, {443.595, 6.90111}, {439.738, 6.82283}, {435.88, 6.73971}, {432.023, 6.65136}, {428.166, 6.55724},
{424.308, 6.45676}, {420.451, 6.34932}, {416.594, 6.23415}, {412.736, 6.11038}, {408.879, 5.97708}, {405.022, 5.83311}, {401.164, 5.67709}, {397.307,
5.50757}, {393.45, 5.32269}, {389.592, 5.12024}, {385.735, 4.89774}, {381.878, 4.65204}, {378.02, 4.37926}, {374.163, 4.0749}, {370.305, 3.73299}, {366.448,
3.34641}, {362.591, 2.90574}, {358.733, 2.39873}, {354.876, 1.80962}, {351.019, 1.11664}, {347.161, 0.289606}, {343.304, −0.713804}, {339.447, −1.95682},
{335.589, −3.537}, {331.732, −5.61139}, {327.875, −8.45493}, {324.017, −12.5929}, {320.16, −19.1632}, {316.303, −31.2014}, {312.445, −60.3726}, {308.588,
−229.636}, {304.731, 171.942}, {300.873, 71.2249}, {297.016, 47.645}, {293.159, 37.1462}, {289.301, 31.2087}, {285.444, 27.3932}, {281.586, 24.7342},
{277.729, 22.7764}, {273.872, 21.2748}, {270.014, 20.0867}, {266.157, 19.1238}, {262.3, 18.3278}, {258.442, 17.6587}, {254.585, 17.0888}, {250.728, 16.5977},
{246.87, 16.1701}, {243.013, 15.7948}, {239.156, 15.4627}, {235.298, 15.1668}, {231.441, 14.9018}, {227.584, 14.6631}, {223.726, 14.4469}, {219.869, 14.2505},
{216.012, 14.0712}, {212.154, 13.907}, {208.297, 13.7561}, {204.439, 13.617}, {200.582, 13.4886}, {196.725, 13.3696}, {192.867, 13.259}, {189.01, 13.1562},

{185.153, 13.0604}, {181.295, 12.9709}, {177.438, 12.8872}, {173.581, 12.8088}, {169.723, 12.7352}, {165.866, 12.6662}, {162.009, 12.6012}, {158.151,
12.5401}, {154.294, 12.4825}, {150.437, 12.4282}, {146.579, 12.3769}, {142.722, 12.3285}, {138.865, 12.2828}, {135.007, 12.2396}, {131.15, 12.1987}, {127.293,
12.1601}, {123.435, 12.1235}, {119.578, 12.0889}, {115.72, 12.0562}, {111.863, 12.0252}, {108.006, 11.9959}, {104.148, 11.9682}, {100.291, 11.942}};

inp=Interpolation[inpraw];

InAsraw={{7876.71, 12.8467}, {7845.85, 12.8459}, {7814.99, 12.8452}, {7784.13, 12.8445}, {7753.27, 12.8439}, {7722.41, 12.8433}, {7695.41, 12.8429}, {7664.55,
12.8424}, {7633.69, 12.842}, {7606.69, 12.8416}, {7575.83, 12.8413}, {7548.83, 12.841}, {7521.83, 12.8408}, {7490.97, 12.8407}, {7463.97, 12.8405}, {7436.97,
12.8405}, {7409.97, 12.8404}, {7382.97, 12.8404}, {7355.96, 12.8405}, {7328.96, 12.8406}, {7301.96, 12.8407}, {7274.96, 12.8409}, {7247.96, 12.8411},
{7220.96, 12.8414}, {7197.81, 12.8417}, {7170.81, 12.8421}, {7143.81, 12.8425}, {7120.67, 12.8429}, {7093.66, 12.8434}, {7070.52, 12.8439}, {7043.52,
12.8445}, {7020.38, 12.8451}, {6993.37, 12.8459}, {6970.23, 12.8466}, {6947.09, 12.8474}, {6923.94, 12.8482}, {6896.94, 12.8492}, {6873.8, 12.8501}, {6850.65,
12.8511}, {6827.51, 12.8522}, {6804.36, 12.8534}, {6781.22, 12.8546}, {6758.08, 12.8559}, {6734.93, 12.8573}, {6711.79, 12.8588}, {6692.5, 12.8601},

{6669.36, 12.8617}, {6646.21, 12.8635}, {6623.07, 12.8653}, {6603.78, 12.8669}, {6580.64, 12.8689}, {6557.49, 12.871}, {6538.21, 12.8728}, {6515.06, 12.8751},
{6495.78, 12.877}, {6472.63, 12.8793}, {6453.34, 12.8813}, {6434.06, 12.8834}, {6410.91, 12.8858}, {6391.63, 12.8878}, {6372.34, 12.8898}, {6353.05,

12.8918}, {6329.91, 12.8942}, {6310.62, 12.896}, {6291.34, 12.8978}, {6272.05, 12.8996}, {6252.76, 12.9012}, {6233.48, 12.9026}, {6214.19, 12.904}, {6194.9,
12.9052}, {6175.62, 12.9062}, {6156.33, 12.907}, {6137.04, 12.9077}, {6117.76, 12.9081}, {6098.47, 12.9083}, {6079.18, 12.9084}, {6063.75, 12.9082}, {6044.47,
12.9078}, {6025.18, 12.9073}, {6009.75, 12.9066}, {5990.46, 12.9056}, {5971.18, 12.9045}, {5955.75, 12.9034}, {5936.46, 12.9018}, {5917.17, 12.9001},

{5901.74, 12.8987}, {5882.46, 12.8967}, {5867.03, 12.895}, {5851.6, 12.8932}, {5832.31, 12.8909}, {5816.88, 12.889}, {5797.6, 12.8865}, {5782.17, 12.8845},
{5766.74, 12.8825}, {5747.45, 12.8799}, {5732.02, 12.8778}, {5716.59, 12.8757}, {5701.16, 12.8736}, {5681.88, 12.871}, {5666.45, 12.869}, {5651.02, 12.8669},
{5635.59, 12.8649}, {5620.16, 12.863}, {5604.73, 12.861}, {5589.3, 12.8591}, {5573.87, 12.8573}, {5558.44, 12.8555}, {5543.01, 12.8537}, {5527.58, 12.852},
{5512.15, 12.8504}, {5496.72, 12.8488}, {5481.29, 12.8472}, {5465.86, 12.8457}, {5450.43, 12.8443}, {5435, 12.8429}, {5423.43, 12.8419}, {5408, 12.8406},
{5392.57, 12.8394}, {5377.14, 12.8382}, {5365.57, 12.8373}, {5350.14, 12.8362}, {5334.71, 12.8352}, {5319.28, 12.8342}, {5307.71, 12.8335}, {5292.28,
12.8325}, {5280.71, 12.8319}, {5265.28, 12.831}, {5249.85, 12.8302}, {5238.28, 12.8296}, {5222.85, 12.8289}, {5211.28, 12.8283}, {5195.85, 12.8277}, {5184.28,
12.8272}, {5168.85, 12.8266}, {5157.28, 12.8261}, {5141.85, 12.8255}, {5130.27, 12.8251}, {5118.7, 12.8248}, {5103.27, 12.8243}, {5091.7, 12.8239}, {5076.27,
12.8235}, {5064.7, 12.8232}, {5053.13, 12.8229}, {5041.56, 12.8226}, {5026.13, 12.8223}, {5014.55, 12.822}, {5002.98, 12.8218}, {4987.55, 12.8215}, {4975.98,
12.8213}, {4964.41, 12.8211}, {4952.84, 12.821}, {4941.26, 12.8208}, {4929.69, 12.8207}, {4914.26, 12.8205}, {4902.69, 12.8204}, {4891.12, 12.8203},

{4879.55, 12.8202}, {4867.97, 12.8201}, {4856.4, 12.82}, {4844.83, 12.82}, {4833.26, 12.8199}, {4821.69, 12.8199}, {4810.11, 12.8199}, {4798.54, 12.8199},
{4786.97, 12.8199}, {4775.4, 12.8199}, {4763.83, 12.8199}, {4752.25, 12.82}, {4740.68, 12.82}, {4729.11, 12.8201}, {4717.54, 12.8202}, {4705.97, 12.8202},
{4698.25, 12.8203}, {4686.68, 12.8204}, {4675.11, 12.8205}, {4663.54, 12.8206}, {4651.96, 12.8208}, {4640.39, 12.8209}, {4632.68, 12.821}, {4621.1, 12.8212},
{4609.53, 12.8213}, {4597.96, 12.8215}, {4590.25, 12.8217}, {4578.67, 12.8219}, {4567.1, 12.8221}, {4559.39, 12.8222}, {4547.81, 12.8225}, {4536.24, 12.8227},
{4528.53, 12.8229}, {4516.96, 12.8231}, {4505.38, 12.8234}, {4497.67, 12.8236}, {4486.1, 12.8239}, {4474.52, 12.8242}, {4466.81, 12.8244}, {4455.24,

12.8247}, {4447.52, 12.8249}, {4435.95, 12.8253}, {4428.24, 12.8255}, {4416.66, 12.8259}, {4408.95, 12.8261}, {4397.38, 12.8265}, {4389.66, 12.8267},
{4378.09, 12.8271}, {4370.38, 12.8274}, {4358.8, 12.8278}, {4351.09, 12.8281}, {4339.52, 12.8285}, {4331.8, 12.8288}, {4320.23, 12.8293}, {4312.52, 12.8296},
{4304.8, 12.8299}, {4293.23, 12.8304}, {4285.51, 12.8307}, {4273.94, 12.8312}, {4266.23, 12.8316}, {4258.51, 12.8319}, {4246.94, 12.8325}, {4239.23, 12.8328},
{4231.51, 12.8332}, {4219.94, 12.8338}, {4212.23, 12.8341}, {4204.51, 12.8345}, {4192.94, 12.8351}, {4185.22, 12.8355}, {4177.51, 12.8359}, {4169.79,

12.8364}, {4158.22, 12.837}, {4150.51, 12.8374}, {4142.79, 12.8379}, {4135.08, 12.8383}, {4127.36, 12.8388}, {4115.79, 12.8395}, {4108.08, 12.84}, {4100.36,
12.8404}, {4092.65, 12.8409}, {4084.93, 12.8414}, {4073.36, 12.8422}, {4065.65, 12.8427}, {4057.93, 12.8432}, {4050.22, 12.8437}, {4042.5, 12.8442}, {4034.79,
12.8448}, {4027.07, 12.8453}, {4019.36, 12.8459}, {4011.64, 12.8465}, {4000.07, 12.8473}, {3992.36, 12.8479}, {3984.64, 12.8485}, {3976.93, 12.8491},

{3969.21, 12.8497}, {3961.5, 12.8503}, {3953.78, 12.8509}, {3946.07, 12.8516}, {3938.35, 12.8522}, {3930.64, 12.8529}, {3922.92, 12.8536}, {3915.21, 12.8542},
{3907.49, 12.8549}, {3899.78, 12.8556}, {3892.07, 12.8563}, {3884.35, 12.857}, {3876.64, 12.8578}, {3868.92, 12.8585}, {3861.21, 12.8592}, {3857.35,

12.8596}, {3849.63, 12.8604}, {3841.92, 12.8612}, {3834.21, 12.862}, {3826.49, 12.8628}, {3818.78, 12.8636}, {3811.06, 12.8644}, {3803.35, 12.8652}, {3795.63,
12.8661}, {3787.92, 12.867}, {3784.06, 12.8674}, {3776.34, 12.8683}, {3768.63, 12.8692}, {3760.92, 12.8701}, {3753.2, 12.8711}, {3745.49, 12.872}, {3741.63,

12.8725}, {3733.91, 12.8735}, {3726.2, 12.8744}, {3718.48, 12.8755}, {3710.77, 12.8765}, {3706.91, 12.877}, {3699.2, 12.878}, {3691.48, 12.8791}, {3683.77,
12.8802}, {3679.91, 12.8808}, {3672.2, 12.8819}, {3664.48, 12.883}, {3656.77, 12.8842}, {3652.91, 12.8848}, {3645.2, 12.886}, {3637.48, 12.8872}, {3629.77,
12.8884}, {3625.91, 12.8891}, {3618.19, 12.8903}, {3610.48, 12.8916}, {3606.62, 12.8923}, {3598.91, 12.8936}, {3591.19, 12.895}, {3587.33, 12.8957}, {3579.62,
12.8971}, {3571.91, 12.8986}, {3568.05, 12.8993}, {3560.33, 12.9008}, {3552.62, 12.9023}, {3548.76, 12.9031}, {3541.05, 12.9047}, {3537.19, 12.9055},

{3529.47, 12.9072}, {3521.76, 12.9088}, {3517.9, 12.9097}, {3510.19, 12.9114}, {3506.33, 12.9123}, {3498.62, 12.9141}, {3490.9, 12.916}, {3487.04, 12.9169},
{3479.33, 12.9188}, {3475.47, 12.9198}, {3467.76, 12.9218}, {3463.9, 12.9229}, {3456.18, 12.9249}, {3448.47, 12.9271}, {3444.61, 12.9282}, {3436.9, 12.9304},
{3433.04, 12.9316}, {3425.33, 12.934}, {3421.47, 12.9352}, {3413.75, 12.9376}, {3409.9, 12.9389}, {3402.18, 12.9415}, {3398.32, 12.9428}, {3390.61, 12.9455},
{3386.75, 12.9469}, {3379.04, 12.9498}, {3375.18, 12.9512}, {3367.47, 12.9543}, {3363.61, 12.9558}, {3355.89, 12.959}, {3352.04, 12.9606}, {3348.18, 12.9623},
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{3340.46, 12.9657}, {3336.61, 12.9675}, {3328.89, 12.9711}, {3325.04, 12.973}, {3317.32, 12.9768}, {3313.46, 12.9788}, {3309.61, 12.9808}, {3301.89, 12.985},
{3298.03, 12.9871}, {3290.32, 12.9915}, {3286.46, 12.9937}, {3278.75, 12.9984}, {3274.89, 13.0008}, {3271.03, 13.0032}, {3263.32, 13.0082}, {3259.46,

13.0108}, {3255.6, 13.0134}, {3247.89, 13.0188}, {3244.03, 13.0216}, {3236.32, 13.0273}, {3232.46, 13.0302}, {3228.6, 13.0331}, {3220.89, 13.0391}, {3217.03,
13.0422}, {3213.17, 13.0454}, {3205.46, 13.0518}, {3201.6, 13.055}, {3197.74, 13.0583}, {3190.03, 13.0651}, {3186.17, 13.0685}, {3182.31, 13.0719}, {3178.46,
13.0754}, {3170.74, 13.0825}, {3166.88, 13.0861}, {3163.03, 13.0897}, {3155.31, 13.0969}, {3151.45, 13.1005}, {3147.6, 13.1042}, {3139.88, 13.1115}, {3136.02,
13.1152}, {3132.17, 13.1189}, {3128.31, 13.1225}, {3120.6, 13.1298}, {3116.74, 13.1334}, {3112.88, 13.137}, {3109.02, 13.1405}, {3101.31, 13.1475}, {3097.45,
13.1509}, {3093.59, 13.1543}, {3089.74, 13.1576}, {3082.02, 13.1641}, {3078.16, 13.1672}, {3074.31, 13.1703}, {3070.45, 13.1732}, {3066.59, 13.1761},

{3058.88, 13.1815}, {3055.02, 13.1841}, {3051.16, 13.1866}, {3047.31, 13.1889}, {3039.59, 13.1933}, {3035.73, 13.1953}, {3031.88, 13.1971}, {3028.02,
13.1988}, {3024.16, 13.2004}, {3020.3, 13.2018}, {3012.59, 13.2041}, {3008.73, 13.2051}, {3004.88, 13.2059}, {3001.02, 13.2065}, {2997.16, 13.207}, {2993.3,
13.2072}, {2985.59, 13.2073}, {2981.73, 13.207}, {2977.87, 13.2066}, {2974.02, 13.206}, {2970.16, 13.2052}, {2966.3, 13.2043}, {2958.59, 13.2018}, {2954.73,
13.2003}, {2950.87, 13.1986}, {2947.01, 13.1967}, {2943.16, 13.1947}, {2939.3, 13.1925}, {2935.44, 13.1901}, {2931.59, 13.1875}, {2927.73, 13.1848}, {2920.01,
13.1788}, {2916.16, 13.1756}, {2912.3, 13.1722}, {2908.44, 13.1687}, {2904.58, 13.165}, {2900.73, 13.1611}, {2896.87, 13.1572}, {2893.01, 13.1531}, {2889.15,
13.1488}, {2885.3, 13.1445}, {2881.44, 13.14}, {2873.73, 13.1307}, {2869.87, 13.1259}, {2866.01, 13.121}, {2862.15, 13.1159}, {2858.3, 13.1108}, {2854.44,

13.1057}, {2850.58, 13.1004}, {2846.72, 13.0951}, {2842.87, 13.0897}, {2839.01, 13.0842}, {2835.15, 13.0787}, {2831.29, 13.0731}, {2827.44, 13.0675},
{2823.58, 13.0619}, {2819.72, 13.0562}, {2815.87, 13.0505}, {2812.01, 13.0448}, {2808.15, 13.039}, {2804.29, 13.0332}, {2800.44, 13.0275}, {2796.58, 13.0217},
{2792.72, 13.0159}, {2788.86, 13.0101}, {2785.01, 13.0043}, {2781.15, 12.9986}, {2777.29, 12.9928}, {2773.43, 12.9871}, {2769.58, 12.9814}, {2765.72,

12.9757}, {2761.86, 12.9701}, {2758, 12.9645}, {2754.15, 12.9589}, {2750.29, 12.9533}, {2746.43, 12.9478}, {2742.58, 12.9424}, {2738.72, 12.9369}, {2734.86,
12.9315}, {2731, 12.9262}, {2727.15, 12.9209}, {2723.29, 12.9157}, {2719.43, 12.9105}, {2715.57, 12.9054}, {2711.72, 12.9003}, {2707.86, 12.8953}, {2704,
12.8903}, {2700.14, 12.8854}, {2696.29, 12.8805}, {2692.43, 12.8757}, {2688.57, 12.8709}, {2684.72, 12.8662}, {2680.86, 12.8616}, {2677, 12.857}, {2673.14,
12.8525}, {2669.29, 12.848}, {2665.43, 12.8436}, {2661.57, 12.8392}, {2657.71, 12.8349}, {2653.86, 12.8306}, {2650, 12.8264}, {2646.14, 12.8223}, {2642.28,
12.8182}, {2638.43, 12.8141}, {2634.57, 12.8101}, {2630.71, 12.8062}, {2626.85, 12.8023}, {2623, 12.7984}, {2619.14, 12.7946}, {2615.28, 12.7909}, {2611.43,
12.7872}, {2607.57, 12.7835}, {2603.71, 12.7799}, {2599.85, 12.7763}, {2596, 12.7728}, {2592.14, 12.7693}, {2588.28, 12.7658}, {2584.42, 12.7624}, {2580.57,
12.759}, {2576.71, 12.7557}, {2572.85, 12.7524}, {2568.99, 12.7491}, {2565.14, 12.7459}, {2561.28, 12.7427}, {2557.42, 12.7396}, {2553.57, 12.7364}, {2549.71,
12.7333}, {2545.85, 12.7303}, {2541.99, 12.7273}, {2538.14, 12.7243}, {2534.28, 12.7213}, {2530.42, 12.7184}, {2526.56, 12.7155}, {2522.71, 12.7126},

{2518.85, 12.7097}, {2514.99, 12.7069}, {2511.13, 12.7041}, {2507.28, 12.7013}, {2503.42, 12.6986}, {2499.56, 12.6959}, {2495.71, 12.6932}, {2491.85,
12.6905}, {2487.99, 12.6878}, {2484.13, 12.6852}, {2480.28, 12.6826}, {2476.42, 12.68}, {2472.56, 12.6774}, {2468.7, 12.6749}, {2464.85, 12.6724}, {2460.99,
12.6699}, {2457.13, 12.6674}, {2453.27, 12.6649}, {2449.42, 12.6625}, {2445.56, 12.6601}, {2441.7, 12.6576}, {2437.84, 12.6553}, {2433.99, 12.6529}, {2430.13,
12.6505}, {2426.27, 12.6482}, {2422.42, 12.6459}, {2418.56, 12.6436}, {2414.7, 12.6413}, {2410.84, 12.639}, {2406.99, 12.6367}, {2403.13, 12.6345}, {2399.27,
12.6323}, {2395.41, 12.6301}, {2391.56, 12.6279}, {2387.7, 12.6257}, {2383.84, 12.6235}, {2379.98, 12.6214}, {2376.13, 12.6192}, {2372.27, 12.6171},

{2368.41, 12.615}, {2364.56, 12.6129}, {2360.7, 12.6108}, {2356.84, 12.6087}, {2352.98, 12.6067}, {2349.13, 12.6046}, {2345.27, 12.6026}, {2341.41, 12.6006},
{2337.55, 12.5986}, {2333.7, 12.5966}, {2329.84, 12.5946}, {2325.98, 12.5926}, {2322.12, 12.5907}, {2318.27, 12.5887}, {2314.41, 12.5868}, {2310.55, 12.5849},
{2306.7, 12.5829}, {2302.84, 12.581}, {2298.98, 12.5791}, {2295.12, 12.5773}, {2291.27, 12.5754}, {2287.41, 12.5735}, {2283.55, 12.5717}, {2279.69, 12.5698},
{2275.84, 12.568}, {2271.98, 12.5662}, {2268.12, 12.5644}, {2264.26, 12.5626}, {2260.41, 12.5608}, {2256.55, 12.559}, {2252.69, 12.5572}, {2248.83, 12.5555},
{2244.98, 12.5537}, {2241.12, 12.552}, {2237.26, 12.5502}, {2233.41, 12.5485}, {2229.55, 12.5468}, {2225.69, 12.5451}, {2221.83, 12.5434}, {2217.98,

12.5417}, {2214.12, 12.54}, {2210.26, 12.5383}, {2206.4, 12.5367}, {2202.55, 12.535}, {2198.69, 12.5334}, {2194.83, 12.5317}, {2190.97, 12.5301}, {2187.12,
12.5285}, {2183.26, 12.5269}, {2179.4, 12.5252}, {2175.55, 12.5237}, {2171.69, 12.5221}, {2167.83, 12.5205}, {2163.97, 12.5189}, {2160.12, 12.5173}, {2156.26,
12.5158}, {2152.4, 12.5142}, {2148.54, 12.5127}, {2144.69, 12.5111}, {2140.83, 12.5096}, {2136.97, 12.5081}, {2133.11, 12.5066}, {2129.26, 12.5051}, {2125.4,
12.5036}, {2121.54, 12.5021}, {2117.68, 12.5006}, {2113.83, 12.4991}, {2109.97, 12.4976}, {2106.11, 12.4962}, {2102.26, 12.4947}, {2098.4, 12.4932},

{2094.54, 12.4918}, {2090.68, 12.4904}, {2086.83, 12.4889}, {2082.97, 12.4875}, {2079.11, 12.4861}, {2075.25, 12.4847}, {2071.4, 12.4833}, {2067.54, 12.4819},
{2063.68, 12.4805}, {2059.82, 12.4791}, {2055.97, 12.4777}, {2052.11, 12.4763}, {2048.25, 12.475}, {2044.4, 12.4736}, {2040.54, 12.4722}, {2036.68, 12.4709},
{2032.82, 12.4695}, {2028.97, 12.4682}, {2025.11, 12.4669}, {2021.25, 12.4655}, {2017.39, 12.4642}, {2013.54, 12.4629}, {2009.68, 12.4616}, {2005.82,

12.4603}, {2001.96, 12.459}, {1998.11, 12.4577}, {1994.25, 12.4564}, {1990.39, 12.4551}, {1986.54, 12.4538}, {1982.68, 12.4526}, {1978.82, 12.4513}, {1974.96,
12.45}, {1971.11, 12.4488}, {1967.25, 12.4475}, {1963.39, 12.4463}, {1959.53, 12.4451}, {1955.68, 12.4438}, {1951.82, 12.4426}, {1947.96, 12.4414}, {1944.1,

12.4402}, {1940.25, 12.4389}, {1936.39, 12.4377}, {1932.53, 12.4365}, {1928.67, 12.4353}, {1924.82, 12.4341}, {1920.96, 12.4329}, {1917.1, 12.4318}, {1913.25,
12.4306}, {1909.39, 12.4294}, {1905.53, 12.4282}, {1901.67, 12.4271}, {1897.82, 12.4259}, {1893.96, 12.4248}, {1890.1, 12.4236}, {1886.24, 12.4225},

{1882.39, 12.4213}, {1878.53, 12.4202}, {1874.67, 12.4191}, {1870.81, 12.4179}, {1866.96, 12.4168}, {1863.1, 12.4157}, {1859.24, 12.4146}, {1855.39, 12.4135},
{1851.53, 12.4124}, {1847.67, 12.4113}, {1843.81, 12.4102}, {1839.96, 12.4091}, {1836.1, 12.408}, {1832.24, 12.4069}, {1828.38, 12.4058}, {1824.53, 12.4048},
{1820.67, 12.4037}, {1816.81, 12.4026}, {1812.95, 12.4016}, {1809.1, 12.4005}, {1805.24, 12.3995}, {1801.38, 12.3984}, {1797.53, 12.3974}, {1793.67,

12.3963}, {1789.81, 12.3953}, {1785.95, 12.3943}, {1782.1, 12.3932}, {1778.24, 12.3922}, {1774.38, 12.3912}, {1770.52, 12.3902}, {1766.67, 12.3892}, {1762.81,
12.3881}, {1758.95, 12.3871}, {1755.09, 12.3861}, {1751.24, 12.3851}, {1747.38, 12.3842}, {1743.52, 12.3832}, {1739.66, 12.3822}, {1735.81, 12.3812},

{1731.95, 12.3802}, {1728.09, 12.3793}, {1724.24, 12.3783}, {1720.38, 12.3773}, {1716.52, 12.3764}, {1712.66, 12.3754}, {1708.81, 12.3744}, {1704.95,
12.3735}, {1701.09, 12.3725}, {1697.23, 12.3716}, {1693.38, 12.3707}, {1689.52, 12.3697}, {1685.66, 12.3688}, {1681.8, 12.3679}, {1677.95, 12.3669}, {1674.09,
12.366}, {1670.23, 12.3651}, {1666.38, 12.3642}, {1662.52, 12.3633}, {1658.66, 12.3624}, {1654.8, 12.3615}, {1650.95, 12.3606}, {1647.09, 12.3597}, {1643.23,
12.3588}, {1639.37, 12.3579}, {1635.52, 12.357}, {1631.66, 12.3561}, {1627.8, 12.3552}, {1623.94, 12.3543}, {1620.09, 12.3535}, {1616.23, 12.3526}, {1612.37,
12.3517}, {1608.51, 12.3509}, {1604.66, 12.35}, {1600.8, 12.3491}, {1596.94, 12.3483}, {1593.09, 12.3474}, {1589.23, 12.3466}, {1585.37, 12.3458}, {1581.51,

12.3449}, {1577.66, 12.3441}, {1573.8, 12.3432}, {1569.94, 12.3424}, {1566.08, 12.3416}, {1562.23, 12.3408}, {1558.37, 12.3399}, {1554.51, 12.3391}, {1550.65,
12.3383}, {1546.8, 12.3375}, {1542.94, 12.3367}, {1539.08, 12.3359}, {1535.23, 12.3351}, {1531.37, 12.3343}, {1527.51, 12.3335}, {1523.65, 12.3327}, {1519.8,
12.3319}, {1515.94, 12.3311}, {1512.08, 12.3303}, {1508.22, 12.3295}, {1504.37, 12.3287}, {1500.51, 12.328}, {1496.65, 12.3272}, {1492.79, 12.3264},

{1488.94, 12.3256}, {1485.08, 12.3249}, {1481.22, 12.3241}, {1477.37, 12.3234}, {1473.51, 12.3226}, {1469.65, 12.3218}, {1465.79, 12.3211}, {1461.94,
12.3203}, {1458.08, 12.3196}, {1454.22, 12.3189}, {1450.36, 12.3181}, {1446.51, 12.3174}, {1442.65, 12.3167}, {1438.79, 12.3159}, {1434.93, 12.3152},
{1431.08, 12.3145}, {1427.22, 12.3137}, {1423.36, 12.313}, {1419.5, 12.3123}, {1415.65, 12.3116}, {1411.79, 12.3109}, {1407.93, 12.3102}, {1404.08, 12.3095},
{1400.22, 12.3088}, {1396.36, 12.3081}, {1392.5, 12.3074}, {1388.65, 12.3067}, {1384.79, 12.306}, {1380.93, 12.3053}, {1377.07, 12.3046}, {1373.22, 12.3039},
{1369.36, 12.3032}, {1365.5, 12.3025}, {1361.64, 12.3019}, {1357.79, 12.3012}, {1353.93, 12.3005}, {1350.07, 12.2999}, {1346.22, 12.2992}, {1342.36, 12.2985},
{1338.5, 12.2979}, {1334.64, 12.2972}, {1330.79, 12.2965}, {1326.93, 12.2959}, {1323.07, 12.2952}, {1319.21, 12.2946}, {1315.36, 12.2939}, {1311.5, 12.2933},
{1307.64, 12.2927}, {1303.78, 12.292}, {1299.93, 12.2914}, {1296.07, 12.2907}, {1292.21, 12.2901}, {1288.35, 12.2895}, {1284.5, 12.2889}, {1280.64, 12.2882},
{1276.78, 12.2876}, {1272.93, 12.287}, {1269.07, 12.2864}, {1265.21, 12.2858}, {1261.35, 12.2852}, {1257.5, 12.2845}, {1253.64, 12.2839}, {1249.78, 12.2833},
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{1245.92, 12.2827}, {1242.07, 12.2821}, {1238.21, 12.2815}, {1234.35, 12.2809}, {1230.49, 12.2803}, {1226.64, 12.2798}, {1222.78, 12.2792}, {1218.92,
12.2786}, {1215.07, 12.278}, {1211.21, 12.2774}, {1207.35, 12.2768}, {1203.49, 12.2763}, {1199.64, 12.2757}, {1195.78, 12.2751}, {1191.92, 12.2746}, {1188.06,
12.274}, {1184.21, 12.2734}, {1180.35, 12.2729}, {1176.49, 12.2723}, {1172.63, 12.2717}, {1168.78, 12.2712}, {1164.92, 12.2706}, {1161.06, 12.2701},

{1157.21, 12.2695}, {1153.35, 12.269}, {1149.49, 12.2684}, {1145.63, 12.2679}, {1141.78, 12.2674}, {1137.92, 12.2668}, {1134.06, 12.2663}, {1130.2, 12.2658},
{1126.35, 12.2652}, {1122.49, 12.2647}, {1118.63, 12.2642}, {1114.77, 12.2636}, {1110.92, 12.2631}, {1107.06, 12.2626}, {1103.2, 12.2621}, {1099.34, 12.2616},
{1095.49, 12.2611}, {1091.63, 12.2606}, {1087.77, 12.26}, {1083.92, 12.2595}, {1080.06, 12.259}, {1076.2, 12.2585}, {1072.34, 12.258}, {1068.49, 12.2575},

{1064.63, 12.257}, {1060.77, 12.2565}, {1056.91, 12.2561}, {1053.06, 12.2556}, {1049.2, 12.2551}, {1045.34, 12.2546}, {1041.48, 12.2541}, {1037.63, 12.2536},
{1033.77, 12.2531}, {1029.91, 12.2527}, {1026.06, 12.2522}, {1022.2, 12.2517}, {1018.34, 12.2513}, {1014.48, 12.2508}, {1010.63, 12.2503}, {1006.77, 12.2499},
{1002.91, 12.2494}, {999.053, 12.2489}, {995.196, 12.2485}, {991.339, 12.248}, {987.481, 12.2476}, {983.624, 12.2471}, {979.767, 12.2467}, {975.909,

12.2462}, {972.052, 12.2458}, {968.195, 12.2453}, {964.337, 12.2449}, {960.48, 12.2445}, {956.622, 12.244}, {952.765, 12.2436}, {948.908, 12.2431}, {945.05,
12.2427}, {941.193, 12.2423}, {937.336, 12.2419}, {933.478, 12.2414}, {929.621, 12.241}, {925.764, 12.2406}, {921.906, 12.2402}, {918.049, 12.2398}, {914.192,
12.2393}, {910.334, 12.2389}, {906.477, 12.2385}, {902.62, 12.2381}, {898.762, 12.2377}, {894.905, 12.2373}, {891.048, 12.2369}, {887.19, 12.2365}, {883.333,
12.2361}, {879.476, 12.2357}, {875.618, 12.2353}, {871.761, 12.2349}, {867.903, 12.2345}, {864.046, 12.2341}, {860.189, 12.2337}, {856.331, 12.2333},

{852.474, 12.233}, {848.617, 12.2326}, {844.759, 12.2322}, {840.902, 12.2318}, {837.045, 12.2314}, {833.187, 12.2311}, {829.33, 12.2307}, {825.473, 12.2303},
{821.615, 12.23}, {817.758, 12.2296}, {813.901, 12.2292}, {810.043, 12.2289}, {806.186, 12.2285}, {802.329, 12.2281}, {798.471, 12.2278}, {794.614, 12.2274},
{790.756, 12.2271}, {786.899, 12.2267}, {783.042, 12.2264}, {779.184, 12.226}, {775.327, 12.2257}, {771.47, 12.2253}, {767.612, 12.225}, {763.755, 12.2247},
{759.898, 12.2243}, {756.04, 12.224}, {752.183, 12.2237}, {748.326, 12.2233}, {744.468, 12.223}, {740.611, 12.2227}, {736.754, 12.2223}, {732.896, 12.222},
{729.039, 12.2217}, {725.182, 12.2214}, {721.324, 12.221}, {717.467, 12.2207}, {713.609, 12.2204}, {709.752, 12.2201}, {705.895, 12.2198}, {702.037, 12.2195},
{698.18, 12.2192}, {694.323, 12.2189}, {690.465, 12.2186}, {686.608, 12.2183}, {682.751, 12.218}, {678.893, 12.2177}, {675.036, 12.2174}, {671.179, 12.2171},
{667.321, 12.2168}, {663.464, 12.2165}, {659.607, 12.2162}, {655.749, 12.2159}, {651.892, 12.2156}, {648.035, 12.2153}, {644.177, 12.215}, {640.32, 12.2148},
{636.463, 12.2145}, {632.605, 12.2142}, {628.748, 12.2139}, {624.891, 12.2137}, {621.033, 12.2134}, {617.176, 12.2131}, {613.318, 12.2128}, {609.461,

12.2126}, {605.604, 12.2123}, {601.746, 12.2121}, {597.889, 12.2118}, {594.032, 12.2115}, {590.174, 12.2113}, {586.317, 12.211}, {582.46, 12.2108}, {578.602,
12.2105}, {574.745, 12.2103}, {570.888, 12.21}, {567.03, 12.2098}, {563.173, 12.2095}, {559.316, 12.2093}, {555.458, 12.209}, {551.601, 12.2088}, {547.744,
12.2086}, {543.886, 12.2083}, {540.029, 12.2081}, {536.171, 12.2078}, {532.314, 12.2076}, {528.457, 12.2074}, {524.599, 12.2072}, {520.742, 12.2069},
{516.885, 12.2067}, {513.027, 12.2065}, {509.17, 12.2063}, {505.313, 12.206}, {501.455, 12.2058}, {497.598, 12.2056}, {493.741, 12.2054}, {489.883, 12.2052},
{486.026, 12.205}, {482.169, 12.2048}, {478.311, 12.2046}, {474.454, 12.2043}, {470.597, 12.2041}, {466.739, 12.2039}, {462.882, 12.2037}, {459.025, 12.2035},
{455.167, 12.2033}, {451.31, 12.2032}, {447.452, 12.203}, {443.595, 12.2028}, {439.738, 12.2026}, {435.88, 12.2024}, {432.023, 12.2022}, {428.166, 12.202},

{424.308, 12.2018}, {420.451, 12.2017}, {416.594, 12.2015}, {412.736, 12.2013}, {408.879, 12.2011}, {405.022, 12.2009}, {401.164, 12.2008}, {397.307,
12.2006}, {393.45, 12.2004}, {389.592, 12.2003}, {385.735, 12.2001}, {381.878, 12.1999}, {378.02, 12.1998}, {374.163, 12.1996}, {370.305, 12.1994}, {366.448,
12.1993}, {362.591, 12.1991}, {358.733, 12.199}, {354.876, 12.1988}, {351.019, 12.1987}, {347.161, 12.1985}, {343.304, 12.1984}, {339.447, 12.1982}, {335.589,
12.1981}, {331.732, 12.1979}, {327.875, 12.1978}, {324.017, 12.1977}, {320.16, 12.1975}, {316.303, 12.1974}, {312.445, 12.1973}, {308.588, 12.1971},

{304.731, 12.197}, {300.873, 12.1969}, {297.016, 12.1967}, {293.159, 12.1966}, {289.301, 12.1965}, {285.444, 12.1964}, {281.586, 12.1962}, {277.729, 12.1961},
{273.872, 12.196}, {270.014, 12.1959}, {266.157, 12.1958}, {262.3, 12.1957}, {258.442, 12.1955}, {254.585, 12.1954}, {250.728, 12.1953}};

inas=Interpolation[InAsraw];

mgoraw={{7876.71, 2.96066}, {7845.85, 2.96042}, {7814.99, 2.96018}, {7784.13, 2.95994}, {7753.27, 2.95969}, {7722.41, 2.95945}, {7695.41, 2.95923}, {7664.55,
2.95899}, {7633.69, 2.95874}, {7606.69, 2.95852}, {7575.83, 2.95827}, {7548.83, 2.95805}, {7521.83, 2.95782}, {7490.97, 2.95757}, {7463.97, 2.95734},
{7436.97, 2.95711}, {7409.97, 2.95689}, {7382.97, 2.95666}, {7355.96, 2.95643}, {7328.96, 2.95619}, {7301.96, 2.95596}, {7274.96, 2.95573}, {7247.96,
2.95549}, {7220.96, 2.95525}, {7197.81, 2.95505}, {7170.81, 2.95481}, {7143.81, 2.95457}, {7120.67, 2.95436}, {7093.66, 2.95411}, {7070.52, 2.9539}, {7043.52,
2.95365}, {7020.38, 2.95344}, {6993.37, 2.95319}, {6970.23, 2.95297}, {6947.09, 2.95275}, {6923.94, 2.95253}, {6896.94, 2.95228}, {6873.8, 2.95205},

{6850.65, 2.95183}, {6827.51, 2.9516}, {6804.36, 2.95138}, {6781.22, 2.95115}, {6758.08, 2.95092}, {6734.93, 2.95069}, {6711.79, 2.95046}, {6692.5, 2.95026},
{6669.36, 2.95003}, {6646.21, 2.94979}, {6623.07, 2.94955}, {6603.78, 2.94935}, {6580.64, 2.94911}, {6557.49, 2.94886}, {6538.21, 2.94866}, {6515.06,
2.94841}, {6495.78, 2.94821}, {6472.63, 2.94796}, {6453.34, 2.94775}, {6434.06, 2.94754}, {6410.91, 2.94728}, {6391.63, 2.94707}, {6372.34, 2.94685},
{6353.05, 2.94664}, {6329.91, 2.94637}, {6310.62, 2.94616}, {6291.34, 2.94593}, {6272.05, 2.94571}, {6252.76, 2.94549}, {6233.48, 2.94526}, {6214.19,
2.94504}, {6194.9, 2.94481}, {6175.62, 2.94458}, {6156.33, 2.94434}, {6137.04, 2.94411}, {6117.76, 2.94388}, {6098.47, 2.94364}, {6079.18, 2.9434}, {6063.75,
2.94321}, {6044.47, 2.94297}, {6025.18, 2.94273}, {6009.75, 2.94253}, {5990.46, 2.94228}, {5971.18, 2.94204}, {5955.75, 2.94184}, {5936.46, 2.94159},
{5917.17, 2.94133}, {5901.74, 2.94113}, {5882.46, 2.94087}, {5867.03, 2.94067}, {5851.6, 2.94046}, {5832.31, 2.9402}, {5816.88, 2.93999}, {5797.6, 2.93972},
{5782.17, 2.93951}, {5766.74, 2.93929}, {5747.45, 2.93902}, {5732.02, 2.9388}, {5716.59, 2.93858}, {5701.16, 2.93836}, {5681.88, 2.93808}, {5666.45, 2.93786},
{5651.02, 2.93763}, {5635.59, 2.93741}, {5620.16, 2.93718}, {5604.73, 2.93695}, {5589.3, 2.93672}, {5573.87, 2.93648}, {5558.44, 2.93625}, {5543.01,

2.93601}, {5527.58, 2.93578}, {5512.15, 2.93554}, {5496.72, 2.93529}, {5481.29, 2.93505}, {5465.86, 2.93481}, {5450.43, 2.93456}, {5435, 2.93431}, {5423.43,
2.93413}, {5408, 2.93387}, {5392.57, 2.93362}, {5377.14, 2.93337}, {5365.57, 2.93317}, {5350.14, 2.93292}, {5334.71, 2.93266}, {5319.28, 2.9324}, {5307.71,
2.9322}, {5292.28, 2.93193}, {5280.71, 2.93173}, {5265.28, 2.93146}, {5249.85, 2.93119}, {5238.28, 2.93099}, {5222.85, 2.93072}, {5211.28, 2.93051}, {5195.85,
2.93023}, {5184.28, 2.93002}, {5168.85, 2.92974}, {5157.28, 2.92953}, {5141.85, 2.92924}, {5130.27, 2.92903}, {5118.7, 2.92881}, {5103.27, 2.92852}, {5091.7,
2.9283}, {5076.27, 2.928}, {5064.7, 2.92778}, {5053.13, 2.92756}, {5041.56, 2.92733}, {5026.13, 2.92703}, {5014.55, 2.9268}, {5002.98, 2.92657}, {4987.55,

2.92626}, {4975.98, 2.92603}, {4964.41, 2.9258}, {4952.84, 2.92556}, {4941.26, 2.92532}, {4929.69, 2.92508}, {4914.26, 2.92476}, {4902.69, 2.92452}, {4891.12,
2.92428}, {4879.55, 2.92403}, {4867.97, 2.92378}, {4856.4, 2.92353}, {4844.83, 2.92328}, {4833.26, 2.92303}, {4821.69, 2.92278}, {4810.11, 2.92252},

{4798.54, 2.92227}, {4786.97, 2.92201}, {4775.4, 2.92175}, {4763.83, 2.92149}, {4752.25, 2.92122}, {4740.68, 2.92096}, {4729.11, 2.92069}, {4717.54, 2.92042},
{4705.97, 2.92015}, {4698.25, 2.91997}, {4686.68, 2.9197}, {4675.11, 2.91942}, {4663.54, 2.91914}, {4651.96, 2.91887}, {4640.39, 2.91858}, {4632.68, 2.9184},
{4621.1, 2.91811}, {4609.53, 2.91783}, {4597.96, 2.91754}, {4590.25, 2.91734}, {4578.67, 2.91705}, {4567.1, 2.91676}, {4559.39, 2.91656}, {4547.81, 2.91627},
{4536.24, 2.91597}, {4528.53, 2.91577}, {4516.96, 2.91546}, {4505.38, 2.91516}, {4497.67, 2.91496}, {4486.1, 2.91465}, {4474.52, 2.91434}, {4466.81,

2.91413}, {4455.24, 2.91382}, {4447.52, 2.9136}, {4435.95, 2.91329}, {4428.24, 2.91307}, {4416.66, 2.91275}, {4408.95, 2.91254}, {4397.38, 2.91221}, {4389.66,
2.91199}, {4378.09, 2.91166}, {4370.38, 2.91144}, {4358.8, 2.91111}, {4351.09, 2.91088}, {4339.52, 2.91055}, {4331.8, 2.91032}, {4320.23, 2.90998}, {4312.52,
2.90975}, {4304.8, 2.90952}, {4293.23, 2.90917}, {4285.51, 2.90893}, {4273.94, 2.90858}, {4266.23, 2.90835}, {4258.51, 2.90811}, {4246.94, 2.90775},

{4239.23, 2.90751}, {4231.51, 2.90727}, {4219.94, 2.9069}, {4212.23, 2.90665}, {4204.51, 2.90641}, {4192.94, 2.90604}, {4185.22, 2.90579}, {4177.51, 2.90554},
{4169.79, 2.90528}, {4158.22, 2.9049}, {4150.51, 2.90465}, {4142.79, 2.90439}, {4135.08, 2.90413}, {4127.36, 2.90387}, {4115.79, 2.90348}, {4108.08,
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2.90322}, {4100.36, 2.90295}, {4092.65, 2.90269}, {4084.93, 2.90242}, {4073.36, 2.90201}, {4065.65, 2.90174}, {4057.93, 2.90147}, {4050.22, 2.9012}, {4042.5,
2.90092}, {4034.79, 2.90064}, {4027.07, 2.90037}, {4019.36, 2.90009}, {4011.64, 2.8998}, {4000.07, 2.89938}, {3992.36, 2.89909}, {3984.64, 2.89881}, {3976.93,
2.89852}, {3969.21, 2.89823}, {3961.5, 2.89794}, {3953.78, 2.89764}, {3946.07, 2.89735}, {3938.35, 2.89705}, {3930.64, 2.89675}, {3922.92, 2.89645},

{3915.21, 2.89615}, {3907.49, 2.89585}, {3899.78, 2.89554}, {3892.07, 2.89523}, {3884.35, 2.89492}, {3876.64, 2.89461}, {3868.92, 2.8943}, {3861.21, 2.89399},
{3857.35, 2.89383}, {3849.63, 2.89351}, {3841.92, 2.89319}, {3834.21, 2.89287}, {3826.49, 2.89255}, {3818.78, 2.89223}, {3811.06, 2.8919}, {3803.35,

2.89157}, {3795.63, 2.89124}, {3787.92, 2.89091}, {3784.06, 2.89074}, {3776.34, 2.89041}, {3768.63, 2.89007}, {3760.92, 2.88973}, {3753.2, 2.88939}, {3745.49,
2.88905}, {3741.63, 2.88887}, {3733.91, 2.88853}, {3726.2, 2.88818}, {3718.48, 2.88783}, {3710.77, 2.88748}, {3706.91, 2.8873}, {3699.2, 2.88694}, {3691.48,

2.88658}, {3683.77, 2.88622}, {3679.91, 2.88604}, {3672.2, 2.88568}, {3664.48, 2.88531}, {3656.77, 2.88495}, {3652.91, 2.88476}, {3645.2, 2.88439}, {3637.48,
2.88402}, {3629.77, 2.88364}, {3625.91, 2.88345}, {3618.19, 2.88307}, {3610.48, 2.88269}, {3606.62, 2.8825}, {3598.91, 2.88211}, {3591.19, 2.88172}, {3587.33,
2.88153}, {3579.62, 2.88114}, {3571.91, 2.88074}, {3568.05, 2.88055}, {3560.33, 2.88015}, {3552.62, 2.87975}, {3548.76, 2.87955}, {3541.05, 2.87914},

{3537.19, 2.87894}, {3529.47, 2.87853}, {3521.76, 2.87812}, {3517.9, 2.87791}, {3510.19, 2.8775}, {3506.33, 2.87729}, {3498.62, 2.87687}, {3490.9, 2.87645},
{3487.04, 2.87624}, {3479.33, 2.87581}, {3475.47, 2.8756}, {3467.76, 2.87517}, {3463.9, 2.87495}, {3456.18, 2.87452}, {3448.47, 2.87408}, {3444.61, 2.87386},
{3436.9, 2.87342}, {3433.04, 2.8732}, {3425.33, 2.87275}, {3421.47, 2.87253}, {3413.75, 2.87208}, {3409.9, 2.87185}, {3402.18, 2.8714}, {3398.32, 2.87117},
{3390.61, 2.87071}, {3386.75, 2.87048}, {3379.04, 2.87001}, {3375.18, 2.86978}, {3367.47, 2.86931}, {3363.61, 2.86907}, {3355.89, 2.8686}, {3352.04, 2.86836},
{3348.18, 2.86812}, {3340.46, 2.86764}, {3336.61, 2.8674}, {3328.89, 2.86692}, {3325.04, 2.86667}, {3317.32, 2.86618}, {3313.46, 2.86594}, {3309.61,

2.86569}, {3301.89, 2.86519}, {3298.03, 2.86494}, {3290.32, 2.86444}, {3286.46, 2.86419}, {3278.75, 2.86368}, {3274.89, 2.86342}, {3271.03, 2.86317},
{3263.32, 2.86265}, {3259.46, 2.86239}, {3255.6, 2.86214}, {3247.89, 2.86161}, {3244.03, 2.86135}, {3236.32, 2.86082}, {3232.46, 2.86056}, {3228.6, 2.86029},
{3220.89, 2.85976}, {3217.03, 2.85949}, {3213.17, 2.85922}, {3205.46, 2.85867}, {3201.6, 2.8584}, {3197.74, 2.85813}, {3190.03, 2.85758}, {3186.17, 2.8573},
{3182.31, 2.85702}, {3178.46, 2.85674}, {3170.74, 2.85618}, {3166.88, 2.8559}, {3163.03, 2.85562}, {3155.31, 2.85505}, {3151.45, 2.85476}, {3147.6, 2.85447},
{3139.88, 2.8539}, {3136.02, 2.85361}, {3132.17, 2.85332}, {3128.31, 2.85302}, {3120.6, 2.85243}, {3116.74, 2.85214}, {3112.88, 2.85184}, {3109.02, 2.85154},
{3101.31, 2.85095}, {3097.45, 2.85064}, {3093.59, 2.85034}, {3089.74, 2.85004}, {3082.02, 2.84943}, {3078.16, 2.84912}, {3074.31, 2.84881}, {3070.45, 2.8485},
{3066.59, 2.84819}, {3058.88, 2.84757}, {3055.02, 2.84725}, {3051.16, 2.84694}, {3047.31, 2.84662}, {3039.59, 2.84599}, {3035.73, 2.84567}, {3031.88,

2.84534}, {3028.02, 2.84502}, {3024.16, 2.8447}, {3020.3, 2.84437}, {3012.59, 2.84372}, {3008.73, 2.84339}, {3004.88, 2.84306}, {3001.02, 2.84273}, {2997.16,
2.8424}, {2993.3, 2.84206}, {2985.59, 2.84139}, {2981.73, 2.84105}, {2977.87, 2.84071}, {2974.02, 2.84037}, {2970.16, 2.84003}, {2966.3, 2.83969}, {2958.59,
2.839}, {2954.73, 2.83865}, {2950.87, 2.8383}, {2947.01, 2.83795}, {2943.16, 2.8376}, {2939.3, 2.83725}, {2935.44, 2.83689}, {2931.59, 2.83654}, {2927.73,
2.83618}, {2920.01, 2.83546}, {2916.16, 2.8351}, {2912.3, 2.83474}, {2908.44, 2.83438}, {2904.58, 2.83401}, {2900.73, 2.83364}, {2896.87, 2.83327}, {2893.01,
2.8329}, {2889.15, 2.83253}, {2885.3, 2.83216}, {2881.44, 2.83178}, {2873.73, 2.83103}, {2869.87, 2.83065}, {2866.01, 2.83027}, {2862.15, 2.82989}, {2858.3,
2.8295}, {2854.44, 2.82912}, {2850.58, 2.82873}, {2846.72, 2.82834}, {2842.87, 2.82795}, {2839.01, 2.82756}, {2835.15, 2.82717}, {2831.29, 2.82677}, {2827.44,
2.82638}, {2823.58, 2.82598}, {2819.72, 2.82558}, {2815.87, 2.82518}, {2812.01, 2.82477}, {2808.15, 2.82437}, {2804.29, 2.82396}, {2800.44, 2.82355},

{2796.58, 2.82314}, {2792.72, 2.82273}, {2788.86, 2.82232}, {2785.01, 2.8219}, {2781.15, 2.82149}, {2777.29, 2.82107}, {2773.43, 2.82065}, {2769.58, 2.82022},
{2765.72, 2.8198}, {2761.86, 2.81937}, {2758, 2.81895}, {2754.15, 2.81852}, {2750.29, 2.81809}, {2746.43, 2.81765}, {2742.58, 2.81722}, {2738.72, 2.81678},

{2734.86, 2.81634}, {2731, 2.8159}, {2727.15, 2.81546}, {2723.29, 2.81501}, {2719.43, 2.81457}, {2715.57, 2.81412}, {2711.72, 2.81367}, {2707.86, 2.81322},
{2704, 2.81276}, {2700.14, 2.81231}, {2696.29, 2.81185}, {2692.43, 2.81139}, {2688.57, 2.81093}, {2684.72, 2.81046}, {2680.86, 2.80999}, {2677, 2.80953},
{2673.14, 2.80906}, {2669.29, 2.80858}, {2665.43, 2.80811}, {2661.57, 2.80763}, {2657.71, 2.80715}, {2653.86, 2.80667}, {2650, 2.80619}, {2646.14, 2.8057},
{2642.28, 2.80522}, {2638.43, 2.80473}, {2634.57, 2.80424}, {2630.71, 2.80374}, {2626.85, 2.80325}, {2623, 2.80275}, {2619.14, 2.80225}, {2615.28, 2.80174},
{2611.43, 2.80124}, {2607.57, 2.80073}, {2603.71, 2.80022}, {2599.85, 2.79971}, {2596, 2.79919}, {2592.14, 2.79868}, {2588.28, 2.79816}, {2584.42, 2.79764},
{2580.57, 2.79711}, {2576.71, 2.79659}, {2572.85, 2.79606}, {2568.99, 2.79553}, {2565.14, 2.79499}, {2561.28, 2.79446}, {2557.42, 2.79392}, {2553.57,
2.79338}, {2549.71, 2.79283}, {2545.85, 2.79229}, {2541.99, 2.79174}, {2538.14, 2.79119}, {2534.28, 2.79064}, {2530.42, 2.79008}, {2526.56, 2.78952},
{2522.71, 2.78896}, {2518.85, 2.78839}, {2514.99, 2.78783}, {2511.13, 2.78726}, {2507.28, 2.78669}, {2503.42, 2.78611}, {2499.56, 2.78553}, {2495.71,
2.78495}, {2491.85, 2.78437}, {2487.99, 2.78378}, {2484.13, 2.78319}, {2480.28, 2.7826}, {2476.42, 2.78201}, {2472.56, 2.78141}, {2468.7, 2.78081}, {2464.85,
2.78021}, {2460.99, 2.7796}, {2457.13, 2.77899}, {2453.27, 2.77838}, {2449.42, 2.77777}, {2445.56, 2.77715}, {2441.7, 2.77653}, {2437.84, 2.7759}, {2433.99,
2.77528}, {2430.13, 2.77465}, {2426.27, 2.77401}, {2422.42, 2.77338}, {2418.56, 2.77274}, {2414.7, 2.7721}, {2410.84, 2.77145}, {2406.99, 2.7708}, {2403.13,
2.77015}, {2399.27, 2.7695}, {2395.41, 2.76884}, {2391.56, 2.76818}, {2387.7, 2.76751}, {2383.84, 2.76684}, {2379.98, 2.76617}, {2376.13, 2.7655}, {2372.27,
2.76482}, {2368.41, 2.76413}, {2364.56, 2.76345}, {2360.7, 2.76276}, {2356.84, 2.76207}, {2352.98, 2.76137}, {2349.13, 2.76067}, {2345.27, 2.75997}, {2341.41,
2.75926}, {2337.55, 2.75855}, {2333.7, 2.75784}, {2329.84, 2.75712}, {2325.98, 2.7564}, {2322.12, 2.75568}, {2318.27, 2.75495}, {2314.41, 2.75422}, {2310.55,
2.75348}, {2306.7, 2.75274}, {2302.84, 2.752}, {2298.98, 2.75125}, {2295.12, 2.7505}, {2291.27, 2.74974}, {2287.41, 2.74898}, {2283.55, 2.74822}, {2279.69,

2.74745}, {2275.84, 2.74668}, {2271.98, 2.74591}, {2268.12, 2.74513}, {2264.26, 2.74434}, {2260.41, 2.74355}, {2256.55, 2.74276}, {2252.69, 2.74197},
{2248.83, 2.74117}, {2244.98, 2.74036}, {2241.12, 2.73955}, {2237.26, 2.73874}, {2233.41, 2.73792}, {2229.55, 2.7371}, {2225.69, 2.73627}, {2221.83, 2.73544},
{2217.98, 2.73461}, {2214.12, 2.73376}, {2210.26, 2.73292}, {2206.4, 2.73207}, {2202.55, 2.73122}, {2198.69, 2.73036}, {2194.83, 2.7295}, {2190.97, 2.72863},
{2187.12, 2.72775}, {2183.26, 2.72688}, {2179.4, 2.72599}, {2175.55, 2.72511}, {2171.69, 2.72422}, {2167.83, 2.72332}, {2163.97, 2.72242}, {2160.12,

2.72151}, {2156.26, 2.7206}, {2152.4, 2.71968}, {2148.54, 2.71876}, {2144.69, 2.71783}, {2140.83, 2.7169}, {2136.97, 2.71596}, {2133.11, 2.71501}, {2129.26,
2.71407}, {2125.4, 2.71311}, {2121.54, 2.71215}, {2117.68, 2.71119}, {2113.83, 2.71022}, {2109.97, 2.70924}, {2106.11, 2.70826}, {2102.26, 2.70727}, {2098.4,
2.70628}, {2094.54, 2.70528}, {2090.68, 2.70427}, {2086.83, 2.70326}, {2082.97, 2.70225}, {2079.11, 2.70123}, {2075.25, 2.7002}, {2071.4, 2.69916}, {2067.54,
2.69812}, {2063.68, 2.69708}, {2059.82, 2.69602}, {2055.97, 2.69497}, {2052.11, 2.6939}, {2048.25, 2.69283}, {2044.4, 2.69175}, {2040.54, 2.69067}, {2036.68,
2.68958}, {2032.82, 2.68848}, {2028.97, 2.68738}, {2025.11, 2.68627}, {2021.25, 2.68515}, {2017.39, 2.68403}, {2013.54, 2.6829}, {2009.68, 2.68176}, {2005.82,
2.68061}, {2001.96, 2.67946}, {1998.11, 2.67831}, {1994.25, 2.67714}, {1990.39, 2.67597}, {1986.54, 2.67479}, {1982.68, 2.6736}, {1978.82, 2.67241},

{1974.96, 2.67121}, {1971.11, 2.67}, {1967.25, 2.66878}, {1963.39, 2.66756}, {1959.53, 2.66633}, {1955.68, 2.66509}, {1951.82, 2.66384}, {1947.96, 2.66259},
{1944.1, 2.66133}, {1940.25, 2.66006}, {1936.39, 2.65878}, {1932.53, 2.65749}, {1928.67, 2.6562}, {1924.82, 2.6549}, {1920.96, 2.65359}, {1917.1, 2.65227},
{1913.25, 2.65094}, {1909.39, 2.6496}, {1905.53, 2.64826}, {1901.67, 2.6469}, {1897.82, 2.64554}, {1893.96, 2.64417}, {1890.1, 2.64279}, {1886.24, 2.6414},
{1882.39, 2.64}, {1878.53, 2.6386}, {1874.67, 2.63718}, {1870.81, 2.63576}, {1866.96, 2.63432}, {1863.1, 2.63288}, {1859.24, 2.63142}, {1855.39, 2.62996},
{1851.53, 2.62849}, {1847.67, 2.62701}, {1843.81, 2.62551}, {1839.96, 2.62401}, {1836.1, 2.6225}, {1832.24, 2.62098}, {1828.38, 2.61944}, {1824.53, 2.6179},
{1820.67, 2.61635}, {1816.81, 2.61478}, {1812.95, 2.61321}, {1809.1, 2.61162}, {1805.24, 2.61002}, {1801.38, 2.60842}, {1797.53, 2.6068}, {1793.67, 2.60517},
{1789.81, 2.60353}, {1785.95, 2.60188}, {1782.1, 2.60021}, {1778.24, 2.59854}, {1774.38, 2.59685}, {1770.52, 2.59515}, {1766.67, 2.59344}, {1762.81, 2.59172},
{1758.95, 2.58999}, {1755.09, 2.58824}, {1751.24, 2.58648}, {1747.38, 2.58471}, {1743.52, 2.58293}, {1739.66, 2.58113}, {1735.81, 2.57932}, {1731.95,

2.5775}, {1728.09, 2.57566}, {1724.24, 2.57381}, {1720.38, 2.57195}, {1716.52, 2.57007}, {1712.66, 2.56819}, {1708.81, 2.56628}, {1704.95, 2.56437}, {1701.09,
2.56244}, {1697.23, 2.56049}, {1693.38, 2.55853}, {1689.52, 2.55656}, {1685.66, 2.55457}, {1681.8, 2.55257}, {1677.95, 2.55055}, {1674.09, 2.54852},
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{1670.23, 2.54647}, {1666.38, 2.54441}, {1662.52, 2.54233}, {1658.66, 2.54023}, {1654.8, 2.53812}, {1650.95, 2.536}, {1647.09, 2.53386}, {1643.23, 2.5317},
{1639.37, 2.52952}, {1635.52, 2.52733}, {1631.66, 2.52512}, {1627.8, 2.5229}, {1623.94, 2.52066}, {1620.09, 2.5184}, {1616.23, 2.51612}, {1612.37, 2.51382},
{1608.51, 2.51151}, {1604.66, 2.50918}, {1600.8, 2.50683}, {1596.94, 2.50446}, {1593.09, 2.50208}, {1589.23, 2.49967}, {1585.37, 2.49725}, {1581.51, 2.49481},
{1577.66, 2.49234}, {1573.8, 2.48986}, {1569.94, 2.48736}, {1566.08, 2.48483}, {1562.23, 2.48229}, {1558.37, 2.47973}, {1554.51, 2.47714}, {1550.65,

2.47454}, {1546.8, 2.47191}, {1542.94, 2.46926}, {1539.08, 2.46659}, {1535.23, 2.4639}, {1531.37, 2.46119}, {1527.51, 2.45845}, {1523.65, 2.45569}, {1519.8,
2.45291}, {1515.94, 2.4501}, {1512.08, 2.44727}, {1508.22, 2.44442}, {1504.37, 2.44154}, {1500.51, 2.43864}, {1496.65, 2.43571}, {1492.79, 2.43276}, {1488.94,
2.42979}, {1485.08, 2.42679}, {1481.22, 2.42376}, {1477.37, 2.4207}, {1473.51, 2.41762}, {1469.65, 2.41452}, {1465.79, 2.41138}, {1461.94, 2.40822},

{1458.08, 2.40503}, {1454.22, 2.40181}, {1450.36, 2.39857}, {1446.51, 2.3953}, {1442.65, 2.39199}, {1438.79, 2.38866}, {1434.93, 2.3853}, {1431.08, 2.3819},
{1427.22, 2.37848}, {1423.36, 2.37503}, {1419.5, 2.37154}, {1415.65, 2.36802}, {1411.79, 2.36447}, {1407.93, 2.36089}, {1404.08, 2.35728}, {1400.22, 2.35363},
{1396.36, 2.34995}, {1392.5, 2.34623}, {1388.65, 2.34248}, {1384.79, 2.3387}, {1380.93, 2.33488}, {1377.07, 2.33102}, {1373.22, 2.32713}, {1369.36, 2.3232},

{1365.5, 2.31923}, {1361.64, 2.31522}, {1357.79, 2.31118}, {1353.93, 2.3071}, {1350.07, 2.30298}, {1346.22, 2.29881}, {1342.36, 2.29461}, {1338.5, 2.29037},
{1334.64, 2.28608}, {1330.79, 2.28176}, {1326.93, 2.27739}, {1323.07, 2.27298}, {1319.21, 2.26852}, {1315.36, 2.26402}, {1311.5, 2.25947}, {1307.64, 2.25488},
{1303.78, 2.25024}, {1299.93, 2.24556}, {1296.07, 2.24083}, {1292.21, 2.23605}, {1288.35, 2.23122}, {1284.5, 2.22634}, {1280.64, 2.22141}, {1276.78,

2.21643}, {1272.93, 2.2114}, {1269.07, 2.20631}, {1265.21, 2.20117}, {1261.35, 2.19598}, {1257.5, 2.19074}, {1253.64, 2.18543}, {1249.78, 2.18007}, {1245.92,
2.17466}, {1242.07, 2.16918}, {1238.21, 2.16365}, {1234.35, 2.15806}, {1230.49, 2.1524}, {1226.64, 2.14669}, {1222.78, 2.14091}, {1218.92, 2.13507}, {1215.07,
2.12916}, {1211.21, 2.12319}, {1207.35, 2.11715}, {1203.49, 2.11104}, {1199.64, 2.10487}, {1195.78, 2.09862}, {1191.92, 2.09231}, {1188.06, 2.08592},

{1184.21, 2.07946}, {1180.35, 2.07292}, {1176.49, 2.06631}, {1172.63, 2.05962}, {1168.78, 2.05286}, {1164.92, 2.04601}, {1161.06, 2.03909}, {1157.21,
2.03208}, {1153.35, 2.02499}, {1149.49, 2.01782}, {1145.63, 2.01055}, {1141.78, 2.0032}, {1137.92, 1.99577}, {1134.06, 1.98824}, {1130.2, 1.98062}, {1126.35,
1.9729}, {1122.49, 1.96509}, {1118.63, 1.95719}, {1114.77, 1.94918}, {1110.92, 1.94107}, {1107.06, 1.93287}, {1103.2, 1.92456}, {1099.34, 1.91614}, {1095.49,
1.90761}, {1091.63, 1.89897}, {1087.77, 1.89023}, {1083.92, 1.88136}, {1080.06, 1.87239}, {1076.2, 1.86329}, {1072.34, 1.85407}, {1068.49, 1.84473}, {1064.63,
1.83526}, {1060.77, 1.82567}, {1056.91, 1.81595}, {1053.06, 1.80609}, {1049.2, 1.7961}, {1045.34, 1.78597}, {1041.48, 1.7757}, {1037.63, 1.76528}, {1033.77,

1.75472}, {1029.91, 1.74401}, {1026.06, 1.73315}, {1022.2, 1.72213}, {1018.34, 1.71095}, {1014.48, 1.69961}, {1010.63, 1.68809}, {1006.77, 1.67642}, {1002.91,
1.66457}, {999.053, 1.65254}, {995.196, 1.64033}, {991.339, 1.62793}, {987.481, 1.61535}, {983.624, 1.60257}, {979.767, 1.58959}, {975.909, 1.57641},

{972.052, 1.56303}, {968.195, 1.54944}, {964.337, 1.53562}, {960.48, 1.52159}, {956.622, 1.50733}, {952.765, 1.49285}, {948.908, 1.47812}, {945.05, 1.46315},
{941.193, 1.44794}, {937.336, 1.43248}, {933.478, 1.41675}, {929.621, 1.40077}, {925.764, 1.38452}, {921.906, 1.36798}, {918.049, 1.35117}, {914.192,
1.33407}, {910.334, 1.31668}, {906.477, 1.29899}, {902.62, 1.281}, {898.762, 1.26268}, {894.905, 1.24406}, {891.048, 1.22511}, {887.19, 1.20582}, {883.333,
1.18621}, {879.476, 1.16625}, {875.618, 1.14593}, {871.761, 1.12527}, {867.903, 1.10423}, {864.046, 1.08283}, {860.189, 1.06106}, {856.331, 1.0389}, {852.474,
1.01635}, {848.617, 0.993416}, {844.759, 0.970071}, {840.902, 0.946324}, {837.045, 0.922164}, {833.187, 0.897578}, {829.33, 0.872571}, {825.473, 0.847132},

{821.615, 0.821246}, {817.758, 0.79492}, {813.901, 0.768141}, {810.043, 0.740895}, {806.186, 0.713188}, {802.329, 0.685007}, {798.471, 0.656335}, {794.614,
0.62718}, {790.756, 0.597518}, {786.899, 0.567354}, {783.042, 0.536673}, {779.184, 0.505455}, {775.327, 0.473706}, {771.47, 0.441407}, {767.612, 0.408535},
{763.755, 0.375096}, {759.898, 0.341064}, {756.04, 0.306417}, {752.183, 0.271155}, {748.326, 0.235252}, {744.468, 0.198676}, {740.611, 0.161427}, {736.754,
0.123472}, {732.896, 0.0847762}, {729.039, 0.0453319}, {725.182, 0.00510134}, {721.324, −0.035957}, {717.467, −0.0778564}, {713.609, −0.120654}, {709.752,
−0.164365}, {705.895, −0.209043}, {702.037, −0.254744}, {698.18, −0.30149}, {694.323, −0.349344}, {690.465, −0.398373}, {686.608, −0.448609}, {682.751,
−0.500123}, {678.893, −0.552995}, {675.036, −0.607268}, {671.179, −0.663025}, {667.321, −0.72036}, {663.464, −0.779325}, {659.607, −0.84002}, {655.749,
−0.902555}, {651.892, −0.966992}, {648.035, −1.03345}, {644.177, −1.10206}, {640.32, −1.17289}, {636.463, −1.24609}, {632.605, −1.3218}, {628.748, −1.40012},
{624.891, −1.48121}, {621.033, −1.56524}, {617.176, −1.65234}, {613.318, −1.74271}, {609.461, −1.83649}, {605.604, −1.9339}, {601.746, −2.03516}, {597.889,
−2.14044}, {594.032, −2.24999}, {590.174, −2.3641}, {586.317, −2.48297}, {582.46, −2.60691}, {578.602, −2.73625}, {574.745, −2.87126}, {570.888, −3.01232},
{567.03, −3.15985}, {563.173, −3.31418}, {559.316, −3.47579}, {555.458, −3.6452}, {551.601, −3.82286}, {547.744, −4.00938}, {543.886, −4.20543}, {540.029,
−4.4116}, {536.171, −4.62874}, {532.314, −4.85758}, {528.457, −5.09908}, {524.599, −5.35432}, {520.742, −5.62429}, {516.885, −5.91031}, {513.027, −6.21386},
{509.17, −6.53636}, {505.313, −6.87965}, {501.455, −7.24581}, {497.598, −7.63693}, {493.741, −8.05567}, {489.883, −8.50509}, {486.026, −8.98834}, {482.169,
−9.50943}, {478.311, −10.073}, {474.454, −10.6842}, {470.597, −11.3492}, {466.739, −12.0756}, {462.882, −12.8717}, {459.025, −13.7483}, {455.167, −14.7183},
{451.31, −15.7967}, {447.452, −17.0033}, {443.595, −18.3615}, {439.738, −19.902}, {435.88, −21.6645}, {432.023, −23.6991}, {428.166, −26.0748}, {424.308,
−28.8854}, {420.451, −32.2602}, {416.594, −36.3887}, {412.736, −41.5561}, {408.879, −48.2059}, {405.022, −57.0848}, {401.164, −69.5411}, {397.307, −88.2679},
{393.45, −119.599}, {389.592, −182.724}, {385.735, −375.646}, {381.878, 13489.1}, {378.02, 365.071}, {374.163, 187.472}, {370.305, 127.184}, {366.448,
96.846}, {362.591, 78.5793}, {358.733, 66.3738}, {354.876, 57.6468}, {351.019, 51.0962}, {347.161, 45.9978}, {343.304, 41.9193}, {339.447, 38.5823}, {335.589,
35.8011}, {331.732, 33.4492}, {327.875, 31.4341}, {324.017, 29.6882}, {320.16, 28.162}, {316.303, 26.8164}, {312.445, 25.621}, {308.588, 24.5529}, {304.731,

23.5926}, {300.873, 22.7246}, {297.016, 21.9368}, {293.159, 21.2186}, {289.301, 20.561}, {285.444, 19.9573}, {281.586, 19.4008}, {277.729, 18.8867}, {273.872,
18.4103}, {270.014, 17.9676}, {266.157, 17.5555}, {262.3, 17.171}, {258.442, 16.8113}, {254.585, 16.4745}, {250.728, 16.1584}};

mgo=Interpolation[mgoraw];

(* H20, data from Wieliczka, Weng& Querry
(Appl.Opt.28, 1714−1719, 1989) *)

h2oraw={{500, 2.18614}, {504.7, 2.16963}, {510.5, 2.14232}, {515.2, 2.12033}, {521.2, 2.09392}, {526, 2.06978}, {532.1, 2.03678}, {537, 2.01358}, {543.2, 1.98163},
{549.5, 1.94857}, {555.9, 1.91864}, {562.3, 1.8889}, {567.5, 1.86432}, {574.1, 1.83494}, {580.8, 1.80294}, {588.8, 1.76731}, {595.7, 1.73393}, {602.6,
1.70444}, {609.5, 1.67595}, {616.6, 1.64964}, {625.2, 1.61709}, {632.4, 1.58752}, {641.2, 1.55642}, {648.6, 1.53075}, {657.7, 1.50087}, {666.8, 1.47383},
{676.1, 1.44515}, {685.5, 1.41666}, {695, 1.38984}, {704.7, 1.36555}, {714.5, 1.33719}, {724.4, 1.31309}, {734.5, 1.28954}, {746.4, 1.26049}, {756.8,
1.24146}, {769.1, 1.22197}, {781.6, 1.20511}, {794.3, 1.19326}, {807.2, 1.18192}, {820.4, 1.17979}, {833.7, 1.18806}, {847.2, 1.20179}, {863, 1.22012}, {877,
1.24368}, {890, 1.27016}, {894, 1.28034}, {898, 1.29107}, {902, 1.30152}, {906, 1.30702}, {910, 1.31218}, {914, 1.31713}, {918, 1.31971}, {922, 1.32461},
{926, 1.32963}, {930, 1.3394}, {934, 1.34686}, {938, 1.35426}, {942, 1.36162}, {946, 1.36894}, {950, 1.3763}, {954, 1.38361}, {958, 1.3909}, {962, 1.3982},
{966, 1.40314}, {970, 1.41046}, {974, 1.41539}, {978, 1.42269}, {982, 1.42999}, {986, 1.43491}, {990, 1.44223}, {994, 1.44716}, {998, 1.4545}, {1002,
1.45944}, {1006, 1.46435}, {1010, 1.4717}, {1014, 1.47662}, {1018, 1.48155}, {1022, 1.48648}, {1026, 1.49141}, {1030, 1.49635}, {1034, 1.49885}, {1038,
1.50379}, {1042, 1.50874}, {1046, 1.5137}, {1050, 1.51866}, {1054, 1.52116}, {1058, 1.52366}, {1062, 1.52863}, {1066, 1.53361}, {1070, 1.53611}, {1074,
1.54109}, {1078, 1.5436}, {1082, 1.5486}, {1086, 1.55111}, {1090, 1.55612}, {1094, 1.55863}, {1098, 1.56115}, {1102, 1.56617}, {1106, 1.56869}, {1110,
1.5712}, {1114, 1.57372}, {1118, 1.57624}, {1122, 1.57876}, {1126, 1.58129}, {1130, 1.58382}, {1134, 1.58635}, {1138, 1.5914}, {1142, 1.59393}, {1146,
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1.59647}, {1150, 1.599}, {1154, 1.59901}, {1158, 1.60154}, {1162, 1.60662}, {1166, 1.60916}, {1170, 1.61171}, {1174, 1.61172}, {1178, 1.61426}, {1182,
1.61681}, {1186, 1.61936}, {1190, 1.62192}, {1194, 1.62192}, {1198, 1.62447}, {1202, 1.62702}, {1206, 1.62702}, {1210, 1.62958}, {1214, 1.63214}, {1218,
1.63214}, {1222, 1.6347}, {1226, 1.6347}, {1230, 1.63983}, {1234, 1.63984}, {1238, 1.63984}, {1242, 1.64241}, {1246, 1.64498}, {1250, 1.64755}, {1254,
1.64756}, {1258, 1.65014}, {1262, 1.65015}, {1266, 1.65272}, {1270, 1.65529}, {1274, 1.65529}, {1278, 1.65786}, {1282, 1.65786}, {1286, 1.66044}, {1290,
1.66302}, {1294, 1.66302}, {1298, 1.6656}, {1302, 1.6656}, {1306, 1.66818}, {1310, 1.67077}, {1314, 1.67078}, {1318, 1.67078}, {1322, 1.67337}, {1326,
1.67337}, {1330, 1.67597}, {1334, 1.67856}, {1338, 1.67857}, {1342, 1.67857}, {1346, 1.68117}, {1350, 1.68377}, {1354, 1.68377}, {1358, 1.68377}, {1362,
1.68378}, {1366, 1.68638}, {1370, 1.68639}, {1374, 1.68639}, {1378, 1.68899}, {1382, 1.69159}, {1386, 1.69159}, {1390, 1.69159}, {1394, 1.6942}, {1398,
1.6942}, {1402, 1.6942}, {1406, 1.69681}, {1410, 1.69681}, {1414, 1.69681}, {1418, 1.69942}, {1422, 1.69941}, {1426, 1.70202}, {1430, 1.70463}, {1434,
1.70463}, {1438, 1.70463}, {1442, 1.70463}, {1446, 1.70724}, {1450, 1.70984}, {1454, 1.70721}, {1458, 1.70982}, {1462, 1.71244}, {1466, 1.71243}, {1470,
1.71504}, {1474, 1.71504}, {1478, 1.71765}, {1482, 1.71763}, {1486, 1.72025}, {1490, 1.72023}, {1494, 1.72022}, {1498, 1.72284}, {1502, 1.72545}, {1506,
1.72544}, {1510, 1.73068}, {1514, 1.73066}, {1518, 1.7359}, {1522, 1.73587}, {1526, 1.73845}, {1530, 1.73839}, {1534, 1.74624}, {1538, 1.74618}, {1542,
1.74608}, {1546, 1.75127}, {1550, 1.75118}, {1554, 1.75639}, {1558, 1.76158}, {1562, 1.76677}, {1566, 1.76665}, {1570, 1.77449}, {1574, 1.78235}, {1578,
1.79282}, {1582, 1.80063}, {1586, 1.80303}, {1590, 1.80805}, {1594, 1.81028}, {1598, 1.81236}, {1602, 1.80891}, {1606, 1.80807}, {1610, 1.80429}, {1614,
1.79778}, {1618, 1.77871}, {1622, 1.76923}, {1626, 1.75423}, {1630, 1.73995}, {1634, 1.71545}, {1638, 1.6913}, {1642, 1.66497}, {1646, 1.64202}, {1650,
1.61685}, {1654, 1.59195}, {1658, 1.57222}, {1662, 1.55568}, {1666, 1.54444}, {1670, 1.54087}, {1674, 1.53731}, {1678, 1.53365}, {1682, 1.53357}, {1686,
1.52969}, {1690, 1.52553}, {1694, 1.52132}, {1698, 1.52201}, {1702, 1.52502}, {1706, 1.52788}, {1710, 1.53317}, {1714, 1.5409}, {1718, 1.55358}, {1722,
1.56377}, {1726, 1.56893}, {1730, 1.57407}, {1734, 1.57921}, {1738, 1.58434}, {1742, 1.59199}, {1746, 1.59964}, {1750, 1.60478}, {1754, 1.60746}, {1758,
1.61257}, {1762, 1.61514}, {1766, 1.61771}, {1770, 1.62028}, {1774, 1.62284}, {1778, 1.62286}, {1782, 1.62797}, {1786, 1.63054}, {1790, 1.63822}, {1794,
1.64335}, {1798, 1.64592}, {1802, 1.65107}, {1806, 1.65364}, {1810, 1.65365}, {1814, 1.65623}, {1818, 1.65881}, {1822, 1.66139}, {1826, 1.66397}, {1830,
1.66656}, {1834, 1.66914}, {1838, 1.67173}, {1842, 1.67432}, {1846, 1.67691}, {1850, 1.6795}, {1854, 1.67951}, {1858, 1.6821}, {1862, 1.6847}, {1866,
1.68729}, {1870, 1.6873}, {1874, 1.68989}, {1878, 1.68989}, {1882, 1.69249}, {1886, 1.69249}, {1890, 1.6951}, {1894, 1.6951}, {1898, 1.6977}, {1902, 1.70031},
{1906, 1.70031}, {1910, 1.70292}, {1914, 1.70553}, {1918, 1.70814}, {1922, 1.70814}, {1926, 1.71075}, {1930, 1.71337}, {1934, 1.71337}, {1938, 1.71599},

{1942, 1.71598}, {1946, 1.7186}, {1950, 1.7186}, {1954, 1.7186}, {1958, 1.72122}, {1962, 1.72121}, {1966, 1.72383}, {1970, 1.72383}, {1974, 1.72383}, {1978,
1.72382}, {1982, 1.72645}, {1986, 1.72644}, {1990, 1.72644}, {1994, 1.72643}, {1998, 1.72643}, {2002, 1.72906}, {2006, 1.72905}, {2010, 1.73168}, {2014,
1.73168}, {2018, 1.73167}, {2022, 1.73167}, {2026, 1.7343}, {2030, 1.73429}, {2034, 1.73429}, {2038, 1.73429}, {2042, 1.73692}, {2046, 1.73691}, {2050,
1.73691}, {2054, 1.7369}, {2058, 1.7369}, {2062, 1.7369}, {2066, 1.73689}, {2070, 1.73689}, {2074, 1.73689}, {2078, 1.73952}, {2082, 1.73952}, {2086,
1.73952}, {2090, 1.73952}, {2094, 1.73952}, {2098, 1.73952}, {2102, 1.74216}, {2106, 1.73952}, {2110, 1.73952}, {2114, 1.73952}, {2118, 1.73952}, {2122,
1.73952}, {2126, 1.73952}, {2130, 1.73952}, {2134, 1.73952}, {2138, 1.73953}, {2142, 1.73953}, {2146, 1.73953}, {2150, 1.73953}, {2154, 1.73954}, {2158,
1.73954}, {2162, 1.73954}, {2166, 1.73955}, {2170, 1.73955}, {2174, 1.73956}, {2178, 1.73956}, {2182, 1.73957}, {2186, 1.73957}, {2190, 1.73958}, {2194,
1.73958}, {2198, 1.73959}, {2202, 1.73959}, {2206, 1.73959}, {2210, 1.74224}, {2214, 1.74224}, {2218, 1.74225}, {2222, 1.74225}, {2226, 1.74225}, {2230,
1.74226}, {2234, 1.74226}, {2238, 1.74227}, {2242, 1.74491}, {2246, 1.74491}, {2250, 1.74492}, {2254, 1.74492}, {2258, 1.74493}, {2262, 1.74757}, {2266,
1.74758}, {2270, 1.74758}, {2274, 1.74758}, {2278, 1.74759}, {2282, 1.74759}, {2286, 1.75024}, {2290, 1.75024}, {2294, 1.75024}, {2298, 1.75024}, {2302,
1.75025}, {2306, 1.75025}, {2310, 1.7529}, {2314, 1.7529}, {2318, 1.7529}, {2322, 1.7529}, {2326, 1.75291}, {2330, 1.75291}, {2334, 1.75291}, {2338, 1.75556},
{2342, 1.75556}, {2346, 1.75822}, {2350, 1.75822}, {2354, 1.75822}, {2358, 1.75822}, {2362, 1.76088}, {2366, 1.76088}, {2370, 1.76088}, {2374, 1.76088},

{2378, 1.76354}, {2382, 1.7662}, {2386, 1.7662}, {2390, 1.7662}, {2394, 1.7662}, {2398, 1.76886}, {2402, 1.76886}, {2406, 1.77152}, {2410, 1.77152}, {2414,
1.77152}, {2418, 1.77419}, {2422, 1.77419}, {2426, 1.77685}, {2430, 1.77686}, {2434, 1.77686}, {2438, 1.77686}, {2442, 1.77953}, {2446, 1.77953}, {2450,
1.7822}, {2454, 1.7822}, {2458, 1.7822}, {2462, 1.7822}, {2466, 1.7822}, {2470, 1.78487}, {2474, 1.78487}, {2478, 1.78487}, {2482, 1.78755}, {2486, 1.78755},
{2490, 1.78755}, {2494, 1.78755}, {2498, 1.79022}, {2502, 1.7929}, {2506, 1.7929}, {2510, 1.79558}, {2514, 1.79558}, {2518, 1.79826}, {2522, 1.80095}, {2526,
1.80095}, {2530, 1.80095}, {2534, 1.80363}, {2538, 1.80632}, {2542, 1.80632}, {2546, 1.80632}, {2550, 1.80901}, {2554, 1.80901}, {2558, 1.8117}, {2562,
1.8117}, {2566, 1.81439}, {2570, 1.81709}, {2574, 1.81709}, {2578, 1.81979}, {2582, 1.81979}, {2586, 1.81979}, {2590, 1.82249}, {2594, 1.82249}, {2598,
1.82519}, {2602, 1.82789}, {2606, 1.82789}, {2610, 1.8306}, {2614, 1.8306}, {2618, 1.8333}, {2622, 1.8333}, {2626, 1.8333}, {2630, 1.83601}, {2634, 1.83601},
{2638, 1.83601}, {2642, 1.83601}, {2646, 1.83872}, {2650, 1.84144}, {2654, 1.84144}, {2658, 1.84144}, {2662, 1.84415}, {2666, 1.84687}, {2670, 1.84687},
{2674, 1.84687}, {2678, 1.84959}, {2682, 1.84959}, {2686, 1.85231}, {2690, 1.85231}, {2694, 1.85231}, {2698, 1.85503}, {2702, 1.85503}, {2706, 1.85775},
{2710, 1.85775}, {2714, 1.86048}, {2718, 1.86321}, {2722, 1.86321}, {2726, 1.86594}, {2730, 1.86867}, {2734, 1.86867}, {2738, 1.8714}, {2742, 1.8714}, {2746,
1.87414}, {2750, 1.87688}, {2754, 1.87688}, {2758, 1.87962}, {2762, 1.87962}, {2766, 1.88236}, {2770, 1.8851}, {2774, 1.88785}, {2778, 1.8906}, {2782,
1.89059}, {2786, 1.89334}, {2790, 1.8961}, {2794, 1.89885}, {2798, 1.89885}, {2802, 1.9016}, {2806, 1.90436}, {2810, 1.90712}, {2814, 1.90988}, {2818,
1.91264}, {2822, 1.91264}, {2826, 1.9154}, {2830, 1.91817}, {2834, 1.92094}, {2838, 1.92371}, {2842, 1.92648}, {2846, 1.92648}, {2850, 1.93203}, {2854,
1.93202}, {2858, 1.9348}, {2862, 1.93758}, {2866, 1.94036}, {2870, 1.94314}, {2874, 1.94313}, {2878, 1.94591}, {2882, 1.9487}, {2886, 1.95148}, {2890,
1.95707}, {2894, 1.95706}, {2898, 1.95985}, {2902, 1.96264}, {2906, 1.96543}, {2910, 1.96823}, {2914, 1.97102}, {2918, 1.97382}, {2922, 1.97661}, {2926,
1.98223}, {2930, 1.98503}, {2934, 1.98783}, {2938, 1.99063}, {2942, 1.99626}, {2946, 1.99624}, {2950, 2.00188}, {2954, 2.00469}, {2958, 2.00751}, {2962,
2.01032}, {2966, 2.01596}, {2970, 2.01874}, {2974, 2.02151}, {2978, 2.02714}, {2982, 2.02992}, {2986, 2.0327}, {2990, 2.03832}, {2994, 2.04107}, {2998,
2.04374}, {3002, 2.04933}, {3006, 2.05207}, {3010, 2.05767}, {3014, 2.06042}, {3018, 2.06318}, {3022, 2.06883}, {3026, 2.0716}, {3030, 2.07728}, {3034,
2.08009}, {3038, 2.0829}, {3042, 2.08861}, {3046, 2.0914}, {3050, 2.09707}, {3054, 2.09984}, {3058, 2.10548}, {3062, 2.10819}, {3066, 2.1138}, {3070,
2.11644}, {3074, 2.12199}, {3078, 2.12457}, {3082, 2.13003}, {3086, 2.13257}, {3090, 2.13512}, {3094, 2.13765}, {3098, 2.14309}, {3102, 2.14557}, {3106,
2.14806}, {3110, 2.15058}, {3114, 2.15309}, {3118, 2.15559}, {3122, 2.15806}, {3126, 2.16047}, {3130, 2.1629}, {3134, 2.16825}, {3138, 2.17358}, {3142,
2.17295}, {3146, 2.17225}, {3150, 2.16853}, {3154, 2.16772}, {3158, 2.16684}, {3162, 2.1658}, {3166, 2.16471}, {3170, 2.16062}, {3174, 2.15942}, {3178,
2.15523}, {3182, 2.15396}, {3186, 2.14972}, {3190, 2.14263}, {3194, 2.13834}, {3198, 2.1312}, {3202, 2.1299}, {3206, 2.12575}, {3210, 2.12164}, {3214,
2.11447}, {3218, 2.11035}, {3222, 2.10318}, {3226, 2.09903}, {3230, 2.09205}, {3234, 2.08203}, {3238, 2.07212}, {3242, 2.0623}, {3246, 2.05215}, {3250,
2.03614}, {3254, 2.02603}, {3258, 2.01317}, {3262, 1.99768}, {3266, 1.98797}, {3270, 1.97827}, {3274, 1.97195}, {3278, 1.96253}, {3282, 1.95591}, {3286,
1.94636}, {3290, 1.93682}, {3294, 1.93316}, {3298, 1.92686}, {3302, 1.91733}, {3306, 1.90772}, {3310, 1.89835}, {3314, 1.88575}, {3318, 1.87641}, {3322,
1.86712}, {3326, 1.85774}, {3330, 1.85109}, {3334, 1.83871}, {3338, 1.82318}, {3342, 1.81364}, {3346, 1.79557}, {3350, 1.78322}, {3354, 1.77099}, {3358,
1.75332}, {3362, 1.73884}, {3366, 1.72144}, {3370, 1.7041}, {3374, 1.69526}, {3378, 1.67892}, {3382, 1.66248}, {3386, 1.64931}, {3390, 1.63362}, {3394,
1.61755}, {3398, 1.5989}, {3402, 1.57732}, {3406, 1.5512}, {3410, 1.53404}, {3414, 1.514}, {3418, 1.50214}, {3422, 1.47775}, {3426, 1.4534}, {3430, 1.43428},
{3434, 1.41533}, {3438, 1.39927}, {3442, 1.38358}, {3446, 1.36809}, {3450, 1.35469}, {3454, 1.3419}, {3458, 1.33131}, {3462, 1.31402}, {3466, 1.30187}, {3470,
1.28254}, {3474, 1.27278}, {3478, 1.26805}, {3482, 1.26345}, {3486, 1.24914}, {3490, 1.24689}, {3494, 1.24201}, {3498, 1.23974}, {3502, 1.23276}, {3506,

1.22092}, {3510, 1.21369}, {3514, 1.20649}, {3518, 1.1944}, {3522, 1.1871}, {3526, 1.17528}, {3530, 1.15479}, {3534, 1.14948}, {3538, 1.14431}, {3542,
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1.13504}, {3546, 1.13904}, {3550, 1.14513}, {3554, 1.14673}, {3558, 1.15909}, {3562, 1.16288}, {3566, 1.16893}, {3570, 1.16835}, {3574, 1.16768}, {3578,
1.1669}, {3582, 1.17257}, {3586, 1.18038}, {3590, 1.19035}, {3594, 1.20242}, {3598, 1.21225}, {3602, 1.22198}, {3606, 1.23163}, {3610, 1.23685}, {3614,
1.23976}, {3618, 1.23369}, {3622, 1.23212}, {3626, 1.23274}, {3630, 1.23119}, {3634, 1.23184}, {3638, 1.23024}, {3642, 1.23315}, {3646, 1.23837}, {3650,
1.24586}, {3654, 1.25781}, {3658, 1.2697}, {3662, 1.27926}, {3666, 1.29106}, {3670, 1.30744}, {3674, 1.31467}, {3678, 1.31953}, {3682, 1.32201}, {3686,
1.32904}, {3690, 1.33838}, {3694, 1.34539}, {3698, 1.35007}, {3702, 1.35941}, {3706, 1.3641}, {3710, 1.37114}, {3714, 1.37819}, {3718, 1.38526}, {3722,
1.38998}, {3726, 1.39707}, {3730, 1.40181}, {3734, 1.40655}, {3740, 1.41369}, {3745, 1.42084}, {3751, 1.428}, {3757, 1.43279}, {3762, 1.4399}, {3768,
1.44479}, {3774, 1.45201}, {3779, 1.45684}, {3785, 1.46167}, {3791, 1.46651}, {3797, 1.47136}, {3802, 1.47622}, {3808, 1.48108}, {3814, 1.48352}, {3820,
1.48839}, {3826, 1.49328}, {3831, 1.49572}, {3837, 1.50062}, {3843, 1.50307}, {3849, 1.50552}, {3855, 1.51044}, {3861, 1.51289}, {3867, 1.51536}, {3873,
1.52028}, {3879, 1.52275}, {3885, 1.52522}, {3891, 1.52769}, {3897, 1.53016}, {3903, 1.53264}, {3909, 1.53512}, {3915, 1.5376}, {3922, 1.54008}, {3928,
1.54256}, {3934, 1.54504}, {3940, 1.54753}, {3946, 1.55002}, {3953, 1.55251}, {3959, 1.555}, {3965, 1.555}, {3971, 1.5575}, {3978, 1.56}, {3984, 1.5625},
{3990, 1.5625}, {3997, 1.565}, {4003, 1.5675}, {4010, 1.57001}, {4016, 1.57001}, {4023, 1.57251}, {4029, 1.57502}, {4036, 1.57502}, {4042, 1.57753}, {4049,
1.58005}, {4055, 1.58005}, {4062, 1.58256}, {4068, 1.58256}, {4075, 1.58508}, {4082, 1.5876}, {4088, 1.5876}, {4095, 1.59012}, {4102, 1.59012}, {4108,
1.59264}, {4115, 1.59517}, {4122, 1.59517}, {4129, 1.59769}, {4136, 1.59769}, {4143, 1.60022}, {4149, 1.60022}, {4156, 1.60276}, {4163, 1.60276}, {4170,
1.60529}, {4177, 1.60529}, {4184, 1.60782}, {4191, 1.60782}, {4198, 1.60782}, {4205, 1.61036}, {4212, 1.6129}, {4219, 1.6129}, {4227, 1.6129}, {4234,
1.61544}, {4241, 1.61544}, {4248, 1.61798}, {4255, 1.61798}, {4263, 1.62053}, {4270, 1.62053}, {4277, 1.62053}, {4284, 1.62308}, {4292, 1.62308}, {4299,
1.62562}, {4307, 1.62562}, {4314, 1.62562}, {4322, 1.62818}, {4329, 1.62818}, {4337, 1.62818}, {4344, 1.63073}, {4352, 1.63073}, {4359, 1.63328}, {4367,
1.63328}, {4374, 1.63328}, {4382, 1.63584}, {4390, 1.63584}, {4398, 1.63584}, {4405, 1.6384}, {4413, 1.6384}, {4421, 1.6384}, {4429, 1.64096}, {4437,
1.64096}, {4444, 1.64096}, {4452, 1.64096}, {4460, 1.64352}, {4468, 1.64352}, {4476, 1.64352}, {4484, 1.64609}, {4492, 1.64609}, {4500, 1.64609}, {4509,
1.64866}, {4517, 1.64866}, {4525, 1.64866}, {4533, 1.65122}, {4541, 1.65122}, {4550, 1.65122}, {4558, 1.65122}, {4566, 1.6538}, {4575, 1.6538}, {4583,
1.6538}, {4591, 1.6538}, {4600, 1.65637}, {4608, 1.65637}, {4617, 1.65637}, {4625, 1.65894}, {4634, 1.65894}, {4643, 1.65894}, {4651, 1.65894}, {4660,
1.65894}, {4669, 1.66152}, {4677, 1.66152}, {4686, 1.66152}, {4695, 1.66152}, {4704, 1.6641}, {4713, 1.6641}, {4721, 1.6641}, {4730, 1.6641}, {4739, 1.66668},
{4748, 1.66668}, {4757, 1.66668}, {4766, 1.66668}, {4776, 1.66926}, {4785, 1.66926}, {4794, 1.66926}, {4803, 1.66926}, {4812, 1.66926}, {4822, 1.67185},

{4831, 1.67185}, {4840, 1.67185}, {4850, 1.67185}, {4859, 1.67185}, {4869, 1.67444}, {4878, 1.67444}, {4888, 1.67444}, {4897, 1.67444}, {4907, 1.67444},
{4916, 1.67702}, {4926, 1.67702}, {4936, 1.67702}, {4946, 1.67702}, {4955, 1.67962}, {4965, 1.67962}, {4975, 1.67962}, {4985, 1.67961}, {4995, 1.67961},
{5005, 1.67961}, {5015, 1.67961}, {5025, 1.68221}, {5035, 1.68221}, {5045, 1.68221}, {5056, 1.68221}, {5066, 1.68221}, {5076, 1.68221}, {5086, 1.6848}, {5097,

1.6848}, {5107, 1.6848}, {5118, 1.6848}, {5128, 1.6848}, {5139, 1.6848}, {5149, 1.6848}, {5160, 1.6848}, {5171, 1.6848}, {5181, 1.6848}, {5192, 1.6848},
{5203, 1.6848}, {5214, 1.6848}, {5225, 1.6848}, {5236, 1.6848}, {5247, 1.6848}, {5258, 1.6848}, {5269, 1.6848}, {5280, 1.6848}, {5291, 1.6848}, {5302,
1.6874}, {5313, 1.6874}, {5325, 1.6874}, {5336, 1.6874}, {5348, 1.69}, {5359, 1.69}, {5371, 1.69}, {5382, 1.69}, {5394, 1.6926}, {5405, 1.6926}, {5417,
1.6926}, {5429, 1.6926}, {5441, 1.6926}, {5453, 1.6926}, {5464, 1.6952}, {5476, 1.6952}, {5488, 1.6952}, {5501, 1.6952}, {5513, 1.6952}, {5525, 1.6952},
{5537, 1.69781}, {5549, 1.69781}, {5562, 1.69781}, {5574, 1.69781}, {5587, 1.69781}, {5599, 1.69781}, {5612, 1.69781}, {5624, 1.70042}, {5637, 1.70042},
{5650, 1.70042}, {5663, 1.70042}, {5675, 1.70042}, {5688, 1.70042}, {5701, 1.70042}, {5714, 1.70042}, {5727, 1.70302}, {5741, 1.70302}, {5754, 1.70302},
{5767, 1.70302}, {5780, 1.70302}, {5794, 1.70302}, {5807, 1.70302}, {5821, 1.70564}, {5834, 1.70564}, {5848, 1.70564}, {5862, 1.70564}, {5875, 1.70564},
{5889, 1.70564}, {5903, 1.70564}, {5917, 1.70564}, {5931, 1.70564}, {5945, 1.70825}, {5959, 1.70825}, {5974, 1.70825}, {5988, 1.70825}, {6002, 1.70825},
{6017, 1.70825}, {6031, 1.70825}, {6046, 1.71086}, {6061, 1.71086}, {6075, 1.71086}, {6090, 1.71086}, {6105, 1.71086}, {6120, 1.71086}, {6135, 1.71086},
{6150, 1.71086}, {6165, 1.71086}, {6180, 1.71348}, {6196, 1.71348}, {6211, 1.71348}, {6227, 1.71348}, {6242, 1.71348}, {6258, 1.71348}, {6274, 1.71348},
{6289, 1.71348}, {6305, 1.71348}, {6321, 1.71348}, {6337, 1.7161}, {6353, 1.7161}, {6369, 1.7161}, {6386, 1.7161}, {6402, 1.7161}, {6418, 1.7161}, {6435,
1.7161}, {6452, 1.7161}, {6468, 1.7161}, {6485, 1.71872}, {6502, 1.71872}, {6519, 1.71872}, {6536, 1.71872}, {6553, 1.71872}, {6570, 1.71872}, {6588,
1.71872}, {6605, 1.71872}, {6623, 1.71872}, {6640, 1.71872}, {6658, 1.71872}, {6676, 1.72134}, {6693, 1.72134}, {6711, 1.72134}, {6729, 1.72134}, {6748,
1.72134}, {6766, 1.72134}, {6784, 1.72134}, {6803, 1.72134}, {6821, 1.72134}, {6840, 1.72134}, {6859, 1.72397}, {6878, 1.72397}, {6897, 1.72397}, {6916,
1.72397}, {6935, 1.72397}, {6954, 1.72397}, {6974, 1.72397}, {6993, 1.72397}, {7013, 1.72397}, {7032, 1.72397}, {7052, 1.72397}, {7072, 1.72397}, {7092,
1.72397}, {7112, 1.72397}, {7133, 1.7266}, {7153, 1.7266}, {7174, 1.7266}, {7194, 1.7266}, {7215, 1.7266}, {7236, 1.7266}, {7257, 1.7266}, {7278, 1.7266},
{7299, 1.7266}, {7321, 1.7266}, {7342, 1.7266}, {7364, 1.72922}, {7386, 1.72922}, {7407, 1.72922}, {7429, 1.72922}, {7452, 1.72922}, {7474, 1.72922}, {7496,
1.72922}, {7519, 1.72922}, {7541, 1.72922}, {7564, 1.72922}, {7587, 1.73186}, {7610, 1.73186}, {7634, 1.73186}, {7657, 1.73186}, {7680, 1.73186}, {7704,
1.73186}, {7728, 1.73186}, {7752, 1.73186}, {7776, 1.73186}, {7800, 1.73186}, {7825, 1.73186}, {7849, 1.73186}, {7874, 1.73186}, {7899, 1.73449}, {7924,
1.73449}, {7949, 1.73449}, {7974, 1.73449}, {8000, 1.73449}, {8026, 1.73449}, {8052, 1.73449}, {8078, 1.73449}, {8104, 1.73449}};

h2o=Interpolation[h2oraw];

(* Test dielectric function with a single absorbtion at 2325 to see how absorbtion bands interact with plasmons *)

testabsorbraw={{500, 1.4}, {1000, 1.4}, {1200, 1.4}, {1500, 1.4}, {2000, 1.4}, {2300, 1.4}, {2310, 1.3}, {2320, 1.2}, {2325, 1.02}, {2330, 1.2}, {2340, 1.3}, {2350,
1.4}, {2500, 1.4}, {3000, 1.4}, {3500, 1.4}, {4000, 1.4}, {4500, 1.4}, {5000, 1.4}, {5500, 1.4}, {6000, 1.4}, {6500, 1.4}, {7000, 1.4}, {7500, 1.4}, {8000,
1.4}, {8104, 1.4}};

testabsorb=Interpolation[testabsorbraw, InterpolationOrder−>1];

CO2e1raw={{3500, 1.00087}, {3490, 1.00087}, {3480, 1.00087}, {3470, 1.00087}, {3460, 1.00087}, {3450, 1.00087}, {3440, 1.00087}, {3430, 1.00087}, {3420, 1.00087},
{3410, 1.00087}, {3400, 1.00087}, {3390, 1.00087}, {3380, 1.00087}, {3370, 1.00087}, {3360, 1.00087}, {3350, 1.00087}, {3340, 1.00087}, {3330, 1.00087},
{3320, 1.00087}, {3310, 1.00087}, {3300, 1.00087}, {3290, 1.00087}, {3280, 1.00087}, {3270, 1.00087}, {3260, 1.00087}, {3250, 1.00087}, {3240, 1.00087},
{3230, 1.00087}, {3220, 1.00087}, {3210, 1.00087}, {3200, 1.00087}, {3190, 1.00087}, {3180, 1.00087}, {3170, 1.00087}, {3160, 1.00087}, {3150, 1.00087},
{3140, 1.00087}, {3130, 1.00087}, {3120, 1.00087}, {3110, 1.00087}, {3100, 1.00087}, {3090, 1.00087}, {3080, 1.00087}, {3070, 1.00087}, {3060, 1.00087},
{3050, 1.00087}, {3040, 1.00087}, {3030, 1.00087}, {3020, 1.00087}, {3010, 1.00087}, {3000, 1.00087}, {2990, 1.00087}, {2980, 1.00087}, {2970, 1.00087},
{2960, 1.00087}, {2950, 1.00087}, {2940, 1.00087}, {2930, 1.00087}, {2920, 1.00087}, {2910, 1.00087}, {2900, 1.00087}, {2890, 1.00087}, {2880, 1.00087},
{2870, 1.00087}, {2860, 1.00087}, {2850, 1.00087}, {2840, 1.00087}, {2830, 1.00087}, {2820, 1.00087}, {2810, 1.00087}, {2800, 1.00087}, {2790, 1.00087},
{2780, 1.00087}, {2770, 1.00087}, {2760, 1.00087}, {2750, 1.00087}, {2740, 1.00087}, {2730, 1.00087}, {2720, 1.00087}, {2710, 1.00087}, {2700, 1.00087},
{2690, 1.00087}, {2680, 1.00087}, {2670, 1.00087}, {2660, 1.00087}, {2650, 1.00087}, {2640, 1.00087}, {2630, 1.00087}, {2620, 1.00087}, {2610, 1.00087},
{2600, 1.00087}, {2590, 1.00087}, {2580, 1.00087}, {2570, 1.00087}, {2560, 1.00087}, {2550, 1.00087}, {2540, 1.00087}, {2530, 1.00087}, {2520, 1.00087},
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{2510, 1.00087}, {2500, 1.00087}, {2490, 1.00087}, {2480, 1.00087}, {2470, 1.00087}, {2460, 1.00087}, {2450, 1.00087}, {2440, 1.00087}, {2430, 1.00087},
{2420, 1.00087}, {2410, 1.00087}, {2400, 0.9}, {2390, 0.8}, {2380, 0.7}, {2370, 0.4}, {2360, 0.2}, {2350, 1.8}, {2340, 1.6}, {2330, 1.3}, {2320, 1.2}, {2310,
1.1}, {2300, 1.00087}, {2290, 1.00087}, {2280, 1.00087}, {2270, 1.00087}, {2260, 1.00087}, {2250, 1.00087}, {2240, 1.00087}, {2230, 1.00087}, {2220, 1.00087},
{2210, 1.00087}, {2200, 1.00087}, {2190, 1.00087}, {2180, 1.00087}, {2170, 1.00087}, {2160, 1.00087}, {2150, 1.00087}, {2140, 1.00087}, {2130, 1.00087},

{2120, 1.00087}, {2110, 1.00087}, {2100, 1.00087}, {2090, 1.00087}, {2080, 1.00087}, {2070, 1.00087}, {2060, 1.00087}, {2050, 1.00087}, {2040, 1.00087},
{2030, 1.00087}, {2020, 1.00087}, {2010, 1.00087}, {2000, 1.00087}, {1990, 1.00087}, {1980, 1.00087}, {1970, 1.00087}, {1960, 1.00087}, {1950, 1.00087},
{1940, 1.00087}, {1930, 1.00087}, {1920, 1.00087}, {1910, 1.00087}, {1900, 1.00087}, {1890, 1.00087}, {1880, 1.00087}, {1870, 1.00087}, {1860, 1.00087},
{1850, 1.00087}, {1840, 1.00087}, {1830, 1.00087}, {1820, 1.00087}, {1810, 1.00087}, {1800, 1.00087}, {1790, 1.00087}, {1780, 1.00087}, {1770, 1.00087},
{1760, 1.00087}, {1750, 1.00087}, {1740, 1.00087}, {1730, 1.00087}, {1720, 1.00087}, {1710, 1.00087}, {1700, 1.00087}, {1690, 1.00087}, {1680, 1.00087},
{1670, 1.00087}, {1660, 1.00087}, {1650, 1.00087}, {1640, 1.00087}, {1630, 1.00087}, {1620, 1.00087}, {1610, 1.00087}, {1600, 1.00087}, {1590, 1.00087},
{1580, 1.00087}, {1570, 1.00087}, {1560, 1.00087}, {1550, 1.00087}, {1540, 1.00087}, {1530, 1.00087}, {1520, 1.00087}, {1510, 1.00087}, {1500, 1.00087},
{1490, 1.00087}, {1480, 1.00087}, {1470, 1.00087}, {1460, 1.00087}, {1450, 1.00087}, {1440, 1.00087}, {1430, 1.00087}, {1420, 1.00087}, {1410, 1.00087},
{1400, 1.00087}, {1390, 1.00087}, {1380, 1.00087}, {1370, 1.00087}, {1360, 1.00087}, {1350, 1.00087}, {1340, 1.00087}, {1330, 1.00087}, {1320, 1.00087},
{1310, 1.00087}, {1300, 1.00087}, {1290, 1.00087}, {1280, 1.00087}, {1270, 1.00087}, {1260, 1.00087}, {1250, 1.00087}, {1240, 1.00087}, {1230, 1.00087},
{1220, 1.00087}, {1210, 1.00087}, {1200, 1.00087}, {1190, 1.00087}, {1180, 1.00087}, {1170, 1.00087}, {1160, 1.00087}, {1150, 1.00087}, {1140, 1.00087},
{1130, 1.00087}, {1120, 1.00087}, {1110, 1.00087}, {1100, 1.00087}, {1090, 1.00087}, {1080, 1.00087}, {1070, 1.00087}, {1060, 1.00087}, {1050, 1.00087},
{1040, 1.00087}, {1030, 1.00087}, {1020, 1.00087}, {1010, 1.00087}, {1000, 1.00087}};

CO2e1=Interpolation[CO2e1raw, InterpolationOrder−>1];

CO2e2raw={{3500, 0}, {3490, 0}, {3480, 0}, {3470, 0}, {3460, 0}, {3450, 0}, {3440, 0}, {3430, 0}, {3420, 0}, {3410, 0}, {3400, 0}, {3390, 0}, {3380, 0}, {3370, 0},
{3360, 0}, {3350, 0}, {3340, 0}, {3330, 0}, {3320, 0}, {3310, 0}, {3300, 0}, {3290, 0}, {3280, 0}, {3270, 0}, {3260, 0}, {3250, 0}, {3240, 0}, {3230, 0},
{3220, 0}, {3210, 0}, {3200, 0}, {3190, 0}, {3180, 0}, {3170, 0}, {3160, 0}, {3150, 0}, {3140, 0}, {3130, 0}, {3120, 0}, {3110, 0}, {3100, 0}, {3090, 0},
{3080, 0}, {3070, 0}, {3060, 0}, {3050, 0}, {3040, 0}, {3030, 0}, {3020, 0}, {3010, 0}, {3000, 0}, {2990, 0}, {2980, 0}, {2970, 0}, {2960, 0}, {2950, 0},
{2940, 0}, {2930, 0}, {2920, 0}, {2910, 0}, {2900, 0}, {2890, 0}, {2880, 0}, {2870, 0}, {2860, 0}, {2850, 0}, {2840, 0}, {2830, 0}, {2820, 0}, {2810, 0},
{2800, 0}, {2790, 0}, {2780, 0}, {2770, 0}, {2760, 0}, {2750, 0}, {2740, 0}, {2730, 0}, {2720, 0}, {2710, 0}, {2700, 0}, {2690, 0}, {2680, 0}, {2670, 0},
{2660, 0}, {2650, 0}, {2640, 0}, {2630, 0}, {2620, 0}, {2610, 0}, {2600, 0}, {2590, 0}, {2580, 0}, {2570, 0}, {2560, 0}, {2550, 0}, {2540, 0}, {2530, 0},
{2520, 0}, {2510, 0}, {2500, 0}, {2490, 0}, {2480, 0}, {2470, 0}, {2460, 0}, {2450, 0}, {2440, 0}, {2430, 0}, {2420, 0}, {2410, 0}, {2400, 0.1}, {2390, 0.2},
{2380, 0.3}, {2370, 0.5}, {2360, 2}, {2350, 2}, {2340, 0.5}, {2330, 0.3}, {2320, 0.2}, {2310, 0.1}, {2300, 0}, {2290, 0}, {2280, 0}, {2270, 0}, {2260, 0},
{2250, 0}, {2240, 0}, {2230, 0}, {2220, 0}, {2210, 0}, {2200, 0}, {2190, 0}, {2180, 0}, {2170, 0}, {2160, 0}, {2150, 0}, {2140, 0}, {2130, 0}, {2120, 0},
{2110, 0}, {2100, 0}, {2090, 0}, {2080, 0}, {2070, 0}, {2060, 0}, {2050, 0}, {2040, 0}, {2030, 0}, {2020, 0}, {2010, 0}, {2000, 0}, {1990, 0}, {1980, 0},
{1970, 0}, {1960, 0}, {1950, 0}, {1940, 0}, {1930, 0}, {1920, 0}, {1910, 0}, {1900, 0}, {1890, 0}, {1880, 0}, {1870, 0}, {1860, 0}, {1850, 0}, {1840, 0},
{1830, 0}, {1820, 0}, {1810, 0}, {1800, 0}, {1790, 0}, {1780, 0}, {1770, 0}, {1760, 0}, {1750, 0}, {1740, 0}, {1730, 0}, {1720, 0}, {1710, 0}, {1700, 0},
{1690, 0}, {1680, 0}, {1670, 0}, {1660, 0}, {1650, 0}, {1640, 0}, {1630, 0}, {1620, 0}, {1610, 0}, {1600, 0}, {1590, 0}, {1580, 0}, {1570, 0}, {1560, 0},
{1550, 0}, {1540, 0}, {1530, 0}, {1520, 0}, {1510, 0}, {1500, 0}, {1490, 0}, {1480, 0}, {1470, 0}, {1460, 0}, {1450, 0}, {1440, 0}, {1430, 0}, {1420, 0},
{1410, 0}, {1400, 0}, {1390, 0}, {1380, 0}, {1370, 0}, {1360, 0}, {1350, 0}, {1340, 0}, {1330, 0}, {1320, 0}, {1310, 0}, {1300, 0}, {1290, 0}, {1280, 0},
{1270, 0}, {1260, 0}, {1250, 0}, {1240, 0}, {1230, 0}, {1220, 0}, {1210, 0}, {1200, 0}, {1190, 0}, {1180, 0}, {1170, 0}, {1160, 0}, {1150, 0}, {1140, 0},
{1130, 0}, {1120, 0}, {1110, 0}, {1100, 0}, {1090, 0}, {1080, 0}, {1070, 0}, {1060, 0}, {1050, 0}, {1040, 0}, {1030, 0}, {1020, 0}, {1010, 0}, {1000, 0}};

CO2e2=Interpolation[CO2e2raw, InterpolationOrder−>1];

B.2 SPR Kretschmann simulations*

This is the code used to simulate the reflectivity for thin film samples in the Kretschmann
configuration in energy and angle space.

SetOptions[EvaluationNotebook[],CellContext−>Notebook];
(* physical constants *)

c=2.99792458 10^8 ;
e=1.6021773 10^−19;
h=6.6260755 10^−34;
\[HBar]=1.05457 10^−34;
K=1.380658 10^−23;
me=9.109389 10^−31;
\[Epsilon]0=8.85419 10^−12;
q= 1.6021773 10^−19;

(* input parameters *)

ne=2 10^20 1000000 ; (*free carrier density [cm^−3]*)
\[Mu]=150/10000; (*mobility*)
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meeff= 0.21; (* relative effective mass: ZnO: 0.36, CdO: 0.21, b−GaO:0.342, GaN: 0.2, ITO: 0.4 *)
einf=5.5; (* high frequqency dielectric constant: ZnO: 3.2 , CdO: 5.5 InGaAs:9.61 b−GaO:3.57 , GaN: 5.3,ITO: 4 *)

(* calculated variables for Drude equations *)

\[CapitalGamma]= N[q /(\[Mu] meeff me )];(*absorbtion term; damping*)
wp=N[Sqrt[(ne q^2 )/(meeff me \[Epsilon]0)]]; (*plasme frequency*)

(* This section is used to calculate a Lorentzian absorbtion band to simulate an absorption in the environement, Code can be commented if calculations are to be
performed in an dielectric environment *)

A=0.00957242;
w0=2215;
w1=2235;
\[CapitalGamma]lorentz=20.00;
background=1.00027^2;
\[Epsilon]N2O[wcm_]:=(background+(A w0 \[CapitalGamma]lorentz)/(w0^2−wcm^2−I \[CapitalGamma]lorentz wcm)+(A w1 \[CapitalGamma]lorentz)/(w1^2−

wcm^2−I \[CapitalGamma]lorentz wcm));
(* Plot the resulting absorbtion band: Re for \[Epsilon]1, Im for \[Epsilon]2 *)

Plot[Re[\[Epsilon]N2O[wcm]],{wcm,2050,2450},ImageSize−>{800,800},LabelStyle−>Directive[30],AxesLabel−>{"[cm^−1]","\[Epsilon]1"},BaseStyle−>{FontFamily−>"
Arial"},AspectRatio−>1 ,PlotRange−>{{2050,2450},{0.99,1.01}},PlotStyle−>{Blue,Thickness[0.005]}]

(* The following Module iterates through all calculations necessary for reflectivity simulations in the Kretschman configuration *)

r[wcm_,\[CapitalTheta]_,d_]:=Module[{w, efilm,efilmcomplex,efilmfunction,efreesurface,xa,xb,xc,rs1,rp1,rs2,rp2,b,rp,rs,Refl,\[CapitalTheta]substrate,\[Alpha],\[Beta
],\[Gamma],nprism,nsubstrate,\[CapitalTheta]base,esubstrate,rpback,rsback,Rbackrefl,Refltotal},

w=wcm 3 10^10 2 \[Pi] ; (* convert to rad/s *)

(* calculate the actual incident angle at the film/substrate interface using Snell’s law, the dielectric properties of the prism and substrate as well as the prism geometry

*)

\[CapitalTheta]base=45; (* the base angle of the prism *)
nprism=N[Sqrt[caf2[wcm]]]; (* refrective index of prism, called from optical properties database *)
nsubstrate=N[Sqrt[mgo[wcm]]]; (* refrective index of substrate, called from optical properties database *)
\[Alpha]=\[CapitalTheta]−\[CapitalTheta]base;
\[Beta]= ArcSin[1/nprism Sin[\[Alpha] Degree]] 180/\[Pi];
\[Gamma]= ArcSin[nprism/nsubstrate Sin[(Abs[\[Beta]+\[CapitalTheta]base]) Degree]] 180/\[Pi];
\[CapitalTheta]substrate=\[Gamma]; (* This sets the angle for the reflectivity calculation to the actual incident angle at the film/substrate interface *)

efreesurface=1.00027^2; (* permitivity of the surrounding medium*, Air:1.00027^2, \[Epsilon]N2O[wcm] for lorentzian band *)

(* Compute backreflection from Prism/substrate interface *)

rsback=(nprism Cos[(\[Beta]+\[CapitalTheta]base)Degree]−nsubstrate Cos[\[Gamma] Degree])/(nprism Cos[(\[Beta]+\[CapitalTheta]base)Degree]+nsubstrate Cos[\[
Gamma] Degree]);

rpback=(nsubstrate Cos[(\[Beta]+\[CapitalTheta]base)Degree]−nprism Cos[\[Gamma] Degree])/(nprism Cos[\[Gamma] Degree]+nsubstrate Cos[(\[Beta]+\[
CapitalTheta]base)Degree]);

Rbackrefl=Abs[rpback]^2/Abs[rsback]^2;

esubstrate=mgo[wcm];
efilmcomplex= einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2);(* calculate the dielectric function of the plasmonic film using Drude eqautions *)

efilm=Re[efilmcomplex]−I Im[efilmcomplex];

(* compute square roots in fresnel equations*)
xa=Sqrt[(esubstrate−esubstrate Sin[\[CapitalTheta]substrate Degree]^2)];
xb= Sqrt[(efilm−esubstrate Sin[\[CapitalTheta]substrate Degree]^2)];
xc=Sqrt[(efreesurface−esubstrate Sin[\[CapitalTheta]substrate Degree]^2)];
(* reflectance interface 1, s− and p− polarized *)
rs1=(xa−xb)/(xa+xb);
rp1=(efilm xa−esubstrate xb)/(efilm xa+esubstrate xb);
(* reflectance interface 2, s− and p− polarized *)
rs2=(xb−xc)/(xb+xc);
rp2=(efreesurface xb−efilm xc)/(efreesurface xb+efilm xc);
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(* compute Airy formula *)
b=2 \[Pi] d 10^−7wcm xb;
rp=(rp1+rp2 Exp[2 I b])/(1+rp1 rp2 Exp[2 I b]);
rs=(rs1+rs2 Exp[2 I b])/(1+rs1 rs2 Exp[2 I b]);
Refl=(Abs[rp]/Abs[rs])^2;
Refltotal=(Abs[rpback]/Abs[rsback])^2 +Refl;(* Calculate total reflectance as rp/rs including the backreflection *)

Return[Refltotal]; (* Set Return[] value to the desired output, such as Refl for rp/rs, Refltotal for the included backrefelction or Abs[rp]^2 for only p−polarized
reflectivity *)

]

(* The following commands allow for graphical output of the calculated reflectivities using different representations I found usefull for this work. For further
information on the individual plotting commands please consult the Mathematica manual *)

(* This creates a contour Plot of the reflectivites in angle/energy space used in this work. The respective ranges can be set freely. The contouring options are also
customizable. Calculating these plots with a large amount of contour lines can take a long time *)

ContourPlot[r[wcm,\[CapitalTheta],130],{wcm,2150,2300}
,{\[CapitalTheta],45,50},PlotRange−>{0.0,1.1},ImageSize−>{800,800},Contours−>50,ColorFunction−>"SunsetColors",PlotPoints−>30,LabelStyle−>Directive[30],

FrameLabel−>{"[cm^−1]","angle [\[Degree]]"},BaseStyle−>{FontFamily−>"Arial"}]

(* This creates a 3D Plot of the reflectivites in angle/energy space used in this work. The respective ranges can be set freely. Allows for faster calculation of
reflectivities *)

Plot3D[r[wcm,\[CapitalTheta],200],
{wcm,1500,4000},{\[CapitalTheta],40,60},PlotRange−>{0,1.1},Mesh−>None,PlotPoints−>40,ColorFunction−>"SunsetColors", ImageSize−>{800,800},TicksStyle−>

Directive[25]]
(* This creates a 2D representation within Mathematics Manipualte environment. Here R is plotted versus energy, with a slider for the film thickness and incidence

angle. This is usefull to optimize film thickness to achieve maximum coupling at a certain incident angle *)
Manipulate[Plot[r[wcm,\[CapitalTheta],d],{wcm,1000,7000},PlotRange−>{{1000,7000},{0,1.2}},AxesOrigin−>{1500,0},AxesLabel−>{"[cm^−1]","R"},ImageSize

−>{800,800}],{d,0,600},{\[CapitalTheta],1,90}]
(* This creates a 2D representation within Mathematics Manipualte environment. Here R is plotted versus angle, with a slider for the film thickness and energy. This is

usefull to optimize film thickness to achieve maximum coupling at a certain energy *)
Manipulate[Plot[r[wcm,\[CapitalTheta],d],{\[CapitalTheta],1,80},PlotRange−>{{45,55},{0,1}},AxesOrigin−>{48.6,0},AxesOrigin−>{1500,0},AxesLabel−>{"Angle[\[

Degree]]","R"},ImageSize−>{800,800}],{wcm,1250,4000},{d,1,800}]

(* Create a movie of several calcualted contour plots. For example, one can create a movie depicting the reflectivity evolution as a function of film thickness; image size
, intervalls,... are adjustable *)

Parallelize[movie=Table[ContourPlot[r[wcm,\[CapitalTheta],d],{wcm,1750,4000},{\[CapitalTheta],40,60},PlotRange−>{0,1},ImageSize−>{800,800},ColorFunction−>"
SunsetColors",PlotPoints−>30,BaseStyle−>{FontSize−>25}]

,{d,1,400,4}]];
Export["Movie name.mov", movie]

Cell formating for Mathematica:
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����������[������������������[]� ����������� → ��������]�

(*�������� ���������*)

� = ���������� × �����

� = ��������� × ���-���

� = ��������� × ���-���

ℏ = ������� × ���-���

� = �������� × ���-���

�� = �������� × ���-���

ϵ� = ������� × ���-���

� = ��������� × ���-���

(*����� ����������*)

�� = � × ����� × �������� (*���� ������� ������� ��-�*)

μ = ��� / ������ (*��������*)

����� = ����� (*�������� ��������� ��������������

����������-�������������������������*)

���� = ���� (*���� ���������� ���������� �����������������

������� ����������� �-����������������������*)

(*���������� ��������� ��� ����� ���������*)

Γ = �[� / (μ ����� ��)]� (*���������� ����� �������*)

�� = �[����[(�� ���) / (����� �� ϵ�)]]� (*������ ���������*)

(*���� ������� �� ���� �� ��������� � ���������� ���������� ����

�� �������� �� ���������� �� ��� ����������������� ��� �� ���������

�� ������������ ��� �� �� ��������� �� �� ���������� �����������*)

� = �����������

�� = �����

�� = �����

Γ������� = ������

���������� = ����������

ϵ���[���_] �= (���������� + (� �� Γ�������) / (���� - ����� - � Γ������� ���) +

(� �� Γ�������) / (���� - ����� - � Γ������� ���))�

(*���� ��� ��������� ���������� ������� ��� ϵ���� ��� �[�������]�*)

����[��[ϵ���[���]]� {���� ����� ����}� ��������� → {���� ���}�

���������� → ���������[��]� ��������� → {�[���-�]�� �ϵ��}�

��������� → {���������� → �������}� ����������� → ��

��������� → {{����� ����}� {����� ����}}� ��������� → {����� ���������[�����]}]

(*��� ��������� ������ �������� ������� ��� ������������ ���������

��� ������������ ����������� �� ��� ���������� �������������*)

�[���_� Θ_� �_] �=

������[{�� ������ ������������� �������������� ������������� ��� ��� ��� ����

���� ���� ���� �� ��� ��� ����� Θ���������� α� β� γ� ������� �����������

Θ����� ����������� ������� ������� ���������� ���������}�
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� = ��� � × ����� × � π� (*������� �� ���/�*)

(*��������� ��� ������ �������� ����� �� ���

����/��������� ��������� ����� �����’� ������� ����������

���������� �� ��� ����� ��� ��������� �� ���� �� ��� ����� ��������*)

Θ���� = ��� (*��� ���� ����� �� ��� �����*)

������ = �[����[����[���]]]� (*���������� ����� �� ������

������ ���� ������� ���������� ��������*)���������� = �[����[���[���]]]�

(*���������� ����� �� ���������������� ���� ������� ���������� ��������*)

α = Θ - Θ�����

β = ������[� / ������ ���[α ������]] ��� / π�

γ = ������[������ / ���������� ���[(���[β + Θ����]) ������]] ��� / π�

Θ��������� = γ� (*���� ���� ��� ����� ��� ��� ������������ �����������

�� ��� ������ �������� ����� �� ��� ����/��������� ���������*)

������������ = ���������� (*����������� �� ��� ����������� ������*�

��������������ϵ���[���] ��� ���������� ����*)

(*������� �������������� ���� �����/��������� ���������*)

������ = (������ ���[(β + Θ����) ������] - ���������� ���[γ ������]) /

(������ ���[(β + Θ����) ������] + ���������� ���[γ ������])�

������ = (���������� ���[(β + Θ����) ������] - ������ ���[γ ������]) /

(������ ���[γ ������] + ���������� ���[(β + Θ����) ������])�

��������� = ���[������]�� / ���[������]���

���������� = ���[���]�

������������ = ���� + ���� / ((� � Γ) - ���)�

(*��������� ��� ����������

�������� �� ��� ��������� ���� ����� ����� ���������*)

����� = ��[������������] - � ��[������������]�

(*������� ������ ����� �� ������� ���������*)

�� = ����[(���������� - ���������� ���[Θ��������� ������]��)]�

�� = ����[(����� - ���������� ���[Θ��������� ������]��)]�

�� = ����[(������������ - ���������� ���[Θ��������� ������]��)]�

(*����������� ��������� ���-��� �-���������*)��� = (�� - ��) / (�� + ��)�

��� = (����� �� - ���������� ��) / (����� �� + ���������� ��)�

(*����������� ��������� ���-��� �-���������*)��� = (�� - ��) / (�� + ��)�

��� = (������������ �� - ����� ��) / (������������ �� + ����� ��)�

(*������� ���� �������*)� = � π � ���-� ��� ���

�� = (��� + ��� ���[� � �]) / (� + ��� ��� ���[� � �])�

�� = (��� + ��� ���[� � �]) / (� + ��� ��� ���[� � �])�

���� = (���[��] / ���[��])���

(*��������� ����� ����������� �� ��/�� ��������� ��� ��������������*)

��������� = (���[������] / ���[������])�� + �����

(*��� ������[] ����� �� ��� ������� ����������� �� ���� ��� ��/���

��������� ��� ��� �������� �������������� �� ���[��]�� ��� ���� �-

��������� ������������*)

������[���������]]
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(*��� ��������� �������� ����� ��� ��������� ������ �� ���

���������� �������������� ����� ��������� ��������������� � �����

������� ��� ���� �������� ������� ����������� �� ��� ����������

�������� �������� ������ ������� ��� ����������� ������*)

(*���� ������� � ������� ���� �� ��� ������������� �� �����/������

����� ���� �� ���� �������� ���������� ������ ��� �� ��� ����������

���������� ������� ��� ���� ������������������������ ����� �����

���� � ����� ������ �� ������� ����� ��� ���� � ���� ����*)

�����������[�[���� Θ� ���]� {���� ����� ����}� {Θ� ��� ��}�

��������� → {���� ���}� ��������� → {���� ���}� �������� → ���

������������� → ��������������� ���������� → ��� ���������� → ���������[��]�

���������� → {�[���-�]�� ������ [°]�}� ��������� → {���������� → �������}]

(*���� ������� � �� ���� �� ��� ������������� ��

�����/������ ����� ���� �� ���� �������� ���������� ������ ���

�� ��� ������������� ��� ������ ����������� �� ��������������*)

������[�[���� Θ� ���]� {���� ����� ����}� {Θ� ��� ��}� ��������� → {�� ���}�

���� → ����� ���������� → ��� ������������� → ���������������

��������� → {���� ���}� ���������� → ���������[��]]

(*���� ������� � �� �������������� ������ �����������

���������� ���������������� � �� ������� ������ �������

���� � ������ ��� ��� ���� ��������� ��� ���������

���������� �� ������� �� �������� ���� ��������� ��

������� ������� �������� �� � ������� �������� �����*)

����������[����[�[���� Θ� �]� {���� ����� ����}� ��������� → {{����� ����}� {�� ���}}�

���������� → {����� �}� ��������� → {�[���-�]�� ��

�}� ��������� → {���� ���}]� {�� �� ���}� {Θ� �� ��}]

(*���� ������� � �� �������������� ������ �����������

���������� ���������������� � �� ������� ������ ������

���� � ������ ��� ��� ���� ��������� ��� ����������� �� ������� ��

�������� ���� ��������� �� ������� ������� �������� �� � ������� ������*)

����������[����[�[���� Θ� �]� {Θ� �� ��}� ��������� → {{��� ��}� {�� �}}�

���������� → {����� �}� ���������� → {����� �}� ��������� → {������[°]�� ���}�

��������� → {���� ���}]� {���� ����� ����}� {�� �� ���}]

(*������ � ����� �� ������� ���������� ������� ��������� ��������

��� ��� ������ � ����� ��������� ���

������������ ��������� �� � �������� �� ���� ����������

����� ������������������� ��� ����������*)

�����������[����� = �����[�����������[�[���� Θ� �]� {���� ����� ����}� {Θ� ��� ��}�

��������� → {�� �}� ��������� → {���� ���}� ������������� → ���������������

���������� → ��� ��������� → {�������� → ��}]� {�� �� ���� �}]]�

������[������ ���������� �����]
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B B.3

B.3 SPR Kretschmann simulations in wave-vector space*

This is the code used to simulate the reflectivity for thin film samples in the Kretschmann
configuration in wave-vector space.

SetOptions[EvaluationNotebook[],CellContext−>Notebook]

(*physical constants*)

c=2.99792458 10^8;
e=1.6021773 10^−19;
h=6.6260755 10^−34;
\[HBar]=1.05457 10^−34;
K=1.380658 10^−23;
me=9.109389 10^−31;
\[Epsilon]0=8.85419 10^−12;
q=1.6021773 10^−19;

(*input parameters*)

ne=2 10^20 1000000; (*free carrier density [cm^−3]*)
\[Mu]=150/10000; (*mobility*)
meeff=0.21; (*relative effective mass:ZnO:0.36,CdO:0.21,b−GaO:0.342,GaN:0.2,ITO:0.4*)
einf=5.5; (*high frequqency dielectric constant:ZnO:3.2,CdO:5.5 InGaAs:9.61 b−GaO:3.57,GaN:5.3,ITO:4*)(*calculated variables for Drude equations*)
\[CapitalGamma]=N[q/(\[Mu] meeff me)]; (*absorbtion term, damping*)
wp=N[Sqrt[(ne q^2)/(meeff me \[Epsilon]0)]]; (*plasme frequency*)

r[wcm_,kx_,d_]:=Module[{w, efilm,efilmcomplex,efilmfunction,efreesurface,xa,xb,xc,rs1,rp1,rs2,rp2,b,rp,rs,Refl,\[CapitalTheta]substrate,\[Alpha],\[Beta],\[Gamma],
nprism,nsubstrate,\[CapitalTheta]base,esubstrate,rpback,rsback,Rbackrefl,Refltotal},

w=wcm 3 10^10 2 \[Pi] ; (* convert to rad/s *)
esubstrate=mgo[wcm];
\[Gamma]=ArcSin[(kx 2.99792458 10^8)/(Sqrt[esubstrate] w)] 180/\[Pi];
\[CapitalTheta]substrate=\[Gamma];
efreesurface= 1.00027^2; (*permitivity of the surrounding medium*,Air:1.00027^2 *)

efilmcomplex=einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2);
efilm=Re[efilmcomplex]−I Im[efilmcomplex];
xa=Sqrt[(esubstrate−esubstrate Sin[\[CapitalTheta]substrate Degree]^2)];
xb= Sqrt[(efilm−esubstrate Sin[\[CapitalTheta]substrate Degree]^2)];
xc=Sqrt[(efreesurface−esubstrate Sin[\[CapitalTheta]substrate Degree]^2)];
(* reflectance interface 1, s− and p− polarized *)
rs1=(xa−xb)/(xa+xb);
rp1=(efilm xa−esubstrate xb)/(efilm xa+esubstrate xb);
(* reflectance interface 2, s− and p− polarized *)
rs2=(xb−xc)/(xb+xc);
rp2=(efreesurface xb−efilm xc)/(efreesurface xb+efilm xc);
(* compute Airy formula *)
b=2 \[Pi] d 10^−7wcm xb;
rp=(rp1+rp2 Exp[2 I b])/(1+rp1 rp2 Exp[2 I b]);
rs=(rs1+rs2 Exp[2 I b])/(1+rs1 rs2 Exp[2 I b]);
Refl=(Abs[rp]/Abs[rs])^2;

Return[Refl];
]
(* In the following section, a contour plot of the reflectivities in wave−vector space as well as the plasmon dispersion and light lines in the Kretschmann configuration

are calculated to compute a composite image *)

(* Reflectivity *)
x=ContourPlot[r[wcm,kx,300],{kx,1000000,4000000},{wcm,1000,6000},PlotRange−>{0,1.2},ImageSize−>{800,800},Contours−>50,ColorFunction−>"SunsetColors",

PlotPoints−>100,LabelStyle−>Directive[25],FrameLabel−>{"Subscript[k, x][m^−1]","[cm^−1]"}];
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(* light line, upper limit *)

a=ParametricPlot[{(wcm 3 10^10 2 \[Pi] Sqrt[mgo[wcm]]Sin[ArcSin[1/Sqrt[mgo[wcm]]]])/(2.99792458 10^8),wcm},{wcm,1000,6000},TicksStyle−>Directive[25],
AxesLabel−>{"Subscript[k, x]","cm^−1"}, AspectRatio−>1,AxesOrigin−>{1000000,1000},PlotStyle−>{Red,Thickness[0.005]}];

(* light line, lower limit *)
b=ParametricPlot[{(wcm 3 10^10 2 \[Pi] Sqrt[mgo[wcm]]Sin[90 Degree])/(2.99792458 10^8),wcm},{wcm,1000,6000}, AspectRatio−>1,AxesOrigin−>{1000000,1000},

PlotStyle−>{Red,Thickness[0.005]}];

(* real part of the plasmon dispersion *)
efreesurface=1.00027^2 ;(* dielectric environment for the dispersion calculation *)
d=ParametricPlot[{Re[(wcm 100 2 \[Pi]) Sqrt[(efreesurface (einf+wp^2/(((wcm 3 10^10 2 \[Pi]) I \[CapitalGamma])−(wcm 3 10^10 2 \[Pi])^2)))/(efreesurface+(einf+

wp^2/(((wcm 3 10^10 2 \[Pi]) I \[CapitalGamma])−(wcm 3 10^10 2 \[Pi])^2)))]],wcm},{wcm,1000,6000}, AspectRatio−>1,AxesOrigin−>{1000000,1000},
GridLines−>{{},{wp/(3 10^10 2 \[Pi])}},PlotStyle−>{Blue,Thickness[0.005]} ,LabelStyle−>Directive[25],AxesLabel−>{"Subscript[k, x][m^−1]","[cm^−1]"},
ImageSize−>{800,800} ];

(* Plot the composite image *)

Show[x,d,a,b,PlotRange−>{{0.65 10^6,3.4 10^6},{1000,4000}},AxesOrigin−>{650000,1000},BaseStyle−>{FontFamily−>"Arial"}]

Cell formating for Mathematica:
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����������[������������������[]� ����������� → ��������]

(*�������� ���������*)

� = ���������� × �����

� = ��������� × ���-���

� = ��������� × ���-���

ℏ = ������� × ���-���

� = �������� × ���-���

�� = �������� × ���-���

ϵ� = ������� × ���-���

� = ��������� × ���-���

(*����� ����������*)

�� = � × ����� × �������� (*���� ������� ������� ��-�*)

μ = ��� / ������ (*��������*)

����� = ����� (*�������� ��������� ��������������

����������-�������������������������*)

���� = ���� (*���� ���������� ���������� �����������������

������� ����������� �-����������������������*)

(*���������� ��������� ��� ����� ���������*)

Γ = �[� / (μ ����� ��)]� (*���������� ����� �������*)

�� = �[����[(�� ���) / (����� �� ϵ�)]]� (*������ ���������*)
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�[���_� ��_� �_] �=

������{�� ������ ������������� �������������� ������������� ��� ��� ��� ����

���� ���� ���� �� ��� ��� ����� Θ���������� α� β� γ� ������� �����������

Θ����� ����������� ������� ������� ���������� ���������}�

� = ��� � × ���� � π � (* ������� �� ���/� *)

���������� = ���[���]�

γ = �������� ���������� × ���   ���������� �
���

π
�

Θ��������� = γ�

������������ = ����������

(*����������� �� ��� ����������� ������*�������������� *)

������������ = ���� +
���

(� ⅈ Γ) - ��
�

����� = ��[������������] - ⅈ ��[������������]�

�� = (���������� - ���������� ���[Θ��������� ������]��) �

�� = (����� - ���������� ���[Θ��������� ������]��) �

�� = (������������ - ���������� ���[Θ��������� ������]��) �

(* ����������� ��������� �� �- ��� �- ��������� *)

��� =
�� - ��

�� + ��
�

��� =
����� �� - ���������� ��

����� �� + ���������� ��
�

(* ����������� ��������� �� �- ��� �- ��������� *)

��� =
�� - ��

�� + ��
�

��� =
������������ �� - ����� ��

������������ �� + ����� ��
�

(* ������� ���� ������� *)

� = � π � ���-� ��� ���

�� =
��� + ��� ���[� ⅈ �]

� + ��� ��� ���[� ⅈ �]
�

�� =
��� + ��� ���[� ⅈ �]

� + ��� ��� ���[� ⅈ �]
�

���� =
���[��]

���[��]
���

������[����]�
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(* �� ��� ��������� �������� � ������� ���� �� ��� �������������� �� ����-

������ ����� �� ���� �� ��� ������� ���������� ��� ����� ����� �� ���

����������� ������������� ��� ���������� �� ������� � ��������� ����� *)

(* ������������ *)

� = ������������[���� ��� ���]� {��� �������� �������}�

{���� ����� ����}� ��������� → {�� ���}� ��������� → {���� ���}�

�������� → ��� ������������� → ��������������� ���������� → ����

���������� → ���������[��]� ���������� → ���[�
-�
]�� �[��-�

]��

(* ����� ����� ����� ����� *)

� = ��������������

��� � × ���� � π ���[���] ���������� ���[���]  ���������� × ����

���� {���� ����� ����}� ���������� → ���������[��]�

��������� → ����� ���-��� ����������� → �� ���������� → {� ������� ����}�

��������� → {���� ���������[�����]}�

(* ����� ����� ����� ����� *)

� = ��������������
��� � × ���� � π ���[���] ���[�� ������]

���������� × ���
� ����

{���� ����� ����}� ����������� → �� ���������� → {�������� ����}�

��������� → {���� ���������[�����]}�

(* ���� ���� �� ��� ������� ���������� *)

������������ = ��������� �

(* ���������� ����������� ��� ��� ���������� ����������� *)

� = ����������������(��� ��� × � π)

 ������������ ���� +
���

��� � × ���� � π ⅈ Γ - ��� � × ���� � π
�



������������ + ���� +
���

��� � × ���� � π ⅈ Γ - ��� � × ���� � π
�

� ����

{���� ����� ����}� ����������� → �� ���������� → {�������� ����}�

��������� → {}� ��  � × ���� � π�

��������� → {����� ���������[�����]} � ���������� → ���������[��]�

��������� → ���[�
-�
]�� �[��-�

]�� ��������� → {���� ���} �

(* ���� ��� ��������� ����� *)

����[�� �� �� �� ��������� → {{���� × ����� ��� × ����}� {����� ����}}�

���������� → {������� ����}� ��������� → {���������� → �������}]

SPR Kretschmann kx simulation.nb  ���3
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B B.4

B.4 Grating coupling simulation*

This code is used to simulate the coupling to the SPP dispersion using a grating. The SPP,
grating vector and materials can be freely defined.

SetOptions[EvaluationNotebook[],CellContext−>Notebook]

(*physical constants*)

c=2.99792458 10^8;
e=1.6021773 10^−19;
h=6.6260755 10^−34;
\[HBar]=1.05457 10^−34;
K=1.380658 10^−23;
me=9.109389 10^−31;
\[Epsilon]0=8.85419 10^−12;
q=1.6021773 10^−19;

(*input parameters*)

ne=2 10^20 1000000; (*free carrier density [cm^−3]*)
\[Mu]=150/10000; (*mobility*)
meeff=0.21; (*relative effective mass:ZnO:0.36,CdO:0.21,b−GaO:0.342,GaN:0.2,ITO:0.4*)
einf=5.5; (*high frequqency dielectric constant:ZnO:3.2,CdO:5.5 InGaAs:9.61 b−GaO:3.57,GaN:5.3,ITO:4*)(*calculated variables for Drude equations*)
\[CapitalGamma]=N[q/(\[Mu] meeff me)]; (*absorbtion term, damping*)
wp=N[Sqrt[(ne q^2)/(meeff me \[Epsilon]0)]]; (*plasme frequency*)

(* This defines the grating vector *)
pitch=10 10^−6; (* grating pitch in [m] *)
M=N[2 Pi/(pitch)]; (* Grating Vector *)

(* This Manipulate builds a simulation that lets the user visualize the different possiblities to couple to SPP with gratings. The incidence angle is variable, so is the
selection of the grating vector (M=\[PlusMinus]0,1,2 ..). *)

Manipulate[
ParametricPlot[{

{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree])uu,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]) uu,w},
{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree]+(M 0.5)) hh,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]+(M 0.5)) hh,w},
{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree]−(M 0.5)) jj,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]−(M 0.5)) jj,w},
{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree]+M 1) x,w},
{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree]+M 2)y,w},
{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree]−M 1)z,w},
{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree]−M 2) u,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]−M 1) z,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]−M 2)u,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]+M 1) x,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]+M 2) y,w},
{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree]+M 3) r,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]+M 3) r,w},
{((w/c)Sin[−angle Degree]−M 3) rr,w},
{((w/c)Sin[angle Degree]−M 3) rr,w},
{(Re[w/c Sqrt[(efreesurface (einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2)))/(efreesurface+(einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2)))]]) xx,w},
{(Re[w/c Sqrt[( mgo[(w/(2 Pi 3 10^10))](einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2)))/(mgo[(w/(2 Pi 3 10^10))]+(einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2)))]]) yy,w

}, (* Plot dispersion curves for the SPP for thin/freesurface and film/substrate *)
{(−Re[w/c Sqrt[(efreesurface (einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2)))/(efreesurface+(einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2)))]]) xx,w},
{(−Re[w/c Sqrt[( mgo[(w/(2 Pi 3 10^10))](einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2)))/(mgo[(w/(2 Pi 3 10^10))]+(einf+wp^2/((w I \[CapitalGamma])−w^2)))]]) yy,

w}
},
{w,1 10^14,10^15}, AspectRatio−>800/1200,ImageSize−>{1100,800},PlotRange−>{{−3 10^6,3 10^6},{0.9 10^14,4 10^14}},Frame−>True,LabelStyle−>Directive[25],

FrameLabel−>{"[Subscript[k, x]]","\[Omega]"},PlotStyle−>{Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,Black,
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Black,Black,Blue,Red,Blue,Red}],

Row[{Control[{{angle,90,"Incident Angle [\[Degree]]"},1,90}],Control[{{xx,0,"Subscript[k, spp] Air/Metal"},{0,1}}],Control[{{yy,0,"Subscript[k, spp] Substrate/Metal
"},{0,1}}],Control[{{uu,0,"light lines free space"},{0,1}}],Control[{{x,0,"+Subscript[k, g]"},{0,1}}],Control[{{hh,0,"+1/2Subscript[k, g]"},{0,1}}],Control[{{jj,0,"−1/2
Subscript[k, g]"},{0,1}}],Control[{{y,0,"+2Subscript[k, g]"},{0,1}}],Control[{{z,0,"−Subscript[k, g]"},{0,1}}],Control[{{u,0,"−2Subscript[k, g]"},{0,1}}],Control[{{r,0,"+3
Subscript[k, g]"},{0,1}}],Control[{{rr,0,"−3Subscript[k, g]"},{0,1}}]},Spacer[15]]]

Cell formating for Mathematica:
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����������[������������������[]� ����������� → ��������]

(*�������� ���������*)

� = ���������� × �����

� = ��������� × ���-���

� = ��������� × ���-���

ℏ = ������� × ���-���

� = �������� × ���-���

�� = �������� × ���-���

ϵ� = ������� × ���-���

� = ��������� × ���-���

(*����� ����������*)

�� = � × ����� × �������� (*���� ������� ������� ��-�*)

μ = ��� / ������ (*��������*)

����� = ����� (*�������� ��������� ��������������

����������-�������������������������*)

���� = ���� (*���� ���������� ���������� �����������������

������� ����������� �-����������������������*)

(*���������� ��������� ��� ����� ���������*)

Γ = �[� / (μ ����� ��)]� (*���������� ����� �������*)

�� = �[����[(�� ���) / (����� �� ϵ�)]]� (*������ ���������*)

(* ���� ������� ��� ������� ������ *)

����� = �� × ���-�� (* ������� ����� �� [�] *)

� = �[� �� / (�����)]� (* ������� ������ *)

(* ���� ���������� ������ � ���������� ���� ����

��� ���� ��������� ��� ��������� ������������ �� ������

�� ��� ���� ��������� ��� ��������� ����� �� ���������

�� �� ��� ��������� �� ��� ������� ������ (�=±����� ��)� *)

�������� ������� × ����

�������� ����������

��������������

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������]) ��� �}�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������]) ��� �}�

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������] + (� ���)) ��� �}�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������] + (� ���)) ��� �}�

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������] - (� ���)) ��� �}�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������] - (� ���)) ��� �}�

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������] + � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������] + � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������] - � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������] - � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������] - � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������] - � �) �� �}�
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{(( ) [����� ������] ) � }�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������] + � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������] + � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������] + � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������] + � �) �� �}�

{((� / �) ���[-����� ������] - � �) ��� �}�

{((� / �) ���[����� ������] - � �) ��� �}�

 ��� / �
������������ ���� +

���

(� ⅈ Γ)-��


������������ + ���� +
���

(� ⅈ Γ)-��


 ��� ��

 ��� / �
���[(� / (� �� � × �����))] ���� +

���

(� ⅈ Γ)-��


���[(� / (� �� � × �����))] + ���� +
���

(� ⅈ Γ)-��


 ��� �� (* ����

���������� ������ ��� ��� ��� ��� ����/����������� ��� ����/��������� *)

 -��� / �
������������ ���� +

���

(� ⅈ Γ)-��


������������ + ���� +
���

(� ⅈ Γ)-��


 ��� ��

 -��� / �
���[(� / (� �� � × �����))] ���� +

���

(� ⅈ Γ)-��


���[(� / (� �� � × �����))] + ���� +
���

(� ⅈ Γ)-��


 ��� �

�

{�� � × ������ �����}� ����������� → ��� / ����� ��������� → {����� ���}�

��������� → {{-� ����� � × ����}� {��� × ������ � × �����}}�

����� → ����� ���������� → ���������[��]� ���������� → {�[��]�� �ω�}�

��������� → {������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ����� ���� ����� ���}�

����������[{{������ ��� ��������� ����� [°]�}� �� ��}]�

���������� �� ����� ���/������� {�� �}�

���������� �� ����� ���������/������� {�� �}� �������[

{{��� �� ������ ����� ���� ������}� {�� �}}]� ��������� �� �+���� {�� �}�

���������� �� �+
�

�
���� {�� �}� ���������� �� �-

�

�
���� {�� �}�

��������� �� �+����� {�� �}� ��������� �� �-���� {�� �}�

��������� �� �-����� {�� �}� ��������� �� �+����� {�� �}�

���������� �� �-����� {�� �}� ������[��]

2 ���  Grating coupling simulation.nb
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B.5 Simulation of the N2O ν3 mode

This code allows to compute a pressure dependent N2O dielctric function around the 2220
cm−1 absorption band. This dielectric function can then be fed into the SPR calculations
by replacing the constant dielectric environment with the calculated, frequency dependent
function within the reflectivity module.
A = 0.00957242;
wb = 2224;
w0 = 2210;
(* added assymetry parameter according to: A.L. Stancik, E.B. Brauns \
/Vibrational Spectroscopy 47 (2008) 66−69*)
w1 = 2237;
\[CapitalGamma]lorentz = 30.00;
background = 1.00087^2;
asymmetryw0 = 0.20;
asymmetryw1 = −0.05;
\[CapitalGamma]lorentzassymw0[wcm_] := \[CapitalGamma]lorentz/(
1 + (E^(asymmetryw0 (wcm − w0 ))));

\[CapitalGamma]lorentzassymw1[wcm_] := \[CapitalGamma]lorentz/(
1 + (E^(asymmetryw1 (wcm − w1 ))));
\[Epsilon]N2O[
wcm_] := (background + (
0.8 A w0 \[CapitalGamma]lorentzassymw0[wcm])/(
w0^2 − wcm^2 − I \[CapitalGamma]lorentzassymw0[wcm] wcm) + (
1.4 A w1 \[CapitalGamma]lorentzassymw1[wcm])/(
w1^2 − wcm^2 − I \[CapitalGamma]lorentzassymw1[wcm] wcm))

Plot[Re[\[Epsilon]N2O[wcm]], {wcm, 2100, 2350},
ImageSize −> {800, 800}, LabelStyle −> Directive[30],
AxesLabel −> {"[\!\(\*SuperscriptBox[\(cm\), \(−1\)]\)]",
"\[Epsilon]1"}, BaseStyle −> {FontFamily −> "Arial"},
AspectRatio −> 1 , PlotRange −> All,
PlotStyle −> {Blue, Thickness[0.005]}]

Cell formatting for Mathematica:
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� = �����������

�� = �����

�� = �����

(* ����� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��� ���� ��������

���� ������ /����������� ������������ �� (����) ��-��*)

�� = �����

Γ������� = ������

���������� = ����������

����������� = �����

����������� = -�����

Γ��������������[���_] �=
Γ�������

� + ⅇ(����������� (���-�� ))

�

Γ��������������[���_] �=
Γ�������

� + ⅇ(����������� (���-�� ))

�

ϵ���[���_] �= ���������� +
��� � �� Γ��������������[���]

���� - ����� - ⅈ Γ��������������[���] ���
+

��� � �� Γ��������������[���]

���� - ����� - ⅈ Γ��������������[���] ���

������[ϵ���[���]]� {���� ����� ����}� ��������� → {���� ���}�

���������� → ���������[��]� ��������� → �[��-�
]�� �ϵ���

��������� → {���������� → �������}� ����������� → � �

��������� → ���� ��������� → {����� ���������[�����]}
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